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A new approach to local Gauge theories is presented. The theory is developed in a curved space-time, and 
therefore gravitation is not neglected. Besides the Yang-Mills A';. vector bosons associated with a 
symmetry group, scalar bosons gaP appear just as naturally. The Lagrangian describing the interaction of 
these fields is the Ricci scalar for an extended Riemannian geometry. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The only strictly nonphenomenological theory phy
sicists have today is the Einstein theory of gravita
tion. No potentials nor experimental parameters have 
to be introduced. Einstein field equations R"v = 0 are 
the simplest one can write for a pseudo-Riemanian 
geometry. 

In this paper an extended pseudo-Riemanian (ERG) 
structure based on any semisimple Lie algebra is intro
duced. This structure is as flexible as ordinary tensor 
analysis. The corresponding Einstein's equations Rab 

= 0 turn out to be a Yang-Mills theory fully coupled to 
gravity. The theory is coordinate and gauge invariant. 
Besides the usual Yang-Mills vector bosons A~ a num
ber of independent scalar bosons make their appearance 
naturally. 

The most economic way of presenting the ERG is by 
using modern differential geometry. This language shall 
be used in this introduction to give a short algebraic ac
count, all topological questions set aside, of the theory 
of gravitation. The main reason to do so is that almost 
all formulas remain valid for ERG an thus notation is 
set straight. 

Let M be a four-dimensional differentiable manifold1 

called space-time and C~(M) the set of all infinitely 
differentiable real functions on M. The basic object in 
this theory are vector fields denoted by X, Y, Z. X is a 
mapping of C OO(M) into itself with the following 
properties: 

X( aj + (3g) = aX j + (3Xg, 

Xjg= (Xj)g+ j(Xg) , 

a, (3 reals, (1. 1) 

(1. 2) 

Let D(M) be the set of all vector fields. D(M) is turned 
into a module over the ring C OO(M) by defining jX and 
X + Y as follows1

: 

jX:g-j(Xg) 

X + Y: g-Xg+ Yg , j, gE COO(M) (1. 3) 

The Lie product 

[X, Y]=XY - YX, (1.4) 

where XY stands for a composition of mappings, is also 
a vector field. The Lie product satisfies the Jacobi iden
tity [X, [Y, Z]] + (Y, [Z, X]] + [Z, [X, Y]] = O. A general 
solution of Eqs. (1. 1) and (1. 2) may be found in any co
ordinate system of M. 1 Any X takes the form (Xj)(x") 
=~"(x)oj(x)/ox", where ~"ECOO(M). That is, 

(1. 5) 
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The ~" are the components of X in the partial derivative 
basis 0". 

An affine connection is a rule V which assigns to each 
X E D(M) a linear mapping V" : D(M) - D(M) satisfying the 
following two conditions: 

VfX+/fY = fix + gVy, 
(1. 6) 

VX(tY) =fix(Y) + (Xj)Y. 

These properties define V xY for all X and Y if V xY is 
specified for a basis in D(M), that is, if r~ vEe OO(M), 
defined by 

Va" (ov) = r~VOA (1.7) 

are given. r';." are the Christoffel symbols for a pseudo
Riemanian geometry. 

The linear space D(M) is provided with a nondegener
ate metric (X, y) E C "'(M) with the following properties2: 

(X, 1') =(Y,X), 

(jX + gY, Z) = j(X, Z) + g(Y, Z), 

Z(X, 1') = (V zX, 1') + (X, V zY). 

(1. 8) 

(1.9) 

Equation (1. 9) relates the affine and metric structures; 
it is better known by the equivalent statement that the 
covariant derivative of the metric g"v = (0", ov) vanishes. 

The following two expressions are fundamental: 

T(X, Y) = VxY - VyX - [X, Y], 

R(X, Y) = VXV y - VyVX - V[X,Y]' 

(1. 10) 

(1. 11) 

T(X, Y) is a vector field with the following linear prop
erty: TUX + gY, Z) = jT(X, Y) + gT(Y, Z) for any j, g 
E COO(M). The same property holds for variable Z since 
T(X, Z) = - T(Z, X). The vector field R(X, Y)Z has the 
same linear property for the variables X, Y, and Z. 
Equations (1. 10) and (1. 11) are related to the usual tor
sion and Riemann tensors in component form by the 
following expressions: 

and (1. 12) 

R(O",OV)OA=R"AI'VOp. 

Both ~v and Ri"v are expressed entirely in terms of 
r~ V' A pseudo-Riemanian space is defined by T(X, Y) 
= 0 or T~ v = O. In this case the affine connection is en
tirely determined by the nondegenerate metric through 
the following identityl: 
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2(X, v z Y) == Z(X, Y) + Y(X, Z) - X(Y, Z) 

+ (Z, [x, Y]) + (Y, [x, Z]) - (X, [Y, Z]) 

(1. 13) 

derived from (1. 9) and T(X, Y) == 0 by cyclic permutation. 
When Eq. (1. 13) is written for the basis a '"' the usual 
Christoffel symbols 

(1. 14) 

are obtained. i p 
stands for the inverse matrix of gAp. 

It is now possible to write the Einstein invariant 
action 

(1. 15) 

where g=detg,"v and R=!!VR'?."v is the Ricci scalar. The 
fields to be varied are seen to be g,"v from (1. 14). Upon 
variation the field equations R;,.pv = R .. v == 0 are obtained. 

The mathematical apparatus just described may be 
thought of as a way of generating fields and field euqa
tions in a natural way. 

In the next section the notion of vector fields is gen
eralized in such a way as to retain most of the apparatus 
just described, in particular, the ability to write the 
Einstein action (1. 15) invariant under coordinate and 
gauge transformations and thus obtain a Yang-Mills 
field theory fully coupled to gravity. 3 

2. EXTENDED RIEMANNIAN GEOMETRY 

In this section the notion of a vector field is general
ized on the basis of any semisimple Lie algebra4 ,5 as
Sociated to a group of symmetry. Everything else will 
be an exact parallel of ordinary Riemannian geometry. 

Let L be a semisimple, finite-dimensional Lie alge
bra over the reals. L ~(M) denotes the set of infinitely 
differentiable functions M - L, where M is the space
time. Differentiability may be defined componentwise. 
L ~(M) plays here the role of C ~(M) in the definition of 
vector fields given in the Introduction. L ~(M) is turned 
into a Lie algebra over the ring C ~(M) by the following 
definitions of 8 + rp, f8, and [8, ¢] for 8, rp E L ~(M) and 
fE C~(M): 

and 

8+rp :x" - 8(x") +¢(x'"), 

f8 : x" - f(x") 8{x"), 

[8, ¢]x" -[8{x'"), rp{x")]. 

(2.1) 

The last bracket denotes the Lie product in L. x" stands 
for points (or coordinates) in M. 

An extended vector field (EVF) X is defined to be a 
simultaneous mapping of the form 

X: L "'{M) -L ~(M), 

X: C"'(M) -C~(M) 

with the following derivation type properties: 

2 

X{8 + rp) ""X8 + Xrp, 

Xlj8) =jX8 + (X!J8, 

8, ¢ E L~{M), 

f,gEC~(M), 
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(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

X[8, rp]= [X8, rp] + [8, X¢], 

X{OIf+(3g) = aXf+f3Xg, 01, (3 reals, 

Xljg) = (X!Jg + jXg. 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

Let ED(M) be the set of all vector fields. ED(M) may 
in turn be converted into a Lie algebra over the ring 
C~(M) by canonical definitions of X + Y, jX and [X, Y] 
==XY - YX for X, Y E ED(M). 

Let 1 be the dimension of L. It shall now be shown 
that ED(M) is of dimension 1 + 4, by exhibiting a natural 
basis for ED(M). 

Notice that the action of X on differentiable functions 
may be expressed as X = ~"a" since (2. 6) and (2.7) are 
the same as (1. 1) and (1. 2). Any element 8 E L ~(M) may 
be written as 

8 =fOl. eOl.' 01=1 ••. 1, fOl.EC~(M), (2.8) 

where 8", is a basis of L "'(M). From Eq. (2.3) and (2.4) 
it follows that 

X8= (X!",)8", + f"'X~ ea, ~ E C~(M). (2.9) 

In order to make life simple, the bases 8", are chosen 
in such a way as to have constant structure constants, 
that is, X(C~a) = 0, where the C~a are defined by 

[8",,88]=C~aey, 0I,f3,y=1 ... l. (2.10) 

It is always possible to have X(C~8) = 0 by choosing e", 
to be 1 independent constant mappings since X(C~8) 
= ~"a" C~8 for some ~". The main reason for chOOSing 
C:8 constant is that the mapping X : 8 - XIj"') 8", satisfies 
all axioms (2. 3)-{2. 7) and thus the linear mapping 
X: 8 -!'" ~ 88 is a derivation of L "'{M) , that is, X satis
fies (2.5), as simple verification will show. It is well 
known that a derivation of a semisimple Lie algebra is 
necessarily inner, 1 which amounts to the fact that for 
each X~ there is a ¢ E L ~(M) such that ~ ea = [rp, 8,,]. 
Any extended vector field X takes the form given by 

X8 = ~"a"f'" 8", + [rp, 8] (2.11) 

when C~8,1' = O. This is a base-dependent expression for 
X, and therefore the study of its transformation proper
ties is most important. A direct computation based on 
Eq. (2. 11) shows that under the transformation e", 
= L~ 8s[L~ E C"'{M)], ~I' and rp transform accordingly to 

1,1' = ~I' 

and (2.12) 

;p = rp + ~5C~EL;lS~" L~,I' 85, 

where 

(2.13) 

Ltc< and go",a are the inverse matrices of La and 
gOats .~a exists because L is semisimple. From Eq. 
(2.12) it is seen that the difference rpl - ¢z, ¢i> rp2 
E L ~(M), for a fixed four-vector ~", is an invariant. 
This implies that, for any four AI' E L ~(M), n = rp - ~" Ai> 
is an invariant under base transformation. When (2.11) 
is written in terms of the invariant n, 
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is obtained. 0" is a base dependent mapping that carries 
the instruction to differentiate componentwise. In order 
to simplify notation let L n stand for L n(ll) = [n, B], com
monly called the Lie derivative with respect to n. X 
then takes the form 

(2.14) 

The transformation law for A" is easily calculated from 
Eq. (2.12), the following result, 

A" =A" + i'o6C~OILy16 Lg,,, B6 , (2.15) 

is obtained for the base transformation 8", = L! 86 , A" is 
arbitrary but cannot be set equal to zero for all bases 
because of the transformation law (2.15). Notice that 
0" + L A" is an invariant element of ED(M) under base 
changes in L ~(M). The freedom A" shall be used to sim
plify field equations. 

From Eq. (2.14) a natural basis for ED(M) may be de
fined by 

(2.16) 

D",=L B",. (2.17) 

D" is the usual "covariant derivative" of local gauge 
theories once represented in a vector space. Any ex
tended vector field X may be expressed in terms of D" 
and D", by 

X= ~aDa, a= (Jl, O!). (2. 18) 

Indices a, b, c, ..• range over the space-time indices 
Jl, II, A, ••• and the Lie algebra indices O!, {3, y, .... 
Notice that L n'" 8", = n'" L8",. Equation (2.18) may be used 
to map C~(M) into C~(M) if 

D"f=f,,, , fE C~(M), 

and (2. 19) 

DJ=O 

are assumed. 

Lie products for the basis D. may be calculated with 
the help of [L e, L.J =L [8.~1 to get 

[D", DJ = F':.vD", , 

[D", D",] =A~ C~",Dy, 

[D"" D6 ] = C~6Dy, 

where the following definitions have been used: 

and 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

It shall now be shown that the usual gauge transforma
tions of the Yang-Mills fields A~ correspond to base 
transformation in ED(M) of a certain kind. 

Let us consider the transformations 8", = L~86 that 
leave the structure constants C~6 invariant. Due to 
semi-simplicity of L these transformations are in one
to-one correspondence with L ~(M), that is, for each 
L! there is a ep E L OO(M) such that 
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(2.22) 

where e~8",e<l> = B", + [ep, 8",] +Hep, [ep, B",]] +"" and is 
therefore an element of L OO(M) when convergent. (Topo
logical difficulties are ignored.) L~, the adjoint repre
sentation matrices, obey integrability conditions, as a 
consequence of Eq. (2.22), which are derived below. By 
differentiating (2. 22) the following is obtained: 

and therefore 

If';.c~", =L~."LtY, (2.23) 

where 

(2.24) 

which when differentiated once again gives the integrabi
lity condition 

(2.25) 

The transformation 8", = L!B6 induces the transforma
tion D", = L!D6 and D" = D" in ED(M) which will be called 
gauge transformations. A simple computation based on 
Eqs. (2.20), (2.23), and (2.25) shows that under a gauge 
transformation A~ transforms as follows: 

A: = La
1

'" A~ + H':. 
and that 

F:: - L -1", F: -A'" A'" + jiY Li"6 c'" 
Jl.1) - 8 /.LV - V,IJ. - jJ.,V J,t''''v "6-

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

Remember that by definition C~6 = C~6' Equations (2.26) 
and (2.27) is the reason for the name gauge 
transformations. 

3. EXTENDED EINSTEIN FiElD EQUATIONS 

Fields are introduced through the concepts of affine 
connection 'il x and metric (X, Y) just as in the introduc
tion. 'il x is the mapping 'il x : ED(M) - ED(M) with prop
erties (1. 6). The metric (X, Y) E C~(M) is nondegenerate 
and obeys (1. 8) and (1. 9). The extended Christoffel sym
bols are r~b defined by 

'ilVa(Db ) = r~bDc' 
The metric tensor gab is by definition 

gab =(D., Db>' 

The structure fields C~b are given by 

[D., Db] = CCabDc. 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

The torsion and Riemann tensors are defined by (1. 10) 
and (1. 11), and satisfy the same linear properties dis
cussed in the Introduction. The component form for the 
torsion and Riemann tensors are the following: 

and 

which in terms of r~b and ~" read 

~b = I"'ab - r~a - CCab 
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(3.5) 

(3.6) 
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and 

(3.7) 

The cOlmection between r~" and gab, analogous to Eq. 
(1. 14), is now 

r~b =t~[D.gab + Dbgaa - Dagab ] 

(3.8) 

where T;b = ° and formula (1. 13) has been used. 

The Einstein action for EVF is just 

s = J cflx..fgR, (3.9) 

where g=detgab and R=t'bR~ab' No more invariants lin
ear in R~bd can be built from the Riemann tensor because 
it satisfies the same symmetry properties (and Bianchi 
identities) as the ordinary Riemann tensor. S is a co
ordinate invariant because ..rg transforms under coordi
nate changes just like its counterpart in general relati
vity. By construction R is invariant under any base 
change in ED(M), but ..fg is invariant only under those 
transformations with determinant ± 1. Fortunately, the 
semisimplicity of L implies that detL~ = 1, where the 
L! are the local adjoint representation matrices of L 
defined in Eq. (2.22). That is, S is invariant under 
gauge transformations. S appears to be functional of the 
fields gab and A~, but this is not quite so because A~ 
are arbitrary. Said differently, under the base trans
formation D" = D", + E~D", D" = D", which leaves the 
Lagrangian invariant, may be used to set A~ = 0, or 
alternatively g",,, = 0, because g"a transforms according 
to 

X",,,=(D,,,D,,)=g,,,,, +E~gaa. 

The second condition g",a = ° is preferable because it is 
coordinate and gauge invariant. On the other hand, the 
condition A~ = ° is better in deriving the field equations 
by variation of S. The variation shall not be carried out 
explicitly since it is the same as in general relativity. 
The result is the field equation 

Rab = 0, (3. 10) 

where Rab is the Ricci tensor R"acb' 

The field equation (3. 10) shall be written out expli
citly when g ",,, = 0, but before we exhibit the Lagrangian 
in terms of the fields g "'", g"a, and A~ under the same 
assumption g"" = 0. It should be clear that this last con
dition involves no loss of generality. 

Just like in general relativity the Lagrangian ..rgR of 
Eq. (3.9) involves second derivatives in the fields but 
these are exact divergences that may be ignored. The 
elimination of these terms is rather involved if use is 
not made of the following variation identities6

: 

and 

6Rcb = (6r~);a - (6r~c);b' (3. 11) 

The following fully covariant derivatives have been 
used: 
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~a;b = ~a.b - r~a~ 

and (3.12) 

where ordinary differentiation with respect to group 
indices vanish. All other tensors derivatives behave 
like derivatives of products of covariant vector fields, 
that is, like (~a1h,yJ;a. After elimination of divergences 
the Lagrangian (3.9) takes the form 

(3.13) 

The Christoffel symbols are given in the Appendix. With 
the help of them the Lagrangian (3.13) takes the follow
ing explicit form: 

L = fg;L E - t..fg F",,"Y'''" - t..rg gIL v~ai'6gOlrl"gafil" 

- t..fg[gn'.~,,·.ta· C~aC~"a' + 210lC~OlC~6] 

1 a,;-g; a..rg "'" afg; ..f7i:{f'x }""" +,;-g; ax" ax" g -~ gE "" l{ , 
(3.14) 

where the following definitions have been used: 

gE =detg,,", 
(3.15) 

and 

(3.16) 

The last expression is a covariant derivative for gauge 
and coordinate transformations, and corresponds ex
actly to the representation of D" in the linear space de
fined by g"a' (3.16) is the rule of minimal coupling for 
g"a commonly used in flat space gauge theories. Indices 
are raised or lowered with g"," or g"a according to their 
nature. L E stands for the Einstein Lagrangian. 

A word should be said on the relation between fully 
covariant derivatives given by Eqs. (3.12) and the co
ordinate-gauge invariant derivative (3.16). First of all, 
the full covariance of the derivatives (3.12) can be seen 
from the identity 

V'Da(~bDb)=(~,a+r~b~b)Dc (3.17) 

derived from rules (1. 6) and (3.1). By full covariance 
we mean covariance under any base change in ED(M). 
The Ricci scalar R is fully invariant. On the other hand, 
the really physically relevant transformations are those 
induced by coordinate changes and base changes in the 
Lie algebra L which correspond to degrees of indeter
minism introduced in the theory right from the beginning. 
If transformations are restricted to coordinate-gauge 
transformations, then group indices and space-time 
indices do not mix, that is, the ~" transform among 
themselves without mixing with ~'" and vice versa. Un
der this restricted group, quantities like 

(3.18) 

or 
(3.19) 

where ~'" = ° behave covariantly. Notice that the rela-,r , 
tion between (3.12), (3.18), and (3.19) is that the summa-
tion over index" c" of Eq. (3. 12) is performed only over 
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the group index f3 in Eq. (3.18) and over a space-time 
index in Eq. (3.19). This is what is meant by a "bar" 
covariant derivative in this paper. The field equations 
(3.10) when spelled out in terms of g,,", A~, and gaB 
read 

and 

- t.t~ g"'5 g1a l"goBlv, 

_ _ 1 (FV r.<' 1 a.rg; !. B v 
0- Ra " -"2 a" Iv + r a u -;r;; ----;r;rr- + 2 Fv"g"'B I 

- g5gWI"CB5"') ' 

O=RaB=i (-~ (vg;gaBI")lv+iF",,,vPa"+ic~CB51 
- C~1C51e). 

4. CONCLUSION 

The mathematical structure constructed in this paper, 
very similar to Einstein's theory of gravitation, ren
ders an unambiguous way of associating besides spin-
1 bosons of the Yang-Mills type, spin-O bosons with 
definite transformation properties, with any semi
simple group of symmetry. The theory is fully coupled 
to spin-2 gravitons, and therefore this all happens in 
a curved space-time. There is no problem in extend
ing the formalism so as to include nonsemisimple 
groups of the type U(l)X (semisimple) and thus account 
for photons in the usual way. Hopefully elementary 
bosons could be fit into this scheme. Fermions seem to 
have no natural place in this formalism. The spontane
ous symmetry breaking for the Lagrangian (3.14) is 
currently under study. 

Note added in proof: After this work was completed 
the author was advised of a paper by R. Kerner, Ann. 
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Inst. H. Poincare 9, 143 (1968), which contains related 
ideas. 
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APPENDIX 

Christoffel symbols defined by equation (3.8) are 
given with all indices lowered by g /.W or gaB according 
to their nature: 

r 4v={x, /J.v}, r",,,v=iF,,,,,v, 

r~"", =r~",,, =iF",4' r"'Bv=ig"'BIV, 

r ",B1 =t(C"'B1 + Ce",y + CY",B), 

where {x, fJ.v} are the Christoffel symbols of the second 
kind built out of g "V only. Bar covariant derivatives 
are defined by Eq. (3.18). 
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The Kallen-Pauli (KP) equation in the 2 V particle model was solved. In addition to satisfying all the 
requirements of the integral equation, this solution is found to be reducing to that of the ordinary KP 
equation. Unlike earlier authors, we found that there is a resonance in the VO sector also. The solution 
given here shows that the deductive method used in the case of the ordinary KP equation does not hold 
good in the present case. The uniqueness of the solution is yet to be proved. 

PACS numbers: 11.10. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

An equation similar to the ordinary KIillen-Pauli 
equation can be obtained in the case of the Lee model 
with two V particles. This generalized KP equation 
was solved by many authors. 1-3 The solution obtained 
in Ref. 1 was shown by the author of Ref. 2 to be in
adequate. Following the procedure of Ref. 2, the authors 
of Ref. 3 obtained a solution and applied it to the study 
of overlapping resonances in three-particle final states. 

We have noted that the solutions of the GKP found in 
Refs. 1, 2, and 3 do not reduce to the solution of the 
ordinary KP equation when either of the interaction con
stants in the model is set equal to zero. This certainly 
implies the solution obtained in Ref. 3 is wrong. 

In the present work we have applied a method used in 
Ref. 4. The deductive method applied in Ref. 5 and 
others8- 9 did not yield the correct solution. 

In Ref. 3 the constant B [see Eq. (18)] is not handled 
properly. Hence we gave the steps leading to it elabo
rately. The solution found here correctly reduces to 
that of the ordinary KP equation. For completeness we 
have also given here the Ne sector as well. Because of 
the very nature of the method, the uniqueness cannot be 
decided until and unless the unitarity is proved. We 
have not yet been able to prove the unitarity in the gen
eral case here. 

In Secs. II and III we give the model and the Ne sec
tor. In Secs. IV, V, and VI the GKP equation and its 
solution are given. In Secs. VII and VIII the ve scatter
ing amplitude and the Nee production amplitude are 
evaluated. In IX we examine the question of uniqueness 
by means of the unitarity at the resonance energy in 
the Ne sector. 

II. THE MODEL 

In this model there are two V particles. Because of 
the introduction of a second V particle, there will be a 
two-particle resonance in the Ne sector. Both the V 
particles are subj ected to the elementary interactions 
VI "'" Ne and V2;:': Ne. Here we choose the parameters 
such that only one of the V particles is stable. The mod
el is described by the following Hamiltonian: 

2 

H=0 mi Vi Vi +m NN+N+6 wKa;aK 
i=1 K 
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(1) 

where w~ = tJ. 2 + /(2, tJ. being the mass of the e particle. 
In (1) ml and m2 are the bare masses of VI and V20 With
out loss of generality we can set the maSS of the N
particle mN equal to zero. The coupling constants gl and 
g2 are real. It is apparent from the Hamiltonian that the 
V and N particles are taken to be static and the e parti
cle obeys a relativistic energy-momentum relation. The 
cutoff function u(w) is so chosen as to make all the 
relevant integrals finite, and also so as not to allow 
any ghost states. The equal time commutators obeyed 
by the field operators are 

[a
K

, a;.] = O(IC -IC'), 
(2) 

All other commutators between the field operators 
vanish. Moreover, if one wishes, for the V's and N 
particle, anticommutators can be taken. 

III. NO SECTOR 

The lowest sector is spanned by the physical I V) 
particle state and the Ne scattering states. We choose 
the stable I V) particle state to have a mass equal to 
zero. This restriction does not give rise to any special 
effects. The physical I V) state can be written as a 
linear combination of the bare states of the sector, 
and so we get 

I V) = (lI1 vt 10) + (lI2 V2+1 0) + L: <PI (wK)NWI 0). (3) 
K 

From the Schrodinger equation 

we find that 

<PI (w) = - ((lIlgI + (lI2g2)U(W)/(2wO)1 !2(w - E) 

and we define 

HI (E) = (E- ml)(E - m2) +[gi(E- m2) +~(E- ml)] 

1 f~ /(u 2(w)dw x-
41T2 Il. (w - E) . 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

Equation (6) is the definition of HI (E). In the present 
case we take the eigenvalue E to be zero. From Eq. (4) 
we obtain HI (0) = 0, and this condition reduces (6) to 

(.rl + g~ )-1 =11(0), 
ml m2 

(7) 

where 
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I (E) = _1_ KU (w) dw. f "" 2 

I 41T2" W - E 
(8) 

The normalization of the physical I V) state restricts 
that 

~~~--"'Wi<.,.-.'~ +~f ~IKU:~W)ldW' 
" 

(9) 

as can be easily verified. 

We also define a function G(w) by the relation, 

G( . ) HI(w +i€) 
w+u = ....2 

gHw - m2) +.1dw - ml) 

= (w - ml)(w - mz) + -1-1" K'U
2
(w,) dw' 

(gI+g~)(w-wc) 41T2 "w'-w-i€ ' 

(10) 
where, of course, we need that 

G(O) = O. 

zero, since then B will be infinite. This is because of 
our choice of the physical mass of the I V) particle to 
be zero. Hereafter, whenever we say that B is zero, 
we mean either of the interaction constants in (1) is set 
equal to zero. In Ref. 3, it is pointed out that B> O. 
(see Appendix B there). If this restriction is imposed, 
we cannot, in fact, reduce our results to the one
particle case. Their restriction on B is unnecessary. 

Whenever we refer to the functions hew) and G(w), we 
mean Eqs. (17) and (13), respectively. From Eq. (17) 
one immediately notes that whenever B is zero the func
tion in Eq. (17) will be identical to a similar function in 
the ordinary KP equation but for a numerical multipli
cative factor. 

We immediately find from Eqs. (13) and (17) that 

Im[G(w +iE)] = e(W)(41TrI KU2(W) (19) 

and 

(20) 

In (10) 

we = (gimz +~ml)/(gi +g~). 

From Eq. (11) one notices immediately that 

we=mj whengr=O 

The Ne scattering matrix in the 2V-particle case can 
be found out from earlier works. However, to acquaint 

(11) the reader with our notation, we give here a brief deri
vation of the amplitude. For what follows it will be 
convenient to set 

and (12) 

we=m2 wheng~=O. 
In the continuum we have 

1 Ne~~) = a;oN +10) + 13j (KO)Vt 10> + 132 (Ko)V2+ 1 D) 

+ f O'(KO, K')a;.N+10)d3K', 

(21) 

(22) 
Subtracting G(O) from G(w) of (10) yields 

G(w +i€) =wh(w +iE), 
(13) while the Schrodinger equation 

where HI Neb) = w 1 Ne ln ) 
'0 0 '0 

h( . ) - WeW - (mj + m2)We + mlm2 
w+u - (gi+d)wdw-we) 

gives 

I'll (KO) =gd{wo)(wo - mz)[Hj (Wo + ie) ]-1, 

1 f" K'U2(W') 
+ 41T2 w'(W'-W-iE) dw'. 

(14) 132 (KO) =gz/{wo) (wo - ml)[HI (wo +ie) ]-1, 

(2S) 

(24) 

" 
Using (14), we can define a renormalized charge. We 
take from (14) that 

h(D) = 1/g2. (15) 

We can easily show that right-hand side of Eq. (15) is 
identical to Eq. (9). Thus we find that 

(16) 

For later convenience we rewrite (14) as hew +i€) + 1/g2 

- h(D), and this gives 

. - 1. ( lBw ~f" K'U
2
(W') ) 

hew +tE) - 2 1 - + 4 2 '2( , . ) dw , 
g we - w 1T "w W - W - tE 

(17) 

where in (17) we have 

B - w1- (mj + m2)we + mj m 2 
- (gI +~)w1 (18) 

It may be noted from (18) that B = 0 whenever either 
gi = 0 or g~ = O. In other words, the pole term in (17) 
vanishes when either of the interaction constants is 
switched ofL In what follows we always take we less 
than Il or very near Il and we cannot be taken equal to 

7 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 17, No.1, January 1976 

and 

The Ne scattering amplitude is defined by 

(Ne~ut 1 Ne~~) = SNB 

= 5(K - K 0) + 21Ti5(w - WO)Tl (wo). 

The T matrix, in (26), is given by 

TI (wo) = - f2(wo)[ G(wo +i€) 1-1• 

From Eq. (27) we notice that there is a resonance in 
the Ne sector for values of Wo around we. 

IV. VO SECTOR 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

For the scattering of a B particle on a V particle we 
want an eigenstate of the total Hamiltonian of the form 

(28) 

(29) 

I V> denotes the stationary eigenstate of the total Hamil
tonian describing a physical V particle of mass zero and 
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Ix+)=I 1/Il(K',K o)IV1B •• )d3K'+I 1fi2(K',K O)lv2B
K
·)d3K' 

+ I I 1/13 (K', K", Ko)1 NB •• B ... ) d3K' d3K". (30) 

with outgoing waves only in 1/11> 1/12, and 1/13' 

The Schrodinger eigenvalue equation gives 

(wo - w - 1n 1) 1/11 Ve ,Ko) 

= - ggd~wo)f(W) + 2g1 !f(W')1/I3(K' ,K,Ko)d3K', 

(Wo - W - 1n2)1/12 Ve ,Ko) 

=0 -ggzf~wo)f(W) +2g2!f(W')1/I3(K',K,Ko)d3K', 

and 

2(wo- w- W')1/I3Ve,K',K o) 

=ogl(f(w)1/Il (K', Ko) + f(w') 1/11 (K, K 0)] 

+ g2(f(W )1/12 Ve', Ko) + f(w') 1/12 (K, K 0)]0 

By comparing (29) and (30) we find that 

) g2(wO-w-ml) ( ) 
1/I2Ve,K o =0 ( ) 1/11 K,Ko. 

gl wO-w-m2 

After a little algebra we obtain from (34) and (31) 

H ( ) 
1/11 Ve ,K 0) 

1 wo- w ( wo- w - m2) 

Let 

=0 -ggd(wo)f(w) _! ' f(w/)f(w) . 
w w - wo+w - Z~ 

,/, ( )_ ggd(wp)f(w)(wQ - W - m2)pVe' ,Ko) 
't'1 K ,K 0 - 2 ( ) -...2 ( ) • gl wO-w-m2 +52 wo-w-m, 

Inserting (36) into (35), we obtain 

G(w - W)¢(K K )=_.!. _! f2(WI)p(K"K~) d3K'. 
o ,0 w w' - Wo + w - 1£ 

DOing the angular integrals, we find 

G(w o - w)¢(w, wo) 

=_ .!. _ 1. f 00 ImlG(w /)] I 
(I + . ) ¢(w ,we) dw', 

w 1T " W - Wo W - 1€ 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

where in arriving at (38) we have assumed that ¢(K, KO) 
is independent of the vectors. Let 

¢(w,wo)=-M(w,wo)/w(wo-w). (39) 

We find for (38), 

h(wo - w)M(w, wo) 

= 1 + ~ f 00 Imlh(w' )] M(w', wo) d I (40) 
11 " (WI _ we - i€) (WI _ Wo + w _ i€) w. 

Equation (40) is what we call the generalized KP equa
tion. One immediately notices that (40) reduces to the 
usual KP equation when B = O. The function M(w, wo) 
vanishes for w = Wo - we. This is because the function 
M(w, wQ) is proportional to h-1(wo - w). [See Eq. (40).] 
The function h-1(w O - w) has a zero at w = Wo - we. [See 
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Eq. (47). 1 Obviously mew, wo) also will be zero for 
w =0 Wo - we. This is an extra condition that the GKP 
equation has to satisfy. 

V. SOLUTION OF THE INTEGRAL EQUATION 

Before solving the integral equation, we define cer
tain functions whic h we need later. 

We take 

(41) 

and 

(42) 

From (42) one immediately notes that hi (w) does not 
have a pole at we =0 w unlike hew). Also we find that 

1 g2 1 f ~ 1 dw' 
G1(w)"'wew +; " Im G1 (w /) w'-w-iE 

(43) 

Since Gil(w) has a pole at w '" 0 and 

(44) 

the relation in (43) can be verified by doing the integral 
as a contour integral. Multiplying Eq. (43) by w, one 
obtains 

1 g2 w f 00 1 dw' 
h1(w) = we +-; "Im G1 (w') W'-W-iE . (45) 

In (45), if we write (wo - w) for w, we obtain 

(46) 

From the relation (46) we easily find that 

1 
h( ) 

=(we-wo+w) 
wo- w 

x (g2 + (wo - w) (OO Im--l- __ ~ __ ) 
we 11 J" G1 (w') w' - Wo + w - iE ") 

(47) 

In order to solve the integral equation (40), one 
might be tempted to use (47) and follow the procedure of 
Ref. 4. But this procedure cannot give the correct solu
tion for the simple reason the relation (47) does not 
reduce at all to a similar relation of the one V-particle 
equation whenever B is made zero. In other words 
although the function hew) reduces to a similar function 
of one V particle whenever B is zero, the function h-1(w) 
does not reduce to the inverse of a similar function of 
one V particle whenever B is zero (see Appendix C). 
Therefore, if we solve the integral equation (40) with the 
help of Eq. (47), the solution so obtained will not reduce 
to the one V-particle solution whenever B is made zero. 
Since the integral equation itself reduces to the ordinary 
KP equation whenever B is zero, we certainly require 
that the solution also must be reducible to the solution 
of the ordinary KP equation, whenever B is zero. 

In order to find a solution which reduces to the 
ordinary KP solution whenever B is zero, we need an
other representation for the inverse of hew). To this 
end we define a function <jew), where 
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Bw 
g(w)=h(w)+ (we- w) 

_1. ( K
2
W f '" K'U

2
(W')dw' ) 

-g2 1+~ '" w'2(w'-w-iE) . 
(48) 

The function given in (48) differs from hew) of Eq. 
(17) in that it does not have the pole term. Moreover, 
whenever B is zero, g2g(w) will be indentical to the 
function Gp(w) used in Refs. 4 and 5 and others if g2 
is taken as the renormalized coupling constant. But g2 
in (48) is as defined in Eq. (16). We define another 
function K(w), where 

K(w)=wg(w). 

From (48) and (49) we note that 

g(O) =h(O) =1/g2
, 

K(O) =0, 

and 

Img(w +iE) = (47TWt1KU2(W) = Im[h(w +iE)]. 

We also find easily that, 

1 _2+(WO-W)!""lm_1_ dw' 
g(wo - w) -g 7T '" K(w') w'- Wo +w - iE 

(49) 

(50) 

(51) 

(52) 

(53) 

This relation follows directly from Ref. 4. From Eq. 
(48), we immediately find 

g(w)/h(w) =1 + Bw/h1 (w). (54) 

In passing we also note that hew) and g(w) both tend to 
two different but related constants as w - 00. In what 
follows we do not need these representations, anyway. 

In order to solve Eq. (38), we can define, say, 

M(w, wo) '" [g(wo - w)/h(wo - w)]N(w, wo) 

and insert it into Eq. (40) and solve for N(w, wo) and 
from the latter we can find M(w, wo). But here we follow 
an equivalent and simpler procedure. To this end we 
write (40) using (48), as 

g(w o - w)M(w, wo) 

= (wo - w)BM(w, wo) + 1 
(we-wo+ w) 

+ ~ f '" Im[h(w')] M(w', wo) dw' 
7T '" (w' - Wo - iE) (w' - Wo + W - iE) (55) 

and solve Eq. (55) by following a procedure similar to 
that of Ref. 4. Dividing through by g(wo-w), we obtain 

M(w w ) _ (wo - w)BM(w, wo) + __ 1 _ 
, 0 - (we-wo+w)g(wo-w) g(wo-w) 

(
1 ~f Im[h(w')] M(w', wo) dW') (56) 

x + 7T (w' _ Wo - iE) (w' - Wo + w - iE) . 

Following Ref. 4 closely, the quantity inside the braces 
divided by g(w o - w) can be written at once as 

C (w ) + (wo - W)j '" Im-1- dw'X(w', wo) (57) 
I 0 7T '" K(w') (w'-WO+W-iE) ' 

where 

X(w', wo) = 1 +g*(w')M(w', wo) 

9 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 17, No.1, January 1976 

1 f '" Im[h(w")] M(" )d" + - " . w, Wo W 
7T u W - Wo -IE 

-!f '" Im[h(w")~ M(w" w )dw". 
7T w" - w' - IE ,0 

(58) 

'" 
While arriving at the second term in (58), we made use 
of the relation (52). In (57) C1 (wo) is a constant function 
of Wo and we and is given by 

-2 WOg1 '" Im[h(w')] (' )d' C1(w O)=!; +-- '(' )JY[W,Wo w. (59) 
7T .. W W - Wo 

We have to make a judicious choice for X(w', wo) from 
among the functions that have occured in the theory. The 
possible candidates for the dimensionless function 
X(w', wo) are 

( )J I( ') C ()g(w')h- I ( ') C2 Wo 1- Wo - W, 2 Wo hew') Wo - w , 

( ) 1( ') d C ( )g(w') e t ( ') C2 Wo g- Wo - w ,an 2 Wo hew') 'j Wo - w 

(60) 

since each one of them reduces to a similar choice made 
in Ref. 4 apart from satisfying the requirements here. 
For each choice we have to examine the unitarity, and 
then decide one from among the choices in (60). But 
the unitarity here is not as simple as in Ref. 10. We 
have not been able to prove unitarity in this model. 
Nevertheless, for we slightly greater than /l and less 
than 2/l we have been able to show that the unitarity 
holds good only for the first two choices in (60). The 
results for the second choice in (60) are given in 
Appendix A. Here we consider only the first choice. 

So we take for (57) 

C +C (wo - W)j "'Im-1 _ dw' 1 
1 2 7T K(w') (w' - Wo + w - iE) h(wo - w') . 

jJ. 

(61) 

Inserting Eq. (61) into (56), we obtain 

(wo - w)BM(w, wo) ( ( 
M(w,w o)= ( )I.() +C1 -C2 wo-w)[wo-w), 

we-wo+w'j wo-w 

(62) 

where 

1 J "" 1 1 dw' 
[Cwo - w) = - -:;; '" 1m K(w') h(wo _ w') (w' - Wo +w - iE) 

(63) 

Rearranging (62) and using (48), we immediately ob
tain the solution of our integral equation (40) as 

g(wo-w)[ ] 
M(w, wo) = h( ) C1 - (wo - w)C2[(wo - w) . wo- w (64) 

The solution given in (64) satisfies all the conditions 
discussed below Eq. (40). The factor before the 
parenthesis simply cancels out when B = O. 

VI. EVALUATION OF THE CONSTANTS 

The solution given in (64) will be complete if we can 
determine the constants C1 and C2• We follow a differ
ent procedure to that of Ref. 4 in evaluating these con-
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stants. In order to determine the two constants C j and 
C2 , we need two equations connecting them. To this 
end we evaluate M(O) and M(w o) from (40) and then 
from (64). We have from (40) and (64). 

( ) 
__ 1 __ C} (wo) ( , 

M 0 - h(w
o
) - h(w

o
) C1 - woC2AO)' (65) 

where 

A =! f ~ Im-1- 1 dw'. 
o 1T" K(w') G(wo - w') 

From Eq. (65) we obtain 

C/j 0 - C2KaAO = 1, 

where in (67) and hereafter we write for simplicity 

(66) 

(67) 

C}(w o) =C} 0' K(wo) = Ko, and h(wo) = ho· (68) 

Inserting (64) into (40) and then taking w = wo, we find 

C1 =1 +C Wo f ~ Im[h(w')] ~_::'.1 dw' 
g2 1 1T "w'(w' -- Wo -- iE) h(wo - w') 

-C wOf ~ Im[h(w')]C}(wo-w') 
2 1T w'(w' - Wo - iE)h(wo - w') 

" 
x (wo - w')I(wo - w') dw'. (69) 

The integrals in (69) can be easily computed by con
tour integration. The same method applies in Ref. 4 
also (see Appendix D). But here in (69) the function 
h(w') has a pole at we. As in dispersion theory we ex
clude we by a cross cut from the infinite circle. If this 
is not done, both the constants C1 and C2 attain an inde
terminate form for Wo = we for any value of we. With this 
in mind, we evaluate the integrals as contour integrals. 
The very first integral in (69) is given by 

C 
'" R h(z) C}(wo-z) 

JWO LJ es ( ( 
palesofz-1(Z-wo)-1 Z z-wo) It wo-z) 

=C w (lzo _ ~-) 
j 0 Wo ltog2w o · 

The second integral in (69), by using (63) and inter
changing the orders of integration, can be written as 

C2W o f ~ I ( 1) dw" 
- -1T- " m K(w") h(wo - wI') 

x!! ~ Im[h(w')]C}(wo-w') dw'· (71) 
1T " w'(w' - Wo + w")h(wo - w') , 

and the very last integral in (71) can be done by residue 
method and we have 

!f~ Im[h(w')]dw' C}(wo--w') 
1T I' (w' - iE)(w' - Wo +W" - iE) h(wo -- w') 

;: R h(z)q(wo-z) 
poles of z-i<'z_wo+w,,)-l es Z(Z - Wo +w")h(wo - z) 

1 C}o 1 h(wo - wI') C} (W") 
= g2 ho (wI' _ w~ + (wo- wI') h(w")· (72) 

Inserting (72) into (71) and using (66) and (49), we obtain 
for (71) 

C2KoAo +C wof ~ Im-1- 1 ~l 
g2h 0 2 1T K(w') w' - Wo - iE h(w') . 

" 
The very last integral can be again obtained by re

sidue method. Thus 
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(73) 

11 ~ Im-1- i;(w') dw' = 1. 0u _ g' 
1T " K(w') h(w') (w' - Wo - if) Ko hll WI!· 

(74) 

Collecting all the results, we obtain for (69) 

0=1 + Cj(ho - Ig ~ _ -\) + c2(Kr;, 0 + 1. _ g2). 
log g g 10 lin 

(75) 

Now with the help of (75) and (67) it is a simple matter 
to determine the constants C1 and C 2• We find, 

~ KoA/; 0 2 !j'o) 
C1 = ~aAogo - hog2 +g go - To 

x[gor~o -KaAoho+!j'og2- ~1~)J -1, (76) 

(77) 

The expression given in (76) could be simplified still 
further. But we leave it like that so that one can easily 
see how it reduces to a similar expression of the or
dinary KP equation. The constants C1 and C2 also re
duce to Dl and D2 of the ordinary KP equation when
ever B is zero (compare with Appendix C). 

VII. ve S MATRIX 

The ve scattering matrix can be computed. We use 
the definitions 

SVB =( ve~ut I ve!~) = O(K - K 0) + 21TO (w - wo) T(w o); (78) 

one easily finds from Ref. 4 that 

T(w o) =!2(wo)}\;I(wo, wo)/wo. (79) 

From Eqs. (64) and (76) we obtain 

T(w o) =!2(wo)C/wo 

_ 2 (, KaAoCfo 2 go) 
-! (Wo\KaAoC}o- ~+g C}o- To 

x ro(K;:o - KaAoho + g2 C} 0 - ~: )]"j , (80) 

where !(wo) is as defined in Eq. (21). 

To show that Ko is also present in the Ne scattering 
amplitude SNB, we write Eq. (27), using Eqs. (49) and 
(54), and obtain 

T j (w o) = - (f2(WO)j KoJ[l + Bwollzl (w o)]. (81) 

VIII. THE PRODUCTION AMPLITUDE 

The production amplitude veo - Ne 1 e2 can be easily 
computed from </J3(Wl, W2, wo) of Eq. (33). We find 

</J (w w w) = - g!(wo)!(Wj)!(W2) 
31,2,0 2(wo--wj- w2+ ie) 

x ( "VI(wj~.Ql. + ;vl(w2, wol) (82) 
WI (wo - WI) W2(WO - W2) . 

The production amplitude P defined by 

Sprod = (Ne j e2ut I vetn
) = 21Tio(wl + W2 - WO)P(w1, wo) 

is given by the term containing the 6(Wl + w2 - wo) in 
</J3(W b w2, wo) of (82). Substituting W2 = Wo - Wj, we find 
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(83) 

= fJ1J:::...o)f(wo - wt}f(Wt}C2 + gf(wo)f(wo - wj)f(wj) 
G(w o - wj)G(Wj) wjG(wo - Wj) 

x (1 + hOC l - C2g2). (84) 

Equation (84) is obtained by using the results of 
Appendix B. In Eq. (84) the constants Cj and C2 are as 
given in Eqs, (76) and (77)0 Whenever B is zero, the 
second term in (84) simply vanishes and the result again 
reduces to that of one particle case. The simplicity of 
this result should be noted. 

IX. UNIQUENESS 

In order to decide the uniqueness of the solution, one 
has to prove the unitarity. We have not been able to 
prove the unitarity. But still we can do one thing. We 
let we take values slightly greater than /l but less than 
2/l. That is, let we = /l +E, where E is a small positive 
constant but not equal to zero and is less than flo We 
now take Wo = we' Under these circumstances there will 
be no production amplitude and the unitarity relation in 
the VB sector reduces to the elastic unitarity relation. 
But for Wo = we, we find from (76) and (77) 

Cj=O and C2 =-1/KoAo (85) 

and the unitarity is trivially satisfied. 

For any other choice of X(w', wo) in (60) other than 
the second choice, the unitarity fails for Wo = we. That 
is the reason we have ruled out all other choices in 
(60). 

Still the second choice as discussed in Appendix A 
also satisfies the unitarity for Wo = we and Cj and C2 

have the same values as in (85). Therefore, to decide 
the uniqueness, one has to prove the unitarity in the 
general case. 

X. DISCUSSION 

Our solution satisfies all the requirements of the 
integral equation and is the only solution (known to the 
author) which reduces to the single V-particle case 
whenever either of the interaction constants is switched 
off. 

As in the NB sector, there is a resonance in the VB 
sector also. Until and unless the unitarity is proved, it 
is dangerous to apply the model to a study of other 
mechanisms, such as Pierel's mechanism. 
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APPENDIX A 

If we take 

X( ' ) c,q(w') 1 
W ,wo = 2 h(w') h(wo _ w') (A1) 

and insert into (62), we obtain 
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M'(w, Wo) = ~~wo - W~ x{q - q(wo - w)I'(wo - w)], (A2) 
wo-w 

where 

1f'" 1 1 
I'(wo - w) = - 1T 1m K(w') h(wo - w') 

jL 

q(w')dw' 
x h(w')(w' _ Wo + w - it) . (A3) 

Following a similar procedure as in the text, we find 

(A4) 

and 

C2=(qo+ho- h:;2- ~) 
(
KoA q2 )-j 

x gr -KoAoho+g2qo - h~ • (A5) 

One immediately verifies that C j =0 for Wo =we and 
C2 = - 1/ KoAo' 

APPENDIX B 

Using Eq. (64) in (83), we find 

p= [gf(wo)f(wj)f(w o - Wj)/G(wo - Wj)G(Wj)] 

x {Cj[h(wj)q(wo - Wj) +q(wj)h(wo - Wj)] 

- Cz [h(wj)K(wo - wj)I(wo - Wj) +h(wo - Wj)K(wj)I(wj)]. 

(B1) 

In order to simplify this result, we have to find an 
expression for 

- C2[h(wj)K(wo - wj)I(wo - Wj) +h(wo - wj)K(wj)I(wj)]. 

To achieve this, we insert (64) directly into (40) to 
obtain 

h(wo - w)M(w, wo) 

-1 Cjw f '" Im[h(w')] dw' q (wo - w') 
- + rr jL (w'-wo-ie)(w'-wo+w-ie) h(wo-w') 

Wf'" Imlh(w')] (wo-w')I(wo-w') 
-C2rr (w'-wo-ie) (w'-Wo+W-iE) 

jL 

q(wo-w') d ' 
x h( ') w. wo- w 

(B2) 

The integrals in (2) can be again obtained by residue 
method as explained in the text. This gives 

h(wo - w)M(w, wo) 

= 1 C h _(h(WO - w)q (w)\. ...fL 
+ j 0 h(w) r h(w) 

C
K(w)h(wo-w)I(w) C 2 

+ 2 h(w) - 2g· (B3) 

Inserting (64) on the right-hand side of Eq. (3) and 
simplifying, we obtain 

q(wo - w)[C j - C2(W O - w)I(wo - w)] 

Cvavb Chandra Raju 11 



                                                                                                                                    

= 1 C (h _ h(wo - w) g (w)\ C K(w)h(wo - w)I(w) 
+ j 0 h(w) f 2 h(w) 

2 £ 
- C2g + h(w) . (B4) 

Simplifying and rearranging Eq. (4), we find 

- C2[K(w)h(w o - w)I(w) +h(w)K(wo - w)I(wo - w)] 

=- Cj[h(w)g(w o - w) +h(wo - w)g(w)] 

+ h(w)(l + Cjh O - C2g 2)+ C2. (B5) 

When Eq. (5) is inserted into (1), we obtain Eq. (84), 
which is the desired result. 

APPENDIX C 

When B is zero, the integral equation (40) reduces to 

g(w o - w)AIj (w, wo) 

= 1 + ~ frO l:nlQ(w')} 
7T (w - Wo - tE) 

'" 

M1(w', Wo) dw 
(w' - Wo + w - if) , (C1) 

which is the ordinary KP equation in terms of our func
tion g (wo - w). The solution of (C1) is given by 

M j (w, wo) =D j - D2(w O - w)J(wo - w), 

where 

(C2) 

1 fro dw' 1 1 
J(w - w) = - - ----- Im--

o 7T '" g(wo-w') w'-wo+w-i€ K(w') 

and 

with 

1f 00 1 I 1 d' 
Aj=; IL K(wo-w') mK(w') w. 

Our function M(w) must reduce to Mj(w) above. 

APPENDIX D 

Inserting Pagnamenta's solution into his integral 
equation (Ref. 4), we obtain 

G(w o - w)¢j(w, wo) 

-1 C ~f 00 Im[G(w')]dw' 
- + j7T (w'-Wo-iE)(W'-wo+w-ie) 

'" 
w f 00 Im[G(w')] I(wo - w')(wo - w') dw', 

- C2 -; (w' _ Wo - it) (w' - Wo + w - if) 
'" 

(C3) 

(C4) 

(C5) 

where all the symbols in the above expressionare as in 
Ref. 4. For the first integral we obtain 
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CjWf 00 Im[G(w')]dw' 
7T IL (w' - wo)(w' - Wo + w) 

= _ Cl~ f 00 Im[ G(w')] G(wo - w') dw' 
7T IL (w'-WO+W-iE)H(wo-w') 

C (
'" R G(z)G(wo - z) ) 

= jW 0 es 
poles (Z - Wo + w)H(wo - Z) 

= C w(G(wo) _ G(WO - W)) . 
j w W' 

for the second integral we obtain 

wf 00 1 dW" -C - 1m 
27T IL H(w") G(wo - w") 

x.! frO Im[G(w')L dw' 
7T '" (w'-wo+w"-iE) (w'-WO+W-iE) 

The very last integral by residue method gives 

(
G(wo - w) + G(wo - W'}) 

w"-w w-w'" 

and, inserting this into the above relation, we find 

C2G(wo - w)wI(w) 

wf 00 1 1 
+C2 - Im H ( ')-,---:- dw'. 

7T w W - W -t€ 
'" 

Doing the above integral again by the residue method, 
we find 

C2G(WO - w)wI(w) + C2W(H~W) - ~ ). 

Collecting all the terms, we obtain 

G(wo - w)¢j(w, wo) = 1 +CjG(wo) - CjG(wo - w) 

+ C2G(WO - w)wI(w) + C2W(H~W) - ~), 
which is the relation (31) of Ref. 4. We have used the 
above method in our integrals. 

*Part of a thesis to be submitted to the Indian Institute of 
Technology (Delhi) for Ph. D. 
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On analytic nonlocal potentials. IV. A closed contour 
dispersion relation 

Te Hai Yao 

Mathematics Department. Bedford College. Regent's Park. London NWI. England 
(Received 29 April 1975) 

We give a class of analytic nonlocal potentials which give rise to a closed contour s-wave dispersion 
relation for sufficiently small coupling constant. 

I. INTRODUCTION AND THE RESULT 

In Refs. 1 and 2 dispersion relations are proved for 
classes of analytic non-local potentials. However, in 
these relations the left-hand contours are not closed. 
Here we introduce a further class of analytic nonlocal 
potentials which give rise to a closed contour s-wave 
dispersion relation for sufficiently small coupling con
stant. 

The class of potentials V(x, x') we shall consider is 
defined by 

V(x, x') = V(x, x', cosv), 

x=lxl>o, x'=lx'l>o, 1~cosv~-1, 

where v is the angle between x and x', with 

V(' ) exp(- yx) exp(- YX') 
x,x ,cosv =g x x' 

x 1'" f'" d{3d{3'exp(- (3x) exp(- (3'x') 
o 0 

x a({3, (3', cosv), 

where g is real, a({3, (3', cosv) is continuous in {3, {3', and 
cosvinoo>{3~O, 00>{3'~0, 1~cosv~-1, isholomor
phic in {3 and (3' in the region U(E) x U(E), where U(E) con
sists of all points at distances less than some arbitrary 
E > 0 from the interval [0,00) for all cosv in the above 
range, and satisfies further: 

(i) For 00>{3~0, 00>{3'~0, 1~cosv~-1, a({3,{3',cosv) 
is real and a({3, (3', cosv) = a({3', (3, cosv). 

(ii) For ({3, (3') E U(E) x U(E) and 1 ~ cosv ~ - 1, we have 

1 ({3Q, )1< const 
a ,tJ, cosv ~ I {3 + {30 I (j+X) I {3' + {30 I (j+X> 

for some {30 > E > 0 and A> O. 

(iii) 

a({3, (3', cosv) = 0 ({3~) 
B-O 

for (3 E U(E) and for some 1) > t, uniformly in (3' E U(E) 
and 1 ~ cosv~-1. 

An example of such a spectral function is given by 

a({3, (3', cosv) =a{3~exp[- M({3 +(3')2]{3'~ 

witha>O, 1»t, M >0. 

For each potential belonging to this class with suf
fiCiently small g, we have, for the s-wave scattering 
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amplitude T(k), the following dispersion relation: 

T(E) =D + (E - Es) 
1T 

X [i~ + (oJ dE' Im[J(E')] 1 _ 1 E' _ Es 0 E' _ E' (I. 1) 

where E and Es are not on (- 00, - y] and [0,00), and D and 
E s are constants. 

II. PROOF OF THE RESULT 

For potentials belonging to the above class, the s
wave partial potential Vo(x,x'), defined by 

Vo(x, x') = 21T(XX') (*1 d cosv V(x, x', cosv) Ll 
has the representation 

Vo(x, x') =g f f d{3d{3' exp(- (3x) exp(- (3'x') s({3, (3'), 

where s({3, (3') satisfies: 

(0 For 00 > {3 ~ y, 00 > {3' ~ y, s ({3, (3') is real and s ({3, (3') 

=s({3', (3). 

(ii) s({3,{3') is holomorphic in W(EO)XW(EO), where 
W(EO) is the region consisting of all points at distances 
less than some arbitrary EO, satisfying y > EO > 0 and 
E>EO >0, from the interval [y,oo), and for ({3,{3') in this 
region, we have 

1 

const 
s ({3, (3') 1 "" I {31 (!+X) I {3' I (J:;:u . 

(iii) 

S({3, (3') B':: Y 0 (({3 - y)~) 

for (3 E W(EO), uniformly in (3' E W(EO)' 

The idea in the proof of (1.1) is the use of the formula' 
(note: in Ref. 3 we have put g= 1) 

1 + J; d{3[~-(g; k; (3)/(k2 + (32)] 
S(g;k)= 1+r d{3[r(g;k;{3)IW+{32)] , 

valid for k in the complex plane cut from iy to i oo and 
from - iy to - i oo , where S(g; k) is the s-wave S matrix 
and ~'(g; k ; (3) are solutions of the following integral 
equations: 

~'(g; k ; (3) =g ~.(O) (k ; (3) + g t d{3' J(k ; {3, (3'W(g ; k ; (3') 
Y 

with 

t'(O)(k' (3) = S'" d{3' s({3, ~/), 
s, {3'~lk 

Y 
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J(k' (3 (3') - 1 100 

d(3" s«(3, (3") . 
"-~ (3'+(3" 

y 

These solutions are given by 

~±(g; k; (3) =g ~±(O)(k; (3) 

with 

o n-l 

T 2(k) 0 

T 3(k) T 2(k) 

o 
n-2 

o 

o 
o 
o 

where 

o 
o 
o 

00 

D(g; k) = exp[ - Tj(k)] ~ gnQM(k), 
n=O 

00 

D(g; k; (3, (3') = exp[ - T j (J?)] ~ gM 6n (k; (3, (3'), 
n=O 

n?2 

T 2(k) 0 

J(k; (3, (3') n 0 

J2(k ; (3, (3') 0 n-1 
(_ 1)n 

J3(k ; (3, (3') T2(k) Qn(k ; (3, (3') = --, - 0 n. 

where 

Tn(k) = Tr[J"(k)], 

J(k) being the Hilbert-Schmidt operator in L 2(y, 00) with 
kernel J(k; (3, (3'). 

We now consider values of k with ReI? '> 0, Imk" y. 
ThenJ"(k;(3,(3'), n=1,2,ooo, admitholomorphic ex
tensions in «(3, (3') into W(EO) x W(EO) and can be written, 
forn>1, as 

J"(k; (3, {3') = k2~(32 i'" i d(31· .. d(3~_1 

x n k2 ~ (3;2 ~oo... i oo 

dpl • .. dpn 

x s ((3, PI) • nii s «(31, Pi+l) 

131 + PI i=1 (3[+1 + Pi+j 

with (3~ = (3', where C is the contour in the complex plane 
consisting of the line segment from y to y + iEo/2 and 
the half-line from y+iEo/2 to oo+iEo/2 (Fig, 1). Hence 
Tn(k) has the representation, for k in the same region, 
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o 0 

o 0 

o o n? 2, 

1 
d(3 d(31 000 d(3~_j ~ 

f;' plane, ;=1 """ n-l 

o 

FIG. 1. The shaded region is W(EO)' 
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S ({3~-I' pn) 
(3 + Pn 

Consequently, Tn(k) and on(k) can be continued holomor
phically across the cut [iy,i<Xl) to the region -Eo/2<Rek 
< 0, Imk > 1', on a new Riemann sheet r l , in particular 
to the region -Eo/4<Rek<0, Imk>y, on r j • 

For Rek > 0, Imk > 1', the kernel J(k; {3, (3') is a L2 
kernal along the contour C. If we let J(k) be the Hilbert
Schmidt operator with kernel J(k ; (3, (3') in the space 
L2(C) of square integrable functions on the contour C, 
then the operator J(k) can be continued holomorphically 
across the cut [iI', i<Xl) to the region - Eo/2 < Rek < 0, 
Imk > y, on the new Riemann sheet r l . If we let V.(EO) to 
be the union of the set Rek'" 0, Imk > I' on the original 
Riemann sheet ro and the region - Eo/4 < Rek < 0, 
Imk> I' on the Riemann sheet ru then we have, for 
k E V.(EO), 

Tn(k) = Tr[ In(k)] 

IOn(k) I"" exp(n/2)11 J(k)lln/nnI2 , n'" 2. 

We also have 

IIJ(k)lI-"" const 

for k E V.(EO,E j ), the part of V.(Eo) at a distance greater 
than some arbitrary Ej > ° from the point iy. Hence 
Dig; k) is holomorphic in kin V.(EO,E j ) and hence in 
V.(EO). Further, we have, given 1> 8 > 0, the relation 

1+8> IDIg;k)1 >1-8, 

k E V.(Eo), Rek'" 0, 

for g sufficiently small, since we can show that 1I'J(k)II 
"" canst for k E V.(EO), Rek'" 0, using property (iii) of 
s({3,{3'). 

Similarly, we can continue Dig; k) holomorphically 
from Rek < 0, Imk > I' on the original Riemann sheet ro 
across the cut [iy,i<Xl) to the region Eo/2>Rek>0, 
Imk > I' on a new Riemann sheet r 2' leading to a function 
holomorphic in k in the part VJEo) on the Riemann sur
face consisting of the set Rek < 0, Imk> I' on the original 
Riemann sheet r o, and the set Eo/4 > Rek '" 0, Imk > I' on 
the Riemann sheet r 2; further we have, given 1> 8> 0, 
the relation 

1+8> IDIg;k)1 "1-8, 

k E VJEo), Rek'" ° 
for g sufficiently small. 

We now consider the integrals 

Pig' k) == f'" d(3 elg; k ; f3) • 
, k 2 + (32 

')' 

We have 

'" 1 ('" 
P(g; k) =g i d{3 ~ J. d{3' 

r r 

s «(3, (3') g2 f 1 
x (3'=Fik + DIg;k) ')' d{3~ 
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xI'" d{3'D(~'k'{3 (3')X f'" d(.W S (/3',{3I1). 
Ib, , , I-' (3"=Fik 

')' ')' 

For Rek > 0, Imk > 1', on r o, the integrals 

. = 1'" 1 i"" , s«(3,{3') Iilg , k) - g ')' d{3 fl+73l" ')' d{3 (3':r- ik 

can be written as 

n( . k) - f d{3 1 f d{3' s ({3, {3') 
j g, -g fl+73l" c (3':r- ik 

c 

and hence can be continued, as functions of k, holomor
phically from this region across the cut [iI', ioo) to the 
region - Eo/2 < Rek < 0, Imk > y, on r 1> leading to func
tions holomorphic in kin V.(EO)' Further, using property 
(iii) of s ({3, (3'), we obtain 

IIt(g; k) I "" I g I 0 const, k E V.(EO), Rek'" 0. 

Again, for Rek > 0, Imk > y, on r o, we have 

~(g; k) '" g2 f"" d{3 k2! {32 f'" d{3' 
')' ')' 

XD(g' k' {3 (,11) ("" d{3" s({3', {311) 
, , ,I-' 1 {3":r-ik 

')' 

1 s({3',{3") 
x ~ 0n(k; (3, (3') {3"=Fik 

1 s «(3', (311) 
x k2 + {32 on(k; {3, (3') {3" =F ik 

The integrals inside the summation in the last line are 
holomorphic in V.(EO)' 

For {3 and (3' on the contour C, and k E V.(EO), we have5 

I oo(k; {3, (3') I"" const/{I{3I<1+»[(Re{3')2 + y2]1/2}, 

also -"" const 0 ({3 - y)~, 

1{3- iy 1< 1;, for some 1;; 

n'" 2, 

also "" canst. «(3 - y)~ e(n-I) 12 II J (k )lIn-l/n (n~2) 12, 

1(3- iy I < 1;, n'" 2; 

and 
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~ (n-1) 12 } 
+ E Igl" ~ -const 

for k E V.(EO' EI), using II J(k)lI~ const there. Hence 
JHg; k) are holomorphic in k in V+(EO' EI ), and hence in 
V.(EO). Hence the integrals J~(g; k) have been continued, 
as functions of k, homomorphically from the region 
Rek:> 0, Imk > y, on r o, across the cut [iy, ioc» to the 
region -£0/2<Rek<0, Imk>y, on r l , leading to func
tions holomorphic in k in V+(EO). Further, using 
"J(k)1I ~ const for k E V+(EO) , Rek'" 0, we have 

II~(g; k) 1 ~ g2. const 

for g sufficiently small. Hence the integrals P(g; k) 
have been continued, as functions in k, holomorphically 
across the cut [iy, ioc» from the region Rek > 0, Imk:> y, 
on r o, to the region - Eo/2 < Rek < 0, Imk > y, on r l , 

leading to functions holomorphic in k in V+(EO). Further, 
we have, for k E V.(EO), Rek '" 0: 

Ir(g;k)1 ~ Igl "const 

for g sufficiently small. 

Similarly, these integrals J±(g ; k) can be continued 
from the region Rek < 0, Imk > y, on r o, holomorphical
ly to the region Eo/2 > Rek > 0, Imk > y, on r 2, leading to 
functions holomorphic in k in V.(EO), and further we have, 
for k E V.(EO) , Rek ~ 0: 

Ir(g;k)1 ~ Igl·const 

for g sufficiently small. 

Consequently, S(g; k) is holomorphic in k in the 
union of V+(EO) and V.(EO), and since it is holomorphic in 
the sheet ro cut from iy to ioc> and from - iy to - ioc>, it 
is holomorphic in the union V of these ~ets. Further, 
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using property (iii) of s ({3, {3'), we can show that, given 
1 > e > 0, we have 

1 + e ~. ID(g; k) 11- e 
and 

for k in the sheet ro cut from iy to ioc> and from - iy to 
- i oo , for g sufficiently small. Consequently, we have 
shown that S(g ; k) is holomorphic in k in V, and that for 
k in the union of the sets {kE V+(EO), Rek '" OJ, {k E V.(EO), 
Rek ~ OJ, and {k E r o, cut from iy to i oo and from - iy to 
- i oo}, we have 

1 + e > 1 S(g ; k) 1 > 1 - e 
given e satisfying 1 > e '> 0, for g sufficiently small. 

Hence using 2 

T(- k*) = T(k)* 

for k in the sheet ro cut from iy to i oo and from - iy to 
- i oo , we arrive at the subtracted dispersion relation 
(1. 1). 
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Using a Lagrangian approach to the magnetic induction equation in an infinite medium. we demonstrate 
that there exist seven conserved quantities which. by analogy with classical mechanics. we label as 
"energy." "momentum," and "angular momentum." For prescribed fluid motions we spell out the detailed 
conservation equations. For a fluid motion which is turbulent we also give the average conserved quantities. 
In a pragmatic sense it is expected that these conservation laws will be of use in attempts to obtain 
numerically accurate solutions to the turbulent kinematic dynamo equations. Since the magnetic induction 
equation is not self-adjoint, numerical attempts to date have to impose some extraneous ad hoc "criteria of 
goodness" at any given level of numerical truncation. The conserved quantities given here provide an 
internal check of the accuracy of any numerical calculation without the necessity for arbitrarily imposed 
external criteria of accuracy. As such they should be a powerful tool in rapidly increasing the accuracy of 
numerical solutions to the kinematic dynamo equations. We also point out that the conserved quantities 
can be used to indicate the possibility of kinematic dynamo activity ahead of any detailed calculations. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years the basic theory of kinematic dynamo 
action in turbulent media has progressed extremely 
rapidly (see the review by Gubbins! for a partial list of 
contributors to the field) since the pioneering work of 
Parker (1955).2 It has become apparent that simple 
kinematic dynamo models can account for the sustained 
presence of magnetic fields in astrophysical bodies and, 
occasionally, even for the observed spatial and temporal 
variations of, say, the classical "butterfly" pattern of 
sunspot evolution-at least in gross morphological out
line. 

One of the main technical difficulties remaining in at
tempts to improve our understanding of the dynamo phe
nomenon is that only for very simple models of bulk fluid 
velocity, bulk velocity shear, and velocity turbulence 
can the kinematic dynamo equations be solved analyti
cally. And when numerical calculations are used on 
more complex problems, the fact that the kinematic 
dynamo equations are not self-adjoint normally implies 
that a small numerical error can rapidly grow to an 
unacceptable level-leaving the results of the computa
tion open to question (but see Gubbins!). For (relatively) 
simple situations the numerical calculations of Stix, 3 

and those of Rose and Levy, 4 which use a variational 
principle (Lerche5), would appear to have overcome to 
some extent the numerical rounding error problem. But 
in more complex situations there is still a considerable 
amount of room for improvement. The question we in
vestigate in this paper is related to these problems. It 
would be very useful if we could obtain some conserved 
quantities from the kinematic dynamo equations for 
arbitrary fluid motions. Such quantities could then be 
used in two ways: first as checks at any given stage of a 
numerical calculation; second as necessary, but not suf
ficient, conditions for kinematic dynamo activity. 

The first application is fairly obvious. If we can find 
conserved quantities, then at each stage of a numerical 
calculation one can check to see if they are conserved. 
If not, then a numerical iteration can be used to improve 
the accuracy of the calculation at each stage and com-
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parison again made with the conserved quantities until 
some desired degree of accuracy is attained. This is an 
improvement over the variational principle5 already in 
use because, as we have remarked already, the kine
matic dynamo equations are not self-adjoint and thus 
neither is the variational method. Accordingly one has 
to impose some arbitrary criterion of accuracy on the 
variational method. This leads to "criteria of goodness" 
which are not contained in the kinematic dynamo equa
tions but are dependent on the individual and are, there
fore, imposed in an ad hoc manner (i. e., there is no 
Rayleigh-Ritz statement available which guarantees 
that one is getting closer to the correct answer as more 
terms are included in the variational method). It would, 
therefore, be extremely useful to have available con
served quantities which arise from the kinematic dynamo 
equations. These would give criteria of goodness which 
do not depend on external imposition. 

The second use, namely as necessary conditions for 
kinematic dynamo action, would also appear to be of 
some interest. What we would seek here is the analog of 
Cowling's theorem which states that steady axisym
metric motion cannot support a steady axisymmetric 
magnetic field. And Cowling's argument depends only on 
symmetry statements. Thus conserved quantities must 
be related to the symmetry of a given situation and must 
also give information on the necessity of certain sym
metry breaking motions for kinematic dynamo action. 
Such conserved quantities would then be of use in de
tailing classes of motions which could not be responsible 
for dynamo action. And they could also be used for de
tailing classes of motions which may give rise to 
kinematic dynamo activity. 

In this paper we will set up seven conserved quantities 
(which follow from the magnetic induction equation in an 
infinite medium) which we call "energy, " "momentum, " 
and "angular momentum" by analogy to the classically 
conserved quantities of mechanics. 

We shall then perform a statistical averaging to obtain 
the average conserved quantities in the kinematic dy
namo equations; and we shall then illustrate how they 
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behave under simple situations. Essentially then we 
shall be constructing "virial theorems" for the magnetic 
induction equation and the kinematic dynamo equations. 

II. LAGRANGIANS, HAMILTONIANS, AND 
CONSERVED QUANTITIES 

A. General remarks 

For an infinite medium of constant electrical re
sistivity, 1], possessing a given velocity field v(x, t), the 
equation describing the evolution of the magnetic field 
B(x, t) is 

OBi 2 a at = 1] 'V Bi +EijkEklm ~ (vIBm ). 
J 

From Eq. (1) it is well known 5 that it is possible to 
construct the Lagrangian 

_ j 3 ( ~ OBi ~ OBi ) aEt) 
L_ dxdt\B, at +1] aXj aXj +Eijk Eklm 1 lBm aXj 

(1) 

(2) 

such that extremal variation of the Lagrangian with 
respect to Bi yields Eq. (1), while extremal variation of 
the Lagrangian with respect to Bi yields the equation 
adjoint to Eq. (1): 

oBi 2B+ aB;;' ° at + 1]'V j - EmjkEkljV I ax j = . (3) 

Thus S+ is the adjoint vector field to B. For later pur
poses it is opportune here to write Eqs. (1) and (3) in 
the conventional Euler-Lagrange form using the 
Lagrangian density L which, in principle, is a functional 
of Bj, Bi, aB.laxJ' oBi/ax" aB.lat, oBi/at, and of 
v(x, t). Thus 

(4) 

and 

:;i a!, (a(a;5ax,)) - :t (:iJ =0, (5) 

where 13i = aB/at, 13i = aBi/at. From the form of the 
Lagrangian density (2) we also have a canonical 
momentum density of 

so that we can construct a Hamiltonian density 

and a Hamiltonian H through 

H=jd 3xdtH. 

B. Construction of conserved quantities 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

The construction of conserved quantities is based on 
symmetry arguments. The magnetic induction equation 
and its adjoint, together with the velocity field v(x, t), 
should not depend on how the spatial coordinates are 
chosen nor where the origin of time is measured from. 
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(i) "Energy" construction: If, in the Lagrangian (2), I 
is replaced by I' = t + T, where T is arbitrary but in
finitesimal no difference should ensue in the Lagrangian. 
But since the regime of temporal integration in Eq. (2) 
is over all values of time, this implies that the 
Lagrangian density should remain unchanged under such 
a shift in the origin of time measurements. Now, if we 
had a solution to Eqs. (1) and (3) (subject to appropriate 
boundary and/or initial value conditions), then the 
Lagrangian density would be representable as an ex
plicit function of space and time: 

L=L(x,t). 

Then changing the origin of temporal measurements 
will change the Lagrangian density: 

(9) 

(10) 

But, from Eq. (9) since B, B+, and v are also functions 
of x and t, it follows that 

~ = T Y.L J!!!.J T -#- ~ 
Tat aB j 21 + aB j at 

aL aBj aL ~ 
+ T aB+. at + T air at 

J J 

(11) 

air aL (1)· X:.:::..L+T- ~. 
ax" aV j at 

We can now use (4) and (5) to eliminate aL/aBi and all 
oBi in Eq. (11). Upon so doing we obtain 

aV· aL a 
=-T~ - +T--

at av j ax '" 

(12) 

But Eq. (12) must hold true for all infinitesimal values 
of T. Thus 

(13) 

We now integrate Eq. (13) over the whole of coordinate 
space to obtain 

:t f Ha
3
x=- f d3

x ~ :1~ 
(14) 

The surface term !Q.dS gives no contribution to Eq. 
(14) in an infinite medium of constant reSistivity. 
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Equation (14) is equivalent to the power theorem in 
classical mechanics. It represents the rate at which the 
spatially averaged Hamiltonian density changes with 
time due to the acceleration av jat. 

(ii) "Momentum" conservation: In a manner similar 
to that for "energy" conservation [Eq. (13) 1 we can 
change the origin of the spatial coordinates from x to 
x + ~, where ~ is infinitesimal to obtain "momentum" 
conservation. Proceeding by analogous steps, we ob
tain the equation 

-Z... f.. 'Of- aBj + aL ~!!.i) = _ ~ ~ + aT ",i , (15) 
at ,aBj aXi aI:3; aXi av} aXi ax", 

where 

When Eq. (15) is integrated over the whole of coordinate 
space, and where once again the surface term JT "'idS", 
is ignored, we obtain the conserved "momentum" 
statement 

a f d 3 (aL aBj jL~) at x aBj aXi + aB} aXi 

(16) 

(iii) "Angular momentum" conservation: We have 
already seen that the physics of the magnetic induction 
equation (1) must be invariant with respect to changes 
in the origins of the temporal and spatial coordinates 
systems. It must also be invariant with respect to 
rotation of the inertial spatial coordinate system to 
another inertial spatial coordinate system. Thus in the 
Lagrangian density if we replace Xi by X[=Xi +tRijx} 
with R i} = -R}i (the rotation matrix) we must again ob
tain a conserved quantity-the analog of "angular mo
mentum" in classical mechanics. By proceeding in a 
manner similar to that for "energy" conservation it can 
be shown after some elementary, but tedious, algegra 
that the relevant statement is 

(17) 

where we have already integrated over the whole of co
ordinate space, and have again set the appropriate sur
face term to zero. If we multiply Eq. (17) by €",Si' we 
obtain 

(18) 
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where the angular momentum density L is given by 

L", =€",SiBj 0s '0:
1 

- Xi a:
e

) B}. (19) 

Equation (19) expresses the rate of change of the "angu
lar momentum" of the field in terms of the applied 
"torque. " 

Written out explicitly in terms of v, Band B+ the 
seven equations (14), (16), and (18) are 

a f 3 ~ 'OBi 'OBi ~) at d x \1) ax} ax} +€ijk€klmVzBm ax} 

and 

:t f d3
x€"'8iBJ (X8 a:

i 
- Xi a:J B} 

III. STATISTICAL AVERAGING OF CONSERVED 
QUANTITIES 

A. Statistically exact conserved quantities 

(20a) 

(20b) 

Now in dealing with situations in which the velocity 
field is turbulent, but possesses an ensemble average 
value, it is usual to note that an ensemble average of 
the individual members of a turbulent system can be 
performed. Thus we write 

Vi=Vi+OV i , Bi=bi+oBi , Bi=bi+oBi 

where Vi = (Vi), bi = (Bi), bi = (Bi) and angular brackets 
denote an ensemble averaging process. Then upon en
semble averaging Eqs. (1) and (3) we obtain 

(21a) 

(21b) 

(21c) 

(21d) 
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Further, if we now ensemble average the conservation 
equations (20), we obtain 

(
aOV} aoB! oB \) 

+ at aXI m/' 

and 

:t f EaSi d3x (b;nSib j + (oBjnsioB j» 

x ~ (OVlbm + V 10B.,») 
aXj 

+ (OB~Ejlm - OB;-ta lm) a~j (OV 10Bm» , 

(22a) 

( 22b) 

(22c) 

where nSi =xs a/aXi - Xi a/aXs. As well as the ensemble 
average conserved quantities given by Eqs. (22), for 
each member of the ensemble we have individually con
served quantities obtained by subtracting Eqs. (22a), 
(22b), and (22c) from Eqs. (20a), (20b), and (20c), 
respectively. 

Without further information on the form of the large
scale, ensemble averaged velocity field V(x, t) and with
out more information on the form of the velocity turbu
lence, it is difficult to proceed further with the general 
development of the conserved quantities. However, there 
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does exist one particular class of situations which are 
often investigated in kinematic dynamo theory for their 
mathematical simplicity. This class occurs when cor
relations of quantities involving more than two random 
elements at a time are set to zero by fiat. This approxi
mation is known under a variety of names; quasilinear 
theory, first order smoothing theory, the random Born 
approximation, etc. Its general realm of validity has not 
been established, G but its invalidity in several special 
cases has been established. 8-9 And, in fairness, we 
should also point out that its validity in two special cases 
has also been established recently. 1 We shall consider, 
then, the behavior of the conserved quantities under the 
quasilinear approximation. 

B. Quasilinear approximation to conserved quantities 

In the ensemble averaged equations ignore all corre
lations involving more than two random quantities. 
Under this approximation Eqs. (21a) and (21c) remain 
the same, while Eqs. (21b) and (21b) give respectively 

(23a) 

(23b) 

Equations (22) then reduce to 

- f 3 ( obi ~ ~;; aOBi) 
-EilkEkjm d x bm aXI at + at ~Bm aXI 

b laov j aOBi) + ab! (OB aov j )) 

+ m'\at aXI aXI m at . (24a) 
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(24c) 

IV. A SIMPLE ILLUSTRATION 

A. General remarks 

Suppose that the velocity pattern is static, av Jat = O. 
Then energy conservation gives 

(25) 

Thus, if there exists a most rapidly growing mode for 
B j , Eq. (25) then implies that it must be exactly com
pensated by a decaying mode of Bj with the same time 
scale in order that E be constant. Reversing the argu
ment, if one can show that all modes of B1 are decaying, 
then a guarantee exists that at least one mode of B j is 
growing and dynamo action ensues. To put this point 
mathematically, consider again Eqs. (1) and (3). Write 

B j (x, t) = "6 B; (x, a) exp(at), 
a 

Bj(x, t) = L; Bj(x, a) exp(a+t), 
a 

to obtain 

(26a) 

(26b) 

Now multiply Eq. (26a) by B1(a+), Eq. (26b) by Bm(a), 
add the results, and integrate over coordinate space to 
obtain 

(27) 

where, once again, the surface terms have been set to 
zero.8 From (27) we see that for a* - a+, f d3xB j (x, a) 
xBj(x,a+) is zero (i.e., the normal modes of Bi are 
orthonormal to the normal modes of B j at different eigen 
values), while for a=-a+ we choose (in the standard 
manner) the orthonormality condition 

(28) 

Hence, Re(a) = - Re(a+) and Im(a) = - Im(a+) for those 
modes satisfying Eq. (28). Thus, if Rea' < 0, implying 
a decaying (in time) adjoint field Bj, then Rea> 0, im
plying a growing (in time) dynamo field B i • 

Now this result (28) should also be contained in the 
Hamiltonian statement (25). To show that it is, consider 
Eq. (26b). Multiply it by Bm(a,x) and integrate the result 
over all of coordinate space to obtain 

a+ f Bm(x, a)B:;'(x, a+)d3x 

(29) 
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With the temporal dependence included, Eq. (29) be
comes 

(30) 

But, according to the energy statement (25) we have 

(31) 

Writing Bm(x, t) and B:;'(x, t) in terms of their temporal 
normal mode dependences, the conservation of the 
Hamiltonian yields, from Eq. (31), 

a+(a+a+) f B m(x,a)B:;'(x,a+)d3x=0. (32) 

In other words, conservation of the Hamiltonian implies, 
and is implied by, the orthonormality statement (28) for 
static velocity patterns. 

Thus, if it can be shown for a given velocity pattern 
that anyone mode of the adjoint field Bi is growing (or 
decaying) then, under Eq. (28), there must exist a de
caying (or growing) normal mode for the magnetic field 
B j • 

And, depending on the static velocity pattern, it can 
happen that the adjoint equation for B1 is considerably 
Simpler to solve than the equation for B;. It is in this 
sense that we regard the conserved quantities energy, 
momentum, and angular momentum as being criteria 
capable of indicating the possibility for kinematic dy
namo activity ahead of detailed calculations. 

It is, of course, not necessary to use modes with an 
exponential time dependence [and a space dependence 
determined by, say, Eqs. (26a) and (26b), which are 
spatially complete in 0 ~ Ix I ~ 00 J. We could equally well 
use a set of modes which are spatially complete in co
ordinate space [say, exp(ik. x) J and then obtain the ap
propriate time dependence. The argument given above 
would still obtain, of course (i. e., we can expand plane
waves exp(ik. x) in the form of any other set, spatially 
complete in 0 ~ Ixl ~ 00). 8 

B. A particular velocity pattern 

In order to illustrate this approach, we consider the 
velocity pattern 

(33) 

with au = const and ali = 0 so that the velocity pattern 
(33) represents incompressible flow, aV/aXi = O. As we 
shall see directly, this particular pattern leads to a 
decaying temporal dependence for the modes of B. Thus 
it does not give dynamo action. However, it is useful as 
an illustration of the general technique. 

Then with 

Bj(x, t) = f Bj(k, t) exp(ik o x)d3k, 

Eq. (3) gives 

I. Lerche 
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which can be written as 

In the interests of simplicity, we shall consider only the 
situation where am", =a ~m"'rAr/A with a and A constants. 
Change variables in Eq. (36) with 

T=at, Ki =ki'f]lIZ/a . 

Equation (36) then reduces to 

which is readily solved. First write 

BT,=BiA;/A, U", =~m"'rA,A-1B~, 

so that 

and 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

(40a) 

(40b) 

N ow rotate the K coordinates until A points along the Z 
axis. Write Kx=Kl.COSe, Ky=Kl.sine, K,,=K., and set 

Ux±iUy=t exp[T(K~ + KiJ](S ±r) exp(±ie), 

when Eqs. (40b) reduce to 

as _ os -0 
aT oe - , 

ar or. 
aT - (1 + cos2e)ae - r sm2e 

(41) 

(42a) 

= - iKl. (2Kl. TS + s cOS(2e)K~1 + ~~ Sin(2e)K~1). (42b) 

With ~=tane- 2T, Eqs. (42a) and (42b) can be solved 
readily to give 

and 

S=S(e+T) 

r = GW exp[H(~, T) J- iKl. exp[ - H(~, T) J 
x r dT' M(~, T') exp[H(~, TI)], 

where 

H(~, T) = t In[l + (~ + 2T)Z], 

M(~, T) = (2Kl TS (e + T) + see + T) cOS(2e)K~1 
+ K-1 sin(2e) as (e + T») 

oe 8=tan-1U) 

(43a) 

(43b) 

and where G(~) and s (e + T) are arbitrary, but periodic, 
functions of their arguments. 

Note, then, that both Ux and Uy are growing functions 
of time for arbitrary, but real, k so that, from con
servation of the Hamiltonian (25), we expect that all the 
normal modes of the magnetic field will be decaying in 
time. 
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To show directly that this is indeed the case, COIl

sider the magnetic induction equation (1) with I'i 
=a~ijkx/\k/A. It is obvious, of course, that this defeats 
the general purpose of using the conserved Hamiltonian 
and the behavior of the adjoint field B+ to infer the be
havior of B. However, it is of use to illustrate the point 
that the temporal dependence of B does follow from 
knowledge of the behavior of B+ together with the con
served Hamiltonian statement. Upon Fourier trans
forming Eq. (1), we obtain 

dB; 2 -1. aBm 
"f + 'f]k Bi - afijk~klmE'C/eAeA k j ~ = O. (44) 
o ua", 

Again write T=at, Ki=ki'f]1I2/a, and rotate the k co
ordinates until A is pOinting in the Z direction. Then 
Eq. (44) gives 

dB i 2 (a ° ) -1 aT + K Bi + Kxa;; - Ky dKx Bi + ~i"eAeA B" = O. 

Then with Kx=Kl.COSe, Ky=Kl.sine, Kz=K", Eq. (44) 
reduces to 

(45) 

(44a) 

oBz 2B _ oBz_o 
aT + K z oe - . 

(46b) 

(46c) 

With B = b exp(- K2T) and ~ = e + T Eqs. (46) reduce to 

Gab; + by=O, ~dE;- - bx=O, °obTz =0 

with solution 

bz=bzW, bx=a 1Wexp(iT) +a2Wexp(- iT), 

by = i[a 1 W exp(iT) - azW exp(- iT)], 

where b.(~), al (~) and az(~) are arbitrary, but periodic, 
functions of their arguments. Thus the temporal be
havior of B is decaying in time, with a decay rate 'f]k2 

which, apart from a periodic oscillation, is exactly the 
opposite temporal dependence of the normal modes of 
B+. Thus a=-a+ by direct construction. Hence a static 
velocity pattern 

gives rise to damped, but oscillatory, magnetic fields 
in an infinite medium; and this fact can be demonstrated 
either by direct solution of the magnetic induction equa
tion (1) or by solution of the adjoint field equation to
gether with use of the conserved Hamiltonian. 

While we recognize that the particular situation chosen 
is one in which we can solve either the induction equa
tion or its adjoint equation with equal facility, the point 
we wish to make is that we can infer the temporal be
havior of the normal modes of the magnetic field B by 
first solving for the adjoint field's normal modes and 
then using the conserved Hamiltonian statement, without 
having to solve the induction equation at all. 
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V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have obtained the conserved quantities 
"energy, " "momentum, " and "angular momentum" that 
follow from the magnetic induction equation, and its 
adjoint, in an infinite medium of constant resistivity. We 
also obtained the average conserved quantities in the 
case that the fluid velocity of the medium is turbulent, 
and we then gave the approximate form of the conserved 
quantities under the quasilinear assumption to the 
turbulent flow. 

There were, and are, two main purposes for deriving 
the conserved quantities. The first, as we have already 
mentioned in the Introduction, is the fact that in any 
realistic fluid flow the kinematic dynamo equations are 
most often solved numerically using a variational 
principle. 5 The non-self-adjointness of the equations 
then means that the variational principle is also not self
adjoint. This in turn requires some extraneous criteria 
of goodness to be imposed on the numerical solutions 
at any given level of truncation. And the difficulties that 
then arise are due to the fact that the criteria of good
ness used are not independent of the human element. 
Thus impOSition of different criteria of goodness by dif
ferent investigators means that any particular numerical 
solution is likely to be inaccurate to a degree which is 
difficult to define. The conserved energy, momentum, 
and angular momentum alleviate this problem to the ex
tent that they provide internal criteria of goodness which 
arise directly from the induction equation instead of 
having to be externally imposed. Thus in any particular 
numerical calculation one can check to see if the nu
merics is preserving the energy, momentum, and angu
lar momentum, and the numerical step size can be ad
justed until they are preserved. This is clearly an im
provement over ad hoc criteria of accuracy. 

The second main purpose was to obtain criteria that 
may be used to indicate whether a particular fluid motion 
is at all capable of giving rise to kinematic dynamo 
activity. The point here is that it is notoriously difficult 
to obtain solutions to the kinematic dynamo equations 
even for simple fluid velocity patterns. Thus, before 
one commits an inordinate amount of time and effort in 
an attempt to solve the kinematic dynamo equations 
under some particular velocity field, it would be useful 
if one had criteria that could at least give an indication 
that there is a possibility for dynamo action ahead of any 
detailed calculations. The conserved energy, momentum, 
and angular momentum are clearly useful in this re
spect. For example, we conSidered the case of a static 
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velocity pattern, ov;/ot = O. Then energy conservation 
gave 

We then showed that conservation of the Hamiltonian 
together with solutions to the adjoint field equation im
plied the temporal dependence of the magnetic field, and 
we verified this by solving directly the magnetic induc
tion equation. 

The point to be made here is that, depending on the 
velocity pattern, it can happen that the adjoint equation 
for B+ is considerably simpler to solve than the equation 
for B. Then by inference, and without knowing directly 
the solution to the induction equation, one can cate
gorically assert whether the induction equation admits 
of a dynamo mode or not. 

It is in this sort of sense that we regard the conserved 
quantities, energy, momentum, and angular momentum 
as being criteria capable of indicating the possibility 
for kinematic dynamo activity, ahead of detailed calcu
lations. We shall report on several such investigations 
at a later date. 
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Properties of massless relativistic fields under the 
conformal group 

G. Post 

Institut fur Theoretische Physik, R WTH Aachen, F.R. Germany 
(Received 1 April 1975) 

Using the ladder representations of SU(2,2), we derive explicit transformation laws for massless free fields 
with arbitrary helicities under global conformal transformations. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The group SU(2, 2) is known to act on Minkowski 
space-time as an extension of the group of Poincar~ 
transformations and dilations. It is, precisely, a 
fourfold covering group of the conformal group C(M4) of 
a compactification M~ of ordinary Minkowski space M4; 
see Ref. 1. This paper deals with the well-known role 
of the conformal group as a symmetry of zero-mass 
wave equations. 2-4 We consider some global aspects of 
this symmetry. The starting point is the work of Mack 
and Todorov, 5 who showed that the irreducible Wigner 
representations of the Poincar~ group, characterized by 
mass zero and the helicities A == 0, ± 1/2, ± 1, ... , can 
be extended to representations of the Lie algebra of the 
conformal group by generators of unitary transforma
tions. This series of representations is called the 
ladder series of SU(2, 2). 

After a review (Sec. 2) of the action of SU(2, 2) on 
Minkowski space and its (incomplete) decomposition into 
the subgroups of Lorentz transformations, dilations, 
translations, and special conformal transformations, 
we discuss in Secs. 3 and 4 the results of Ref. 5 from 
the global point of view: The ladder representation of 
the SU(2, 2) Lie algebra is exponentiated to a unitary 
representation of the matrix group itself. The connec
tion between the irreducible parts of the ladder series 
and the Wigner representations is investigated in detail. 
For instance, the helicity determines the global be
havior; only odd helicities belong to representations of 
the conformal group itself, even helicities to SOo( 4,2), 
and half-integer helicities to SU(2, 2). For the special 
conformal transformations, we calculate the ladder 
representations explicitly in terms of integral trans
forms on the zero mass shell. Finally, we use the re
sults of Secs. 3 and 4 to extend the work of Weinberg 6

•
7 

on zero-mass field equations to include the transforma
tion properties of these fields under finite conformal 
transformations. 

2. DECOMPOSITION OF SU (2,2) AND THE 
CONFORMAL GROUP C (M4) 

In this section, we collect the notational conventions 
and the basic formulas about the 15-parameter group 
SU(2, 2) and the conformal group C(M4) of compactified 
Minkowski space M~. 1 We discuss the factorization of 
these groups in terms of Lorentz group (SL(2, <1:)), 
dilations, translations, and special conformal trans
formations. 
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Notations 

The Minkowski scalar product is 

x·y==xTgy==xoyo-xy, X,YE]R4(==:M4
). (2.1) 

The basis of Pauli matrices 

{ao' (1}={Z, aI' a2 , a3}={(1 J, C 1), C -i), (1 -J} 
(2.2) 

establishes a linear isomorphism of ]R4 with the set 
H(2 X 2) of Hermitian 2>< 2 matrices, resp. of 0:4 with the 
set <I: (2 x 2) of all complex 2 x 2 matrices: 

x == (xo, x) 1- ~: = Xo • I + xa, 
(2.3) 

inverse map: B 1- §. ; (I?)~ = Hr(Ba~). 

The covering homomorphism 1\: SL(2, ([) - Lorentz 
group L: is defined by the following action of SL(2, ([) on 
H(2 x 2): 

SL(2, 0:)xH(2X 2) - H(2 X 2): (A, B) I-ABN 

*> ABA + = 1\(A)~ [1\(A) E L:l. (2.4) 

The space inversion A: (xo, x) 1- (xo, - x) in 0:4 induces an 
inversion of 2 x 2 matrices, denoted by a hat: 

B == (bo ' I + ba) 1- B == (bo'I - bO') == (a2B0'2V, 

(~A~) ==(~c ~b). 
We note the rules [A,BE([;(2 X 2)]: 

.............-- A A 

A + B==A +B, .AA =M =(~ .~) -I == detA ·1, 

As ==BA, 

.t=A, 

trA =trA, 

detA "* ° ~ A-I =A (detA )-' , 

~'!!..,= ~trAB, 

det(l + A) = 1 + trA + detA. 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

The group SU(2, 2) is, in standard matrix realization, 

U(2, 2) == {G E GL(4, ([) 1 c+IG =I}} 

SU(2, 2)={GE U(2, 2)1 detG= 1} , 

(2.7) 

We shall use 2x 2 block notation for 4X4 matrices. 
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Another realization of SU(2, 2)8 is more convenient to 
our purposes: We perform a similarity transformation 

G 1- UGU- l with U = _1_ (~ -: I) 
V2 zl zl 

(unitary). (2.8) 

The formula reads in block notation 

(
AC B) 1 (A-B-C+D -i(A+B-C-D») 

D I- 2: i(A-B+C-D) A+B+C+D 

(2.9) 

The invariant metric transforms into 

J = UIa' = (il -il) (2.10) 

Subgroups of SU (2,2) 

From now on, [S] U(2, 2) will be considered in J 
realization: 

(2.11) 

As will be shown at the end of this section, the action 
of SU(2, 2) on the (minkowski) space H(2 x 2) is as 
follows: 

(G=(~ ~), B=Q) I-(RB +S)(TB + Q)-l= CG(Q). 

(2. 12) 

G f-- CG is the covering homomorphism of SU(2, 2) onto 
the conformal group C(M4). 

With (2.11) we obtain the matrix representation of the 
Lie algebra [s] u(2, 2) of [S] U(2, 2): 

[S]U(2,2)={(~ _ba+) I b,cco:H(2 X 2); aE<t(2 X 2);} 

[traE1R] . (2.13) 

We are now ready to comment on some subgroups of 
[S] U(2, 2): 

G: = { (~ ~) co: U(2, 2) I S = T = 0 } 

= {1(A): = (A (N)-l) IA co: GL(2, <t) } 

E: = G n SU(2, 2) = {1(A) I detA co: 1R} 

L: = {1(A) I detA = I} 

D:={l(A)IA=expt, fE1R}, d(t):=l(exp(t·l» 

U: ={l(A) IA = exp(it) , tco: 1R} [the center of U(2, 2)] 

Z: = Un SU(2, 2) = {i, - 1, - i, I} [center of SU(2, 2)] 

(2.14) 

These subgroups of U(2, 2) act on Minkowski space by 
means of Eq. (2.12): 

(2.15) 

The groups U and Z act trivially; the group L is 
isomorphic to SL(2, <t) and acts as the covering (2.4) of 
the Lorentz group: C l(A) = A(A). Finally, the group D 
is the dilation group of Minkowski space: C d(t)! 
=exp(2th· 
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The group E is the product LDZ; it is the union of two 
components (detA ~ 0), and each l(A) E E has the unique 
decomposition 

l(A) = l(A') d(t)E 

with 

Z'" _{I:detA>O}_( d tA)l/2 
:3 E - i : detA < 0 - sgn e , 

D3d(t), e t = IdetAll/2, (2.16) 

L 31(A '), A' =A . exp( - t) . E- l co: SL(2, <t). 

We introduce two four-parameter Abelian subgroups of 
SU(2,2): 

T:= {t(B)= (~ ~) =exp(~ ~) I BEH(2 X 2)1, 
(2. 17) 

S:={S(B)= (~ ~)=exp(~~) IBEH(2 X 2)}. 

The group T induces Minkowski space translations: 
Ct(Q)z = z: + Q. S acts as the "special conformal group" 
on Minkowski space: With the help of the rules (2.6), 
(2. 12) we obtain (x E M4) 

Cs(B):xr-[x + (x' x)y]/w(x, y) (2.18) 

with y = &. and w(x, y): = 1 + 2(x· y) + (x' x)(y . y). 

Finally, we consider the two subgroups of "triangular" 
matrices: 

P:={(~ ~) ESU(2,2) I T=01, 

K:= {(~ ~) co:SU(2, 2) I S=O}, 

(2. 19) 

Some properties of these groups: 

a. P is the semidirect product P = T (]:. E; each ele
ment of P has the form 

(2.20) 

b. P={GESU(2,2)1 (CG)(!) exists 'tI !EH(2 x 2)}, so 
that P is the maximal subgroup of SU(2, 2) leaving in
variant the uncompactified M4. The image of P under 
C is the Poincar~ group including dilations. 

a'. K is isomorphic to P; K =S&'E (semidirect 
product); each element of K has the form 

(~ (:'>-1) = s(BA -1) ·l(A) (unique decomposition). 

(2.21) 

b'. K = {G E SU(2, 2) I ( CG)(O) = O}, so that K is the 
maximal subgroup of SU(2, 2) which leaves the oriLin 
o E M~ fixed, i. e., K is the little group of O. C K con
sists of Lorentz-, dilation-, and special-conformal 
group. 

Factorization of SU (2,2) 

We add some remarks on the "standard factorization" 9 

of SU(2, 2). We wish to obtain a decomposition of any 
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G c SU(2, 2) into a product of a "special conformal 
transformation" (,=:S) and a "di1ation-Poincar~-trans
formation" (c P). 

The ansatz 

G= (A B) l (1 0) (A' B') 
C D K 1 0 A' ( A' B') 

KA' KB'+A' 

(2.22) 
shows that the decomposition exists iff A = A' is in
vertible. In this case, it is also unique: A' =A, B' = B, 
K=CA- 1

• Collecting the formulas (2.22), (2.20) and 
(2.16), we have the following: 

Result: The matrix G = (~ ~) c SU(2, 2) can be decom
posed into the product 

G = s(K) t(H) l(A) = s(K)t(H)l(A')d(t)E c STLDZ (2.23) 

iff detA *" O. The factorization is unique, K = CA-1 and H 
= BA> are Hermitian matrices, and A', t, E are given by 
Eqs. (2.16). 

With the homomorphism C, this decomposition carries 
over to the conformal group; the factor Z disappears. 
Thus, only "almost" every conformal transformation 
has a factorization into special conformal transforma
tion, translation, Lorentz transformation, and 
dilation (in this order, and unique). 

Here is an example for an SU(2, 2) matrix which can
not be decomposed, because its submatrix A vanishes: 

(0 -1) 
Z1 = 1 0 ' (2.24) 

The set N = {detA = o} of "non-parametrizable" matrices 
has the codimension 1 in the SU(2, 2) manifold and 
separates the two domains detA :.::: O. N does not form a 
group, nor does SU(2, 2) \ N. We get from the de
finition (2. 19):ncN=?npcNV pc P. Thus N is a union 
of cosets n • P. Indeed, the standard factorization is 
just the attempt to parametrize the coset space SU(2, 2)/ 
P = {G· p} by the special conformal subgroup S (,;;m4

), 

each s '= S representing its coset s . P. But the coset 
space is compact and is thus not completely covered by 
a coordinate system m4. 

By analogy, the coset space SU(2, 2)/K is not covered 
by the translation group T. In fact, SU(2, 2)/K is 
exactly the compactified Minkowski space M!, and T is 
the ordinary part of it. The homomorphism C : SU(2, 2) 
- C(M4) results from the natural action of SU(2, 2) on its 
coset space by K. In particular, the formula (2.12) is 
read off from the following ansatz, concerning those 
cosets which contain a representative element of T: 

(R S) (1 B) (1 C G(B)) . T Q . 01 = 0 1 ·k wIth some kcK. 

3. THE LADDER REPRESENTATIONS OF U (2,2) 

We shall recall the work of Mack and Todorov 5 on the 
ladder representations of U(2, 2), considering the group 
itself instead of the Lie algebrao 

Notations and definition 

In the space a:: 2 of two complex variables (Z1' Z2)' Zj 

=uj + iVj' we have the differential operators 
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OJ=t(du-io ), ~f=c~«(1 +iu ). 
J v j J '- U j t'j 

We introduce 

The corresponding rows will be denoted by ZT = (Z1' Z2)' 
etc. We also define the four-column .:p = (~) and the 
four-row cp = (- "dT, ZT). The ladder representation of 
U(2,2) can now be defined on the space L2«[2) of square 
integrable functions on a:: 2 

, with respect to Lebesgue 
measure. U(2, 2) is considered, for the moment, in a 
matrix realization relative to the metric J' = (~ ~). Then 
the ladder representation 5 assigns to each matrix Ii' of 
the Lie algebra u(2, 2) the following differentiation
multiplication operator on L2(a::2): L '(h'): = cph'.:p. L' is 
a skew-self-adjoint representation of u(2, 2), as follows 
from the construction of .:p and cp discussed in Ref. 5. 
See also Ref. 10 for general u(p, q) ladder representa
tions. 

We prefer the metric J [(2. 10)], which is unitarily 
equivalent to J': 

J= VJ'V+ ·th V= _1_ ( 0 (I-i)l) 
WI f2 (1 + i)l 0 . 

So h = Vh'V-1 is our Lie algebra element in the J metric, 
and we define L (h): =L '(11') = cpV- l I1V.:p. Explicit calcu
lation with Eq. (2.13) gives us the following formula, 
which we shall take as the definition of the u(2, 2) ladder 
representation: 

L (11= (: _~+)) =zTao+aTa+z+izTbz+iaTca. (3.1) 

Exponentiation of L 
First, we prove that L can be exponentiated to a 

unitary (reducible) representation of the matrix group 
U(2,2). It has been shown,lO by an application of a 
theorem of Nelson, that the ladder representations of 
any u(p, q) algebra can be integrated to unitarYJep
resentations of the universal covering groups U (P, q). 

Since U(p, q) = SU(P, q)X m, they generate in particu
lar representations of SU(p, q). Now the covering 
7T : SU(P, q) - SU(P, q) has been investigated by Schaaf,l1 
and it maps essentially a real line onto a circle. 

Thus, in order to prove that L is a representation of 
SU(2,2) itself, it suffices to show exp[27TL (r)]= 1, where 
r is the generator of the above-mentioned circle sub-

group. In standard m('(::;(~~; 7; )" SUb:OUP '\ 

exp(rt) = G(t) = 0 (exp~- iI) ~)) 

We obtain in J metric 
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Since this is essentially the Hamilton operator of a two
dimensional isotropic harmonic oscillator, we can 
easily find a complete orthogonal set {j nmk In, m, k, 
= 0,1,2, ... } of L2«t2) so that L (r)fnmk==i(n + m + l)fnmk' 

This implies exp[211' L (r)] = 1 and thus finishes the proof 
that L generates a representation of SU(2, 2). The ex
tension of this property to U(2, 2) follows from the 
explicit calculations below. 0 

Next, we start from Eq. (3.1) to obtain the explicit 
form of the exponentiated ladder representation (also 
called L) on several subgroups of U(2, 2). 

G: The group G c U(2, 2) [Eqs. (2.14)] is the ex
ponential of the Lie algebra {( g _~+)}. We give the result 

[L l(A)f]z =detAf(ATz ), 

(3.2) 

This is obviously a unitary representation of G, and the 
calculation of the corresponding Lie algebra representa
tion (using one-parameter subgroups) produces exactly 
(3. 1), b = c == 0. 

T: For the translation group T [Eqs. (2.17)], the 
definition (3.1) yields immediately the following unitary 
representation: 

[L t(B)f]z = exp(izTBz)f(z) (3.3) 

s: In order to treat the group S [Eqs. (2.17)], we 
introduce the unitary automorphism] of L2«t2), which 
is induced by the Fourier transform in (t2: 

(]f)w=(1/211')2 J dzf(z)exp[i(z,w)], 

The following operator identity holds 12: 

]"1(aTBo)J =ZT(_ tB)z [BE:H(2X2)]. 

(z,w):=RezTw, 

(3.4) 

We can now combine Eqs. (3.1), (3.3), (3.5) and obtain 

s(B)= (~ ~) =exp(~ ~) 1- Ls(B)==][Lt(-tB)]]"1. 

(3.6) 

This unitary representation of the subgroup S can be 
written as an integral transform, if the submatrix B is 
nonsingular, that is, B spacelike or timelike (see Ref, 
12): -

[L s(B)f]z = (1/211')2 J dw f(w)L B(Z - w) 
(3.7) 

Finally, we add some remarks. 

a. The Fourier transformation] itself is the rep
resentation L of an element of SU(2, 2):] == L (Z2) with 
[see Eq. (2.24)] 

Z2=Z1'd(10g2)= (~ ~t) =t(-~)s(2)t(-~). (3.8) 

A proof is obtained by applying (3.3) and (3. 7) to (3.8). 

b. The following relations are easily verified: 
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] CL t(B»]"1 == L s( - 4B). (3.9) 

Decomposition of the (reducible) representation L 

The space L2«t2) is the direct sum of orthogonal sub
spaces Hn: 

L2«t2)== EEl Hn (n=0,±1,±2 ... ) 
n E: z 

(3. 10) 

The Hn are invariant under the representation L, since 
f(z) 1- f(exp(it)z) is easily seen to commute with the 
operators L l(A), L t(B), and], which generate the 
whole set L [U(2, 2)]0 We denote the restriction of L to 
Hn by L n and call the collection of L" the ladder series. 
The irreducibility of the representations L n of U(2, 2) 
is shown in the next section. 

We classify the L" according to their behavior with 
respect to the center Z ={i, i2, i3, i4} of SU(2, 2). Equa
tions (3.2), (30 10) imply L (i)f(z) == - f(iz), 

fE: Hn => L n (i)f(z) = - i"f(z). (3.11) 

The group SOo(4. 2) occurs in a sequence of homomor
phisms 

SU(2, 2) -800 (4. 2) -C(M4) 

with centers {± 1,±i}-{I, -1}-{1}. 

Therefore, (3.11) leads to the claSSification: 

a. For n E: 2 2T + 1, 

L n is a faithful representation of SU(2, 2). 

b. For n € 4 2T, 

Ln induces a faithful rep. of 800(4,2). 

c. For nE4Z+2, 

Ln induces a faithful rep. of C(M4). 

4. EXTENSION OF THE m = 0 WIGNER 
REPRESENTATIONS TO SU (2,2) 

(3.12) 

Following the lines of Mack and Todorov,5 we obtain 
the realization of L " as a continuation of the irreducible 
unitary representation U x of the inhomogeneous SL(2, (t), 
belonging to the mass m = 0 and the helicity X = - n/2. 
The integral transforms representing special conformal 
transformations are calculated. 

Notations, definitions 

0: == {(Po, phc: ]R41 Po> 0, p. P=O} (4.1) 

is the zero mass shell (forward light cone), an orbit of 
SL(2, (t) [Eq. (2.4)]. 

(4.2) 

E' maps (t2"-{0} onto the set of rank-one Hermitian 
2x2 matrices with positive trace, that is to say, E'w,. 
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= W+Ou /{I is a light vector ~ rl. By Eq. (2.4), A c SL(2, 0:) 
:=} ii" (Ali') ~ A(A) iI"lc. 

- --
P induces a bijection of the set of orbits exp(ilR) ·71' 

(w c 0: 2
, W*O) of the group U(1)={exp(il)·12Ifcc:lR}, on

to~, since E'w 1 = E'w 2 <=?w 2 = exp(ij3)w l (0 ~ j3 < 27T). In 
the ladder representation, A cc: SL(2, 0:) acts on 0:2 as 
fOllows: z I~ (A T)-1 Z. By Eqs. (2.5)-(2.6), 

A C" GL(2, O:):=} (detA)(A Ttl = S-1AS 

with unitary S = (~ -0
1
) . (4.3) 

For this reason we define a modification of E': 

Definition: Ez =E'(Sz) (z cc: 0:2
), 

~ ------Ez = [E'ZJT = 22" ZT, Ez = (ZTooz, - ZT oE), 

Ace GL(2, 0:):=}E«A Tt 1Z) = IdetA 1-2A(Ez)N 

(4.4) 

We introduce parameters for ~ and 0:2 in the following 
manner: We select a fixed point k cc: ~ and a family of 
transformations 

Explicit choices: 

k=(t,O,O,t), 

(4.5) 

~=t(aO+a3)= (~ ~) =lI"wk with w k:= ~ (~), (4.6) 

b p is a boost which carries k into (Po, 0, 0, Po): 
o 

dp is a rotation [E SU(2) J carrying the 3 axis into the 
direction P. If O<,cl < 7T, ° ~ cp < 27T are the polar co
ordinates of P [- (1, ,,), cp)], two possible choices for dj, 
can be given: 

d1(P) = exp( - %i(J3 . cp) exp( - ~i(J2 • ,,), 

d2 cP) = exp( - %i(J3 • cp) exp( - %io2 0,,) exp[ ~i(J3( - cp) J. 

(4.7b) 

We define 

(4.8) 

{w p} is a representative family of the space of orbits 
O:~/U(l). With an additional parameter ° ~ j3 < 27T, we 
have a coordinate system of (almost) the whole of 0:2

: 

W = exp(ij3)wp - (j3, p) cc: [0, 27T)X~, E'w = P 

z = S-lW = exp(ij3)zp, iI'z = p. 

Explicitly, if d l (P) is chosen 

(
Z1)=ex (ij3)pl/2. ( exp(i~/2) 
Z2 p 0 - exp(- zcp/2) 

Sin(')/2») 
cos(.CJ/2) . 

(4.9) 

Finally, we recalP3 the Wigner mass-zero representa-
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hons 11" of the inhomogeneous SL(2, 0:) lISL(2, 0:)= T(j;L, 
see (2.14), (2.17)], belonging to helicity A r !l,/2: The 
representation space is L 2($1; r1 3p/2po)' and, up to 
equivalence, lt~ is described as follows IF (CC L2($1)]: 

Translation t(B): 1t~t(B) F(P) = exp(i!!p) F(P), 

Ac SL(2, 0:): u~I(A) F(p) = l Q(A, p) ]2), F(A(At1p). 

(4.10) 

Here, Q has values in the complex unit Circle, satisfies 
the relations 

Q(AA', P) = Q(A, P)Q(A', A(Atlp), (4.11) 

and can be implemented by a unitary representation ~ 
of a little group: 

kc ~:Gk={k=:SL(2,0:)IA(A)k=k} (little group of k) 

(4.12) 

Q(A,P)=~(f;1AfA(A)-1p) with a family {fp}, Eq. 
(4.5). 

Explicitly, with the choices (4.6) of k and f p , we get 

Gk={gZW=(~ ~) . exp(-~io3'CP)1 zr::O:, 0.-o;CP<47T}, 

~(gzw) = exp(- icp/2). (4.13) 

Remark: If ISL(2, 0:) is enlarged by the dilation group 
D [see Eq. (2. 14)J, then the most general extension of 
(4.10) is 12 

U)'6 d(t)F(P) = exp[2f(1 + i6)] F(exp(2t)p) (6 c: lR) (4.14) 

The new continuous parameter ° arises from the ex
tension of the representation ~ of the little group. 

Reduction of L n to ISL(2,1.&) (-* POINCARE GROUP) 

With the parameters (4.9), the integral in 0:2 can be 
written 

f f2~ f d 3 

dz 1dz 2 = ~ 0 dj3 2io 
(4.15) 

This leads to the following characterization of the 
spaces Hn [definition (3. 10)]: 

f"?Hn <=? 3FE=:L2(~; d 3p/2Po):f(z)=F(p)exp(inj3) 

[F(P)=f(zp)]' (4.16) 

(4.16) establishes an isomorphism f1- F: Hn ~ L2($1). In 
particular, 

f c Hn, g"C Hm=>Jl gdz = (7T/2) I F G(d 3p/2Po) . 0nm' 

(4017) 

We will now calculate the ladder representations L n of 
the subgroups T, L, and D, acting as unitary operators 
on L2(Q). 

a. The group T of translations: L n t(B)f(z) 
= exp(i z TB Z) (f E H n ), 

z = exp(ij3)zp~zTBz = tr(BzzT) = ttr(B &) =!! . p, 

with (4. 16):=}Ln t(B) F(p) = exp(i !!,p) F(P). (4.18) 
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b. The group L [~SL(2,(I:)]: 

L l(A)f(z) = f(ATZ) [A E SL(2, (1:)] 

"* Ln l(A) F(P) = L. l(A) f(zp) = f(ATzp)' 

Because of (4.4) and (4.9), there is a phase factor 
Q(A,P}(iQ I = 1) such that 

ATZp = [Q(A, p)]-1 z A(A )-1p 

'"'* Ln l(A)F(p) = [Q(A,P)]-n F(A(At1p). 

c. The group D of dilations: 

L n d(t) f(z)= exp(2t) f(e1z) by (2.14), (3.2) 

=*"L d(t)F(p)=exp(2t)F(e 1p). 
n 

(4.19) 

(4.20) 

(4.21) 

We shall now prove: (4.18) and (4.20) are the same as 
the representation (4.10) of ISL(2, (1:), with n = - 2x. 

We only have to show Q=Q. For convenience, we 
shall switch to the family wp (4,8). Then (4.19) reads 
[see definition (4.3)]: 

A-1Wp =Q(A,Pt1w A(A )-1p 

Therefore, Q(A,P) is just the phase produced by the 
little group G k [(4.13)] when acting on the spinor w k 

= {1/;12)( ~). It is easily seen that it coincides with ~, 
defined in (4.13). Thus Q = Q, by Eq. (4.12). • 

The proof is independent of the special choice (4. 7a-
b) of fp; another set {Jp} simply redefines the representa
tive family zp and the isomorphism fl- F. In Ref. 5, 
(4. 7a-b) with d1(P) is chosen (implicitly), 

Result: The ladder representation L n of SU(2, 2) is an 
extension of the (already irreducible) mass-zero rep
resentation with helicity A = - n/2 of ISL(2, (1:). We have 
[Eq. (3.12)] a representation of C(M4) if A = ± 1, ± 3, "', 
of SOo(4, 2) if A=O, ± 2, ±4, "', or only of SU(2, 2) if A is 
half-integer. This claSSification was discussed by 
Castell. 14 

As to dilations, we note that L n (4.21) corresponds to 
the chOice 15:= a in (4. 14), that is, the trivial extension 
of the little group representation. This is in fact the 
only choice compatible with the representation of the 
special conformal generators. 15 

Special conformal transformations on L 2 (n) 

We shall first deal with the representation of the in
version Z1 [Eq. (2.26)], which is essentially the Fourier 
transform on L2«l:2). By (3.8) we find 

L Ztf(w) = (1/2rr)2 4 f dz exp[2iRe(zTw )]J(z). (4.22) 

The real bilinear form Re(zTBw) [Z,wE(l:2, BEH(2x2)] 
will be evaluated in the coordinates (4.9): (4.23) 

z=zpexp(ia), z/Bz.=: IZ/Bz.l· exp[-i<p(B,p,q)], 

W = z .exp(ij.3), I zp TBz.12 = t tr(pB'lB) 

[derived with (2.6), (4.8)] 
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=> Re(z TBw):= t[tr(pB'lB)]1/2 cos[a - (3 - <p(B, p, q)]. 

(4.24) 

We can now calculate L nZ1 on L2(O): LetfE H n, i. e., 
f(z) :=F(p) exp(ina). Then 

[.ZJ(q) = L n Z 1 l(z.) 

(
1 )21 d3 (2< 

= 2rr F(p) 2P~ J
o 

do exp(ina) 

xexp[2i Re(zTz.)]. 
By Eq. (4.24) with B:=2: 2 Re(zTz .) = rp. cos(a - <PP.), 
where rp.::=[2(Poqo+pq)]1/2; and <PP. is the polar angle 
of zp+z.' We use the following relations for Bessel 
functions 16: 

:rr f2' do exp{i[na + r cos(a - <p)]}:= i"exp(in<p) I n( r) 

o (4.25) 
(r>O, <PElR, nEE) 

1 f d
3
p -L n

Z 1 F (q):= 2rr in 2Po F(P) 

XJn v'2(Poqo+pq) (exp(i<ppq»n. (4.26) 

The factor exp(i<p P.) depends on the choice of the I/> in 
(4.5). If we take (4. 7a-b) with d2 (P) (contrary to Mack
Todorov), it can be expressed in terms of the elements 
of the Hermitian matrices 

(
u V) (U' V') . UU' + VV' 1.?= s t ' ~:= s' t' : exp(z<ppq):= luu'+vv'l 

(4.27) 

The mass-zero integral transforms given by Castell in 
Ref. 17 are exactly the same as (4.26)-(4.27), with 
n:= - 2A. The integral kernel R discussed by Kastrup 
and Mayer 3.4 is obtained in the special case A=O, if 
L OZ1 is combined with the space inversion (xo, x) 
1- (xo' - x) [in L2(Sl): F(po, p) 1- F(po' - p)]. R represents 
the inversion x .... - x/x ·X in M 4

, which is not an ele
ment of the connected group C(M4). 

Second, we shall treat the group S acting on L2(Sl), but 
only those special conformal transformations s(B) which 
have a regular matrix B (that is, B· B* 0), because of 
formula (3.7). Our task consists iii restricting (3. 7) to 
H n and calculating the corresponding integral transform 
in L 2( Sl). The calculation of L n s(B) is very similar to 
that of L nZu and so we omit the details: 

Since B and B-1 are Hermitian, we get from (3. 7) 

L B(Z - w):= - 4(detB)-1 

xexp{i[zTB-1z +W TB-1w - 2 Re(zTB-1w)]}. 

With the use of the parameters below (4.23) for z and w 
and of Eqs. (4.24)-(4.25) for the expression 
- 2 Re(z TB-1w), the following result for L ns(B) is ob
tained: 

L n s(B)F(q):= f (d3p/2Po)F(P) L~(P, q), 
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1. [.((P+Q)'B)J L~(P,q)=2i·znexp Z !!.!!..-

XJ (vtr(PBQB)) '-n 

n \ !!.!!. (exp(w)) . 

(4.28) 

exp(iQ) is the phase of - z/B-lzq , depending again on 
the choice of {fp}. We recall that s(B) acts on M~ as the 
conformal transformation 

x 1- [x + (x· x)~]/w(~, x). 

Thus, for all "nonlightlike" special conformal trans
formations, the series of ladder representations L n is 
given by the integral kernels (4.28) in momentum space. 

5. CONFORMAL TRANSFORMATIONS OF 
MASSLESS FREE FIELDS 

The classical and quantized free fields on Minkowski 
space which correspond to the mass zero representa
tions of ISL(2, ([;) are considered. Their transformation 
under the special conformal group S is investigated. 

Conformal transformations of classical fields 

The conformal transformation properties of the ir
reducible Minkowski space spinor fields will be re
viewed first. 18 

We define the space 51's of classical spinor fields as 
the set of all (generalized) functions cp on M4 with values 
cp(x) in the (2s + 1)(2r+ I)-dimensional representation 
space of the irreducible representation Drs of SL(2, ([;). 
With respect to our A [Eq. (2.4)], Drs is defined as 

Ds(A)=Ds«(A+)"l), Acc:SL(2,([;), 

Dr(tc\)::= -iDr(- tia
k) , takE: sl(2,([;), - tiakE: su(2). 

The last equation says that Dr of the Lie algebra sl(2, ([;) 
is obtained by antianalytic extension from the well-known 
representations Dr of su(2). 

The usual Poincar~ transformation behavior of spinor 
fields is given by the following (highly reducible) rep
resentation R. rs of ISL(2, <1:) on 5 rs: 

l~rs(t(B)l(A))cp(x) =Drs(A)[cp«A)"lX - !!..)] (5.1) 

R. rs is defined by "inducing" from the representation Drs 
of the little group SL(2, ([;) of 0 cc: M4. We want to extend 
R.rs to the conformal group. 18 We start from the little 
group of 0 with respect to SU(2, 2), which is the group 
K of Eqs. (2.21)-(2023). Which are the possible ex
tensions of Drs from SL( 2, ([;) ::; L to K? The group law 
forces us to represent S c K by 1, and the dilation d(t) 
by a complex number exp(2zt) (z cc: ([;), see Ref. 18. The 
central element i can be represented by im, where m 
= 0, 1, 2, 3 is restricted because of Drs( - 1)::= (_ 1)2(r+s l: 

r + s integer =*m = 0,2, 

r+ s half-integer=*m = 1, 3. 

ThuS, we have the following class of extensions of Drs 
[with Eq. (2.18)]: 

Drszm(s(B)l(A')d(t)E)::= Drs(A') exp(2zt)Em. (5.2) 
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By the use of translations, we induce the correspondin~ 
extensions of I~ rs' that is, we define for G,- SU(2, 2) 
(see Sec. 2): 

(/\rszm G)cp(x) = D rszm(t( - !)G t« C G)-I!)) cp«C G)-I,,)). 

(5.3) 

This formula is not defined if (C G)-l X ~ M4. 

For special conformal transformations s(B), (5.3) be
comes after decomposing the little group element 
t(-~)s(B)t«(1-B~)"l) as in Eq. (5.2): 

w = w(-~, x)::= det(l- ~B) [see Eq. (2.20)], 

E=. =(sgnw)1/2. 
{

I: W > 0 
z :w<o 

(5.4) 

The massless classical fields 

On the one hand, we have the ladder representations 
L n of the conformal group SU(2, 2), on the other hand 
the conformal transformation properties (5.2)-(5.4) of 
spinor fields. Can we single out spaces of conformal in
variant free fields in 51'S' i. e., can L n be imbedded into 
some of the representations R. rS zm ? 

First, we recall how Weinberg6 solved the analogous 
problem for the Poincar~ group ISL(2, <1:): Are there 
subspaces of 51'S which obey "free massless field equa
tions", or, more specifically, which belong to the ir
reducible representations U x of Eqs. (4. 10)? Is U x 
"contained" in R. 1'5 for given values (A, r, s); i. e., does 
there exist an injection L2(0) - 51'S such that F 1- cp 
=* uxF 1- R. rS cp? 

We try an integral kernel ansatz for the linear map 
FI- cp. The translation behavior of Eqs. (4.10), (5.1) 
restricts it to the conventional form 

(
1 )3/2J d

3p cp(x)= 21T 2po exp(-ip·x)u(p)F(p). (5.5) 

The (2r+ 1)(2s + I)-component kernel function u must 
obey the following law, which is equivalent to the correct 
SL(2, ([;) behavior of F 1- <p: 

u(P)=Drs(A)[uxl(A)u(p)] (A cc:SL(2,<I:)]. (5.6) 

The complex conjugate representation ux of u x is defined 
by conjugating the unitary multiplicators in (4.10). Ux 
is understood to act on all components of u(p). (5.6) 
follows easily from the unitarity of U x and the definition 
of the scalar product in L2(0). 

Since uA was induced from a little group G k with a 
family f p , the function u is completely determined by its 
value at the point k: 

u(p) =Drs(fp)u(k) 

and the problem (5.6) is reduced to an eigenvalue 
problem for G k : 

u(k) =Drs(gk)CiS.gk)2x u(k) (gkE: Gk )· 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

The solution u(k) exists and is unique up to normaliza
tion, iff 8-1' = A. This was shown by Weinberg; we denote 
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the resulting function (5.7) by ur.(p). With the usual 
basis of eigenvectors of D r.( ~0'3) for the representation 
space ofDrs:{em®enl-r~m ~r; -s ~n~s}and with k 
= (~, 0, 0, ~), we obtain u~ (k) = e_r ® es • Using the family 
fp of Eqs. (4.7) with d1{P), we get in the above basis 

(urs)mn(P) = (2Po)r+S exp[ - icp(m + n)] d::.~/9) d~·1(;9) 

[P~(Po,;9,CP»). (5.9) 

Result: The mass-zero representation u~ is contained 
(only) in the spaces of fields Srs with s - r=A [Eqs. 
(5.5), (5.9)] 

We treat now the same problem for SU(2, 2): Can the 
ladder representation L n be imbedded into a given field 
representation R rszm? As discussed above, the restric
tion to ISL(2, <rJ alone fixes the mapping F 1'-1> and 
yie Ids the condition n = - 2A = 2( r - s): 

(
1 )3/2j d 3p 

cp<')(x)= 2;r 2p
o 

urs(p)exp(-ip·x)F(p). 

(5.10) 

There are further constraints derived from other sub
groups of SU(2, 2): The group D of dilations fixes the 
number Z in (5.2). z must be chosen so that the analog 
of (5.8) for the extended little group is still valid; we 
state the result 12: z = - (1 + r+ s). 

The central element i fixes the number m: From (5.2) 
and (3. 11) we get m = n + 2 = 2 - 2A = 2( 1 + r - s). Thus, 
the set of conditions is 

n= 2(r- s) 

z=-(I+r+s), 

m=2(I+r-s), 

(n= - 2A), 

The previous discussion suffices to determine the 
allowed I< rszm = : R rs· 

(5.11) 

We shall now prove that L n is indeed contained in the 
representations I~rs [Eq. (5.12) below] ifn=2(r-s). 
Since this property is satisfied by construction of (5. 12) 
for the subgroups ISL(2, <r), D, and the center, and 
since these generate SU(2, 2) together with the group S, 
it is sufficient to give the proof for the special conformal 
transformations. The infinitesimal conformal trans
formations belonging to (5.12) are given in Ref. 18, and 
for these generators it is shown in Ref. 5 (in a quantized 
version) that they are obtained by the transformation 
(5.10) from the special conformal generators of the 
ladder representation L n. Since the group S is Abelian 
(:; 1R4

), the compatibility is also satisfied for the finite 
group elements, and the proof is finished. 

Result: The map (5.10): L2(11)- Srs imbeds the ladder 
representation Ln of SU(2, 2) into all the Minkowski 
space spinor field representations P. rs with 2(r - s) = n, 
extended to SU(2, 2) by the laws 

l<rs t(l.2J¢(x) = ¢(x - b) 

P. rs l(A) ¢(x) =D rS cp(A(AtIx) [A EO SL(2, 0:)], 

P.rs d(t) ¢(x)=exp[21(-I- r- s)J 

P'rss(B)tj>(x)= Iwl-I
-,.... (sgnw)l.r-•• DrsC~I~~2) 

X1>(x_~.x)B) 

[special conformal tr, w=w(-&',x), (-1)1/2:iJ. 

The transformations (5.12) thus leave invariant the 
momentum spectrum Q. Though the conformal trans
formations act as integral transforms in momentum 
space, they are transformations of the local "differen
tial geometric" type in Minkowski space. 

The fields defined by (5.10) belong to positive fre
quencies only. But it is also possible to imbed negative 
frequency parts into fields transforming with (5.12): 
We define the series of starred ladder representations 
of U(2, 2): L * = I-n. The bar means conjugation of the 
factors and integral kernels in (4.18), (4.20), (4.21), 
(4.26), (4.28). Calculation gives 

L!l(A)= Lnl(A) [AEOGL(2,0:), det4E01R], 

g t(B) = Lnt(-B), 

L!s(B)=Lns(-B). 

(5.13) 

With a function G(p) EO L 2(Q) transforming with L ~, we 
can define the negative frequency field 

1> <-)(x) = (2~) 3/2 f ~ Urs(p) exp(ip· x) G(p), (5.14) 

which also transforms with R rS like the positive fre
quency part (5.10), if the same condition n=2(r- s) is 
satisfied. This is easily seen for the Poincarl! group 
and the dilations, and will be shown for the group S: In 
an abbreviated notation, with the L2(Q) scalar product, 
we have 

cp<')(x)=(ii,s, Lnl(-:r)F), Ftransformingwith Ln' 

¢<-l(x) = (u"", L n t(!,)G), G transforming with L ~, 

R rS s(B)¢\' IX =( urs ' L n [t{ - !,)s(B)]F) 

= (U.s' In {t( - !,)s(B)t([ C s (B) ]-1!,)} 

L nt( - [C S(B)]-lZ)F/ 

:D(B, X)¢(d([C S(B)]-IX) [see (5. 12)J, 

P.:; Is(B)¢ (- IX: = (urs' Ln [t(z)s( - B)]G) 

=("urs ' L. {t(!,)S(-B)t([C s(_B)]-l(_!,»} 

x Lnt(- [C S(_B)J-l (-~~J)G) 

=D(- B, - x) cp<-)([C S(B)J-IX ) = p.r. s(B)(j><-)x, 

since -[Cs(-B»)-l(-X)=[Cs(B)]-lX, andD(-B,-x) 
=D(B, x) [from (5. 12)J. 

Result: The representation L n can be imbedded into 
R rs with positive frequenCies, and L ~ into p. rs with 
negative frequenCies, ifn=2(r-s), with the help of 
definitions (5.10) and (5.14). 

Massless quantized fields 

¢(exp(- 2t)x) (dilations), 
Finally, we consider quantized free massless fields 

(5.12) of the type of Weinberg's 2(2r+ 1)-componEmt fields. 6 
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We start with a set of creation and annihilation 
operators with canonical (anti)commutators: 

{a:(p); ax(P)iPEO; Xc=:Z'j2}, 

[ax(p), a\. (P') l. = 0u' (2Po)03(p - p'). (5. 15) 

In particular, we write for FE L 2( 0), transforming with 

Ln (n=-2X): 

F = f ~~ F(P) a~(p) 10) = (formally) (F, a;) 10) (5.16) 

with a conformal invariant vacuum 10). We denote by U 
the representation of SU(2, 2) in the Fock space be
longing to the series of ladder representations, that is, 
generated by the a~(p) and ax(p) out of 10). 

Then the following SU(2, 2) transformation behavior of 
the operators can be inferred from (5.16) (Ln is unitary): 

U gax(p) Ug-
1 = [Ln (g1)aJ (p), gE SU(2, 2), 

U ga~(p)U g-l = [Ln (g1)~l (p) = [L ~n (g1)a~l (p). (5.17) 

For the special conformal group, these are nonlocal 
transformations. It is seen from the Result below Eq. 
(5.14) that we can construct two operator fields [n= 
- 2x=2(r- s)l: 

(positive frequencies) 

(negative frequencies) 

with the transformation properties 

U g <p (. l(X) U g-1 = [p rs(gl) <p (.l](X), gE SU(2, 2), 

U gX (- l(X) U g -1 = [;~ sr(gl)x (- l] (x). 

In order to obtain fields with all frequencies, we must 
add to these two fields <p(+l and X (-l the fields of opposite 
helicity - X: 

32 

rp(-l(X) = GJ 3/2 f ii; urs(p)exp(ipox)a:x(p) 

(transforms with P rs), 
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(transforms with P .r)' 
Then the combined field 

contains the helicities X and - X, both positive and 
negative frequencies, and transforms reducibly ac
cording to the sum R. rB ffi R. Br under SU(2, 2). In the case 
X> 0 and (r, s)= (- X, 0) we obtain Weinberg's 2(2r+ 1)
component fields. They are thus not only Poincarll
but also conformal-invariant. 

The difficulties with differently transforming positive 
and negative frequency parts (Swieca-Volkel l9) do not 
arise in our case of three (odd) space dimensions. 
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The generalized Wiener-Feynman path integrals are defined by the primitive mappings of the canonical 
Gaussian measure on a Hilbert space of real square integrable functions. The expressions of the covariance 
of the pro (pseudo) measures are found to be form covariant. The measures known in the literature by 
names as Wiener-Feynman and Uhlenbeck-Ornstein appear as special cases of no particular remark in 
our general definition. The connection of the primitive mapping with the general class of linear Cameron-Martin 
transformations is established. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A definition of Feynman path integrals as a image of 
the canonical Gaussian pseudomeasure on a Hilbert 
space of real square integrable functions defined on the 
time interval T = [0, T] by means of primitive mapping 
has been given recently. 1,2 This definition leads to new 
techniques for computing path integrals. The primitive 
mappings given in Ref. 2 map the canonical pro (pseudo) 
measure to Wiener-Feynman type of pro (pseudo) mea
sures on the vector spaces q,., q,. and q, of continuous 
functions defined on the time interval T = [0, T]. It is 
well known that Gaussian measures other than Wiener
Feynman based on Markovian probability distributions 
can be introduced for applications to physical problems 
in quantum statistics 3 and quantum mechanics. 4 The aim 
of this paper is to define the most general Gaussian 
pro (pseudo) measures by appropriate primitive map
pings of the canonical Gaussian pro (pseudo) measure on 
Hilbert space of real square integrable functions. The 
measures known in the literature by names as Wiener
Feynman, Uhlenbeck-Ornstein appear as special cases 
of no particular remark in our general definition. The 
remarkable result of this paper is that in the global de
finition of pro (pseudo) measures by the Fourier trans
form on the dual space all Gaussian measures are form 
covariant. Therefore the integration with the general 
Gaussian pro (pseudo) measures, which is needed for 
generating a WKB type of evaluation of Feynman path 
integrals,4 can be done with the same ease as with the 
Wiener-Feynman measure using the new techniques. 

II. NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 

For the sake of completeness we recall here from Ref. 
2 some pertinent definitions which we shall need in this 
paper. The space q,. is the space of paths x defined on 
(0, T] such that x(t) - 0 when t - 0; q,. is the space of 
paths x defined on [0, T) such that x(t) - 0 when t - T; 
and q, c <1>. is the space of paths x defined on (0, T) such 
that x(t) - 0 when t - 0 and when t - T. The topology on 
vector spaces q,., <1>., <I> is the norm topology induced by 
the uniform norm Ilxll = Sup I x(t) I for all t in the range 
of x. The integral with pseudomeasures w. of a function 
F on the space q,. is a complex number written sym
bOlically 

K=l F(x)dw.(x). (1) 
~. 

Its generalization to integrals with pseudomeasures w. 
and w on <1>. and q, related to w. on q,. is obvious. The 
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pseudomeasures are defined by their Fourier trans
forms as functions on the dual space In of q,~, which is 
the space of bounded measures J.J. on T: 

Jw~=exp(-~w.), (2) 

where variance w" is the quadratic form on In defined by 

W.= 1 d/J.(r) 1 d/J.(s) G.(r, s) (3) 
T T 

in terms of the covariance functions G.(r, s). The 
canonical Gaussian pseudomeasure on a Hilbert space 
H of real square integrable functions on T is the 
Gaussian of variance 

I(f) = (f, f)H = ~ T f(t)f(t) dt. 

We shall need the transformation properties of a 
Gaussian pseudomeasure under linear mappings. Let 

(4) 

X and Y be two Hausdorff, topological vector spaces 
locally convex; let X' and Y' be their topological duals. 
Let P be a linear continuous mapping from X into Y and 
P be the transposed mapping from X' to Y' defined by 

(Pyl, x) = (y',PX). (5) 

Let w be a Gaussian pseudomeasure on X of variance W. 
The image of Wunder P is a Gaussian pseudomeasure 
wp on Y, whose Fourier transform is 

]wp=exp(-iwp) withWp=WoP. (6) 

This transformation relation together with the equation 

i y F(y)dwh)=,k FoP(x)dw(x) 

form the basis of our formalism. 

III. PRIMITIVE MAPPINGS AND THE GENERAL 
PSEUDOMEASURE 

Let D( a) be the solution of the differential equation 

(7) 

(8) 

with the boundary conditions D(T) = 1 and D'(T) = O. We 
denote by D(a) the solution of the same differential equa
tion with the boundary conditions D(O)= 1 and D'(O)=O. 
Let p., p., and P be the primitive mappings defined by 

(9) 
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p.: H -4>. by P.!(t)=x(I)=f)U) f T ~~~f" , 
P: H - 4> by P fU) = x(t), 

x(t)=D(t) it f(a)da -D(t) (It ...!!l-.) 
o D(a) 0 D2W 

x( ft .!!:L)-lf T f(a)da. 
D2(O 0 D(a) 

o 

The transposed primitive mappings are defined from 
Eq. (5) as 

and are easily found to be 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

- 1 f P.J-I.(a) = LJ (a) T 8(a - t) OU) dJ-l.(t), (14) 

(15) 

The transformation relation Eq. (6) together with the 
definition of canonical Gaussian pseudomeasure gives 

W.=I(P.J-I.(a»= ~T da 1\ J-I.(a),p.J-I.(a). (16) 

Substituting Eqs. (13), (14), and (15) into Eq. (16), we 
find 

(17) 

G.(r, s) = LJ(r) iJ (s) (8(S - r) [~~~a) + O(r - s) i~~~a) ) , 

(18) 

G(r, s) =D(r)D(s)( iT D~~a,yl [ 8(s - r) (iT D~~a») 

x (fT D~7a) ) 
s 

To illustrate the computational steps leading to Eqs. 
(17), (18), and (19) from Eq. (16), we calculate the 
variance W(J-I.) on 41: 

woj>J-I.= iT da{Dta)[J:, 8(r-a)D(r)dJ-l.(r) 
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( (T d~ )-1 f iT d~ J} 2 - J
o 

D2W T dJ-l.(r)D(r) 0 D2W 

= jdJ-l.(r)D(r)i dJ-l.(s)D(s) [iT 8(r - a~8(s - a)da 
T T 0 D (a) 

From our general results we next calculate the 
particular cases of Wiener-Feynman and Uhlenbeck
Ornstein pro (pseudo) measures. 

Wiener-Feynman 

This measure is defined by D(a) = LJ (a) = 1. The 
primitive mappings for this case are obtained by sub
stituting D( a) = 1 in Eqs. (9), (10), and (11): 

P_: H-4>_ byPJ(t)=x(t)=t f(a)da (20a) 
o 

p.: H-4>. byPJ(t)=x(t)=t f(a)da (20b) 
t fT 

P : H - 41 by Pf(t) = x(t) = [f( a) da - ~ 0 f( a) da. (20c) 

The covariance G.(r, s) follows from Eqs. (17), (18), 
and (19) and are as follows: 

G-<r, s)= 8(s - r)r+ 8(r- s)s, 

G.(r, s) = O(s - r)(T - s) + 8(r - s)(T - r), 

G( ) 
8( )r(T-S) 8( )S(T-r) 

r,s = s-r T + r-s T 

(21a) 

(21b) 

(21c) 

The mappings, Eq. (20), and the covariances G.(r, s) 
are the same as those given in Ref. 2. The Wiener 
promeasure is equivalent to the probability distribution 

I 1 ( (X".l - Xk)2 ) ) 
PWF(Xk+l x k ):= [21T(t

k
•

1 
_ t

k
)]1/2 exp - 2(t""1 _ t

k
) • (22 

Uhlenbeck-Ornstein 

This measure is defined by p(t)=fI? D(a)=cosO(T-a) 
and f) (a) = cosOa'. We find 

r f(a)da 
P_: H - 41_ by PJ(t) = x(t) = cosO(T - t))o cosO(T _ a) 

(23a) 

P by P.f(t)=X(t)=cosOtjT f(a):!a, .: H - 41. cos>.a 
t 

(23b) 
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P: H -4' byPf(t)==x(t) 

f t f( a) da sinS2t 
= cosS2(T - t) cosS2(T _ a) - sinS2T 

o 

x f(a)da i
T 

o cosS2(T - a) 
(23c) 

The covariances G.(r, s) in this case are given by the 
following expressions: 

GJr,s)= S2CO~S2T [B(s-r)sinS2rcosS2(T-s) 

+ B(r- s) sinS2s cosS2(T - r)]' 

G.(r, s)= S2 C~SS2T [8(s - r) cosS2rsinS2(T - s) 

+ 8(r- s) cosS2s sinS2(T - r)], 

G(r, s) = S2 s~nS2T [8(s - r) sinS2r sinS2(T - s) 

+ B(r - s) sinS2s sinS2(T - r)]. 

(29a) 

(29b) 

(29c) 

The expression (23b) is the same as given in Refs. 2 
and 3. The Uhlenbeck-Ornstein promeasure is equiva
lent to the distribution 

P uo(xk +11 x k ) = Cd 1 _ exp( _ ~S2(tk+l _ t
k
)]} ) 1/2 

( S2{Xk+l- XkexP[-S2(t/itl-tk)]}2) 
xexPr {1-exp[-2S2(tk+l- tk)]} • 

IV. CONNECTION WITH THE CAMERON-MARTIN 
TRANSFORMATION 

(25) 

We decompose the primitive mapping p., defined in 
Eq. (9), as 

(26) 

where p.WF is the primitive mapping, Eq. (20a), from 
the Hilbert space H to 4'. corresponding to the Wiener
Feynman pro (pseudo) measure. This defines a linear 
mapping P CM of 4'. to 4'. (Ref. 5); 

f t D'(a) 
PcMx(t)=y(t)=x(t)+D(t) D2(a) x(a)da. 

o 

(27) 

It has been established in Ref. 6 that P'WF leads to a 
promeasure corresponding to Wiener integral and in 
Refs. 1, 2 that P' WF leads to a pseudomeasure corre
sponding to the Feynman integral. That is 
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where 

If F=f 0 P CM' we can write the left-hand side of Eq. (28) 
from the transformation relation given in Eq. (7) as a 
function space integral of f with the pseudomeasure of 
covariance G.(r, s) given in Eq. (17): 

f F(x) dw.F(x) = 1 f(x) dW.(x). 
~. ~. 

(29) 

The right-hand side of Eq. (28) can be written as a 
path integral with Feynman measure using the 
Cameron-Martin linear transformation of the Wiener
Feynman measure. This is given in the form required 
by Gelfand and Yaglom. 7 We find 

[ F(X)exp(~ ~T ~(t)dt )D(X) 

= [D(0)]1/2 £/(x)exp[~ (iT x2(t)dt 

f T D"(a) )] 
+ 0 D(a) x2(a)da D(x). (30) 

Equating the right-hand sides of Eqs. (29) and (30), and 
using Eq. (8), we get 

.f f(x) dw.(x) = [D(O)]I /2 i. f(x) 

x exp(~ iT dt[X(1)-p(t)X2(t)]) O(x). 
o 

(31) 

We have thus established the connection between our 
definition of the pro (pseudo) measures and the corre
sponding Feynman type of integral which is to be calcu
lated by the "time-slicing" procedure. The advantage of 
our definition of Feynman type of integrals with pseudo
measures and techniques is that integral of cylindrical 
functions can be readily calculated by mapping Pu: 41. 
-lRu

• It gives many new results, Refs. 2 and 8, in
cluding the diagram technique. It has been shown in 
Ref. 2 that the covariance G(r, s) of the pseudomeasure 
on 41 is the Feynman Greens function. G(r, s) given in 
Eq. (19) is the Greens function of the differential oper
ator d 2/df - pet). 

The method of primitive mappings for defining pseudo
measures on spaces 41., 41 developed in this paper is 
particularly suited to the study of systems whose con
figuration space is a Riemann multiply connected mani
fold. 9 The results of Koval' chiklO for various types of 
Wiener integrals can be easily obtained using our Eqs. 
(7) and {l7). 
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A theorem on stress-energy tensors 
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The equality of the symmetrized Noether stress-energy tensor (Belinfante's tensor) and the canonical 
stres~nergy tensor (functional derivative of the Lagrangian density with respect to the metric) is 
established by methods based on the formalism of tetrads and Ricci rotation coefficients. The result holds 
for any Lagrangian which contains no derivatives of the fields higher than first order. 

The equality of Belinfante's symmetrized stress
energy (SE) tensor and the canonical SE tensor 
(functional derivative of the Lagrangian density with 
respect to the metric) was demonstrated for integral 
spin fields by Rosenfeld. 1 For fields with half-integral 
spin it is not immediately clear how the canonical SE 
tensor should be defined. Goedecke2 has shown that, 
subject to a certain prescription for carrying out the 
variation of the metric, Rosenfeld's equality holds for 
the Dirac field and for the coupled Maxwell and Dirac 
fields. Goedecke conjectured that a general proof of the 
equality for any field should be possible. The proof 
presented here is based on the tetrad formalism, 3-5 in 
which the Noether SE tensor and the Noether spin tensor 
are defined as functional derivatives of the Lagrangian 
density with respect to the tetrad components and the 
Ricci rotation coefficients. 

Let L( 1>, a", 1» be the Lagrangian of a set of fields 1> 
in a CarteSian coordinate system in Minkowski space
time. We generalize it to a Lagrangian density ~ in a 
curvilinear coordinate system in the follOwing way. 3 

Introduce a tetrad h~ and convert all the coordinate 
based indices (g, v, ... ) on 1> to tetrad based indices 
(a, (3, ••• ), by contractions with h~ or its inverse h~. 
Introduce a set of Ricci rotation coefficients ,\ a $" for 
the purpose of constructing a derivative of 1> that is 
covariant for coordinate transformations and spacetime 
dependent Lorentz rotations of the tetrad. Then 

~(<I>,il,,1>, h~, ,\a$ ,,)=hL(1), <l>a) (1) 

is the required generalization, invariant under tetrad 
rotations and a scalar density of weight 1 under coordi
nate transformations. We have used the notation 

h= Ih~1 =(_g)1/2 (2) 

and 

(3) 

The quantity in brackets in (3) is the covariant derivative 
1>" and the G"'$ are the constant matrices which generate 
the Lorentz rotations in the 1>-representation. 

Two tensor densities t~ and s"a$ are defined as the 
functional derivatives of ~ with respect to h~ and ,\",$". 

That is, for the infiniteSimal variations 

Oh~ =~~, 0,\a8", =~"'$", 

we have 

o~-t~~~ +~s"'a$~a$", 

(4) 
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(where - denotes that all divergences have been omitted 
from an equation). 

Suppose the original tetrad was h~ = 0: before the 
variation (and hence g,," =1),,", i. e., the coordinate sys
tem was CarteSian), and suppose also the Ricci rotation 
coefficients were zero. Then, when we work only to 
first order in the infinitesimal quantities, the distinction 
between tetrad based indices and coordinate based 
indices is not relevant. All vector indices are raised 
and lowered with the Minkowski metric. 

Substitute for the variations in (5) those brought about 
by an infinitesimal coordinate transformation 
x"- x'" + ~"': 

(6) 

(to first order). Integrate (5) over a region of four
space on the boundary of which ~a vanishes and apply 
Gauss's theorem. We obtain the identity 

a"t~ =0 (7) 

in the Cartesian system. Similarly, substitute the 
variations brought about by an infinitesimal tetrad rota
tion with parameters '\a$ = -,\J3a<: 

~"'$='\a$' ~"'$" =a,,~"'$, 

and we obtain the identity 

(8) 

(9) 

The rotation coefficients and the tetrad have been 
treated here as independent fields in the variation. 
However, since we have chosen the rotation coefficients 
to be zero in the initial reference system and Since we 
know how they transform, 3 we can easily show that 
they can be constructed from the tetrad. The infinitesi
mal form is 

(10) 

Substituting this in (5) gives 

o ~-(t("'$) +ilpS("'B)P)~(<>$)_(t["'BJ +~apsP"'B)~["'$ J' (11) 

The second term vanishes on account of (9) and the first 
term can be reexpressed, USing (9), as 

o ~ - 8",8 ~ (a$), 

where the symmetric tensor 8",a is 

8",8=t"'$ +ap(~sP"'$ -s(<>$)P). 

For integral spin fields, an alternative (and more 
usual) way of generalizing L( 1>, a" <1» to curvilinear 
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coordinates is by means of the metric and the 
Christoffel symbols, without the introduction of a tetrad: 

(14) 

Because (1) and (14) are equal in the initial (Cartesian) 
system, they are equal in any system, because they 
have the same transformation properties for coordinate 
changes and tetrad changes. The canonical SE tensor 
density is defined by arbitrary variation of the metric 
og~v= ~~v: 

(15) 

so that 

T"'~2~'(aa:;} ,~) (16) 

For half-integer spin this tensor is undefined, because 
a spinor index is essentially related to tetrad rotations, 
not to coordinate transformations. The Lagrangian 
density of a half-integer spin field necessarily contains 
the tetrad components. However, if we are interested 
only in the reference systems that differ infinitesimally 
from gartesian ones, the canonical SE tensor (16) can 
be defined for half-integer spin provided we destroy the 
independence of infinitesimal tetrad rotation and infini
tesimal coordinate transformations. The simplest way 
of doing this is to impose the restriction 

S[aBl =0 (17) 

on the tetrad variations. This condition is implicit in 
Goedecke'S treatment of the Dirac field, though he does 
not explicitly introduce the tetrad concept. 

Now, because of the orthonormality of the tetrad 

(18) 

we have 

(19) 

and (15) is 
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(20) 

Comparison of (12) and (20) gives immediately, in the 
Cartesian system (by an integration and application of 
Gauss's theorem), 

(21 ) 

[Incidentally, the identity a '" T~V = 0 follows from substi
tuting in (15) the variation ~"v=-alL~V-CV~IJ.' integrat
ing, and applying Gauss's theorem. 1 

Thus the equality of the Belinfante SE tensor and the 
canonical SE tensor is established if it can be shown 
that t IJ. v is actually the Noether SE tensor, i. e., we 
have to show that 

t~=o~~-'lT"aA), S'\,a=1T"G"sCP, (22) 

where 

(23) 

These follow from the form (1) of ~. Note that, in (1), 
L(cp, cp,,) is constructed only from 1>, 1>" and the 
Minkowski metric; the tetrad components do not occur 
explicitly, but only in the structure of 1>",. For variation 
of the tetrad and rotation coeffiCients, 

o5.!=OhL +hOL=OhL +h(OLjacp",)ocp", 

=s~ 5.!-(aS!jaCPa)(-S~CPIL +ts",a"G"B<t» 

=(0:: S! -1T'"1>vls~ +H1T"G"acp}l;"Bu ' 

Comparing this expression with (5) identifies the tensors 
t~ and s" "e, which coincide with (22) in the CarteSian 
system. 

IL. Rosenfeld, Mem. Acad. Roy. Belg. 18, No, 6 (1940). 
2G.H. Goedecke, J. Math. Phys. 15, 792 (1974). 
3T. W. B. Kibble, J. Math. Phys. 2, 212 (1961), 
4n. W. Sciama, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. 54, 72 (1958). 
5n. W. Sciama, Recent Developments in General Relativity 
(Pergamon, London, and PWN, Warsaw, 1962). 
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Killing vectors in empty space algebraically special metrics. II 
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Empty space algebraically special metrics possessing an expanding degenerate principal null vector and 
Killing vectors are investigated. Attention is centered on that class of Killing vector (called nonpreferred) 
which is necessarily spacelike in the asymptotic region. A detailed analysis of the relationship between the 
Petrov-Penrose classification and these Killing vectors is carried out. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Despite the fifty odd years of work since the ap
pearance of the Einstein equations, the number of known 
solUtions, and in particular those which may be con
sidered as having physical significance, remains 
limited. The traditional approach leads in all but the 
simplest cases to insoluble nonlinear differential equa
tions and then more or less grinds to a halt. Since the 
outlook for further progress in this direction is not 
very encouraging, one should perhaps seek other roads 
to information. In particular, one can ask what 
geometric and physical information may be extracted 
from a metric without knowing its exact form, i. e. , 
without having the solution to its associated minimal 
differential equation. 1 

To this end the author has been developing a tech
nique2,3 applicable to vacuum algebraically special 
metrics with expanding degenerate prinCipal null direc
tion (metrics of this sort will henceforth be referred 
to as EDPN metrics) which allows calculations to be 
done without appeal to coordinates and enables an in
vestigation to be carried past the barrier of insoluble 
differential equations. 

As a first application, this technique has been used 
to investigate Killing vectors in vacuum EDPN 
metrics. It was found that these vectors are of two dis
tinct types, called preferred and nonpreferred (cf. 
below). An analysis of those metrics containing a pre
ferred Killing vector has previously been published. 4 

The investigation is completed with this paper which 
focuses attention on those metrics containing at least 
one nonpreferred Killing vector. 

Some of the results presented have been obtained 
using an algebraic approach by others (notably Petrov5 

and Collinson and French6); however, it is felt that the 
additional insight obtained through the approach present
ed here justifies their rederivation. The coordinate 
free approach shows that the algebraically special 
metrics are rich in geometric structure, and some of 
the proofs presented are based on appeal to these 
geometric structures. 

The paper is divided into sections as follows. Section 
2 contains a brief resume of the technique and of some 
of the more pertinent results obtained in Ref. 4. Sec
tions 3 and 4 deal with general properties of EDPN 
metrics and introduce (for when needed) a specific 
choice of coordinate system and gauge. They also con
tain additional information on the operators of the for
malism. A detailed analysis of how many Killing vectors 
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of each type may be present in the various subclassifi
cations of algebraically special metrics (type N, {3, I}, 
etc. ,) is carried out in Sec. 5, and finally a brief dis
cussion of the results is given. 

2. REVIEW OF THE TECHNIQUE 

It deals with an algebra of obj ects and differential 
operators all of which are of good spin and boost 
weight in the sense of Ref. 7. That is, given a standard 
null tetrad la, n., ma, and iiia (the bar represents com
plex conjugation) such that 

(2.1) 

and all other scalar products vanish, an object 11 is said 
to be of weight (P, q) if, under the tetrad gauge 
transformation, 

m a - exp(i8)ma, 

11 - At exp(is8)ry, 

where 

t = (p +q)/2 is the boost weight, 

s = (P - q) /2 is the spin weight. 

(2.2a) 

(2.2b) 

(2.3) 

The fundamental objects of the formalism are those 
elements of the Newman-Penrose (N-P) spin-coeffi
cient algebraS which possess good weight. Following the 
practice initiated in Ref. 7, some of these will be 
designated differently than is customary. Those spin 
coeffiCients differing from the notation of Ref. 8 are 
(the original notation appears in brackets) 

p'(- /J.), K.'(- v), a'(- A), T'(- 1T). 

The differential operators2• 3 are essentially those 
those of Ref. 7, modified to take advantage of the 
Simplifying properties of algebraically special empty 
space metrics. To define the new operators, introduce 
the auxiliary vectors 

;; ""n~V lr, - [T7(1 + J)+ 1(W2 + ~2)]l 
a a _p p 2 p p a 

p - p-- = Tma + - Tma , 
p p 

where 

QO= l- 1 (p*O is assumed throughout). 
p p 
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The derivative operators p, pI, 5, 5' are then defined 
by 

(2.5) 
~. These operators have weights p(l, 1), P'(-I, - 1), 
5 (0, - 2) and 5' (- 2,0), and also possess the properties 
that 

[p,J}'ht=[p,5)1)°=[p,5']1t=0 (2.6) 

if 

P1)° = O. 

(A degree sign ° will be used to mark any quantity 
annihilated by p. ) In addition 

P'=P', 5=5'. 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

For a more detailed treatment of the operators, in
cluding symmetry properties and the technique of in
tegration without coordinates, the reader is referred to 
Refs. 2 and 7. 

In Ref. 3 the equations were written out and partially 
integrated for the standard choice of tetrad, i. e., one 
chosen so that 

K = T= T' =0 =0' =>¥o =>¥j =0. (2.9) 

The results were 

_ _ (p'O plO ) 
[tl, tl') = p - P d(2 + pnO)>¥z - i(2 - pnO)~2 p 

+ no~, + pplO _ qp'O, (2.27) 

[£1,8) = (- ~o + ~3 + tp5~z - tp2;J;z5nO)p +qK'O, 
(2.28) 

[~I, 8")=(_ ~o +>¥3+tP5'>¥z+ip2>¥25'nO)p+PK'O, 
(2.29) 

Not as in the N-P formalism, 8 these commutators are 
not identities but are additional restrictions which must 
be satisfied before a solution is valid. 

The following results concerning Killing vectors in 
vacuum EDPN metrics were obtained in Ref. 4. 

If ~ is a Killing vector and 

(2.30) 

then, in the standard choice of tetrad, expressions for 
~o, ~1' ~3 are given by 

~o = ~8, 
~I = flip, 

~ = 1:(1: + J)hl~O+ ~05Ino- p'o~o 22 pp YO 1 0 

- tn°J}' 1;8 d(p>¥z + p~zHO, 

(2. 31a) 

(2. 31b) 

(2. 31c) 

p' = pp'o _ t( p2 + pp)>¥z, (2.10) where 1;'0 and 1;1' are undetermined functions which 

K' = K'o - P>¥3 - t P25'>¥z - t p3>¥25 'no, 

>¥2 =p 3>¥2, 

(2.11) satisfy the relations 

(2.12) 

>¥ 3 = p2>¥3 + p3 5'>¥z +! p4>¥f5'n°, (2.13) 

>¥ 4 = P>¥4 + p2 5'>¥3 + p3(>¥s5'no + t515'>¥z) 

+P4(!5'>¥z5'n° + i>¥z5'8'nO) +! p5>¥z(5Ino)2. (2.14) 

p, p'o, K'o, >¥z, >¥a, and >¥4' are undetermined functions 
which are subject to the relations 

5'p'o=- (>¥3+ n oK'0), 

p,p,o=f5K'o, 

5'K'o =- >¥4', 

8'>¥4 = ~'>¥3' 

5>¥3=P'>¥?' 

5>¥z = 0, 

55"n° = 2nop'o + >¥? - \f2, 
p'n0 = plO _ P'o. 

The derivative operators acting on pare 

tlp=O, 5'p=p25"no, 

and the commutators are 

40 

[p,~')=- t(p2\}J2+p2~2)p, 

[p,5)=0, 

[p,8"l=o, 
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(2. 15) 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

(2. 23) 

(2.24) 

(2. 25) 

(2.26) 

8'1;8 = n°1;1', 

P'~1=5~1=0' 
5n+iS'~1=- 2jJ'~o, 

1;gJ}'p,o-1;1'f5'p'0-1;j8'p,0+2p,oP'1;g=0, 

~'OP'>¥2-1;1'8">¥2+3>¥2P'1;o=0, 
~ojJ'no- ~l5"no- ~lgno+3nop'~o=0. 

(2.32) 

(2.33) 

(2.34) 

(2.35) 

(2.36) 

(2.37) 

This last equation was not explicitly displayed in Ref. 
4, but is inherent in the condition that 1;2 be real. 

In general, if 1) is a (P, q) quantity and 1;" is a Killing 
vector, then 

1;8J}'1) - 1;151
1) - ~1'51) + t1) p' 1;'0 - is( is' ~1'- 5'[j) = O. (2.38) 

Equations (2.35)-(2.37) differ from the general case 
(2.38) in that they are part of the necessary and suffi
cient conditions that 1;" defined by (2. 30) be a Killing 
vector. The normalization of 1;" is given by 

t~ ~"=- HI1' +1;o f.!(.! +l)h'1;0+1;°5'nO- p'01;0 " pp 0 L2 p p Y 0 1 0 

- tnojJ'1;8] +i(P>¥z +P~Z)(~O)2. (2.39) 

From this expression it is clear in the asymptotic 
region (p - 0) unless ~j = 0, the Killing vector 1;" will be 
spacelike. Therefore, EDPN metrics which are 
asymptotically stationary must contain a Killing vector 
~a such that ~1 = O. A Killing vector possessing this 
property is referred to as "preferred. "4 The existence 
of a preferred Killing vector restricts the space to an 
extent that all such metrics may be found. This program 
was carried out in Ref. 4. The results obtained there 
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which will be used frequently in this paper are as 
follows: 

There can be at most one preferred Killing vector. 
If one exists, then 

If, in addition, j)'1)0 = 0, then 

(3.9) 

With these choices, the operators g, g, [operating on 
a degree marked (P, q) objectJ may be displayed in the 

(2.40) convenient form 

and there exists a gauge in which 5a = O. [This last 
property follows directly from (2. 40). 3J 

Using Eq. (2.34) and the commutation relations, it 
is a simple matter to obtain the following useful results: 

(3. lOa) 

_ (in1 0 _ _ -) 
5'1)° - - - -prnaO/ +5 1)0 - P ax1 a 2 , (3. lOb) 

P'j)';o = - K,0;1- K,of1, (2.41) where 52 is defined by 

gj}';o = - K';o + (15'° - pfO)fl, 

g'P';o = - K'o;O + (p'O - {.i,om. 

3. A GAUGE AND A COORDINATE SYSTEM 

(2.42) 

(2.43) 

While a good many of the results to be presented will 
be obtained without appeal to a gauge or a coordinate 
system, the author has been unable to obtain the de
sired goal of eliminating them entirely. It is therefore 
desirable to develop a gauge and a coordinate system 
which harmonize as closely as possible with the tech
nique of investigation. 

As is well known, in the standard choice of tetrad the 
vector rna is proportional to a gradient and so may be 
written as 

(3.1) 

A natural choice for two of the coordinate functions is 
I; and I. Equation (3.1) defines I; to within a transforma
tion of the form 

1;' = 1;'(1;), 

which in turn induces the transformation 

p_ p' =.if p 
01;' • 

The factor P obeys the Blochlinger equations3 

pP=pP- P=pPO, 

j)'PO=8"po=O. 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

With the choice of I; and ~ as x 3 and x4 respectively, 
the tetrad vectors la and na are confined to a subspace 
of the tangent space spanned by a/ax1 and a/ax2

• 

Since the operators p and P', are involutive under 
commutation, there exists a gauge such that3 

(3.5) 

Let this choice be considered the standard choice. This 
still leaves the gauge freedom 

A - A(I;, t), 8 - 8(1;, I). (3.6) 

The coordinate x 2 will be chosen to be an affine 
parameter along the integral curves of the degenerate 
principal null direction. Several choices of x 1 are 
viable, for all of which 

lax;a = 0, 

so that if Eq. (2.7) holds, then 

1)0 =1)°(x1, 1;, I). 
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(3.7) 

(3.8) 

"" _ po pAS.i. ps 
U21)- 01; 1) (3. 11) 

and is to within a factor the "edth" of Newman and 
Penrose, 9,10 defined on a two-surface with metric 

ds = dJdI 
popo' (3. 12) 

Although the original operator was defined for po 
= t(l + I;I), it is clearly the same animal. It is of in
terest to note that this two-dimensional edth admits of 
a general coordinate free definition by means of the 
following commutative diagram. 

rna and ina are vector defined on the two space with 
normalization 

(3. 13) 

and II (rn, in) is any operator which contracts the tensors 
T" ... " and S" ... " with the dyad vectors rna and ina an 
appropriate number of times to form the spin weighted 
scalars T and S respectively. (If the metric has a posi
tive definite signature, then rna is complex). Unfor
tunately, no such elementary description of the prop
erties of the four-dimensional operators p, p', 5, 5' 
exists. 7 

As a sJmple applic!!tion of the above, consider the 
product ;jPO. where q is the scalar defined by (2. 30) 
with ;a a nonpreferred Killing vector. tp' is a (0,0) 
object which obeys 

p (~jPO) = j)'(~jpo) = g'(~jpo) = 0, (3. 14a) 

so that 

(3. 14b) 

where ~(I;) is an unknown function. If desired, the ~(I;) 
associated with anyone Killing vector may be absorbed 
into po by using the coordinate freedom (3.2) with 

1;'(1;) = f;~~) . (3.15) 

Combining this with Eqs. (2.30) and (3.1), it follows 
that the coordinate I; may be chosen such that one non
preferred Killing vector may always be put in the form 

10 20 -0 a 
; ox1+~ W+Pol;+Pal;' (3.16) 

For metrics of the Robinson-Trautman type11 
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(n° = 0), the operator 8' may be reduced further. Since 
p,o=p,o (Eq. (2.22)]' the commutator (8',5'jr( vanishes 
if 1)0 is a (P,P) quantity and there is a gauge3 in which 

But a. transforms as 

a. - aa + A + A - 1A•a 
so that in any other gauge, maa. is of the form 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

>.*-1 1/1. A:. , where A* relates the gauge under considera
tion to one determined by (3.17). In addition, since the 
tetrad vector za is twist free, the coordinate function 
xl may be chosen such that 

X}a-za. (3. 19) 

If this be done, then m· takes the si~ple form ppo1i~ 
and the expressions (3.10) with po = po reduce to 

- 1 0 (51)0 =po -sA*q 01; (poSA*-q1)°) , (3. 20a) 

(3.20b) 

4. SOME GENERAL RESULTS 

The existence of a single nonpreferred Killing vector 
~a in a vacuum EDPN metric introduces the additional 
functions ~o and ~1 and the associated equations (2.32)
(2.37) into the problem, but as far as the author has 
been able to determine, there are no associated physi
cal restrictions. This statement no longer holds for 
those EDPN metrics with more than one Killing vector, 
and the balance of this paper will be concerned with 
these additional restrictions. 

As a first step in this program, one calculates the 
commutator of two Killing vectors. If the tetrad vectors 
are tied to the intrinsic geometry of the space it is 
possible to derive a simple expression for the commu
tator of two Killing vectors (cf. Appendix, Ref. 4). This 
result is applied here as follows. Assume that there 
are r linearly independent Killing vectors ~a (a, {3, } 

(,,) 

= 1, ... ,r) and that the commutation relations are given 
by 

( ~ , ~ ja = ;; ~a (4. 1) 
(,,) (B) "'B (y) 

where C 's are the structure constants of the associated 
018 

Lie group. Inserting the expression (2.31) for the ~a S 
(ad' 

into the commutation relations of Ref. 4 and using the 
integration techniques of Ref. 2, one arrives at the 
relations 

(4.2a) 

(4.2b) 

(4.2c) 

where 

~o~' ~o = ~o~' ~o - ~oj;'~o, etc. 
[(B) (01)] (8) (01) (01) (8) 

Equation (4. 2c) involves considerable labor and includes 
the use of the general expression (2.38) applied to both 
p'O and g'n°. 
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Equations (2. 17) and (2. 14) show that if K'o = 0, the 
metric is nonradiative, while n° = 0 means that the 
metric is Robinson-Trautman. Equation (4. lc) thus 
gives the general result: 

If a vacuum EDPN metric has two or more Killing 
vectors, it must be either non radiative or a Robinson
Trautman metric. 

Petrov5 has shown that a type {2, 1, I}, D, or {3, I} 
vacuum metric can have at most 4 Killing vectors. This 
result is now rederived and extended to the following: 

A vacuum EDPN metric can admit at most four 
Killing vectors, and when this is the case, one of them 
must be preferred. 

The proof consists of showing that there exists a 
homomorphism of the Lie algebra of Killing vectors 
onto a two-dimensional subspace of the tangent space 
and that the kernel of this homomorphism is a preferred 
Killing vector. Since the maximal number of Killing 
vectors which can act on a space of two dimensions is 
three and there is at most one preferred Killing vector, 
the result follows trivially once the homomorphism is 
established. 

Equation (4. 2b) when written out using the coordinate 
system of Sec. 3 and with ~1 expressed as in (3.14) ap
pear as ( ad 

(4.3) 

This relation clearly induces a homomorphism of the 
Lie algebra of vectors ~. a/ox· onto the two-dimensional 

(01) 

subspace of the tangent space spanned by the vectors 
a/ax3 (a/a1;) and a/ax4 (a/aI). The kernel of the homo
morphism consists of Killing vectors ~. for which ~1 

(01) (01) 

= 0, and such a Killing vector is by definition a pre
ferred Killing vector. This is the required homo
morphism and so the result is proved. 

A second homomorphism also exists for Robinson
Trautman metrics. Since ~o is real, using the expres
sions (3.20) for g and 5' in Eq. (2.32) and its complex 
conjugate leads to 

(4.4) 

so that 

~o = H(U)A*(1;, 1;, u), 
(01) (01) 

where H(u) is an undetermined function of U (=x 1
). 

(cd 

(4.5) 

Using (4. 5) in the commutator expression (4. 2a), we 
have 

;; H(u) = n~ (H(U)~ H(u) - H(u)~ H(U)). 
OI8(Y) A ("') au (B) (B) aU (ad 

(4.6) 

If the left- hand side is nonvanishing, then n1/A * must be 
a function of u only and can be set equal to 1 using the 
freedom inherent in (3.19). This establishes a homo
morphism of the Lie algebra of Killing vectors onto the 
one-dimensional subspace of the tangent space spanned 
by the vector a/au. 
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If the lhs of (4.6) vanishes, then the functions H(u) 
are constant multiples of each other. Both possibilities 
show that the Killing vectors may be chosen so that 
H(u) = 0, (l' > 1. Therefore, for all but at most one 

(a) 

Killing vector 

la ~a", ~o =0. 
(0<) (a) 

(4.7) 

This allows one to establish the following result: 

If an R-T metric has three Killing vectors, then it 
must be nonradiative. 

As in the preceeding paragraph, the Killing vectors 
may be chosen so that ~o = ~o = O. Equation (2. 42) then 
yields (2) (3) 

~IK'O + 11K'0 = 0, 
(2) (2) 

(4. Sa) 

~IK'O + 11K '0 '" 0, 
(3) (3) 

(4.8b) 

so that either K'o = 0 or the determinant of coefficients 
vanishes. If the latter is true, then 

~l=C~l' ~1=C~1 
(2) (3) (2) (3) 

(4.9) 

with c real. Operating with p, j?, g, ~', on (4.9) yields 

pC ~P'c =gc =~'c =0. (4.10) 

Since c is a (0, 0) quantity, it must be a constant. But 
this cannot be, as the vectors ~a and ~a are linearly in-

(2) (3) 

pendent. Therefore, K'o = a and as before it follows that 
the metric is nonradiative. 

This establishes the rule that a radiating vacuum 
EDPN metric can have at most two Killing vectors, and 
if it does, then it is a Robinson-Trautman metric. 

6. THE SPECIFIC CASES 

If a vacuum metric is restricted to be of a specific 
Petrov-Penrose type, then the number and type of 
possible Killing vectors is further limited. This prob
lem was first investigated by Petrov, 5 who did not 
restrict himself to EDPN metrics. In this section the 
problem is reexamined, but with the additional re
striction that the metrics be EDPN. 

Type N: I/t~ = I/t~ = 0 

One sees from Eq. (2. 17) that if K'o = 0, >li4 = 0 and 
the space is flat, so that a type N space will not sup
port a preferred Killing vector. There remains then the 
question of whether or not it can contain two nonpre
ferred Killing vectors. Collinson12 has shown that if the 
degenerate principal null vector is twisting (nO #- 0), 
there can be at most one Killing vector. This result 
follows trivially from Eq. (4.2c), 1. e., if there are 
two Killing vectors then 

But if the principal null vector is twisting, n° #- 0, so 
that K'o = 0 and the space is flat. 

If the principal null direction is nontwisting, then 
no = a and Eq. (4. 2c) is automatically satisfied so that 
it is possible for the metric to have more that one 
Killing vector. In Sec. 4 it was shown that if there 
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exist three Killing vectors, then K'o = O. But this cannot 
obtain for a type N metriC; therefore, it can have at 
most two Killing vectors. Collinson and French6 give 
two examples of such metrics. 

Type (3.1) : I/t~ = 0 

Assume that a type {3, I} metric has r linearly in
dependent Killing vectors ~a (0' = 1, r, r> 1). Assume 

(a) 

also that none of these are preferred. Then by Eq. 
(4. 2c) there are two cases. 

Case 1: .no * 0, K,e "" I/t~ "" 0 

Using the field equations (2. 18), (2. 19), the expres
sion (2. 38) for the Lie derivatives of >lis are 

~\,5'>lis+ (g' ~\'- 2p' ~o)>lis=O, (5.1a) 
(j) (0 (0 

·;jg'>lis + (g' ~1- 2~' ~o)>lis = O. (5.1b) 
(2) (2) (2) 

If 5'l}s = 0, then direct calculation of the commutator 
[g, g'J>lis shows that l}s = 0 as well. But this cannot be, 
therefore for consistancy the determinant of coeffiCients 
of (5.1) must vanish, i. e. , 

q (g' ~1- 2jJ' ~o) 
(1) (tl (1) = O. (5. 2) 

~1 (gJ~1-2P'~o) 
(2) (2) (2) 

Operating on (5.2) with p', 
complex conjugate yields 

~1 q 

and adding the result to its 

(g' ~1 +~lit) ~'~o 
3(15'0 _ p'O) (0 (0 (ll (0 (0 =0. (5.3) 

(~, ~\' +glij) p' ~o 
(2) (2) (2) 

n 1\' 
(2 ) (2) 

The second determinant vanishes by virtue of Eq. (2.34) 
and the first determinant vanishes only if ~\' = c ~\" c 

(j) (2) 

real. As shown at the end of Sec. 4, this means that c 
is a real constant. Therefore, either the Killing vec
tors may be chosen so that one of them is preferred or 
the determinant is nonvanishing and 

(5.4) 

Given Eq. (5.4), it is a trivial matter to show that there 
is a preferred Killing vector. Since K'o = a as well, 
there exists a (1,1) object &0 such that3 

peo =p'eg = 5'eo "g'eo" O. (5.5) 

Define a vector ea by 

(5.6) 

Equations (2.31)-(2.34) are satisfied by this vector, 
and conditions (2.35)-(2.37) are identically fulfilled. 
Therefore, the vector defined by (5. 6) is a preferred 
Killing vector. 

The case p'o = p'O has produced a preferred Killing 
vector, but it has not eliminated the possibility of two 
or more nonpreferred. To put a limit on these, return 
to the matrix Eq. (5. 2) in the form 

~1oocq , (5.7a) 
(ll (2) 

g' ~1- 2P' ~o=c(g, ~1- 2P' W. 
(Il (0 (2) (2) 

(5.7b) 
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Operating on (5. 7a) with):>, ))", g and on (5. 7b) with g' 
reproduces Eq. (5.5), and c must be a constant. If c is 
real, then ~"and ~a essentially differ by a preferred 

(j) (2) 

Killing vector, and so we assume that c is complex. In 
that case, l;a and l;a may be chosen so that 

(j) (2) 

(5.8) 

Writing out equation (2.34) for ~"and ~", 
(tl (2) 

5'1;1+ g11=- 2p'1;8, (5. 9a) 
(0 (tl (0 

5' ~j + g~o = - 2 F' l;g. 
(2) (2 \ (2) 

(5.9b) 

Multiplying (5. 9a) by i and using (5.8) in (5. 9b), we 
have 

Operating on this equation with <5, and using com
mutator (2.27)], 

p'°l;j=O. 
(1) 

But this is a contradiction, for p'o = 0 =>'l13 = 0: 
Therefore: 

(5.10) 

(5. 11) 

A type {3, I} EDPN metric with ~o '" 0 can have at 
most two Killing vectors, and if it has the maximum 
number, then one must be preferred. 

An example of such a metric has been given by 
Robinson. 13 

Case 2: n° = 0 (Robinson- Trautman) 

There are no restrictions on the existence of two 
nonpreferred Killing vectors, and Collinson and 
French6 have given an example. If one looks at the 
possibility of three Killing vectors, one finds that such 
a metric can exist provided that one of the Killing vec
tors is preferred. 

If there exist three Killing vectors, then K'o == 0 (cf. 
Sec. 4) and a preferred Killing vector may be construct
ed as above. The general expression for a type {3, I} 
Robinson-Trautman metric with three Killing vectors 
also appears in Collinson and French6 and one of the 
Killing vectors is indeed preferred. 

Types {2,1,1} and 0 

A type {2, 1, I} or type D metric is free to have two 
Killing vectors with no restrictions beyond those im
posed by the results of Sec. 4. However, if one asks 
that the metric have three Killing vectors, one finds 
that not only must the metric be type D, but that there 
also exists a fourth Killing vector. The proof of this 
proceeds as follows. 

Let a space be type {2, 1, 1} ('l1z'" 0) and let it contain 
three Killing vectors ~a (QI = 1,3). The first step is to 
show that (a) 

K'O=p'O-p'O=O. (5. 12) 

The first part (K'O = 0) has been proved in Sec. 4, and if 
for any 1;", P' ~o = 0, the second part follows from Eq. 

(a) (a) 
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(2.42). Therefore, it may be assumed that P 1;8'" 0 for 
("') 

any ~a. Writing the Lie derivative of 'l12 using Eq. 
(OI) 

(2.36), 

3jJ" I;0'l12+ i;ojJ"'l12'- I;jg,'l12'=O (QI=1,3). (5. 13) 
(a) (a) (a) 

Since 'l12'''' 0, for consistancy the determinant of the 
matrix of coefficients of 'l1z, g''l1z, jj"'l12 must vanish. 
Operating on this determinant with 5', adding the re
sult to its complex conjugate, and using (2.34), we have 

Cp'O_p'O)\1;o1° l;ol+~oIF'1;o 1;11=0, (5.14) 
(a) (al (0<) (a) ("') 

where the straight brackets represent the square deter
minant formed from ()I = 1,3. 

Operating on (5. 14) with ))", one obtains 

2(p'O_p'O)ijJ"l;8 ~1l;11 =0 
I (a) (a) (a) 

(5. 15) 

so that either p'o = p'o as required, or 

I p'1;o~I1;II=O, (5.16) 
(a) (a) (a) 

If the latter, then using (5. 16) in Eq. (5. 14), together 
with the fact that the determinant 1 1;0 1'1 1;'11 is non

(0<) (a) ("') 

vanishing yields the required p'o = p'o. 

From Eqs. (2.41)- (2.43) it follows that the (0,0) 
objects p 1;0 are all constants. Therefore, the Killing 

(ad 

vectors may be chosen so that P' 1;8 =]7' 1;0 = O. Equation 
(2.36) gives (2) (3) 

1;Ql)"'l12 + 1;l g''l12 = 0, (5. 17a) 
(2) (2) 

1;00P''l12'+ 1;j5''l12'=O, 
(3) (3) 

so that either 

]7''l12'=5''l12'=O 
or 

1;0 = c l;g, 1;1 = c 1;1' 
(2) (3) (2) (3) 

with c a real constant. 

(5. 17b) 

(5. 18) 

(5.19) 

This second possibility is excluded by the linear in
dependence of ~a and l;", and so (5.18) is proved 

(2) (3) 

From Eq. (2.36), with the use of (5.18) one sees that 
F I ~o = ° as well. Since ~1 = 0 for at most one Killing 

(1) (,,) 

vector, one can now choose the Killing vectors such 
that ~1' 1;'1 '" O. Equation (2.35) yields 

(1) (2) 

~lg'p'o + ~lgp,o = 0, (5.20a) 
(11 (Il 

~lg'p'o+ 1j8'p'oooo. (5. 20b) 
(2) (2) 

Since 1;4 and l;a are linearly independent nonpreferred 
(1) (2) 

Killing vectors, it follows that 

g,P'oooO. (5.21) 

This in turn implies [(2.15)] 

(5.22) 
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Similarly from Eq. (2.37), g'oo = 0, and finally from 
(2.15), '114=0. 

It has now been established that the existence of three 
Killing vectors requires 

(5.23) 

A glance at Eqs. (2.13) and (2.14) suffices to show that 
(3. 23) is a sufficient condition that the metric is type D 
and the first part of the proof is complete. 

One could in fact demonstrate the existence of a fourth 
Killing vector by a lengthy calculation; however, it is 
easier to cheat and look in Kinnersley's catalog of type 
D metrics, 14 where one notices that type D metrics have 
either two or four Killing vectors. This completes the 
proof. 

CONCLUSION 

An extensive analysis of vacuum EDPN metrics con
taining Killing vectors has been carried out. It was 
shown that the number of possible Killing vectors is 
highly dependent upon the Petrov-Penrose classifica
tion. It was also shown that with three Killing vectors a 
vacuum EDPN metric is necessarily nonradiative and 
that if it has two Killing vectors and is radiative then it 
must be a Robinson-Trautman metric. This leads to 
the result that a radiating vacuum EDPN metric can 
only have cylindrical symmetry if it is Robinson
Trautman. 

Also worthy of comment is the fact that there is 
slightly more freedom in a type {3, 1} metric than in a 
{2, 1, 1} metric in that that the former may contain 
three Killing vectors and the latter but two. 
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The philosophy behind the analysis was to avoid the 
use of coordinates to as great an extent as possible. 
While it is unlikely that solutions to essential physical 
problems lie in the as yet undiscovered vacuum EDPN 
metrics, it is felt that the coordinate free approach 
used is worthy of further investigation in the hope that 
its philosophy, though probably not its mechanics, may 
be applied to the analysis of algebraically general 
metrics. A thorough understanding of the algebraically 
special solutions must necessarily be the first step in 
such a program. 

IMinimal differential equations (MDE) refers to what is left 
of the Einstein equations after all the imposed geometric re
strictions have been built in and all the coordinate and gauge 
freedom has been used in their simplification. An example of 
an MDE is the Robinson-Trautman equation. tt 
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Interpretation of Kato's invariance principle in scattering 
theory 

John D. Dollard 

Department of Mathematics. University of Texas at Austin, Austin, Texas 78712 
(Received 14 April 1975) 

A simple proof is given that Kato's invariance principle holds for a class of generalized piecewise linear 
(GPL) functions, under the sole assumption of existence of the MGller wave operators. The invariance 
principle for G PL functions is viewed as an expression of our freedom to change the scale of time and shift 
the zero point of energy. It is remarked that whenever scattering theory can be done, it can be done with 
bounded Hamiltonians. The motion of a particle is studied when its Hamiltonian is replaced by a GPL 
function of this Hamiltonian. 

INTRODUCTION 

Let Ho and H denote self-adjoint operators on a Hil
bert space H. (In this paper, Ho and H will be thought of 
as representing respectively the free and interacting 
Hamiltonians for a quantum-mechanical system. We 
take Ii = 1.) Let W. (H, Ho) denote the Mpller wave opera
tors (if any) determined by Hand Ho' That is, 

W.(H,Ho) = s-lim exp(iHt) exp(- iHot) (1) 

provided the indicated limits exist. [In some scattering 
problems, it is necess ary to define W. (H, Ho) as the 
limits of exp(iHt) exp(- iHot)P, where P is a certain 
proj ection operator which commutes with exp(- iHot). 
Equation (1) and all other equations in this paper are 
written for the case in which P is the identity operator. 
Our discussion applies with easy modifications to cases 
in which P is not the identity operator.] Kato's invari
ance principle1 ,2 states that if </> is a special kind of 
function then under certain circumstances it is possible 
to replace Hand Ho in Eq. (1) by operators </>(H) and 
</>(Ho) , and obtain the same Mpller wave operators. That 
is, the limits 

W. (</>(H) , </>(Ho)) = s-lim exp[i</>(H)t] exp[ - i</>(Ho)t] (2) 
t-±CO 

exist, and 

(3) 

The type of function </> allowed in this invariance prin
ciple has been somewhat generalized since Kato's dis
covery, (see, for example, Ref. 3). However, the sort 
of condition imposed is well illustrated by Kato's origi
nal requirements: We will say that </> is a Kato junction 
if </> is a real-valued function on (- ao, 00) with the proper
ties that the interval (- ao, ao) can be divided up into a 
finite number of subintervals such that on each open 
subinterval 1> is differentiable with </>' continuous, local
ly of bounded variation, and positive. 

Kato first proved the above invariance principle (and 
more) for the case when </> is a Kato function and H-Ho 
is a trace-class operator. The principle has since been 
proved for similar classes of functions </> under much 
weaker assumptions on H and Ho (Refs. 2-7, and 
references therein). The purpose of this paper is to 
give an interpretation of the invariance principle and to 
prove it under the sole assumption that the limit in Eq. 
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(1) exists, but for a different class of functions </>. As 
will be seen, our class of functions is uniformly dense 
(and more) in the set of Kato functions. 

I. INTERPRETATION OF THE INVARIANCE 
PRINCIPLE 

We assume that the limit in Eq, (1) exists, and think 
of the operators W.(H,Ho) as the Mpller wave operators 
for a scattering process. We consider two kinds of 
change in our description of the scattering theory: 

(A) Change of the zero point from which energies are 
'neasured: This is performed by substituting Ho + b and 
H + b for Ho and H, respectively, where b is a real 
number. 

(B) Change of the time scale: This is performed by 
substituting ct for t, where c is a positive real number. 

Changes of type (A) are physically trivial. Changes of 
type (B) modify the statements we make about finite 
times but not those about infinite times, because el 
- ± 00 if and only if t - ± 00. Thus the Mpller wave 
operators in the new description must be identical with 
those in the old. Indeed we have 

exp[i(H + b)ct] exp[ - i(Ho + b)cl] 

= exp(iHct) exp(- iHoct), (4) 

and when 1- ± 00 also ct - ± 00, so that the right-hand 
side of Eq. (4) converges to the operator W.(H, Ho) of 
Eq. (1). 

If we do not wish to emphasize the origin of the 
changes discussed above in our scattering theory, we 
can simply say that they arose as follows: In the ex
pression exp(iHt) exp(- iHot) , substitute 1>(Ho) and 1>(H) 
for Ho and H respectively, where </> is the linear function 
on (- 00, 00) defined by 

(5) 

Thus our statements about changing the description of 
the theory lead to a simple instance of the invariance 
principle: The Mpller wave operators do not change if 
Ho and H are replaced by 1>(Ho) and </>(H), where </> is a 
real-valued linear function on (- 00,00), with positive 
derivative. For future reference we note that if if> is 
written as 

</>(X) = eX + d, (6) 
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then this r/> corresponds to the process of replacing t by 
ct and Ho and H by Ho+dlc and H+dlc, respectively. 

We now generalize these remarks. We first wish to 
study wavefunctions zP that have kinetic energy restricted 
to some interval (E l , E 2 ]. We will say that zP has kinetic 
energy in (E l , E 2 ] if and only if zP belongs to the sub
space of H corresponding to the portion of the spectrum 
of Ho in the interval (E l , E 2 ]. The projection on this 
subspace is denoted by PEl,E2' so that the subspace it
self is PEl.E/f. (PEl' E2 can be written as a function of 
Ho using the usual functional calculus for self-adjoint 
operators: If XEl,E2 is the characteristic function of the 
interval (E l , E 2], then PEl•E2 is the same as XE\.E 2(Ho)' ] 
If zP is in the subspace PEl,E2H, then exp(- iHot)zp is also 
in it, whatever the value of t. For this reason, when 
considering evolution of wavefunctions according to the 
free propagator exp(- iHot), we may, if desired, isolate 
and study separately the wavefunctions which have 
kinetic energy in (E l , E 2]. When studying these wave
functions, we are at liberty to make a shift of energy 
zero-point and change of time-scale. This would change 
the propagator from exp(- iHot) to exp[- ir/>(Ho)t], where 
r/> is a certain linear function, as described above. 
(Note: We do not intend to change the class of wavefunc
Hons studied. The instructions are: For ZPE PEj.E

2
H, 

replace exp(- iHoM by exp[- ir/>(Ho)t]ZP.) We can extend 
this discussion as follows: Imagine splitting the real 
line up into a (possibly infinite) number of disjoint in
tervals. Each such interval determines a subspace of H 
(namely, wavefunctions with kinetic energy in that in
terval) and we could study evolution under the free 
propagator by isolating the subspaces and studying the 
evolution separately in each subspace. Because the 
evolutions in the various subspaces do not "interfere" 
with each other, there is nothing to prevent our making 
a different choice of time-scale and zero-point energy 
in each subspace (whimsical though this might seem). 
The net effect would be to replace Ho in the propagator 
by various different linear functions of Ho on different 
subspaces of H. More generally, we could contemplate 
decomposing the real line into sets Bn other than in
tervals, and carrying out the above procedure. H would 
be split up into subspaces, each subspace consisting of 
wavefunctions with kinetic energy in one of the sets B n, 

and on these various different subspaces we would be 
replacing Ho in the propagator by various different lin
ear functions of Ho. We will now see that such a proce
dure can be summarized by saying that the net effect is 
this: On the entire Hilbert space H, we have replaced 
Ho in the propagator by the operator r/>(Ho), where r/> 
is one of the "generalized piecewise linear" functions 
described below. For technical reasons, we ask that the 
sets Bn into which we decompose the real line are Borel 
sets. 

Dejinition: r/> is a generalized piecewise linear (GPL) 
junction if and only if r/> is a real-valued function on 
(- 00,00) with the representation 

(7) 

where cn and dn are real numbers, with cn > 0 for all n, 
the Bn are pairwise disjoint Borel sets whose union is 
(- 00,00), and XB is the characteristic function of B : 

n n 
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(X)={l if XE Bn • 
XBn 0 otherwise 

Clearly, if r/> has the representation (7), then r/> is a 
linear function on each of the sets B n , but the linear 
functions on different sets are different. If each Bn is 

(8) 

an interval, then r/> is piecewise linear in the usual 
sense. If we form r/>(Ho) according to the functional cal
culus for operators, then XBn(X) becomes the projection 
XBn(Ho) onto the subspace of II consisting of wavefunc
tions with kinetic energy lying in the set Bn. On this 
portion of the Hilbert space, r/>(Ho) takes the value 
c.Ho + dn; the propagator exp[ - ic,b(Ho)t] appears as 
exp[ - i(c.Ho + dn)t], corresponding to the shift of zero
point energy which takes Ho to Ho + dnl cn and the change 
of time-scale which takes t to cnt. Thus if r/> is a GPL 
function, replacement of Ho by r/>(Ho) in the free propaga
tor has the effect we have described above, and can be 
considered as representing a different adjustment of 
time-scale and energy zero point in different subspaces 
of H. [As a technical point relevant in the comparison of 
our results to Kato's results, we note that if r/> is a GPL 
function then the absolutely continuous subspaces for Ho 
and r/>(Ho) are identical. The proof is elementary.] 

We can carry out an entirely similar discussion for 
the full Hamiltonian H. We say that a wavefunction zP 
has total energy in the set Bn if and only if zP lies in the 
subspace of H corresponding to the portion of the spec
trum of H lying in the set Bn. The projection on this sub
space is XB (H), where Bn is as above. If r/> is a GPL 
function, th"e effect of replacing exp(- iHt) by 
exp[ - ir/>(H)t] would be to replace H in the propagator by 
various different linear functions of H on various sub
spaces of H, corresponding again to a change of time
scale and energy zero point. An important point is that 
the subspaces this time would not be the same as those 
for the operator Ho, because XBn(H) projects on the set 
of wavefunctions with total energy in Bn whereas XB (Ho) 
projects on the set of wavefunctions with kinetic en~rgy 
in Bn. 

The processes of passing in the propagators from Ho 
to r/>(Ho) and from H to r/>(H) have this in common: In 
each case one is dealing with an energy operator, and 
selectively makes time-scale and energy zero-point 
adjustments in the portions of the theory concerning 
values of the energy operator in various sets. In both 
cases, when dealing with energies in B n , we have 
changed the time-scale by cn and shifted the energy 
zero pOint by dnlcn. In this sense, we have done the 
"same" thing to both energy operators. Our point now is 
this: If the limit Wi(H, Ho) of Eq. (1) exists, and r/> is a 
GPL function, then 

s-lim exp[ir/> (H)t] exp[ - ir/>(Ho)t] = Wi(H, Ho). (9) 
t~ ±oo 

We give a formal proof in the next section. However, 
the physical reason for Eq. (9) is easy to state: Equa
tion (9) is a consequence of the conservation of energy. 
To understand this, imagine taking a wavefunction 
zP with kinetic energy in the set Bn' Then exp[ - ir/>(Ho)t]ZP 
is the same as exp[ - i(c.Ho + dn)t]ZP. Abbreviating 
TV. (H, Ho) to Wi' we have the following: Because the 
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limits in Eq. (1) are assumed to exist, the wavefunction 
exp[ - i (cnHO + dn)t]1JI will for t - ± 00 asymptotically agree 
with exp[ - i (c"H +dn)t) W,,/)!. But by conservation of ener
gy, W,,/)! has total energy in the set Bm so that 
exp[-i(cnH+dn)t]W,,1/J is the same as exp[-icp(H)t)W,,1/J. 
Thus exp[ - icp (Ho)t]1/J will asymptotically agree with 
exp[-icp(H)t)W"IJI, and in a standard way this implies 
that Eq. (9) holds at least when both sides of (9) act on a 
wavefunction with kinetic energy in the set Bn' Com
bining these results for all the sets Bn, we find that Eq. 
(9) holds on the entire Hilbert space. The invariance 
principle (9) is an expression of our freedom to adjust 
the scale of time and the zero point of energy. Although 
we used different subspaces when dealing with Ho and H, 
our treatment of both was inspired by the same thought, 
and in the asymptotic limit our changes in these opera
tors compensate to yield the original M¢ller wave 
operators. 

II. INVARIANCE FOR GENERALIZED PIECEWISE 
LINEAR FUNCTIONS 

Theorem 1: Suppose that the limits W,,(H, Ho) indicated 
in Eq. (1) exist. Let cp be a GPL function. Then 

s-lim exp[icp(H)t] exp[ - icp(Ho)t] = W,,(H, Ho). (10) 
t- *<:0 

Proof: We abbreviate W,,(H, Ho) to W". Because W" 
satisfies the intertwining relations 

exp(iHt) W" = W" exp(iHot) , 

we have 

(11) 

W" - exp(iHt) exp(- iHot) == exp(iHt)(W" - 1) exp(- iRot). 

(12) 

Because the left-hand side of Eq. (12) converges to zero 
as t - ± 00 and exp(iHt) is unitary, we therefore have 

s-lim (W" - 1) exp(- iHot) = O. 
t~±ao 

Now Eq. (11) immediately implies that 

exp[icp(H)t] W" = W" exp[icp(Ho)t], 

(13) 

(14) 

and a calculation analogous to that of Eq. (12) shows that 
exp[icp(H)t) exp[- icp(Ho)t] will converge to TV;, as t -± 00 
if and only if 

s-lim(W" - 1) exp[ - icp(Ho)t] == o. (15) 
t ... ±oo 

We now deduce Eq. (15) from Eq. (13). Let Bn be the 
Borel sets in the representation (7) for 1>, and let P n be 
the corresponding projection operators defined using 
Ho: 

Pn=XB/Ho) (16) 

Because the union of the sets Bn is (- 00,00), we have 

(17) 

where I denotes the identity operator on H. For thi s 
reason, an elementary calculation shows that Eq. (15) 
will hold if and only if we have for each n the condition 

s-lim (W" - 1) exp[ - icp(Ho)t]Pn = O. 
t-±~ 

(18) 

But we have 

exp[ - icp(Ho)t]Pn = exp[ - i(c"Ho + dn)t]Pn (cn> 0), (19) 
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so that (18) is an obvious consequence of (13). This 
completes the proof. 

Theorem 1 is interesting for several reasons: 

(i) It holds under the sole assumption of existence of 
the M~ller wave operators W,,(H, Ho)' 

(ii) The character of the functions cp involved is some
what different from that of the Kato functions mentioned 
earlier. A GPL function can be nondifferentiable in an 
essential way (i. e., so that differentiability almost 
everywhere cannot be achieved by correction on a set of 
measure zero), and need not be increasing on any in
terval. By remark (0, in any case in which the in
variance principle has been proved for a certain type of 
function 1"/, it can be generalized to composite functions 
of the type cp 01"/, where cp is a GPL function. 

(iii) If 1/J is any Kato function and E> 0, then there is a 
GPL function cfJ such that simultaneously cfJ approximates 
1/J within E and the derivative cfJ' approximates 1/J' within 
€ on the entire real line. Given this fact and the in
variance principle proved for GPL functions in Theorem 
1, it is perhaps not so surprising that an invariance 
prinCiple can often be shown to hold for Kato functions, 
although it should be emphasized that mathematically the 
step from invariance for GPL functions to invariance 
for Kato functions is entirely nontrivial. The meaning 
of the invariance principle for Kato functions can be 
regarded as a generalization of its meaning for GPL 
functions, in which the adjustment of zero-point energy 
and time-scale, instead of being carried out in discrete 
steps on a countable number of sets, is carried out con
tinuously along the spectrum of the energy operator. By 
analogy with the GPL case, if 1/J is a Kato function, then 
writing 

Wt) = 1/J' (x)X + d(X), (20) 

we can think of the transition from Ho to 1/J(Ho) as mean
ing that at the point X of the spectrum of Ho, Ho is being 
replaced by Ho + d(X)/1/J'(X) and t is being replaced by 
1/J'(X)t. Similar remarks apply to the transition from H 
to 1/J(H). 

(iv) Since it is easy to think of bounded GPL functions, 
it follows from Theorem 1 that whenever scattering the
ory can be done, it can be done with bounded "Hamil
tonians" cfJ(Ho) and cp(H). The author does not know 
whether or not a technical advantage can be gained from 
this remark. In any case, the remark provides a foot
note to the usual statement that in most interesting 
quantum-mechanical problems one must deal with un
bounded energy operators. We now briefly study a class 
of bounded GPL functions (selected mainly because of 
their conceptual simplicity) which correspond to a sort 
of repeated cutoff of the Hamiltonian. 

Definition: For each /-L> 0, we define <PI' to be the 
GPL function such that 

and 

(ii) cfJ" is periodic with period 2/-L. 
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The representation of cp", corresponding to (7) is 

'" 
cp",(lI.) = E", (lI. - 2n/ .. L)Xln(lI.), (21) 

where In is the interval «2n - 1)j.L, (2n + 1)j.L]. cp", cor
responds to no adjustment of time-scale, only a re
peated adjustment of energy zero point. Using these 
functions, it is easy to prove the following. 

Theorem II: Let Ho and H be self-adjoint operators on 
a Hilbert space H. Then the operators W*(H, Ho) of Eq. 
(1) exist if and only if the limits 

s-lim exp[icp", (H)t] exp[ - icp", (Ho)t] = W*(cp", (H), cp", (Ho» 
t-±'" 

exist for all j.L > 0 and are all the same. W*(H, Ho) is 
then equal to their common value. 

(22) 

Proof: Although the proof presents no difficulties, we 
give it for completeness: The "only if" part we have 
already proved. We now assume that all the limits in 
(22) exist and are equal, denoting their common value 
by W.. Then for each /1 > 0 we have 

exp[icp",(H)t]W. = W*exp[icp",(Ho)t] (23) 

and 

s-lim (W± - 1) exp[ - icp", (Ho)t] = O. 
t-±'" 

(24) 

Let P", denote the projection on the subspace of H cor
responding to the portion of the spectrum of Ho lying in 
the interval (- /1, j.L], and let Q", be the analogous pro
jection for H and the interval (- /1, /1]. Then 

exp[icp",(Ho)t]P", =exp(iHot)P", (25) 

and 

Q", exp[icp",(H)t]=Q" exp(iHt). (26) 

Thus multiplying Eq. (23) on the left by Q", and on the 
right by P", we have 

Q" exp(iHt) W.p " = Q" W* exp(iH ot)P " • (27) 

Now because P" and Q", approach the identity as /1 - 00, 

it easily follows that 

exp(iHt) W± = W* exp(iHot) , (28) 

so that to prove exp(iHt) exp(- iHot) converges to W* we 
need only verify that Eq. (13) holds. To prove that Eq. 
(13) holds, it is enough to show that 

s-lim (W. - 1) exp(- iHot)P" = 0 for all /1 >0. (29) 
t .... ±oo 

But (29) is obvious because of (25) and (24). This com
pletes the proof. Clearly, the proof actually depends 
only on the existence and equality of the limits in (22) 
for a sequence of subscripts J1. tending to infinity. 

Theorem II provides a partial converse of Theorem I. 
We remark that the general converse is false, as can be 
seen by fixing /1 > 0 and taking H = Ho + 2/1. Then cp" (H) 
is the same as cp",(Ho), so the limit in Eq. (22) exists for 
our one fixed j.L. But of course the limit in Eq. (1) does 
not exist. 
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III. SCATTERING THEORY WITH HAMILTONIANS 
cp(Ho ) ANDcp(H) 

Let cp be a GPL function. In this section we study the 
consequences of accepting cp(Ho) and cp(H) literally as 
new Hamiltonians describing a physical scattering 
process. We will try to distinguish which of the follow
ing possibilities is correct: 

Possibility I: cp(Ho) and cp(H) yield a scattering theory 
which describes physical happenings quite different from 
those in the scattering theory of Ho and H. Neverthe
less, the M~ller wave operators for the two theories 
are the same. 

Possibility II: The physical happenings in the scatter
ing theory of cp(Ho) and cp(H) are essentially the same as 
those in the scattering theory of Ho and H, and that is 
why the M~ller wave operators for the two theories are 
the same. 

Our interpretation of the change from Ho and H to 
cp(Ho) and cp(H) is that it is physically trivial (as far as 
scattering theoretic statements go), at least on the sub
spaces of H on which cp(Ho) or cp(H) appear as linear 
functions of Ho or H. ThiS, of course, inclines us to 
possibility II, and it is this one which we shall defend. 
In order to discuss "physical happenings," we need a 
specific example of a scattering theory, which we take 
to be the quantum-mechanical potential scattering the
ory for a nonrelativistic spinless particle. We thus 
take for H the space L 2(1R3) of complex-valued square
integrable functions on three-dimensional Euclidean 
space, and we take for Ho the (natural self-adjoint ex
tension of the) operator - t./2m where t. is the 
Laplacean and m the mass of the particle. H has the 
usual form 

H=Ho+ V (30) 

where V is the potential energy operator for the particle. 
The "physical happening" to be discussed is the asymp
totic motion of the particle as judged from the develop
ment in time of its position probability density (ppd). 

We summarize some known facts about the ppd of a 
free particle in our theory. 9 Such a particle has a wave
function /fit of the form 

(31) 

withfE L2(1R3). The ppd determined by /fit is l/fit(x) 12. 
We can make the following two statements (see Ref. 9 
for more details): 

(a) The ppd determined by /fit can asymptotically for 
large It I be replaced by Im/tI 3 Ij(mx/t) 1 2, where] 
den.9tes the Fourier transform of f. The function I mit 13 

x If (mx/t) 12 is the same as the ppd for a classical free 
particle starting from the origin of coordinates at time 
t~O, and having momentum probability density given by 
If (k) 12 (i. e., it has the same momentum probability 
density as the quantum mechanical particle under 
consideration) . 

(b) The probability PU, C) that the particle with wave
function /fit = exp(- iHQt)! will asymptotically for t - + 00 
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lie in a cone C with apex at the origin of coordinates is 
given by 

P(f, C) = Ie / J (k) /2 dk, (32) 

so that PC!, C) is the probability that the momentum of 
the particle lies in C. (There is a similar statement for 
the case t-- 00.) 

Statements (a) and (b) reinforce our belief in the 
naturalness of the quantum-mechanical description. 
Statement (a) is considerably stronger than statement 
(b), and implies statement (b) directly. In order to de
fend the idea that the physical happenings described by 
<P{Ho) are not much different from those described by 
Ho (for large times), we will now show that if Ho is re
placed by <PI" (Ho) , where <PI" is as in Eq. (21), then (a) 
and (hence) (b) continue to hold, while for a general GPL 
function (and even for Kato functions 1) such that the 
derivative 1)' is polynomially bounded at infinity) we can 
still salvage (b). The reason we get better results for 
the functions <PI" is that <PI" represents no change in 
time-scale in the various subspaces of H corresponding 
to the intervals In of Eq. (21). Statement (a) depends ex
plicitly on the parameter t, and in order to obtain such 
a result for an arbitrary fecH, one needs the same time
scale on the entire Hilbert space. [We could in fact 
prove that statement (a) continues to hold using any 
(possibly unbounded) GPL function <P such that, in Eq. 
(7), cn = 1 for all n and the sets Bn are intervals. Again, 
this would represent no change in time-scale. The proof 
for such GPL functions closely resembles that given 
below for <PI"' A simple generalization of statement (a) 
could be obtained by making the· same change of time
scale on the entire Hilbert space.] 

Proof of statement (a) with Ho rep/aced by 1>).1 (Ho) 

Definition: f is a /J-function if and only if (i) f belongs 
to Schwartz' space S (Ref. 10) consisting of complex 
functions on IR3 which together with all their derivatives 
vanish rapidly at large values of I x I, and (ii) j (k) 
vanishes in some shell around each of the spheres 5n in 
momentum space defined by 

5n={k: :~1 ={2n-1)/J} 

for n=1,2,···. 

The point of the above definition is that if f is a 11-

function then J (k) vanishes near all the singularities of 
<PI"{k2/2m), with the result that exp[ - i¢I"{Ho)t]f is also 
a /J-function, as is easily seen from the equation 

{exp[ - i¢I"{Ho)t]f}{k) = exp[ - i<PI" W/2m)t]j{k). (34) 

It is also easy to show that for any fixed /J, the /J-func
tions are dense in L 2(IR3). We now define for n 
= 0, 1,2, ... the functions 

(k) = {I if (2n - 1)/J < k2/2m -'S (2n + 1)/J, 
Xn 0 otherwise 

(35) 

so that Xo is the characteristic function of the portion of 
momentum space lying inside the sphere 51' and each 
other Xn is the characteristic function of the portion 
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lying between the two spheres 5 n and Sn+l' Then 

(36) 

If f is a /J -function, we define fn by 

1 f -fn{x) = (21Tp2 exp(ik· xhn{k)f(k) dk. (37) 

Note that 

In(k) = Xn{k)j(k) (38) 

and 
"" 

f(x) =:6 fn(x). 
n=O 

(39) 

Equation (39) holds both in the sense of pOintwise con
vergence and in the strong sense. The fn are clearly 
pairwise orthogonal, by Plancherel's theorem. We have 

{exp[- i<P(Ho)t]fn} (x) 

= (21f~372 f exp(ik· x) exp[ - i¢I" (k2/2m)t] xn(k)j(k) dk) 

= (2:)372/ exp(ik' x) exp[ - i(k2/2m - 2n/J)t] xn{k)l{k) dk 

= {exp[- i(Ho - 2n/J)t]fn}(x). (40) 

Thus 
"" 

exp[ - i<P{Ho)t]f= ~ exp[ - i¢I" (Ho)tltn 
n=O 

"" 
=~ exp[- i(Ho - 2n/J)t]fn' (41) 

n=0 

Now according to Ref. 9 we have 

(42) 

where the action of Qt and Ct on gee L2{IR3) is given by 

(Qtg) (x) = exp{imx2/2t)g{x) 

and 

(
m) 3/2 -(mx) (Ctg){x) = it exp{imx2/2t)g -(- • 

Also, for any function gee L2 (IR3) , we have 

lim Ilexp{-iHot)g-c t gI1 2=0. 
t .. :t:oo 

(43) 

(44) 

(45) 

An elementary estimate using the orthogonality of the fn 
now shows that for the /J-functionf we have 

~ 

lim Ilexp[-i¢I"{Ho)t]f-.6 exp{2n/Jit)Cdnll =0, 
t~co n=O 

(46) 

Now a priori the sum L; ;=0 exp{2n/J it)c tin is known to con
verge only in the strong sense. But because (CtI.)(x) is 
proportional to In (mx/t) , the terms in the sum are non
zero on different disjoint sets, so that the sum always 
reduces to one term at any point x, and hence converges 
pOintwise. Because of Eqo (46), the ppd determined by 
exp[- i<PI"(Ho)t]f can asymptotically be replaced by the 
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ppd determined by L: ;=0 exp(2np, it) C tin. But this latter 
ppd is just 

so that we have proved statement (a) for the case when 
f is a p,-function. It is now not difficult to extend the re
sult to any fin L2(m3), using the fact that the J..L-func
tions are dense in L2(m3). 

We thus see that the ppd for the wavefunction 
exp[ - i¢/L (Ho)tlt behaves asymptotically just like the 
ppd for the solution exp(- iHot)f of the free Schrodinger 
equation. If W. exists, then we can say something about 
wavefunctions propagating under the influence of the 
Hamiltonian ¢,,(H) also. Namely, we have 

s-lim (exp[ - i¢/L (H)t]W.f - exp[ - i¢/L (Ho)t]f) = 0 (48) 
t-%oc 

and 

s-lim (exp(- iHt)W./ - exp(- iHot}f) = O. (49) 
t-±oo 

On comparing these equations and using the fact that the 
ppd determined by exp[- i¢/L(Ho)t]f and exp(- iHot)f are 
asymptotically the same, we see that the ppd's deter
mined by exp[- i¢/L(H)t] w./ and exp(- iHt}W.f are 
asymptotically the same. Thus asymptotically, at least, 
the motion of free particles and scattered interacting 
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particles does not change much when Ho and H are re
placed by ¢/L(Ho) and ¢/L(H). 

As remarked above, we can still salvage the scatter
ing-into-cones formula (32) when we replace Ho by 
¢(Ho), where ¢ is any GPL function. The proof is 
straightforward but tedious, and we do not give it. 
Further, using a slight modification of the proof of the 
theorem of Jauch, Lavine and Newton, 11 it is not dif
ficult to show that if 7) is a Kato function whose deriva
tive 7)' is polynomially bounded at infinity, then the 
formula (32) is still valid when Ho is replaced by 7)(Ho)' 
These results offer a (somewhat weaker) corroboration 
of our thesis that the asymptotics of the theory are not 
substantially affected by replacing Ho and H by (ap
propriate) functions of these operators. 
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Extremely simple expressions are presented for the hitherto uncalculated invariants associated with the 
Weyl conform tensor of the I) = 2 Tomimatsu-Sato solution of Einstein's field equations. 

The determination of the Weyl conform tensor can 
constitute a formidable calculational problem if one 
considers a spacetime such as one of those dis
covered l by Tomimatsu and Sato. In principle one can 
employ the formulas published2 by Bardeen or 
Chandrasekhar and Friedman, as Tomimatsu and Sato 
themselves attempted to do. 3 The complexity of the 
problem is attested to by the fact that these authors 
settled for a study of a single term in one component 
of the Weyl tensor. We are happy to report that one 
can by an alternative procedure evaluate the complete 
Weyl tensor, and the result is far simpler than one 
might have anticipated. 

I. WEYL TENSOR INVARIANTS 

In the notation developed4 by Hauser the invariant 
Riemann operator is defined by 

ill = ~~" AJ2~", 

where the e", (CI = 1,2,3,4) are basic tangent vectors. 
If e$ (jj = 1 ~2, 3,4) designate those linear functionals 
(differential forms) such that 

(1 ) 

£"e$ = o~ , (2) 

then one can easily establish that 

(3) 

(Note that differential forms are written to the right of 
vectors when they act as linear functionals upon those 
vectors, but are written to the left of vectors when a 
dyadic product is intended.) 

Consider the duality operator 

(4) 

which has two threefold degenerate eigenvalues ± i. 
From either of the three-dimensional subspaces select 
the unique eigenvector whose real part is equal to 
- p-la",AaT , where a", is the axial Killing vector, aT 

is the temporal Killing vector, and p is the norm Of 
!:'" (,,(IT" Designate this selected eigenvector of J) by 
!!.O. By construction, the inner product of !!.O with its elf 
is given by !!.O -, !!.O = - 2. 

The eigenvector !!.O of J) may be augmented by two 
other eigenvectors B. and B_ corresponding to the same 
eigenvalue as Bo, chosen so that Bo' B.=Bo -'§_ 
=!!...' !!.. =!!.._ ,-!!..._ = 0 and !!.... -, !!._ ~1. The fields !!.... 
and E_ are determined up to a null rotation about Bo 
~and-interchange !!..- !!.J. Therefore, the mere exis
tence of two commuting Killing vectors singles out an 
almost completely specified basis for the bivector 
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space. The freedom to perform null rotations about B o, 
under which B. and B_ are multiplied by reciprocal -
fields and !!..O remauiS unchanged, corresponds to the 
fact that one may perform Lorentz transformations 
along the cf> direction and rotations about the cf> 
direction, 

If one decomposes the Riemann operator ill into a 
part which commutes with the duality operator D, and 
a part which anticommutes with it, the former part is 
essentially the Weyl conform part of the Riemann 
operator, while the latter is essentially the Ricci part. 
(The qualification may be deleted when the curvature 
scalar vanishes.) In general five complex fields are 
required to describe the Weyl conform part, but two 
of these vanish automatically in the case of a stationary 
axially symmetric field, when B+, Bo' B_ are chosen 
in the manner described above:These five complex 
fields may be defined as follows: 

C 2 =B+,JR-' !!.., 
cl=-iBo,JR-'!!.. , 

Co = ~Bol JR-' !!.O + tB-, JR -, B+ , 

Col = - tBoI JR-' !!._ 
C_2 =B_,JR-'!!._ . 

(5a) 

(5b) 

(5c) 

(5d) 

(5e) 

In Ref. 5 were presented the more complete decomposi
tions of the 2-forms 

ill -,!!.. = dv + vu, 

ill' !!.o=du-2wv, 

ill, E_ = dw - wu , 

(6a) 

(6b) 

(6c) 

which can be seen to be compatible with the above de
finitions of the fields C. (s=2, ... ,-2). 

Under a null rotation about !!.O the field C. transforms 
as a spin-weight s quantity. Hence Co and C2C_2 are in
variant under such null rotations. Consequently, in the 
case of a stationary axially symmetric spacetime, we 
may form from the Weyl tensor and the Killing vectors 
two complex scalar fields 11 and 12 such that if !!.+, !!...o, 
!!._ are chosen in the way described earlier, then 

Co =11' 

C2C_2 - 9C0
2 =12 

(7 a) 

(7b) 

The fields Cl and C_ 1 vanish identically, so that they 
contain no additional information. In the case of a 
Petrov type D spacetime the invariant 12 vanishes. In 
the case of the Tomimatsu-Sato solutions neither 11 
nor 12 vanishes. 
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II. TOMIMATSU-SATO 8 = 2 SOLUTION 
Except for the Kerr metric, only three asymptotically 

flat stationary axially symmetric solutions of Einstein's 
equations have been discovered. These three were dis
covered by Tomimatsu and Sato (T-S), who employed 
the complex potential formalism described in Ref. 5. 

The simplest T -S solution corresponds to the com
plex potential 

~=N/D, 

where in terms of symmetrical x-y coordinates. 

N=p2(X4 -1) +tf(y4 -1) - 2ipqxy(,(J _y2), 

D = 2px(x2 - 1) - 2iqy (1 _ y2). 

(8 a) 

(8b) 

The constants p and q satisfy p2 + tf = 1. From the com
plex potential 

[= (~-1)/(~ +1)= (N -D)/(N+D) (9) 

the entire spacetime metric can be constructed by now 
well-known methods. The result can be expressed in 
the form 

ds2=j"1 [p-2 ( dx2 +~) +p2 d rp2] 
x2-1 1-y 

- j(dT - w drp)2 , (10) 
where 

f= (/NI2 -IDI 2)/ IN + DI2, 

p2=p4(,(J_y2)S/(INI2_IDI2) , 

p2 = (x2 -1)(1 _ y2). 

III. CALCULATIONAL PROCEDURE 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

While in principle one should be able to evaluate II 
and 12 without specifying the bivector basis any more 
completely, our calculations were in fact based upon 
the specific null tetrad introduced in Ref. 5; namely, 

~ = 2-1/2[fl/2p-l(~. + w~) + j"1/2!!T], (14a) 

m = 2-1/2[jl/2p-l(~ + w~.) - j"1/2!!T], (14b) 

t =2-1/2fl/2p[(x2_1)1/2a +i(1-y2)l/2a] (14c) -. = = 
The nonvanishing components of the Weyl tensor are then 
given by 

C2 = - H215t5[ + j"1(t5[)2], 

Co = - H - 215*t5[ + j"1(t5*[)(t5[)] , 

(15a) 

(15b) 

(15c) 

but the evaluation of Co is facilitated by employing the 
vacuum field equations to obtain the alternate equation 

where the spin coefficients are given by 

v .. = - 2"s/2fl/2p-~p , 

w
k 
= - 2-S/"l1/2p-~*p , 

v
k 
= - 2-S/2[jl/2p-~p - j"l/~[] , 

wm = - 2-3/2[jl/2p-~*p - j"l/~*[] . 

(16) 

(17a) 

(17b) 

(17c) 

(17d) 

An alternative method of evaluating C2C_2 involves 
using the Bianchi identities dlR = O. In particular, we 
employed the identities6 

(18a) 
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(18b) 

in order to take advantage of the earlier determination 
of Co. 

The Simplicity of results for the 0 = 2 T-S solution; 
namely, 

II ==p4Z-sT , 

12 ==36psZ-Sp2 

(19a) 

(19b) 

belies the amount of work which went into the deriva
tion of these results. Here the fields T and Z are given 
by 

T = 2 - px(x2 - 3) - iqy(3 _ y2), 

Z == (N + D)/(x2 
- y2L 

IV. SINGULARITIES OF THE WEYL TENSOR 

(20a) 

(20b) 

According to Eq. (19b) the T-S solution is Petrov 
type D at all points for which p = 0, i. eo, on the sym
metry axis and upon the surfaces x = ± 1. Elsewhere 
it is algebraically general. The Weyl tensor invariants 
become infinite only where Z = O. It is in fact easy to 
show that Z vanishes nowhere off the symmetry plane 
y = 0, while on the symmetry plane it vanishes only 
at two ring Singularities identified by Tomimatsu and 
Sato. 

One implication of the present work which will re
quire further study concerns the "directional singular
ities" at points where x2 = 1 and y2 = 1. Since the field 
T is perfectly well behaved at such pOints, the nature 
of the Singularity is revealed by conSidering the be
havior of Z as r- 1 and y2_ 1. While the value attained 
by Z in the limit depends upon the value of the ratio 
ex == (x2 -1)/(1 - y2) attained in the limit, there is no 
way to choose the limiting value of a so that Z - O. 
We, therefore, disagree with the statement of 
Tomimatsu and Sat07 that it is possible to take the 
limit ,(J-1 and y2_ 1 in such a way that the Weyl ten
sor becomes infinite. Consequently, we feel that it 
would be appropriate to ask whether "points" such as 
x == 1, y = 1, are in fact surfaces, the nature of which 
has been obscured by the symmetrical x-y coordinates. 
We hope to be able to say more concerning this possi
bility in the future. 
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We present a general procedure for transforming asymptotically flat axially symmetric solutions of the 
Einstein-Maxwell equations into solutions resembling Melvin's magnetic universe. Specific applications 
yield metrics associated with black holes in a magnetic universe. It is hoped that these solutions will be of 
interest to astrophysicists studying gravitational collapse in the presence of strong magnetic fields. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Seven years ago we showed1 that stationary axially 
symmetric solutions of the coupled Einstein-Maxwell 
field equations can be generated from a pair of complex 
potentials e and .p satisfying the field equations 

(Ree + l.p 12)v2e = (Ve + 2<p * v.p) 0 ve, 

(Ree + I<p 12)V2<p = (Ve + 2<p* V.p) ·V.p. 

(1. 1) 

(1. 2) 

Subsequently an elegant description of an invariance 
group K of these equations was provided by Kinnersley. 2 

Starting with any particular solution of the Einstein
Maxwell equations one can now generate a large number 
of solutions by applying elements of the group 1<. Cer
tain specific elements of K are associated with trans
formations developed independently by Harrison, 3 

Ehlers,4 and Ernst. 5 Other elements involve duality 
rotations or gauge transformations. 

In general the procedure described above produces 
solutions which at this time seem to possess little 
physical relevance. For example, the solution may lack 
asymptotic flatness or some other desirable feature. If 
physics journals are to be spared the proliferation of 
articles presenting "new" solutions of no discernible 
physical relevance generated automatically by using the 
now well-known group 1<, then it is important that re
lativists acknowledge some criterion for publication. 
Because some pathological solutions have acquired a 
degree of distinction (e. g. , the NUT solution), the ap
propriate place to draw the line is not particularly 
obvious. 

While the solutions we shall present in this paper are 
not asymptotically flat, they possess an important re
deeming feature; namely, they have nonsingular event 
horizons. Since these are the first exact solutions of the 
Einstein-Maxwell field equations corresponding to 
black holes in external magnetic fields, it is likely that 
they will be of interest to astrophysicists. Our metrics 
do not become asymptotically flat, but rather they re
semble Melvin's magnetic universe. 6 Only in the case 
of a weak magnetic field can one describe the situation 
as that of a black hole in an approximately uniform field, 
but to our knowledge there is no evidence that nature 
favors anything resembling uniform magnetic fields in 
the vicinity of black holes, so one should temper one's 
prejudice. In fact, it is conceivable, although we have 
not attempted to prove it, that our approach constitutes 
the only way to add an external magnetic field to a black 
hole solution without destroying the nonsingular nature 
of the event horizon. 
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While the potential astrophysical applications of our 
solutions would, in our opinion, be sufficient to justify 
publication of these solutions, an additional justification 
can be found in the fact that the derivation of these solu
tions involves an unconventional identification of the e 
and <p potentials, which is obtained by interchanging the 
roles of the timelike and space like Killing vector fields. 
Our previous prejudice in favor of aSSOCiating Ree with 
the norm of the timelike Killing vector was based upon 
the observation that the expression for e was generally 
simpler if you did this rather than associate Ree with 
the norm of the space like Killing vector. Our present 
work demonstrates that it is sometimes advantageous to 
sacrifice this simplicity. 

II. ADDITION OF A MAGNETIC FIELD 

Throughout this paper stationary axially symmetric 
line elements will be expressed in the form 

(2.1) 

where j,,; O. The complex gravitational potential e and 
the complex electromagnetic potential <p will be intro
duced as in Ref. 5, but with ¢ and T or the 3 and 4 in
dices interchanged. All the Einstein-Maxwell equations, 
including Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2), may be carried over 
from Ref. 5 without modification. 

Our prescription for introducing a magnetic field 
involves employing a Harrison-type transformation: 
namely, 

{I= A"l{, 

.pI = A-1(<p -~Boe), 

where 

A= 1 + Bo<p - tB~e. 

(2.2) 

(2.3} 

(2.4} 

Under this transformation the fields j and ware trans
formed into fields l' and w' given by 

f'=Ree'+ 1<p'12= IAI-2j, 

Vw' = [A 12Vw + pr1(A* V1\.- AVA*), 

while the fields p and P are unmodified. 

We shall illustrate the procedure by considering 
Minkowski space. The line element 

ds 2 = [dz2 + dp2 _ dT2] + p2 d¢2 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7} 

is of the general form (2.1), where j= - p2, w= 0, P 
=p-t, and dt=(2)-1/2 (dz+ idp). In this case the poten
tials are given by 
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<I> == 0, C == _ p2. 

Equation (2.4) gives 

A==l +iBo2p2, 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

while Eq. (2.3) yields the transformed electromagnetic 
potential 

(2.10) 

and Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) provide the transformed line 
element 

(2. 11) 

From Eq. (2.10) the Cartan components of the magnetic 
field are easily shown to be 

(2.12) 

This solution, which is called Melvin's magnetic uni
verse, has been known for many years, and was studied 
extensively by Melvin and Thorne. 6 

III. SCHWARZSCHILD BLACK HOLE 

The application of our procedure to any static vacu
um line element is quite Simple, the result being a 
static solution of the Einstein-Maxwell equations. By 
writing the Schwarz schild line element in the form 

ds
2
= (l-~:/Y +rdez-(1-2m/Y)dT2) 

+rsin28dcp2, (3.1) 

and comparing this with the gener al expression (2. 1), 
we may identify the fields 

f=-y2sin28, w=O, p==(r-2my)1/2 s in8, 

P=(rsin 8t 1, d?;=(2)-1/2 (r_::r)1/2 +id8). 
(3.2) 

Applying the procedure described in the previous sec
tion, we generate the line element of a Schwarz schild 
black hole in an external magnetic field; namely, 

ds2 == A2 (1 _ ~:/ y + r d82 - (1 - 2m/ Y)dT2) 

+ A-2r sin28dcp2. (3.3) 

where 

A=1+tB02rsin28. (3.4) 

In this case the Cartan components of the magnetic 
field are given by 

Hr== A-2Bocos8, 

He == - A-2Bo(1- 2m/y)1/2sin8, 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

where the angular component vanishes upon the event 
horizon. 

When m = 0 the metric (3.3) reduces to Melvin's 
magnetic universe, while for m* 0 there is an event 
horizon at r= 2m. From the form of Eq. (3.3) it is 
evident that standard Kruskal coordinates may be intro
duced in order to extend the solution across the non
Singular event horizon. The only Singularity of the Weyl 
tensor occurs at r=O, just as in the case of the usual 
Schwarz schild metric. 

Everywhere on the axis the magnetic field has the 
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value Bo. When I Bom I « 1 there is a region 2m« r« Bo-
1 

outside the event horizOn where the space is approxi
mately flat, and where the magnetic field is approxi
mately uniform. In the case of a strong magnetic field, 
where I Bom I is of order unity, there is no region out
side the black hole where the space may be described as 
approximately flat or the magnetic field as approximate
ly uniform. In fact, the stronger the field is, the more 
it is concentrated near the poles 8= 0 and 8= 11". 

This concentration of the field near the poles as Bo 
- 00 explains why the Hajicek inequality7 

J:= [' (1: +R2E 2+R2H2)Ad8<2, (3.7) 

can continue to be satisfied as Bo - 00. For our solu
tion we have 

A=A"2 s in8, B=O, R=2mA, 
(3.8) 

E=O, H:= A-2Bocos8, 

where A:=1+B02m2sin28. The integration over the event 
horizon yields 

(1 + 4B/m2)(3 + 2B02m2) 
1== 6(1 + Bo 2m2)2 

tanh"1[Bom/0 + B02m2 )1/2] 
2Bom(1 + B02m 2 )5/2 (3.9) 

The second term is negative definite, while the fir st 
term is a monotonically increasing function of I Bom I, 
and is always less than 4/3. Thus, our exact solution 
easily satisfies the Hajicek limit with 1< 4/3. 

IV. REISSNER-NORDSTROM BLACK HOLE 

The application of our procedure to the Reissner
Nordstrom black hole is not quite so simple. Since E 
XH serves as a source for the twist potential, the trans
formed metric is stationary rather than static. In this 
case we may identify 

(4.1) 

Consequently, the transformed metric assumes the form 

ds
2 

= [A[2 (1 _ 2m~~+ e2/r + rd8
2 

- (1 - 2m/r+ e2/r)dT~ 
+ [A [-2rsin28(dcp_w'dT)2, (4.2) 

where 

A= 1 + iB02(r sin2 8 + e2 cos28) - iBoe cos 8. (4.3) 

Integration of Eq. (2.6) yields the following expression 
for w': 

w' == - 2Boey"1 + B03er + ~Bo3e3r-l 

- ~Bo3er"1(r - 2mr+ e2 )sin28+ const. (4.4) 

Finally, the Cartan components of the electric and 
magnetic fields may be evaluated from the electromag
netic potential <1>'. The result is expressible in the 
following form: 

Hr + iEr == A-2{i(e/ r)[1 - tBo2(r sin28 + e 2 cos2 8)] 

+ BoO - ~iBoe cos 8)(1 - e 2/ r)cos II}, (4.5) 
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He + iEe = - BoA-2(1 - hBoe cosO)(l - 2m/ r+ e 2/?)1/2 sinO. 

(4.6) 

V. KERR-NEWMAN BLACK HOLE 

In principle nothing prevents one from writing out the 
metric of a Kerr-Newman black hole in an external 
magnetic field, although the evaluation of w' and the 
Cartan components of the electric and magnetic fields 
is very tedious. The appropriate complex potentials in 
this case assume the following forms: 

a-ircosO 
<l> = e r + ia cos 0 ' 

{ 
(

_.2 2 2ma + i(2mr - e2 )cos 0) . 20 
= -f + a - a r + ia cos 0 sm 

a - ircosO 
-(4ma+ie2 cosO) +. O' r ta cos 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

If preliminary studies indicate that astrophysics would 
be well served by having the explicit solution for a 
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Kerr-Newman black hole in an external magnetic field, 
the rest of the calculation can be facilitated by electron
ic symbol manipulation.s 
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We relate the pure point spectrum, the singularly continuous, and the absolutely continuous part of the 
spectrum of the Liouville-von Neumann operator [H,.] to the respective parts of the spectrum of the 
Hamiltonian operator H. As a consequence of this result we obtain a theorem about the weak· limit of the 
time evolution W( t) of a normal state W for t -l 00. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In quantum statistical mechanics, the time evolution 
of a normal state (density matrix) W is governed by the 
Liouville-von Neumann equation which reads formally 

i ~ W=[H, W]. (1) 

Often, the spectrum of the Hamiltonian operator H is 
known to some extent, and one would like to convert this 
information to information about the spectrum of the 
Liouville-von Neumann operator [H, .]. In this note, 
we int.end to solve this problem. Hereby, a recent result 
by Prugovecki and Tip 1 is extended to the continuous 
spectrum. (In a more general context, Prugovecki and 
Tip related the pure pOint spectrum of the respective 
operators, a question which, for bounded Hamiltonian 
operators, has also been studied by Moya!. 2) We will 
apply our result to the problem of the existence of 

w*-lim W(t). 
t-oc 

(2) 

[W(t) denotes the time evolution of the normal state W 
and w*-lim the weak* limit in the trace class. ] This 
supplements the thorough investigation in Ref. 1. 

2. NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 

Let H be a (separable or nonseparable) Hilbert space 
and UU) = exp(iHt) be a strongly continuous one-param
eter unitary group on H with generator H. Let D(H) c H 
be the domain of H. H is the Hamiltonian operator of 
the quantum mechanical system considered. Let H pp' 

H. e' and Hac be the closed subspaces of discontinuity, 
of singular and of absolute continuity of H with respect to 
H 3,4 and P PP' P se' Pac be the (pairwise orthogonal) pro
jection operators with ranges H pp' H se' and Hac' 
respectively. We have Ppp+Pse+Pae=1. 

We denote by B 2(H) the Hilbert space of Hilbert
Schmidt operators on H [with the scalar product (A I B) 
=tr(A*B)]. Then 

Bz(H) 3AI-U(t)AU(t)=U(t)A (3) 

defines a strongly continuous one-parameter unitary 
group on B 2(H). 2 Let ,tlwith domain D(,tl) c B2(H) be the 
generator of U (t): U (t) = exp(i,tll) . .t> is called the 
Liouville-von Neumann operator corresponding to H. 
For bounded H we have,tlA = [H,A] =HA -AH for all 
A E B 2(H). If H is unbounded, this does not hold (cf. 
Ref. 1), not even on D(,tl). However, from the rep
resentation of ,tl as a multiplication operator in the 
proof below, we see that D = {A '= B 2(H) lAB E B2(H) and 
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HA '= B 2<H)}c D(,tl) is a core for ,tl and that ,tl defined on 
D is essentially self-adjoint. (By a theorem due to 
Nelson [Ref. 5, Theorem 1. 4] this can also be concluded 
directly, not using the spectral representation of H.) 
With this limitation in mind, we will keep to the sug
gestive notation,tl = [H, . J. Let~ pp' ~ se' and III ae be the 
projection operators with ranges Bz(H)pp' Bz(H)se' and 
Bz(H)ae, respectively. 

Finally, we denote by a(A), app(A), a.e(A), and a.e(A) 
the spectrum, the pure point spectrum, the singularly 
continuous spectrum and the absolutely continuous spec
trum of the self-adjoint operator A. 

3. THE SPECTRUM 

Theorem 1: Presuppositions as in Sec. 2. Then the 
spectrum of [H, .} and the spectrum of H are related in 
the following way: 

a([H, • }) = {x - y lx, y E a(H}}, 

app([H, • }) = {x - y lx, y '= app(H)}, 

a.c([H, . ]) = {x - y Ix E app(H) and y '= a.e(H}, 

x E a.e(H) and y E a.p(H) , x, y E a.e(H)}, 

aaJ[H, . ]) = {x - y I either x cc aae(H) or y E a.e(H) 

with x, y '= a(H)}, 

IllppBz(H) = P ppBz(H}P pp' 

IllseBz(H) = P .pBz(H)Psetf' PscBz(H)(P pp + Pse)' 

l'f,JaeBz(H) = B2(H)P ae $ P aeBz(H)(P pp + Psc)' 

Proof: (1) By the spectral theorem, there exists a 
unitary mapping 

such that 

(4) 

VD(H)={ </i E k~I LZ(R, dlJ. k) l{xwk(x)LEI E k~/Z(R, dlJ. k)} 

and for all 1/J E VD(H) 

(VHV-11/J)k(X) = Xl];k(X), 

kEf, xER. Thus for all </JEffi
IE1

L 2(R,dlJ. k) 

(VU(t)V-l</i)k(X) = exp(ixl)1J;k(x). 

(5) 

(6) 

Let P k , k EI, be the prOjection operator with range 
L 2(R,dlJ. k). The imageU '(t) ofU(t) under V is given by 

U'(t) :Bi Efl L2(R, dlJ. k)\3 At- VU(tW-1A(VU(tW-1)*. (7) 
\kEI ) 
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Since [Ph' VU(t)V-1] = 0 for all t E R and all k E I, we 
have P j VU(t)V-1A(VU(t)V- 1)*P

j 
= VU(t)V-1PjAP

j
(VU(t)V-1)* 

Thus the closed subspaces PjB2(EfJhEr L2(R, d/J))pj re
duce U'(t) for all i,j El. 

By Ref. 3, Theorem VI. 23, there exists a unitary 
mapping 

~ iJ : L2(R2, dJ.L jX J.L J) - P jB2 (EB L2(R, dJ.Lh)\P j (8) 
kEr / 

such that the action of the Hilbert-Schmidt operator 
~iJf, fEL2(R2,dJ.LjXJ.LJ)' is defined by an integral 
operator: 

Since 

[VU(t)V-1(58jJf)(VU(t)V-1)* 1/JJ](x) 

= exp(ixt) (IB/jf) [exp( - ixt)<b j(x)] (10) 

= 1 exp(ixt)f(x, y) exp( - iyt)1/J/y) dJ.L /Y), 
R 

we obtain 

S!3 //1 U'(t)58jj : f(x, y) - exp[i(x - y)t]f(x, y). (11) 

By Stone's theorem, 

D(58/ j-1([VHV-I, .] I' P jB2P j)58 jj) 

= {jc=: L2(R2, dJ.L/x J.L j) I f Ix _ Y 12 
~ 

x If(x,y)1 2dJ.L j(x)XJ.Lh)< <Xl} 

and for allfED(58/ j-1([VHV"1, .] f P/B2P j)58) 

58 jj-1([VHV-\·J I' P jB2P j)58jJ:f(x,y)t-(x-y)f(x,y). 

Thus [H, .] is represented as a direct sum of multi
plication operators. 

(12) 

(2) Next, for all i,j El, we have to study the relation 
between the spectrum of 

on 

and the spectrum of 

H j : U(R, dJ.J. j) 3 1/J(x) t-- x1/J(x) 

on 

D(H j) = {1/J I "~ x211/J(x) 12 dJ.L j(X) < <Xl}. 

The spectral measure E jj (·) of L jj is (Ref. 4, X, 
Example 1. 9) 

liE J.:l)f 112 = 12 ch{x - Y E.:l} I f(x, y) 12 dJ.J. j(x)x J.J. /Y), 
R 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

where ch{' } is the characteristic function of the set { . }. 

(a) Let {x-y=z}n a(Hj)Xa(Hj)=cj!. Since a(Hj)Xa(Hj) 
is closed, its distance d to the straight line {x - y = z} 
is positive. This implies I (x - y) - Z 1-1 ~ d -1 for all 
{x, y} E a(H j) x a(H j) and therefore z lies in the resolvent 
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set of Lij" Let {x-y=z}n a(Hj)X a(Hj) t-cf; and {wi' wJ 
be a point of the intersection. Since W j c=: a(H) and 
Wj E a(H j), there exist vectors >J; n c=:L2(R,dJ.L j) and vectors 
rp nE L2(R, dJ.L j) such that II1/J nll = 1 = IIlP nil and II(x - W itlij)1 
- 00, lI(y - wjtllPnll- 00 as n - "'. We have z = Wi - Wj and 

2(x - W j )2 + 2(y - W j)2 '" [(x - Wj) _ (y _ W
j
)J2. 

This implies 11[(x - y) - z]-I1/JnlP nll - 00 as n - 00 and there
fore z E a(Lij)' Thus we have shown that 

a(LjJ)={x - y Ix Ea(H;l, y E a(Hj}}. 

(b) L jj f L2(R2, dJ.J.rpx J.J.fP) has a pure point spectrum. 

(c) L jj f L2(R2,dJ.J.~xJ.Lj) has a continuous spectrum, 
since the continuity of J.J.~ implies 

IIE;/{z})fI12=.~ (1;. ch{x-y=z}lf(x,y)12 dJ.J.~(X») 
x dJ.J.j(Y) =0 (16) 

for allf E L2(R2, dJ.J.~x J.J. j ). 

(d) L jj r L2(R2,dJ.J.~cxJ.J.r) has a singularly continuous 
spectrum. There exists a measurable set .:l c R with 
~(.:l) = 0 and J.J."jC(.:l) = J.J.~C(R). (~ is the one-dimensional 
Lebesgue measure. ) Let IJ c R be the projection under 
45° of the set .:lX {y ER I J.J.fP( {y}) t- O} onto the x axis. Then 
~(IJ)=O and, by (15), liE jj(IJ)f 112 = IIfUZ for allfEL2(R2, 
dJ.J.~cx J.Lr). 

(e) L jj f L2(R2,dJ.L~cXJ.L~C) has a singularly continuous 
spectrum. Let .:l1' .:l2 c R be measurable and .:lp be the 
projection under 45° of .:l1 X.:l2 onto the x axis. Approxi
mating .:l1 X.:l2 from outside by a union of open intervals, 
one obtains ~(.:lp) ~ ~(.:lI) + ~(.:l2)' There exist measurable 
sets.:l, .:l'cR with ~(.:l)=0=~(.:l') and J.J.~C(.:l)=J.J.~C(R), 
J.LjC( .:l') = J.J. ~C(R). Let IJ' c R be the projection under 45° 
of .:lX.:l' onto the x axis. Then ~(IJ') ~~(.:l) + ~(.:l') = 0 
and, by (15), IIEjj(n')fW=lIfIl2forallfEL2(R2,dJ.J.~c 
x iJ.~C). 

(f) L jj I L 2(R2, dJ.J. ~c x J.L j) has an absolutely continuous 
spectrum. Let ~(.:l) = O. By the absolute continuity of 
J.L ~c we obtain 

liE j/.:l)fIl2 = ~ (IR ch{x - Y c=:.:l} I f(x, y) 12 dJ.J.~C(x) ) 

xdJ.Lh)=O 

for allfc=: L2(R2, dJ.Ljx J.L j). 

( 17) 

(3) Using the invariance of the spectrum under unitary 
transformations, we have 

a/(H)= U az(H), 
jEr 

where 1 E {cp, sc, ac}. Furthermore, 

(18) 

(19) 

holds in the strong limit, where m c=: {pp, sc, ac} and 1l3!,l 
is the image under 58/ j and V-I of the projection operator 
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which has as range the m-subspace of L2(R2, djJ./x jJ.j) 

corresponding to LjJ" Inserting the results of (2) (a) up 
to (2) (f) in (18) and (19) we obtain the assertions of the 

theorem. • 

Corollary 2: [H, .] has a pure point (singularly con
tinuous, absolutely continuous) spectrum if and only if 
H has a pure point (singularly continuous, absolutely 
continuous) spectrum. 

The results of Theorem 1 can easily be summarized 
in the following figure: 

51 H): pp sc ac 

pp ~p [[H •. ]) 

- - - - - - - - --
I 

I 

sc :6sc [[H.·II 
I -- - --
I 

I 

I I 

I ;6ac [[H,·II 
I 

a c 

I (20) 

The proof of Theorem 1 shows that the spectrum of 
[H, • ] can be obtained by a simple graphical construction: 
one has to project under 45° the set a(H) x a(H) onto the 
x axis. In an obvious way, one even obtains the de
generacy of the spectrum of [H, 0] (cf. Fig. 1). 

We should note that the spectral measure equivalence 
classes of [H, .] can be expressed in terms of those of 
H, but it does not seem to be worthwhile to write down 
this rather lengthy expression. However, the spectral 
family\f (X) of [H, • ] can easily be stated in terms of the 
spectral family E(x) of Has 

11\f(x)AII~=f ch{x-y<x}tr[A*E(x)AE(y)] (21) 
R2 

for all At:::=: B 2(H). A similar expression has been derived 
by Prugovecki. 6 

4. WEAK LIMIT OF NORMAL STATES 

Let B~(H) denote the C*-algebra of all compact 

y 

II D 
2 

2 1 

1 2 1 co 1 2 1 x 

FIG. 1. We assume that the spectrum of H is simple and that 
(jPl/(l{) ={2,3}, (j~(l{) = [5, 71. The set (j(H) x(j(l{) is drawn on the 
right. Projecting under 45° this set onto the x axis, we obtain 
the spectrum of [H, oj with (jpp([H, oJ) ={-l, 0, I} and 
(j~([H, 0])=[-5,5). Above the x axis we marked the degener
acy of the point spectrum of [H, .J and below the x axis the de
generacy of the absolutely continuous spectrum of [H, oJ. 
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operators on Hand B1(H) the Banach space of all trace 
class operators on H. Then B~(H)* = B1(H) and the 
weak* topology on B1(H) is the weakest topology on B1(H) 
in which all linear functionals trA· , A t:::=: B~(H), are 
continuous. 7 If AkE a,iH), k EJ, then let Q k be the pro
jection operator which has as range the eigenspace 
belonging to Ak • By Theorem 1, the projection operator 
1.\.1 0 which has as range the eigenspace belonging to the 
zero eigenvalue of [R, .] is given byl.\.laA = Z; kE J Q,/iQ k 

for all A t:::=: B2(H). In addition to Ref. 1 we now have the 
following: 

Theorem 3: With notations and assumptions as in Sec. 
2, let W t:::=: B1(H). 

(i) If a.e(R) = ¢, then 

w*-lim U(t)WU(t)* (22) 
t-oo 

exists and is equal to 1.\.1 oW if and only if QIWQj=O for 
all i *j EJ. 

(ii) If H is separable, then there exists a measurable 
set ~ c R+ of density zero 8 such that 

w* - lim U(t)WU(t)* 
t-ootil!. 

(23) 

exists and is equal to I.\.l oW if and only if Q /WQ j = 0 for 
all i *j E J. 

Proof: If WE llloB 2(H), the assertions are obvious. 
Thus we can assume WE (1-1.\.l0)B2(H). 

'~" ad (i): By presupposition and by Theorem 1, 
WE I.\.lac B2(H). A theorem of ergodic theory 9 implies 

lim tr[AU(t)WU(t)*] = 0 (24) 

for all A EB2(H). Since B 2(H) lies dense in B~(H), there 
exists for every A EB~(H) a sequence AnE B2(H), 
nEN, such that IIAn-AII-O as n- oo . Since 

Itr[(An-A)U(t)WU(t)*] I ""IIWI111IAn-AII, (25) 

tr[Ap(t)WU(t)*] converges uniformly to tr[AU(t)WU(t)*] 
which proves the assertion. 

ad (ii): By presupposition and by Theorem 1, 
WE (Ill.e + l.\.lae)B2(H). A theorem of ergodic theory 10 im
plies 

t 

lim!. f Itr[AU(s)WU(s)*] Ids=O (26) 
t- oo t 

o 

for all A E B2(H). Since with H B2(H) is also separable, 
there exists a set ~ c R+ of denSity zero (where ~ may 
be taken as a set of intervals such that there are only a 
finite number of intervals of ~ in any arbitrarily chosen 
finite interval) 11 such that 

lim tr[AU(t)WU(t)*] = ° 
t - "" t <til 

(27) 

for all A t:::=: B2(H). (If H is nonseparable, in general, one 
cannot choose ~ to be independent of A. ) The same ap
proximation as above proves the assertion. 

H=*,: If Q iWQj *0 for some i *j t:::=: J, then, by Theorem 
1, there exists an A E B~(H) such that tr[AU(t)WU(t)*] 
=exp[i(Ai-~j)tJtrAW with trAW*O. Thus the limits 
(22) and (23) do not exist. • 

PhYSically, a state WElll ae B2 (H) is a scattering state 
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which intuitively means that, in some sense, it "flies 
off" to infinity. Theorem 3 makes precise that this 
flying off takes place in the weak* topology and not, as 
one would assume on first sight, in the weak topology 
(in which the above mentioned limit, in general, does 
not exist). 
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Using the exponential shift lemma, a method to evaluate the superpropagator for scalar functions of a 
multiplet of fields is developed. As an application we obtain the generating function (T(Tr exp[A<I>(X») 
Tr exp[A'<I>(y»)»o for vacuum expectation values (TITr<l>N(x)Tr<l>N(y»>o. when <I> is a 3X3 matrix. 
which is sufficient to get the results of Ashmore and Delbourgo on the matrix superpropagator for the 
chiral symmetry case. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Nonpolynomial Lagrangians involving functions of ma
trix fields are of considerable interest because of their 
application to nonlinear chiral Lagrangians and gravity 
modified theories. 1 To perform calculations in these 
theories, the vacuum expectation values (VEV) of time 
ordered products of scalar and matrix functions of fields 
are needed. Transform methods were used by 
Delbourg02 to evaluate superpropagators of scalar and 
matrix functions of fields with isospin. Later, using an 
integral representation for determinant of a matrix 
raised to an arbitrary power, Ashmore and Delbourg03 

succeeded in evaluating (T{TripN(x)TripN(y»)o, ip being 
v x v matrix field. This was used by them to calculate 
matrix superpropagator. In this paper we develop a 
method, based on exponential shift lemma,4 to obtain 
superpropagators for invariant functions of matrix 
fields. As an application, we calculate (T(Tr exp[x.ip(x)] 
XTrexp[X.'ip(y»)))o and recover the results of Ashmore 
and Delbourgo. 

2. INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION FOR 
SUPERPROPAGATOR 

The exponential shift lemma4 for a two point function 
states that 

T[: F(¢~(x»: :F'(¢k(Y»:] 

= (l/i') I1 J d2uk exp(- L; 1 Uk 12) 
k k 

x F(¢k(X) + CkUk)F'(¢k + c;u:), 

where the c's obey 

ck c; = t:..(x - y) (no summation over k) 

and are otherwise arbitrary. We will assume all ck to 
be equal and drop the index k. 

Let us now consider the case of a II x II Hermitian 
matrix field ip"a satisfying,S 

(1) 

(T(ip"a(x)ip" 'a' (y») 0 = l5"a. 15" .at:..(x - y) (2) 

and consider the time ordered function 

(3) 

where F and F' are assumed to be invariant under trans
formations ip _XipX·1 • Equation (1) now reads 

T[: F(ip"a(x»: : F'(ip"a(Y»:] 
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= J (ll(l/1T) du"a) exp(- L; 1 u"aI 2
) 

" ,8 

(4) 

The vacuum expectation value of (3) is obtained by set
ting ip == 0 in the right-hand side of (4): 

(T[: F(ip",a(x»: : F'(ip"a(Y»:])o 

= (l/1TV2) J dU exp[- Tr(c!U)]F(cU)F'(c'U*), (5) 

where the matrix U is defined by 

(U)",e =u"e. 

Let X be the matrix which diagonalizes a matrix U 
which has distinct eigenvalues, so that we have 

U=XZX·1
, (6) 

where Z is a diagonal matrix. As the matrices not having 
distinct eigenvalues form a set of measure zero, chang
ing variables of integration from U to X and Z, we ob
tain for (5)6 

J dxIJ(X)lndz" nlz", -zal 4 

" a<8 

x exp{ - Tr[Z'X' XZ(X'X)-1 ]}F(cZ)F(cZ*), (7) 

where we have explicitly written the dependence of the 
Jacobian on the elements z'" of the diagonal matrix Z. 
Following Ginibre, 7 integrations over X can be per
formed to obtain 

N In dz", n Iz" - zel 2 exp(-L; Iz" 12) F(cZ)F'(c'Z*), 
ex a<$ ct 

(8) 

where N is a constant. Integrations over Z's can be per
formed using techniques developed in statistical mech
anics. 8 Expression (8) is an integral representation for 
time ordered product (5). This integral can be complete
ly solved if F and F' are known. We demonstrate it for 
the case of chiral superpropagator. 

3. CHIRAL SUPERPROPAGATOR 

We now use Eq. (8) to evaluate 

A (n't:..) == (T(Tr : exp(x.ip(x) 1: Tr: exp[x.' ip(y)] : »0, (9) 

where ip is a 3 x 3 matrix. Using (8), we get 
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xn Iz",-zaI2exp(-lzlI2_lz212_lz3\2) 
",<a 

X.0exp(Xcz,,) 6exp(Xc'zt). (10) 
'" a 

IT" <a 1 z" - za 12 in the above integral is the square of 
absolute value of Vandermonde determinant of z's, L e., 

1 1 1 2 

zf z~ z~ 

3 V:~ L:Z~2 

V:" L:z~z" v:~2Z" 

L:z~ L:z~z~ L:zt2z~ 

(11) 

Since the integrand in (10) is symmetric in z's, the 
first column of (11) may be replaced by 3, 3zb 3zf in
side the integral. zl can then be eliminated from other 
two columns by subtracting suitable multiples of first 
column. This process can be repeated once again with 
z 2 and Z3 to arrive at the result 

xL) exp(Xcz,,) exp(X' c'zt) 
",a 

1 z~ 

Zl Z~Z2 zr2Z3 

zf z~z~ z:f2z~ 

(12) 

Each of the integrals A"s can be evaluated by integrating 
each column separately and expanding the last two ex
ponentials in powers of z, z*, respectively, and making 
use of the relation 

(13) 

We then obtain the result 

AW = 9 + 3(1 + b + b2/6)(eC -1), (14) 
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where we have fixed N' using A 1 c=o = 9 and b = AA' t:... 

Equation (14) agrees with the result for AW [= 3aW 
in notation of Ref. 3] obtained by Ashmore and 
Delbourgo. Also from their work it is immediate that 
matrix superpropagator 

([exp(Xh¢(x)) ]",a[exp(A 'h¢(V))]" 'a') 0 

can be calculated using (14). Thus we completely re
cover the results of Ashmore and Delbourgo for the case 
when all components of ¢"a are independent. The method 
described here has the advantage of being simple and 
directly applicable to a large class of functions. 

In the above formulation we have assumed that all 
components of ¢ are independent and it is therefore not 
applicable, in the present form, when this condition is 
not satisfied. This excludes the important case of gra
vity 0 We hope to extend the formalism to include the 
possibility that ¢ may be symmetric9 enabling us to cal
culate the superpropagator for gravity. 
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We consider two examples of symmetrical perturbation problems in several complex variables and show 
that special singularities appear. We then discuss the spectral properties of the perturbed operators in 
connection with the involved symmetries. 

Perturbation problems in several complex variables 
may involve unexpected singularities which disappear 
when all parameters except one are kept constant. lOur 
aim in this paper is to show how a simple symmetry 
pattern could generate a certain class of such singu
larities. 

A TWO·DIMENSIONAL EXAMPLE 

Rellichl considers a two-variable example of sup
plementary singularities of the perturbed eigenvalues, 
introduced by more than one complex variable. The 
eigenvalues of the matrix function 

T(Kl' K2) = ( Kl K2) , 
K2 - Kl 

given by the branches of the function 

A(Ku K2) = (K~ + K~)1/2, 

(1) 

(2) 

are not differentiable at (Kl' K2) = (0, 0), although for any 
fixed value of Kl or K2 (even for Kl = ° or K2 = 0) the one
variable partial functions generated by them are analytic 
in every neighborhood of the origin. 

By writing (1) in the form 

where the G'S denote the usual Pauli matrices, its 
covariance with respect to two-dimensional rotations 
suggests that it be generalized as follows. 

Let us replace (1) by 

T(x) = fs (X2) n + {fy(x2) n + iGyfA (X2)} (xlGz + X2G). 

(3) 

(4) 

where x means (Xl' x2) EO: «:2 and x2 means x~ + x~. The 1's 
are assumed to be analytic in some neighborhood U of 
the origin of the x2 plane. The eigenvalues will be given 
by the branches of the function A : «:2 - «: defined by 

A(X) = fs (x2) + ({[fy(X2)]2 + [fA (x2))2). x2)1/2. (5) 

The square root in (5) preserves the same singularity 
as the square root in (2) if {j~ + f~} does not vanish 
anywhere in U. The singularity at x2 = ° is (is not) re
moved if {j~ + f~} has a zero of odd (even) order at 
x2 = 0. Any other odd (even) order zero of {f~ + f~} does 
(does not) introduce a supplementary branching point 
(in the x2 plane) where the two eigenvalues of 4 coincide. 
Iffy=O or fA =0 (but not both), then the eigenvalues are 
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given by the branches of the function defined by the 
formula 

A(X) = fs (x2) + fl (x2) • (X2)1/2, (5') 

where fl denotes fA or f y according to which of them is 
nonzero and the singularities show the same pattern as 
in the Rellich example. [If fl(x2) = ° for some x2*0, then 
the two branches of (5') cross incidentally.] 

In order to understand the significance of the Singular 
behavior of the eigenvalues of T(x) at X = 0, let us 
examine its eigenprojections (and eigennilpotents) as 
functions of the vector variable x. 

The eigenprojections are given by the function 

P() 1 (n [fy(x
2
)n+ iGyfA(X

2
)] (xl G6 +x2Gx)). (6) 

x ="2 + ({Uy(X2))2+UA(x2)j2}'X2)1/2 , 

they are connected with the proper eigenvalues by the 
requirement of taking the same branches of the square 
root function. 

We start by discussing the simplest case (essentially 
the same as that of RelUch's example) of whenfy andfA 
do not bring any complication (i. e., {j~ + fD (0)* ° and 
thus there is a neighborhood U' c U of x2 = 0, where the 
only singularity of the eigenvalues, viewed as functions 
of X2, is at the origin). In this case 

P(x) = Un + j(X2) . ~], 

where 

~ / .-2 1/2 x=(X1Gz +X2Gx) (;t) , 

and J (X2) is a nonsingular matrix for x2 EO: V' {because 
[J(X2)]2= - n}. It is obvious that ~ [and thus P(x)] is de
fined only if x2* 0, i. e., if x is a nonisotropic vector in 
«:2 (with the natural scalar product defined by the 
quadratic form X t- x2). This focuses our attention on 
T(x) in a neighborhood not only of x = ° but also of an 
arbitrary nonzero isotropic x. The two eigenvalues of 
T(x) collapse together at any such x and they must be 
Singular there since they branch (in x 2 ) at x 2 = 00 As x 
approaches a (nonzero) isotropic Xo on a path passing~ 
through no other isotropic point, the two branches of x 
are unbounded. That means that the two branches of 
P(x) cannot be continued to xo' i. e., T(xo) may not be 
decomposed into a direct sum as a continuation of the 
decomposition of T(x) along the path. It is easy to check 
that D(xo) IItl T(xo) - fs (0) n: [where fs (0) is the common 
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value of the two eigenvalues of T(xo)] is nilpotent (and 
generally nonzero): 

D(xo) = [fy(0)x1 + fA (0)x2 ]a. + [fy(0)x2 - fA(O)xJax' 

[D(xo)]2 = {[fy(0)]2 + [fA (0)]2} (xi + x~) = 0. (7) 

Let us now focus our attention on Xo = O. Passing through 
Xo = 0 along any complex "curve" with a definite "tangent" 
at Xo = 0 is equivalent to passing along a "straight line" 
directed along this "tangent. " It is obvious that the 
branches of x are constant and thus the two branches of 
P(x) are continuous (even analytical) along a "straight 
line" X=KX1, KEa; if xi*-o (and thus x2 *-0), and they 
have finite limits at K = 0, allowing them to be continued 
at K = 0. However, these limits depend on x and thus on 
the "direction" of the considered "line. " This means 
that T(O) may be decomposed into a direct sum in in
finitely many ways, but none of these can be considered 
the "true" one. Moreover, for a "straight line" X=KX1, 

K E a; with xi = 0, r is ° for any K E a; and thus T(x) has 
a unique eigenprojection (= n) and has an eigen-nilpo
tent (7) which vanishes at K=O [and, iffA(O)n+ia./y(O) 
*- 0, only there]. All these last conclusions are related 
to elementary considerations on T(O) = fs (O)n. We can 
infer, even at this elementary stage, that the nasty 
singularities of the eigenvalues in Rellich's example re
flect in fact an over-all Singular behavior of the whole 
spectral problem of the "perturbed" T(x). 

Concerning the role of the zeros of {f~ + f~}, it may 
be checked that a zero at x2 = 0 brings no essentially new 
structures: Its only effect is upon pole and branching 
properties of x(x) and P(x). On the other hand, a zero 
of {j; + f~} at x2 *- 0 makes the eigenvalues and eigen
projections have a branching point (in the x2 plane) con
nected2 with the occurrence of a nonvanishing eigen
nilpotent D(x) = T(x) - fs (x2

) • n along the corresponding 
r = const pseudosphere and with the unboundedness of 
the eigenprojections around this pseudosphere. 

AN O(3,C) EXAMPLE 3 

We start with a six-dimensional representation D of a 
certain covering group A of 0(3, C) of the following 
form: 5L(2, C) elements above proper rotations are 
mapped into D(3/2,O)(fJ D(1/2,O) matrices4 and the group 
elements above space inversion are represented trivial
ly (by the corresponding 6x 6 unit matrix)o 

We think of (this covering group of) 0(3, C) as of a 
transformation group in a;3 [this is possible by means of 
the canonical covering homomorphism R : A - O( 3, C)] 
and we shall be concerned with a perturbation problem 
for an operator-valued function T : a;s - L (a;6) which is 
"covariant" in the sense that 

D( a) T(x)D( a-I) = T(R( a )X). 

To be definite, we write down the most general ex
pression of such a T(x) in the standard "angular mo
mentum" basis4 of D(1/2,O)(fJD(3/2,O): If J S/2' J 1/2, 

AS/2,l/2' and A1/2,3/2 and defined by 
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3xs I3x ° ° -

1 13 x+ Xs 2x - ° J 3/ 2 'X="2 0 2x+ -X3 I3x if; ID 2X2 , -
0 ° 13 X+ - 3xa 

1 
Aa/2,1/2 • X ="2 

I 
I 
I 

tD4X4 I 
I 
I 

o 

x+ 
o 

---1--------
I 

tD2x4 I , 

where x. means Xl ± iX2' then we take 5 

T(x) =A(x2)P3 / 2 + a(r)P1 / 2 

+ 2[B(X2) 0 (J3/2 0 x) + b(r)(Jl /2 0 x) 

+ {3(r) , (A3/ 2 ,1/2' x) + i3(x2) , (AI /2,3/2' x)] 

(9a) 

(9b) 

(9c) 

(9d) 

+ 4[C(X2). (Aa/2,l/2 'X)2 +y(r)' (Aa/2,1/2 ·x)· (J1/2'X) 

+Y(X2) 0 (J1/ 2 'X) 0 (A1/2,3/2 ox)] 

+ 8D(r) , (Aa/2,1/2'X)'(A1/2,3/2'X)(J3/2'x), (10) 

where the "invariant coefficients,,6 A, a, B, b, {3,~, C, y, y, 
D are supposed to be analytic functions of X2 in some 
neighborhood of the origin of the r plane. The co
variance (8) of T implies that, for any x E a;3 and any 
a EA, T(x) and T(R(a)x) have the same spectral prop
erties: Their spectrum is the same and their eigenpro
jections (and possible eigennilpotents) are related by a 
similarity transformation [by means of D( a )]; this last 
statement shows that their eigenspaces are isomorphic, 
this isomorphism being given again by D(a)o Conse
quently, spectral properties are determined by orbits 0 

As there are essentially three different kinds of orbits 
[the orbit of x = 0, the isotropic cone (without x = 0) and 
nonisotropic pseudospheres], three different situations 
are to be discussed: 

(1) x=O. This case is trivial: T(O)=A(O)P3 / 2 
+ a(O) P 1 / 2 from (10), and this formula completes 
the spectral decomposition. 

(2) All nonzero isotropic vectors form one orbit of 
0(3, C), so it is enough to study T(x), e. g. for 
x(O)=(t,i/2,0)o 

(3) Similarly, for each pseudosphere of nonisotropic 
vectors a representative of the form x(·) = (0, 0, K) 
may be taken. 
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The matrix of T(x (0» is 

1'(X(0 »)= 

A(O) 

o 
o 

..f3 B(O) 

A(O) 

o 

I 
-..f3 C(O) - 3D(0) 1 -..f3 (3(0) -..f3 y(O) 

I 
2B(0) 

A(O) 

-..f3 C(O) I 0 - (3(0) 
I 

..f3 B(O) I 
I 

o o 
o 0 0 A(O) I 0 0 

------------- - --1-- -------
o 0 ~(O) ..f3';(0) I a(O) b(O) 

o 0 0 ..f3j3(0): 0 a(O) 
1 

(11) 

Its spectral decomposition is dependent on the relation between A(O) and a(O). If A(O) = a(O), it has only the eigen
value X(x(O») = A(O) = a(O) and a (generally nondecomposable) eigennilpotent D(xt» = T(x(O» - x(x(O». n6xS' However, if 
A(O)* a(O), then there are two eigenvalues A(O) and a(O) and T(x(O» can be decomposed as 

where the eigenprojections are 

P A(O)(X(O» = 

- I 

(12) 

..f3 (3(0) ~(O) 
1 0 [A(O) _ a(0)J2 

3[{3(0)y(0) + (3(O)y(O)] 6[B(0) - b(O)] (3(0) (3(0) I ..f3 (3(0) 
A(O) - a(O) 

-..f3 y(O) ..f3 (3(O)[B(O) - b(O)] 
A(O) - a(O) + [A(O) - a(0)J2 (A(O) - a(0)J2 [A(O) - a(O)P I 

..f3 (3(0) (3(0) : (3(0) o 1 0 
[A(O) - a(0)J2 I o 

A(O) - a(O) 

o 0 1 o 
o 0 0 1 

1 

I 
o o 

I 0 0 

(3(0) ..f3 ~(O)[B(O) - b(O)] 
[A(O) - a(0)J2 

r------------------
o 0 A(O) _ a(O) 

o 0 0 

..f3 y(O) 
A(O) - a(O) 

and the eigennilpotents are 

o ..f3 B(O) -..f3 C(O) _ ..f3 (3(0) ~(O) 
A(O) - a(O) 

o o 2B(0) 

..f3 (3(0) 
A(O) - a(O) 

1 

I 
I 
I 
1 

I 

o 

o 

_ 3D(0) _ 3[{3(0)y(0) + ~(0)y(0)] + [6B(0) - 3b(O) ](3(O)~(O) 
A(O) - a(O) [A (0) - a(0»)2 

_ ..f3 C(O) _ ..f3 (3(0) ~(O) 
A(O) - a(O) 

o 

o 

I 
I 

:0 
I 
I 
10 
I 

o 0 0 ..f3 B(O) : 0 

o 0 0 0 10 - - - ------- - ---- -- - ----- --- - ----- - - -- - +-
o 0 0 ..f3 B(O) ~(O) 1 0 

A(O) - a(O) 1 

o o o o I 
1 0 

(13a) 

(13b) 

-..f3 B(O){3(O) l 
A(O) - a(O) 

o 

o 
o 

o 

o 

(14a) 
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I 

3b(0)13(0) ~(O) 
o 0 0 - [A(O) _ 2(0)]2 

I 
I Y3 b(O) 13(0) o - -:-:--=-:-'--'-'-:~ 
I A(O) - a(O) 

I 
000 o I 0 o 
000 o o I 0 

I 
-~-~~-- __ ~ ___ I_~_- - ~ __ _ 

(14b) 

000 

000 

Y3 B(O) E(O) I 0 
A(O)- a(O) I 

o I 0 
I 

b(O) 

° 
The above results become slightly more transparent if the standard basis 

{I ~~) I~!.) I~ !.) I~ ~)·I!. !.). I!. !.)} 2,2,2,2,,2,-2,2,-2,2'2,2,-2 

of D (3/2,O)(fJDu/2,O) is rearranged so that the sequence of the "J/' quantum numbers 7 become monotonically in
creasing or decreasing: Then T(x(O» and all the summands in (12) become triangular matrices. 

In the case of nonisotropic orbits, the spectral problem of T(X(K» is an ordinary (one-parameter) perturbation 
problem, with an analytical K dependence of the eigenvalues and eigenprojections. However, a better insight into 
its "kinematics"a may be achieved by the same permutation of the basis vectors as above. It is easy to see that this 
makes T(X(K» decompose into the direct sum 

T(X(K» = T3 /2(K) Ell Tl /2(K) Ell T_l /2(K) Ell T_3 /2(K) (15) 

(the indices refer to "Jz" quantum numbers) where T.3/2(K) are one-dimensional, 

T .3/2(K) =A(K2) ± 3K B(K2), 

and T.1/ 2(K) are tWO-dimensional, 

The spectral problem of T(x (K» reduces practially to 
that of T. 1/ 2(K). 

For any given K the eigenvalues of T(x (K» are paired 
by the permutation induced by K ~ - K. This is a con
sequence of T( - x) being similar to T(x): In particular, 
for any rotation bringing (0,0,1) into (0,0, - 1) and any 
a o E A which is mapped by R into this rotation 

T(x (-Kl) = T( - X(K» =D(ao) T(x(Kl)D(a~l). (18) 

The "kinematical" nature of the decomposition (15) may 
be understood by realizing that: 

(i) the stability group of x <K) contains the group 
generated by to. and to., 

(ii) the representation of this group, contained in 
the representation D (3 /2,0) EB D(l /2,0) of SL(2, C) 
is deco. posed into (multiples of) inequivalent 
irreducible representations, labelled exactly by 
the "J." quantum numbers. 

The decomposition (12) has no similar "kimematical" 
origin because the representation of the stability group 
of Xo [containing products of (trivially represented) in
version elements with members of the group of the 
matrices of the form (~fl, ~ E a:] contained in the rep
resentation D(3/2,O) and DU/2,O) of SL(2, C): 

66 

(i) is reducible but not completely reducible, and 

(ii) all representations induced by D on minimal in
variant subspaces and on "minimal"g factor 
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spaces are trivial [i. e., they are given by 
(~ D - the identity operator]. 

(16) 

(17) 

The next step is again to see how the spectral struc
ture of T(x) behaves when x2 

- 0, i. e., when x ap
proaches ° or a nonzero isotropic vector. The behavior 
should be suspe.cted to be singular in both cases as 

(i) both orbits with r = ° differ from nonisotropic 
orbits qualitatively and 

(ii) in our two-dimensional example [where T(x) 
given by (4) was, as it is easy to check, co
variant in the sense of (8) with respect to the 
identical representation of the Abelian group gen
erated by tUy and tOy, covering by the canonical 
spinor homomorphism the group SO(2, C) of 
proper orthogonal transformations of a:2

] T(x) was 
generally singular near any point lying on any 
isotropic orbit. 

Let x approach any nonzero xo along a path which 
intersects the isotropic cone in no other point except 
Xa. Then, along this path T(x) may be represented, for 
any x*xo, as 

T(x) =D(a (x» T(i)D(a -l(X)), (19) 

where i = (0, 0, A) is in the same orbit as x and a (x) is 
chosen so that R( a (x)) X = x. Now, a possible choice for 
a(x) is 
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(20) 

and any other is obtained therefrom by multiplication on 
the right by an arbitrary diagonal SL(2, C) matrix, i. e. , 
with 

a,~ G ,0,), (21) 
with an arbitrary (; E ();. This ambiguity does not affect 
T(x) as R(ac)X=X and Din (8) is a representation. The 
eigenprojections (and eigennilpotents) of T(x) are func
tions of T(x) 10,11; thus they are related to those of T(x) 
by the same similarity transformation (by means of 
D(a(x)) in (9)] which relates T(x) to T(i). 

The matrix of D(ao(x)) for an x in the standard basis 
is a direct sum ofao(x) itself and of D(3/2,O)(ao(X)); the 
standard matrix of the latter is 12 

a 3 v'3 a2{:3 

v'3 a2.y a(ao + 2{:3y) 

J3 ay2 y({:3y + 2ao) 

1'3 ..f3 ')120 

..f3 a{:32 

(3({3y + 2ao) 

o(ao + 2{:3y) 

..f3 1'0 2 

(22) 

with coefficients which are polynomials in those of its 
arguments. This means that if x - leo, D(ao(x)) behaves 
singularly (because of the negative powers of A oc
curring in it). Thus the eigenprojections of T(x) may 
also be expected to be Singular when x - leo. 

We showed previously in (15) that the decomposition 
of unity associated with T(x(X» = T(x) is generally a 
refinement of that of J •. By standard arguments this 
implies that the decomposition of unity for T(x) (with 
r"* 0) is a refinement of that of J' x. But the eigen
projections of J . x may be obtained from those of J z by 
the Similarity transformation mediated by D(ao) and an 
explicit computation shows that they are singular (as 
their matrix elements contain negative powers of A). 
This means that (at least some of) the eigenprojections 
of T(x) must have (at least) these Singularities in A. (We 
only discuss here the behavior of these singularities on 
a path reaching leo and not in a whole neighborhood of 
leo· ) 

The pairs of eigenvalues of T(x) may be regarded as 
"branches" of functions which are analytical in (r)1/2, 
When x - xo' the se "branche s" collapse together. Thus 
we see that the analytical features of the spectral be
havior of T(x) in a neighborhood of any (nonzero) iso
tropic vector are similar to those met in our two-di
mensional example. With inessential modification of the 
arguments, our conclusions concerning the spectral 
problem around the origin can also be taken over from 
the previous example. The singular behavior of the 
origin is related to its "having no direction, " i. e. , 
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(i) to its being stable under any rotation [while T(x) 
is nontrivially affected by rotations of x] and 

(ii) to its property that any of its neighborhoods con
tains both isotropic and nonisotropic vectors. 

SUPPLEMENTARY REMARKS AND CONJECTURES 

We are now able to draw some general conclusions 
concerning the behavior of the spectral properties of a 
symmetrically perturbed operator near "singular" 
orbits. 

Let G be a Lie group and IE a finite-dimensional com
plex vector space; let R : G - L IE) be a group homo
morphism, allowing G to be regarded as a (left) trans
formation group in IE. Let 0 E IE be a domain sym
metrical under G-action and containing the origin of IE. 
Let Iffi be another vector space with a linear representa
tion D : G - L (Iffi) of G acting in it. The representation 
D generates another representation D : G - L (L (Iffi» by 
the usual rule: for any g E G and BEL (JHI) set 

-
D(g)B =D(g)AD(g'l). (23) 

Let, further, T:O - L (JH[) be a map, equivariant with 
respect to Rand 0, i. e., let the diagram 

be commutative. This means a covariance scheme 
which generalizes (8): For any g E G and x EO 

T(R(g)x) =D(g) T(x)D(g-l). (24) 

It is obvious that such a scheme must impose severe 
restrictions on the spectral properties of each T(x) 
(x E f). We do not intend now to go into an exhaustive 
study of its implications, Nevertheless, without any 
new or deep ideas some immediate conclusions may be 
formulated. The set of eigenvalues of T(x) is G-in
variant, i. e., it is constant along G-orbits inf)o Thus 
the eigenvalue set may be viewed as a function of these 
orbits. Up to an isomorphism of the eigenspaces, the 
spectral decomposition of T(x) may also be viewed as 
a function of the same orbits. [This isomorphism is 
given, obviously, for an x and x' in the same G-orbit, 
by any D(g) where g with R(g)x=x' may be any member 
of a right coset of the stability group of x. ] 

Our previously stated examples and others involving 
orthogonal groups make us conjecture that the 
''kinematical'' (i. e., symmetry-generated) Singularities 
might be understood in terms of the topology of the 
orbit space O/R(G). Such singularities of the spectral 
structure of a symmetrically perturbed operator seem 
to occur along "singular" orbits. [We call an orbit 
whose stability group is KeG "singular" if it has no 
neighborhood containing orbits whose stability group 
(in G) are not isomorphic to K. ] In particular, the 
origin of IE ("no perturbation") should always be a 
Singular point of the spectral behavior of a symmetrical
ly perturbed operator. 

In addition, our first example shows that an en-
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larging of the symmetry group may rule out some "non
kinematical" singularities. (There, a restriction of the 
form f v = 0 or fA = 0 could be interpreted as replacing 
covariance merely with respect to (the spinor covering 
group of) 50(2, C) by covariance with respect to (the 
spinor covering group of) the full 0(2, C).J 
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Determination of nearest neighbor degeneracy on a one
dimensional lattice 

C.C. Van 

Instituto de Fisica. Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro. Rio de Janeiro. Brazil 
(Received 27 June 1975) 

A general method is proposed for the determination of the degeneracy of nearest neighbor pairs on a one
dimensional lattice. Explicit results are given for the special cases involving two and three kinds of 
molecules. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In statistical mechanical models involving nearest 
neighbor interactions, the most general form of the 
interaction energy on a one-dimensional lattice can be 
written as follows: 

where i ,j = 1,2' •• k, indicate different kinds of mole
cules and run through these values independently in the 
summations; n i is the number of ith kind of molecules; 
nil is the number of nearest neighbor pairs between ith 
and jth kinds; Vi and Vii are the energies for each ith 
kind of molecule and for each (ij) kind of pair. Suppose 
that the ith kind of molecules are rigid rods of length 
(ij - 1)a with a being the unit length of the linear lattice, 
then each ith kind of molecule will occupy 1j lattice 
sites. Hence, assuming the total lattice sites to be L, 
we have 

(1. 2) 

If the total number of molecules is N, we have further 

~n.=N. 
j • 

(1. 3) 

The partition function corresponding to a definite fixed 
set of {n j } is given by 

Z( {n j }) = ~ exp[ - J9E({nj }, {niJ})] (1. 4) 
In

ii
) 

with J9= 1/kT. The partition function corresponding to a 
fixed (N,L) is 

(1.4') 

where the summations of {n j ) and {n j } are to be carried 
out in accordance with the given restrictions such as 
(1. 2) and (1. 3). 

In the case with only two kinds of molecules, the 
problem can be reduced to several special cases. If 
we take VI = - V2=H, Vll = V22 = - VI2 =J, we have the 
well-known ISing modeP; if we take V1 =U, V2=0, Vll 
= V, V22 = V12 = 0, we have the lattice gas model. 2 

These models are essentially equivalent, and various 
methods3 can be applied to solve the problem without 
having to determine degeneracy of nearest neighbor 
pair s. However, in gener ai, knowledge of the degener
acy associated with each type of nearest neighbor pair 
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will be required in order to calculate partition function 
and thermodynamic quantities. 

In a recent article, McQuistan4 has determined the 
degeneracy of nearest neighbor pairs for the special 
case involving two kinds of molecules with 11 = 1 and l2 
= 2 (one kind of molecule is the vacant site and the 
other kind of molecule is the dumbbell) generalizing his 
previous results for the case of 11 = 12 = 1. 

In the following, we shall show that for a system with 
two kinds of molecules, the degeneracy of nearest neigh
bor pairs can be readily determined for arbitrary II and 
12 , We shall generalize the results to a system involving 
three kinds of molecules. A further generalization to 
the situation involving more kinds of molecules can be 
Similarly done with increasing labor. 

II. A SYSTEM WITH TWO KINDS OF MOLECULES 

We place nl molecules in a row thus creating maxi
mum number of nll pairs which is 

(2.1) 

Now if we put one molecule of the second kind at one end 
of this row, we create one (1, 2) pair without affecting 
the (1,1) pairs. However, if we put one molecule of the 
second kind at any intervals of the row, we destroy one 
(1,1) pair and create two (1,2) pairs. Now if we place 
one molecule of the second kind next to any molecule of 
the second kind already in the row, we create one (2,2) 
pair without affecting the (1,1) pairs or (1,2) pairs. It 
is clear that the determination of the degeneracy will 
depend on the conditions at the ends. Denoting the end 
conditions by [i,j], meaning that the left end is occupied 
by the ith kind of molecule and the right end by the jth 
kind of molecule, we have the following four cases. 

(1) [1,1]: Let x be the number of intervals of (1,1) 
pairs selected to place one molecule of the second kind 
at each of those x intervals. Then we have 

(2.2) 

n1 -1 -x=nll = (nll)mu -x. (2.3) 

Now there are (n2 - x) numbers of molecules of the 
second kind left unused. Since each time we place one 
of those unused molecules next to any of the x molecules 
already placed in the row we increase one (2,2) pair 
without altering nu and n12 , we conclude that 

(2.4) 
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The number of ways to select x intervals from a total of 
(n1 - 1) available intervals is given by 

(2.5) 

To place (~- x) indistinguishable molecules into the 
distinguishable x positions is a Bose-Einstein type of 
distribution, and the number of ways is given by 

(

n2 _1). 
x-1 

(2.6) 

Thus the degeneracy for this case of given x with the 
end condition [1, 1 J is 

A,,~ (n,:)(~~:) . (2.7) 

Here and in the following, it is to be under stood that 
(:)=0 if q>p or p, q<O. 

(2) [1,2J: In this case, we first place one molecule of 
the second kind at the right end of the row, then select 
x intervals to place x molecules of the second kind. We 
thus have 

2x + 1 =n12 , 

~ -1-x=n22 • 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

After selecting x intervals from (n! -1) total intervals, 
we now have to place (n2 - 1 - x) molecules into (x + 1) 
positions. Hence the result 

A,,~ (n,:) (n,:} (2.11) 

(3) [2,1]: By symmetry this gives the same result as 
(2.11); hence 

A"~A,,, (n,: 1) (~: 1) . 
(4) [2,2]: By the same reasoning, we have the 

following: 

2x+ 2=nI2 , 

n1 -1-x=nll , 

n2 - 2 - x = n22 , 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

If condition (1. 3) is relaxed, we have from (1. 2) 

(2. 17) 

thus the degeneracy corresponding to odd n12 is obtained 
from a combination of (2.B), (2.11), (2.12), and (2.17) 
as 

70 

(

L -12n2)/ll - 1\ 
(n12 -1)/2 ) 

(n12 odd). (2.18) 
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Similarly for even n12' we obtain from (2.2), (2.7), 
(2.13), (2.16), and (2.17) 

A (n,,) ~ ~n~>-2: _ 1) ('L -;,:~~ I, -) 

( ~ -1) (L -12n2)/11 - 1) 
+ n1a/2 (n I2/2) - 1 

(n12 even). (2.19) 

To obtain the degeneracy in terms of n22 or n11 , we 
simply add up all the A lj and express the x in terms of 
n22 or n 11 . Thus 

A(nll ) = 
( 

n2 + 1 ) (L -l2n2)/ll - 1) 
(L -l2~)/l1 - n11 illl ' 

The partition function is given by 

Z({n i }) = exp( - ,l3ep1) .0exp( - ,l3ep3X) 
x 

where 
2 2 

epl =.0 Vjnj + ~ (n; -l)vlP 
,;1 i=1 

ep2= V 22 - VIa, 

ep3=2V12 - Vu - V22 . 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

III. A SYSTEM WITH THREE KINDS OF MOLECULES 

In the previous section we have started from a situa
tion with nIlo=n1-l, n12 =0, nzz=O and ended up with 
four different possible arrangements. Now we shall 
start from each of these different arrangements to gen
erate possible arrangements with introduction of the 
third kind of mOlecules. The principle is to create n13 , 

n 23 , n 33 , from nIl> and n 22 without changing n 12 • Since 
this process will depend on the end conditions, we shall 
again divide the discussion into the following cases. 
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(Al) [1,1)-[1,1): A notation of [i,j)-[z,k) means 
that in the original arrangement the left end is occupied 
by the ith kind while the right end is occupied by the jth 
kind, and, with the introduction of new kinds of mole
cules, the end conditions change to [z,k). 

Let y be the number of the third kind of molecules 
placed into y intervals of nl1 , and z be the number of 
the third kind of molecules placed into z intervals of 
n22 ; then in this case we have 

nl2 = 2x, nu = n l - 1 - x - y, 

nl3 =2y, n22=n2-x-z, 

~3 = 2z, na3 = n3 - Y - z. 

(3.1) 

Since after establishing [1,1) with two kinds of mole
cules, we have (nl~!-x) ways of choosing y intervals from 
(nl - 1 - x) intervals of (1,1) pairs; (n2;X) ways of choosing 
z intervals from (n2 -x) intervals of (2,2) pairs and 
(yn.s;_~) ways of distributing (n3 - y - z) unused and indis
tinguishable third kind of molecules into (y + z) ,inter
vals. We have all together the following degeneracy: 

(3.2) 

(A2) [1,1]-[1,3]: Applying the same method, we have 
for this case 

nl2 = 2x, nl1 = nl - 1 - x - y, 

nl3 = 2y + 1, n22 = ~ - x - z (3.3) 

~3=2z, n33=n3- 1 -y-z, 

(A3) [1,1]-[3,1]: The results are the same as (A2). 

(A4) [1,1]-[3,3]: 

nl 2 = 2x, nl1 = nl - 1 - x - y, 

nlS = 2y + 2, n22=~ -x - z, (3.5) 

~S=2z, n33=n3- 2 -y-z, 

A 4 =(n3-1 ) (n2-x)(nl-l-x)(~-1)(nl-l). 
y+z+l \ z \ Y x-I x 

(Bl) [1,2]-[1,2]: 

nl2 = 2x + 1, nl1 = nl - 1 - x - y, 

nl3 =2y, n22 =n2-1-x-z, 

n23=2z, n33 = n3 - Y - z, 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

B'~( ;:~'_ J( ~ -: -x) (n, -: -XX" :') (n,: ') 
(3.8) 
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nl2 = 2x + 1, nl1 = nl - 1 - X - y, 

n lS = 2y, n22 =n2-1-x-z, 

~a = 2z + 1, na3 = na - 1 - y - z, 

(B3) [1,2]-[3,2): 

nl2 = 2x + 1, nll = nl - 1 - X - y, 

nla =2y + 1, n22=n2 -l-x - z, 

(B4) [1,2]-[3,3]: 

nl2 = 2x + 1, nl1 = nl - 1 - x - y, 

nl3 = 2y + 1, n22 = ~ - 1 - X - Z, 

~3 = 2z + 1, n33 = ns - 2 - y - z, 

(3.9) 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

(Cl) [2,1]-[2,1): The results are the same as (B1). 

(C2) [2,1]_[2,3]: This case gives the same results as 
as (B3). 

(C3) [2,1]-[3,1]: Same as (B2). 

(C4) [2,1)-[3,3]: Same as (B4). 

(D1) [2,2] - [2,2]: 

nl2 = 2x + 2, nll = nl - 1 - x - y, 

nl3 = 2y, 

~3=2z, n33 = ns - y - z, 

(D2) [2,2)-[2,3]: 

nl2 = 2x + 2, nll = n l - 1 - X - y, 

n l3 = 2y, 

~3=2z+1, n33=ns-l-y-z, 

(D3) [2,2) - [3, 2]: Same as (D2). 

(D4) [2,2] - [3, 3]: 

nl2 = 2x + 2, nll = nl - 1 - X - y, 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 
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(3.18) 

n23 = 2z + 2, n33 = n3 - 2 - Y - z, 

(3.19) 

If we wish to express the above results in terms of any 
three of nij instead of x, y, z, all what we have to do is 
to express x, y, z in terms of the desired set of {niJ in 
each case and add up all the nonconflicting cases. If in 
one case nlj is required to be odd and in the other case 
the same nlj is required to be even, then it is an exam
ple considered to be conflicting. If we write 

(3.20) 

the restriction due to molecular sizes can be taken care 
of. Finally the partition function can be written as 
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X {AI + 2A2 exp( - /3Cs) + A4 exp( - 2,i3Cs) 

+ 2BI exp( - /3C4) + 2B2 exp[ - /3(C4 + Cs )] 

+ 2B2 exp[ - /3(C4 + Cs)] 

+ 2B4 exp[ - /3(C4 + Cs + Cs)] + DI exp(- 2/3C4) 

+ 2D2 exp[ - /3(2C4 + Cs)] + D4 exp[ - 2/3(C4 + Cs)]}, 

(3.21 ) 

where 
3 

Co"'.0 (VI + Vll)n p CI ", 2VI2 - Vu - V22 , 
i=l 

C2 = 2VI3 - Vll - V33 ' C3 = 2V23 - V22 - V33 ' 

C4 = VI2 - V22 ' Cs = VI3 - V33 ' Cs = V23 - V33 · 

lE. Ising, Z. Physik 31, 253 (1925). 
2T .D. Lee and C.N. Yang, Phys. Rev. 87,410 (1952). 
3G. F. Newell and E. W. Montroll, Rev. Mod. Phys. 25, 253 

(1953). 
4R.B. McQuistan, J. Math. Phys. 15, 1192 (1974); J. Math. 
Phys. 13, 1317 (1972). 
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A solution of the Korteweg-de Vries equation in a half
space bounded by a wall 

H. E. Moses 

Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories. Hanscom Air Force Base. Massachusetts 01731 
(Received 14 July 1975) 

We give a solution of the Korteweg-de Vries equation in the half-space 0< r< 00 with the boundary 
condition V(O) = O. The boundary condition may be interpreted as the requirement that the plane which 
bounds the half-space be a rigid wall. Aside from possible physical interest, this solution, which is obtained 
from one of the potentials for the radial Schrodinger equation which do not scatter, appears to indicate 
that the radial SchrOdinger equation and the corresponding Gel'fand-Levitan equation playa role in the 
case of the half-space bounded by a wall similar to that of the one-dimensional Schrodinger equation 
( - 00 < x < (0) and its corresponding Gel'fand-Levitan equation in the more usual full space treatment of 
the KdV equation. A possible interpretation of the solution presented in this paper is that it corresponds to 
the reflection of a wave by a wall, in which the incident wave is singular and the reflected wave is 
nonsingular but highly dispersive. 

1. THE KORTEWEG-DeVRIES EQUATION. THE 
RADIAL GELFAND-LEVITAN EQUATION. 
POTENTIALS WITH ZERO SCATTERING PHASE 
AND AMPLITUDE 

The Korteweg-De Vries equation for Vex, t), namely, 

(1) 

has become a subject of intense study, since it was 
shown (Ref. 1) that general classes of solutions can be 
obtained in the full space - 00 < x < 00 by mapping the 
problem to the inverse problem for the Schrodinger 
equation in one dimension. A rather complete bibliog
raphy is given in Ref. 2. 

One of the important classes of solutions are obtained 
from potentials for which the reflection coefficient is 
zero. Such potentials, derived in Ref. 3, lead to closed 
form solutions of (1) which correspond to the motion and 
interaction of highly stable modes called solitons. 

It is natural to see whether one can find analogous 
solutions in the half-space O.:!S r< 00. (We shall use r 
as the space variable instead of x when working in the 
half-space, since r represents the radial variable in 
the associated radial Schrodinger equation. ) In the case 
of the radial Schrodinger equation the continuous spec
trum eigenfunctions ijI(rl k) satisfy 

cf 
- dr- ijI(r/k) + V(rhP(r/k) = k 2 ij1(r/k) , (2) 

where we require 

(3) 

as boundary conditions. It can then be shown 

lim [ijI(r/k) - (2/1T)1/2/f(k) I sin(kr+ 0)]= 0, (4) 
r-~ 

where j(k) is the J ost function and 0 = 0 (k) is the phase 
shift. The eigenfunctions for the point eigenvalues E; 
satisfy the equation 

(5) 

Unlike the situation in full space (- 00 < x < 00) where the 
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point eigenvalues E j must be negative, in the present 
case E j may be negative, zero, or positive. For E j < 0, 
E j = 0, E j > 0 we must choose as boundary conditions 
ijI j (0) = O. It is convenient to chose the second boundary 
condition, namely the derivative at the origin in the 
following way: 

.!!..ij1 (0)=(_E.)1/2 for Ej<O, 
dr j • 

= (E;)1/2 for E; > 0, (6) 

=1 for Ej=O. 

The normalizations of the eigenfunctions ijIj(r) are 
given by 

Since ijIj(r) is real, the C j are positive. 

In the direct problem, the potential VCr) is given, 
together with the boundary conditions at r= 0 for ijI(rl k) 
and ijIj(r). It is required to find the Jost functions j(k) 
(= Ij(k) I exp(io» from the eigenfunctions of the conti
nuous spectrum using the asymptotic form (4). Further
more, it is required to find the point eigenvalues E j and 
the normalizations C j • 

In the inverse problem, one gives Ij(k) I , Eo Cj and 
calculates the potential VCr) which would reproduce 
these quantities. For brevity we shall not give the 
Gel 'fand-Levitan algorithm here but refer instead to 
Ref. 4 which also refers to earlier papers of others. 

The analog of reflectionless potentials of Ref. 3 are 
those for which Ij(k) I = 1. The simplest of these poten
tials are given in Ref. 4. For E j > 0 and E j = 0 it is pos
sible to find potentials for which o(k) = 1 also so that 
j(k) = 1. The potential for which there is only one point 
eigenvalue El = 0 is the simplest of these and is given by 

(8) 

[It should be mentioned that this potential for phaseless 
scattering was obtained earlier in Ref. 5 using more 
special methods. ] 
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FIG. 1. Velocity as a function of distance from wall for t< O. 

2. THE SOLUTION OF THE KORTEWEG-De VRIES 
EQUATION. INTERPRETATION 

In Eq. (8) let us now consider A as a function of the 
time t where t is a parameter. On substituting into the 
K-dV equation (1) we obtain a solution if 

or 

d 
-A(t) = 12 
dt 

A(t) = 12t 

on choosing the origin of time appropriately. 

Thus we have as a solution of the KdV equation: 

(9) 

(10) 

This solution is very different from those obtained 
using the Gel'fand-Levitan equation over the whole real 
axis. 

For t> 0 and r?- 0, V is continuous. Moreover, V(O, t) 
= O. Figure 2 shows the highly dispersive wavelike 
motion which this solution exhibits, since V is zero at 
r=O, we may interpret r=O as being a wall, if V is in
terpreted as being a velocity. From Fig. 2 we see that 
the "wave" has a minimum value at r min = 1. 205 t l 

/ 3 and 
that this minimum traveals with the velocity vmin = O. 402 
r2 /3. V goes from its minimum value which is negative 
to its maximum which is positive through a stagnation 
point rs= 2. 88 tl / 3 which travels with the velocity Vs 

=0.961 r2/3. The position of the maximum rmax is given 
by r max =4.35 tl

/
3 and its velocity is Vmax= 1. 45 r2

/
3

• 

Finally V(rmin ,t)=-0.851 r2/ 3, V(rmax ,t)=O.I71 t-2
/

3
• 

From these quantities one can infer the shape of the 
"wave" and the character of its motion. For brevity, we 
shall not discuss this matter further. 

Equation (10) also represents a solution with a wall 
for t< O. However, now V is positive for all r> O. Fur
thermore, V approaches infinite values on either side of 
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the asymptote rasy=121/3(-t)1/3=2.289 (_t)1/3 which 
travels with the velocity vasy =-0.763 (_t)1/3. Figure 
1 gives V for two values of t when t is negative. One 
sees that the solution for negative t represents a singu
lar "wave" moving toward the wall. 

If one combines the motions for l < 0 and t> 0, one 
obtains an analog of a wave reflected by a wall in which 
the incident wave is singular and the reflected wave is 
continuous and highly dispersive. The situation for t = 0 
requires comment. In this case the asymptote for the 
motion t < 0 coincides with the wall, and one has an ex
ceptionally singular situation in that the velocity is in
finite, not zero, at the wall. One can either take the 
attitude that at t = 0 one has a kind of "impulse" on the 
wall at the instant of reflection or one can take the more 
general attitude that the solution for t < 0 cannot be con
tinued into the domain I> O. One simply has two dif
ferent solutions in the two time domains. However, we 
do not wish to belabor the point, since our principal 
objective has been to show that one can obtain solutions 
in a half -space with a wall. 

3. DISCUSSION 

The fact that a solution of the inverse scattering 
problem for the radial Schrodinger equation yields a 
solution for the half -space with a wall suggests a con
nection between the inverse scattering problem for the 
radial equation and the KdV equation in the half -space 
generally. We are now investigating the possibility of 
such a connection, though the situation is much more 
complicated than the relation between the KdV equation 
and the inverse problem in full space. First of all, the 
point eigenvalues are functions of time, instead of being 
constant as in the full space case. Then too, the discrete 
and continuous spectrum are strongly coupled in time, 
again unlike the situation in full space. As a con
sequence, it appear s that the solutions to the inver se 
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FIG. 2. Velocity as a function of distance from wall for t> O. 
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problem for which the continuous spectrum gives no 
contribution (i. e. , for which Ij(k) I = 1) but for which 
E i "* 0 do not give solutions to the KdV equation in the 
half-space with a wall. 

In Ref. 6 solutions of the nonlinear Schrodinger 
equation in the half-space are discussed, though no 
explicit examples are given as in the present paper. The 
half-space solutions are obtained from the inverse 
problem in the full space by imposing suitable symmetry 
conditions. The authors find that they cannot relate the 
inverse problem in the half -space to their nonlinear 
equation in the half-space. We believe that the analog 
of our solution is not among those which can be obtained 
by their method. Moreover, the relation between our 
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approach and that of Ref. 6 requires exploration of 
some difficulty, but this exploration is certainly 
worthwhile. 

IC.S. Gardner, J.M. Greene, M.D. Kruskal, and R.M. 
Miura, Phys. Rev. Lett. 19, 1095 (1967). 

2C.S. Gardner, J.M. Greene, M.D. Kruskal, andR.M. 
Miura, Comm. Pure Appl. Math. 27, 97 (1974). 

3r. Kay and H. E. Moses. J. Appl. Phys. 27, 1503 (1956). 
4H. E. Moses and S. F. Tuan, Nuovo Cimento 13, 197 (1959). 
5V. Bargmann, Rev. Mod. Phys. 21, 488 (1949). 
6M.J. Ablowitz and H. Segur, J. Math. Phys. 16, 1054 

(1975). 
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Multigroup neutron transport. I. Full range * 
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A functional analytic approach to the N -group, isotropic scattering, particle transport problem is 
presented. A full-range eigenfunction expansion is found in a particularly compact way, and the stage is set 
for the determination of the half-range expansion, which is discussed in a companion paper. The method is 
an extension of the work of Larsen and Habetler for the one-group case. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Ever since Case l successfully applied the method of 
singular eigenfunction expansion to the one-speed, one
dimensional neutron transport equation, there have been 
efforts to generalize the treatment to the multigroup 
case. The basic equation considered for N groups is the 
following: 

I 

Il :x I/!(X,Il)+~I/!(X,Il)= il C(Il,S) I/!(x,s)ds. (1) 

Here I/! is a column vector whose elements I/!i represent 
the neutron angular density in the ith group, 1 ~ i ~ N, 
and ~ is a diagonal matrix whose ith element ai is the 
neutron cross section in the ith group, ordered such that 
al > a2 > ••• > an = 1. The elements CiJ of the transfer 
matrix C represent the neutron scattering from group 
j to group i. 

The somewhat simplified isotropic case (in which C is 
independent of Il and s) is treated in detail by Siewert 
and Zweifel 2 for a rather special situation physically 
relevant to radiative transfer, namely the determinant 
of every minor matrix of C of rank> 1 was assumed to 
vanish. The more general case, in which the deter
minant of C was assumed not to vanish, has turned out 
to be rather difficult. Part of the problem is notational 
(a difficulty also encountered in Ref. 2), because the 
continuous spectrum is highly degenerate and because 
adjoint solutions must be introduced to calculate ex
pansion coefficients. This leads to a bookkeeping task of 
no small magnitude. However, more fundamental is the 
difficulty that a satisfactory proof of half- range com
pleteness of the singular eigenfunctions hinges on the 
signum of the so-called partial indices of the matrix 
Riemann-Hilbert problem, and these indices turn out to 
be difficult to pin down. A review of the partial index 
problem, and references to some attempts to deal with 
the problem have been given by Burniston et al. 3 

The notational problem alluded to above was solved 
in 1968 by Yoshimura and Katsuragi,4 who also proved 
the relevant full-range completeness and orthogonality 
theorems. The more general case, in which C is a func
tion of angles, was discussed by Silvenionnen and 
Zweifel,5 where the further notational difficulties are 
handled, and sufficient conditions for full-range com-
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pleteness presented. Half-range completeness can be 
deduced, in fact, if C is a symmetric matrix, as one 
obtains for example in thermal neutron problems with 
Maxwellian weights. 

In 1973 a new development occurred in transport 
theory, namely the publication of a paper by Larsen and 
Habetler 6 in which the full- and half- range formulas 
originally obtained in Ref. 1 by heuristic arguments, 
were derived rigorously through functional analytic tech
niques. (A later paper by Larsen7 extended these results 
to the anisotropic case, still, however, in one group 
theory. ) These papers served not only to mollify the 
mathematicians who objected to Case and his disciples' 
cavalier treatment of the continuous spectrum, but also 
gave the hope of simplifying and generalizing the original 
results. For example, a paper 8 based on the results of 
Ref. 6 has extended the original expansion theorems of 
Case to an enormously larger class of functions. Basi
cally, Ref. 6 made it possible to deal with linear op
erators in a Banach space, where previously one had to 
consider rather involved singular integral equations. 
Further, as we see by comparing the present paper with 
Ref. 4, the Larsen-Habetler technique is simpler and 
clearer than the standard technique of obtaining adjoint 
solutions, using Schmidt orthogonalization procedure, 
and calculating a large number of normalization 
integrals. 

We propose to use the Larsen-Habetler technique to 
present an explicit solution to the half-range problem 
for a subcritical medium. (The extension to the more 
general case has not yet been found.) The solution will 
be given in terms of certain matrices X and Y which 
factor the dispersion matrix A. 

It is well known, for example, in one-speed theory! 
that the matrix X which solves the Riemann-Hilbert 
problem also factors the A matrix [in Case's notation, 
(1-c)(V5-Z2)X(Z)X(-Z)=A(Z)]. This "identity" as 
Case refers to it, in fact provides the basic connection 
between two apparently dissimilar methods for solving 
the same problem, i. e., the Case "eigenfunction ex
pansion," leading to a Riemann-Hilbert problem, and 
the Wiener-Hopf method. 
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In the multi group case, it turned out, perhaps because 
two matrices X and Yare involved in the factorization, 
that the Wiener-Hopf approach was more practical. The 
existence of the Wiener-Hopf factorization has been 
proved by Mullikin, 9 and although explicit solutions have 
not been found except in some special cases 10 they can 
be determined as the solutions of a certain nonlinear, 
non-singular integral equation. Our approach is re
miniscent of that used by Siewert, Burniston, and 
Kriese 11 for the two group problem, their work being 
based on earlier work of Siewert and Ishigura. 12 These 
authors introduce matrices Hand H* which are, in fact, 
closely related to our matrices X-I and y-I. (Along these 
lines, one should also note a paper by Burniston, 
Mullikin and Siewert. 13) Perhaps even closer to our ap
proach is that of Pahor and Suhadolc, 14 who uses a full 
range expansion to deduce the half-range formulas, 
again for subcritical media. These results are, however, 
based on heuristic arguments similar to Case's original 
work. 

In the present paper, we will apply the Larsen
Habtler technique to the full-range, N group problem, 
partially to demonstrate that the functional analysis can 
be carried through to this case, and to set the stage for 
the half-range analysis which will be published separate
ly. Throughout both papers, we shall restrict our at
tention to the case that C is a constant matrix, and detC 
*- O. We work in the function space U defined by 

u={I/IIfJ.if!; is differentiable in XE(- 00,00) and is 
Holder continuous in fJ. E [- 1, l]}. 

The idea of the Larsen-Habetler technique is to re
write Eq. (1) as 

~ if!+wlif!=O ax ' 
where the reduced transport operator Wi, which acts 
only on fJ., is given by (for fixed x), 

(Wll/1)(x,fJ.)=(l/fJ.)[~I/I(x,fJ.)-C/ I/I(x,s)ds], fJ.*-0. 
-1 

(2) 

The bounded inverse K of K-1 and the resolvent (;:1 - Kt1 

are then constructed. The identity 

1/I(fJ.) = (1/21Ti) g, T (zI - K)-1 1/I(fJ.) dz (3) 

is then used to obtain the full- range expansion. In Eq. 
(3), and otherwise as convenient, the dependence of 1/1 on 
x will be supressed. 

In this paper, we study the properties of K and (;:1 
- Kt 1 in Sec. II and derive the full- range expansion in 
Sec. III. We outline the solution of a typical transport 
problem in the Appendix. 

II. THE RESOLVENT OPERATOR (zl- K)-I 

In this section we construct the bounded operator K 
and study the properties of the resolvent operator 
(;:1 - Kt 1

• In addition, the following notation will be used 
in the subsequent analysis: 
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B '= (~ - 2C)C-l~, 

D(z, fJ.) '= (zI - fJ.~-ltl, 
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and 

gn= Jl sng(s)ds, 
-1 

where g may be an element of U or an NXN matrix. 

The operator K-1 in Eq. (2) can be easily inverted to 
yield K: 

(4) 

Note that the diagonal terms of K are one-speed oper
ators, while the off-diagonal terms are of rank one. If 
it is assumed that det (~ - 2C) *- 0, then K will be a 
bounded operator of U. This determinant condition is 
related to the critical condition for an infinite medium15 

and would reduce in the one-speed limit to the condition 
c*- 1, which we note is also required by the analysis of 
Ref. 6. (Note the definition of the matrix C; the factor 
1/2 which multiplies the scalar c in the one- speed equa
tion has been absorbed into C.) 

We next determine the resolvent operator (;:1 - Kt1 

from Eq. (4) by a straightforward calculation and write 
it in the form 

where the dispersion matrix A is defined by 

(5) 

The function (zI - Kt1if! is analytic in z except for a 
branch cut along [- 1, + 1] due to the branch cuts in the 
element of A and poles at the zeros of the function 

n(z) '= detA(z). 

A simple calculation shows that the zeros of n are 
eigenvalues of K. 

The above definition of A differs from that, for ex
ample, of Ref. 4 by an immaterial multiplicative factor 
which does not affect the condition n(z) = O. In fact, A 

1m Z 

T 

Re Z 

FIG. 1. The contour T, surrounding the spectrum of K is de
formed into the contour r surrounding the continuum plus 
circles r i about each eigenvalue. 
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above is related to A usually encountered in the litera
ture by Ausual = CZ;-I AZ;-I. The elements of A(z) are even 
real functions of z. Thus the eigenvalues of K occur in 
pairs; if Vi is an eigenvalue, so is - Vi' We shall label, 
for convenience, - Vi = vi+n, where n is the number of 
pairs of eigenvalues. For simplicity, we will assume 
that each Vi is a simple zero of 0 and lies outside the 
branch cut [- 1,1]. Although these restrictions are not 
necessary for the validity of the subsequent analysis, 
they simplify the paperwork. These restrictions can be 
relaxed and with some modifications the analysis would 
follow in a similar manner. 

III. THE FULL·RANGE EXPANSION 

We can use the identity in Eq. (3) to write for IJlI "" 1, 

iJI(Jl) = (1/2rri}gi ~ D(z , fJ.)[ iJI(Jl) + A-I (z ) (DiJI) 1 (z)] dz , 

where T encircles the spectrum of K which consists of 
the point spectrum given by the points {v;}, i = 1, ... , 2n, 
and the rest of the spectrum (the union of the continuous 
and residual spectrums) given by the interval [- 1,11. 16 

We now deform the contour T, as shown in Fig. 1, into 
small circles r i centered about each eigenvalue Vi' plus 
a contour r about the branch cut [- 1, 1] to obtain, 

where 

and 

Because of the simple pole of the elements of A-1(z) 
at z = Vi' i = 1, ... , 2n, we can use the residue theorem 
to write 

(7) 

where O'(vi)=[dO/dz]z=Vi and Ac(z) is the transpose of 
the cofactor matrix of A(z). We note that iJlvi is an eigen
vector of K since from Eqs. (4), (5), and (7) we have 

[v;I - K] iJlv. = [O'(Vi) ]-1 [/ - B-1D 1 (Vi)] • 

Equation (7) can be expressed as the product of an 
eigenfunction of K, iJlvi' times an expansion coefficient 
ai as follows. Note that each column of Ac(Vi) is pro
portional to the eigenvector of A(v i ), i. e., 

(8) 

(9a) 

where 

(9b) 

and am, 111 = 1, ... ,N, are constants depending on the 
elements of Ac(vi ). Then we can write 

iJlvi(Jl) =aicpVi(Jl), 

where 

cpV/Jl) =D(Vi, Jl) (3(v i ) (10) 

is the discrete eigenvector obtained in Ref. 4, and 
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(11) 

is the expansion coefficient. 

We now turn to the continuum term, wr of the eigen
function expansion. Define 

(12) 

Then we can write 

An application of the Cauchy integral theorem reduces 
the first term on the rhs of Eq. (13) to iJI(Jl). To evaluate 
the remaining term, we deform the contour r as shown 
in Fig. 2. The contribution from r_1 and r+1 can be 
shown to vanish (see, for example, Ref. 6). The con
tribution from r' and r j1. give the first and second terms 
on the rhs of the following equation: 

[(l/2rri) pD(z, Jl) M(z) dZ]i = (l/2rri){ t D(v, Jl) 
-1 

X [M-(v) - M+(v)] dv}, 

+ MMi(Jl/ai ) +Mi(Jl/ai )], 

i=l, ... ,N, (14) 

where we use the notation that M+(v) and M-(v) are the 
boundary values of M(v ± if) as E - 0 respectively. The 
integral on the rhs of Eq. (14) is understood to be the 
Cauchy principal value. If we further denote 

[~(v, Jl)lml = 15 m p(amv- Jl)' 

and 

I aiJl I "" 1, 

otherwise, 

where 15 ml and 15(amv - Jl) are the kronecker delta func
tion and dirac delta distribution, respectively, we can 

ReZ 

FIG. 2. The contour 1 about the continuum is squeezed down 
to the contour l'l~l_lvl+lvl j1. 
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write 

</Jr(ll) = (1/27Ti) L' [n (v, Il) {M-(v) - M+(v)} 

+ 7Ti~,;l(v, 1l)(2</Jr;(v) + {M-(v) + M+(v)})] dv. 

Noting from Eqs. (5) and (12) that 

</Jr;(Il) = (1/27Tiv)~-I[A (v) + A (v)] 

x [M-(v) - M+(v)] - -HM+(v) + M-(v)], 

we can write 

where 

and 

A(v) '" (1/21Tiv)[M+(v) - M-(v)]. 

(Note that </Jr (Il) is Holder continuous on [- 1, 1]. ) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

It has become customary to express formulas like 
Eq. (15) in terms of so-called continum eigenvectors 
multiplied by an expansion coefficient integrated on v. 
[In fact, the columns of <I>(v, iJ.) are exactly the continuum 
eigenvectors of Ref. 4.] Although the mathematical 
justification of this custom is not exact, it is instructive 
to note that the columns of the matrix <I> are indeed gen
eralized eigenvectors of the operator K. By this we 
mean that 

I 
K</Jr(Il)=t v<I>(v,Il)A(v)dv, Ivl""!. (18) 

To prove Eq. (18), we utilize the identity 

(z]-KtIK</J(Il)=Z(z]-Kt l </J(Il)- </J(Il). (19) 

Then the analysis leading to Eq. (18) is carried out for 
Kf rather thanf, using the rhs of Eq. (19). An almost 
identical calculation leads to Eq. (18). 

IV. CONCLUSION 

As a result of the analysis of the previous sections, 
we have established the following eigenfunction expan
sion for </J, which we state as a theorem. 

Theorem 1: Let </J (::: U. Then for a fixed x, </J can be 
expanded as 

(20) 

where <Pv., ai' <p and A are given by Eqs. (10), (11)~ (16), 
and (17) ;espectively. Furthermore, the <Pv. are eigen-, 
vectors of K and <I>(v, Il) is a generalized eigenvector in 
the sense of Eq. (19). 

In an accompanying paper, the so-called half-range 
problem in which an eigenfunction expansion of </J cor
responding to the part of the spectrum containing ele
ments z with re z ? 0 will be considered. The ground 
work for that paper has been laid by the present paper. 

Also, the authors expect an extension of the domain 
of Eq. (1) to a larger class of function spaces, namely 
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Xp={</JI<Pi differentiable inxE(-OO, co) and ll<PiELp[-1,1] 
in Il, P > 1, in a similar manner to Ref. 8 which ex
tended the results of Ref. 6. The restriction of the 
present paper to the smaller space U was made so that 
equations like (14) could be written down. 

Finally, in the authors' opinion, the major benefit of 
the above analysis, other than its mathematical rigor, 
is the fact that the cumbersome calculations of the so
called degenerate continuum eigenfunctions in various 
regions of the branch cut (see Ref. 4) are avoided. Also, 
the analysis is suitable for more generalized cases, 
namely the anisotropic multigroup transport equation. 
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APPENDIX A: REMARKS ON SOLUTIONS OF THE 
MUL TIGROUP TRANSPORT EQUATION 

Larsen and Habetler 6 have used the Case eigenfunc
tion expansion to solve the transport equation by as
serting that any solution which was "sufficiently smooth" 
could be expanded, and its expansion coefficients related 
to those of the source. The trouble with this approach is 
that it requires, ex post facto, a verification that the 
solution is indeed "suffiCiently smooth. "Here we follow 
a different approach, more in accord with Case's 
original work, of constructing a solution which satisfies 
the boundary conditions, and then relying on a unique
ness theorem to guarantee that there is no other solution. 

Since, in the context of a full-range expansion, only 
infinite medium problems are really relevant, we con
sider the infinite medium Green's function, that is we 
seek solutions of the homogeneous equation 

(A1) 

subject to the conditions 

lim <P(x, Il) =0, 
Ixl- ~ 

(A2) 

lim {<P(E, Il) - <P(- E, Il)}= <P,~Il) '" Qo(fJ), 
.~o tJ-

(A3) 

'>0 

where Q o is assumed Holder continuous. (Q is the source 
strength vector. ) 

Let us expand Q o(ll) according to Theorem 1, re
written for convenience in the following form: 

<Po(fJ) = ~ ai<PVi(ll) + f;1 a1!P-v
k
(ll) (A4) 

1 0 +.f <I>(v, 1.L)A(v)dv+ II <P(v, Il)A(v)dv. 

Then we make the following 

Assertion: The solution of Eqs. (A1), (A2), and (A3) 
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is given by 

n 1 
I/!(X, Jl) = 6 ai exp(- X/Vi) ct>v.(Jl) + 1 <I>(v, Jl) 

i=1 • 0 

Xexp(-x/v)A(v)dv, x>o, (A5a) 

Xexp(-x/v)A(v)dv, x<o. (A5b) 

Justification of Assertion: The assertion can be proved 
rigorously by developing a full functional calculus for K, 
as has been doneB for the one-speed case. This could 
easily be carried out, but requires some detailed esti
mates which have not yet been made. A simpler proce
dure involves rewriting the transport equation in the 
form 

(A6) 

This is justified so long as Jl al/!/ax is HOlder continuous 
in Jl for every x. (Even this is not really required since 
K is a bounded operator which could, by continuity, be 
extended to a complete function space, say Lp[- 1,1].) 
Then from Eqs. (8) and (19) we observe that l/!(x,Jl) 
obeys the transport equation, and the boundary conditions 
(A2) and (A3) and is, hence, the unique solution. 11 

For the one speed problem, uniqueness is well 
known. IB For the energy dependent transport equation, 
a number of uniqueness theorems have been shown, lB,I9 

and the multigroup case considered here can, with a 
little effort, be shown to be a special case of some of 
these treated there. However, we note that uniqueness 
for the one-dimensional case is more or less trivial; we 
sketch the proof because the argument involves the 
calculation of the norm of an integral operator and the 
same calculation is involved in a different way in the 
construction of the half-range eigenfunction expansion 
(accompanying paper). 

It is well known [see Ref. 7, Sec. (3.6)] that the 
one speed transport equation can be written as an in
tegral equation by introducing the Green's function. In 
exactly the same way, the multigroup transport equa
tion with source Q (which may be a distributed source 
or a plane source as in the Green's function problem) 
is equivalent to an equation for the density p: 

p(x) = 1: G(lx-x'l)p(x')dx'+Q(x), (A6a) 

where 

-( )_/ ood 'lid exp(-:6lx-x'I/IJlI) CQ (' ) Qx- X Jl I I oX,Jl, 
_00 -1 Il 

(A6b) 

with 

(A7a) 

and 

(A7b) 

EI being defined in Ref. 17, Appendix E. 
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Now, a Fredholm equation like (A-6) is known to 
possess a unique solution if the norm of its kernel G is 
less than unity. In the next appendix we compute this 
norm in an LI space and conclude that our solution given 
by Eqs. (A5) is indeed unique if the infinite medium 
under consideration is subcritical. This is precisely the 
condition at which one arrives in one- speed theory, i. e. , 
c < 1. 

APPENDIX B: CALCULATION OF IIG II 

We work with the Banach space 

N 

L=EflL I , 
I 

with norm 

(We note the solution obtained in Appendix A is an 
element of L. ) The operator norm is 

IIGII = sup II Gill/llfll. 
fEL 

It is trivial to show that the integral operator G, with 
kernel G( Ix - x' I) is a map of L into itself. In particu
lar, if A is a matrix of constants then 

N 

llAil = sup 6 IAjk I'" IIAII M • 
k 1=1 

Now, if K is a matrix of operators, then each matrix 
element Kij has an LI norm which is denoted by IIKuli l • 

By writing the operator G =EC = (E:6)(:6- IC) we conclude 
that (E and :6 are diagonal) 

~ sup IIEii:6iill. 1I:6-1CII M • 
i 

To compute IIE:6I1, we may use Kato's criterion 20 

which, for a difference kernel reduce to 

IIE;;:6;;1I ~ sup 1: aiEl (aj Ix - x' I) dx' = 2. 
x 

Thus, 

IIGII ~ 211:6-1CIIM , 

and the solution obtained in Appendix A will be unique if 

211:6- ICII M ~ 1. 

This result is exactly one of those derived by Bowdenl5 

as the subcriticality condition for an infinite medium. 

We shall find that this norm result plays a crucial 
role in the half-space problem discussed in the ac
companying paper. We point out that for half-space 
problems, the range of integration is (0,00) rather than 
(- 00,00). However, the norm calculated is identical 
[evaluated with the limits (0,00)]. 

*Based in part on a doctoral dissertation submitted by 
one of the authors (S. S.) to the Graduate School, VPI and 
SU. Research supported by the National Science Foundation 
under Grant No. GK-35903. 
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This paper accompanies a preceding one in which a functional analytic method was used to obtain the full
range expansion in multigoup neutron transport. In the present paper the analysis is extended to obtain the 
half-range expansion. The method used is an extension of the work of Larsen and Habetler for the one
group case. The results are given in terms of certain matrices which are solutions of coupled integral 
equations and which factor the dispersion matrix. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In an accompanying paper, 1 hereafter referred as I, 

the full range eigenfunction expansion for the solution of 
a multigroup neutron transport equation is obtained 
from application of the resolvent operator technique of 
Larsen and Habetler. 2 We refer the reader to the in
troduction of I, in which we point out some of the ad
vantages of the Larsen-Habetler technique over the 
usual Case orthogonal singular eigenmodes approach. 3 

These advantages include mathematical rigor and sim
plified notation. But the major advantage is the subject 
of the present paper, namely that the technique can be 
applied just as easily to obtain the so-called half range 
eigenfunction expansion. Except for some special 
cases,4,5 existence of the half range expansion, let 
alone explicit formulas, has never been demonstrated, 
due to a technicality in determining so called "partial 
indices.,,6 (The only exception is a paper by Pahor and 
Suhadolc7 whose ideas have some Similarity to ours, 
but whose arguments are still based on the original 
Case approach. Like them, we are restricted by the 
condition 112:-1CII < t, which has been shown to be a con
dition that the infinite medium be subcritical. 8) 

We should point out another major advantage of the 
present technique, namely its suitability to generaliza
tion. For example, the anisotropic case could be treated 
almost as easily as the isotropic case considered here. 
It is necessary in the analysis to write the transport 
equation in the form of an integral equation which, while 
tedious in high order anisotropy, is nonetheless feasi
ble. Also, the condition on 11~1CII could be relaxed if 
the sufficient condition of Gohberg and Krein9 for the 
convergence of Neumann series solutions to certain in
tegral equations could be improved. (Our analysis is 
heavily based on a factorization theorem of T. W. Mul
likin10 which is, in turn, based on the work of Ref. 9.) 

In the present paper we use the Larsen-Habetler 
technique and the results of the Mullikin theorem to 
obtain an explicit representation of the half-range ex
pansion; the partial index question never arises. An 
outline of our presentation is as follows: 

In Sec. III we find a projection operator E such that 
(zl - K)-l EI]J is analytic for Rez < 0, where I]J belongs to 
a certain function space and (zl - K)-1 is the resolvent 
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operator considered in 1. It turns out that this operator 
contains certain noncanonical matrices X and Y which 
factor the dispersion matrix. Then, in Sec. III we ob
tain explicitly the half range eigenfunction expansion 
which can, in turn, be used to solve half-space trans
port problems in the usual way. The X and Y matrices 
are given in terms of the solutions of nonlinear, non
singular integral equations, and they may be obtained 
numerically. This, in turn, will make it possible to 
obtain numerical solutions from the results of the 
present paper. 

Appendix A is devoted to the conversion of the Mul
likin results to the form which can be used in the 
present paper. In Appendix B a uniqueness theorem is 
proved for the matrices X and Y. Appendix C contains 
a solution to a half-space transport problem. 

II. THE PROJECTION OPERATOR E 

We consider the function space V' of N-dimension
al column vectors I]J defined as 

V' = {I]J I iJ.<P/ is differentiable in x E: (- "", oG) and Holder 

continuous in iJ. E: [0,1 n· 
The operator K defined by Eq. 4 of I is a bounded opera
tor on the function space U defined in 1. We closely 
follow the procedure of Ref. 2 and look for a projection 
operator E: V' - V with the two properties: 

(I) E<p(iJ.)=I]J(iJ.), 0< iJ."; 1, 

and 

(1) 

(II) (zl -K)-lEI]J(iJ.) is analytic in z for Rez < 0, 

where we use the notation defined in I to write for f 
E: V, 

(zI -K)-lj(iJ.)=D(z, iJ.)[j(iJ.) + A-l(Z) r sD(z,s)j(s)ds]. (2) 
-1 

(As in I, the x-dependence will be suppressed. ) The 
idea of introducing the operator E is that the identity 

1]J(iJ.) =EI/J(Jl) = (1/27Ti)cj(zI-K)-1EI/J(iJ.)dz, 0< iJ.,,;1, (3) 
T 

where T is a contour encircling the spectrum of the 
operator K, will reduce to the half range expansion of 
I/J for ° < iJ."; 1 because of property (II) above. 
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Let us now consider l/J E V' and write 

(zI - K)-IEl/J(fJ,) = D(z, fJ,)[El/J(fJ,) + G(z)], 

where we have defined the column vector G(z) by 

G(z) = A -1(Z) 1: s D(z, s )El/J(s) ds. 

In order for (zI -K)-1El/J(fJ,) to be analytic in z for Rez 
< 0, we require that: 

(a) G+(fJ,) = G-(fJ,) = G(fJ,), -1< fJ,<0 

(4) 

(5) 

(b) [G(fJ,)]i=-[El/J(aifJ,)]p -l<aj fJ,<O, i=l, ... ,N, 

and 

(c) G(-vj)<oo, Revi>O, i=l, .•. ,n, 
where we recall that detA(± vi)=n(±vj)=O, 
=1, ... ,no 

At this point, we introduce matrices X(z) and y(z) 
which factor the dispersion matrix A(z) according to 

A(z)= Y(-z)X(z), 

and which satisfy the following properties: 

(6) 

(i) X(z) and Y(z) are analytic in the complex z-plane 
cut along [0,1], . 

(ii) detx(v j) = detY(vj) == 0 and detx(- vj) '* 0 and detY 
detY(- vj) '* 0 for Rev j > 0, i= 1, 2, ... ,n, and 

(iii) limlzl_~X(z)=constant, and limlzl_~ Y(z)= 
= constant. 

The existence of the X(z) and Y(z) matrices with the 
properties listed above can be shown from the results 
of Mullikin. 10 This is done in Appendix A. 

Let us find another representation of G(z) by defining 
the operator E and the column vector function F so that 
the column vector function 

1 1 
Q(z)=j sD(z,s)El/J(s)ds-Y(-z)j (l/z-s)F(s)ds, (7) 

~ 0 

is identically zero. Since Q(z) vanishes as I z I - 00 and 
is analytic except perhaps for a cut along the interval 
[- 1,1], we need only to require that Q(z) be continuous 
across that interval. Thus, using the Plemelj formulas 
and property (I) above, we find that Q(z) is continuous 
across [-1,1] if 

F(fJ,) = fJ,y-1(- fJ,)~2l/Jr;(fJ,), 0'" fJ,'" 1 

and 

[El/J]j(ajfJ,) = - [X-1(fJ,) t s(J.L - S)-1 y-l(-S)~2l/JJs)ds]1' 
o 

(8) 

-l",aj fJ,<O, (9) 

where we have used Eq. (8) in Eq. (9) and we have de
fined the column matrix <PJfJ,) such that 

[l/Jr;(fJ,)]j= {l/Jj(ajfJ,), 0", ajfJ,'" 1, 

0, otherwise. 

Combining Eqs. (5), (7), (8), and (9), we determine 
G (z) to be given by 

G(z)= X- 1(z) t s(z - s )-1 y-l( - s )~2<Pr;(s) ds. (10) 
o 

Note that G(z) given by Eq. (10) satisfies requirements 
(a), (b) and (c) listed above. Therefore our desired 
projection operator E is defined by Eqs. (1) and (9). 
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Note Eq. (9) that E<p(fJ,) is Holder continuous for fJ, < 0 
(recalling that X is analytic). Thus we verify that E 
maps into V, in particular, we are justified in applying 
the full range expansion of I to El/J. 

III. HALF RANGE EXPANSION 

We now can combine Eqs. (3), (4) and (10) to obtain 
the half range expansion in the form 

where 

<Pr(fJ,) = (1/21Ti) 9. D(z, s )[E<p(fJ,) + G(z)] dz. 
r 

Each contour rj consists of a small circle centered 
about vp and the contour r encircles the interval (0,1). 
Applying the residue theorem, we can calculate <Pr j to 
be 

<Pr (fJ,) = [n'(v j )]-1D(vl' fJ,)[detY(v j )] 

j 1 

XXc(V j ) j s(v j -s)-Iy-l(-s)~2l/Jr;(s)ds, (11) 
o 

where Xc(v j ) is the transpose of the cofactor of X(v j). 

Noting that each column of Xc(v i ) is proportional to 
the eigenvector /3(v j) of A(v j), as defined by Eq. (1-9) 
we can write 

[det Y(v j ) ][Xc(v j) ]zm = Cl'~f3z (v j), 

where Cl'~ is a constant. With the above definitions, we 
can express Eq. (11) as 

l/Jr (fJ,)=ai<P v (fJ,), (12) 
j j 

and <Pv (fJ,) is the discrete eigenvector given in Eq. 
(I-l0).j 

To find l/Jr' we apply the same integration technique 
to the contour r as was done in I, and we get 

1 
l/Jr(fJ,)=l <I>(v,fJ,)A'(v)dv, (14) 

o 

where 

and <I> (v, fJ,) is given by Eq. (1-16). Finally, we com
bine Eqs. (12) and (14) to write the half range 
expansion for <P E V', 0'" fJ, '" 1 as 

where <Pv , iI> (v, J.L), aj and A' (v) are given by Eqs. (1-
10), (I-1Efl, (13), and (15), respectively. 

The expansion coefficients are given in terms of the 
matrices X(z) and Y(z). By rearranging the results of 
Mullikin,IO we show in Appendix A that X(z) and y(z) 
satisfy the functional equations 
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(16) 

and 

(17) 

If z is restricted to the interval [- 1,0], these functional 
equations reduce to nonlinear, nonsingular coupled 
matrix integral equations for Y( - Il) and X( - 11), ° ,S Jl 

'" 1. Using the results of Mullikin, 10 we show in Appendix 
A that a solution of this last set of equations exists if 
IIL-1ell <1. This is, of course, a sufficient condition 
and not a necessary condition. Furthermore, we show 
that any pair of matrices X(z) and y(z) which satisfy 
the factorization to within a trivial factor, is unique 
(Mullikin has shown existence of at least one solution). 
Thus, one may proceed with confidence to evaluate X 
and Y numerically from Eqs. (16) and (17). 

It is important to understand the difference between 
the present method and the "Case-type" approach. In 
the latter, one obtains the half range eigenfunction ex
pansion as the solution of a singular integral equation 
on the line [0,1], and requires a matrix L -1 analytic in 
the complex plane cut along [0,1] such that (L -)-1 L + 

= (A -)-1 A +. The existence of such a matrix has been 
provedll but its behavior at infinity (the so-called "par
tial indices") is crucial to the proof of completeness, 
i. e. , the proof that the singular integral equation for 
the expansion coefficient possesses a unique solution. 
Unfortunately, in many cases the calculation of the 
partial indices is impossible. In the approach taken here 
here, where we deal with the complex plane as a whole, 
the factorization as described by Eq. (6) is relevant, 
and the behavior at infinity is known. The poles of X-I 
and y-l at the discrete eigenvalues presented no prob
lem as was seen. 

The major advantage of the approach used here is that 
numerical methods may be applied to Eqs. (16) and (17) 
and thus the expansion coefficients may be numerically 
evaluated. Using the canonical approach, it seems that 
at best existence can be proved, since no explicit solu
tions of the canonical problems are known. (See, 
however, Ref. 7.) 
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APPENDIX A: SOME PROPERTIES OF X AND Y 
MATRICES 

T . W. MullikinlO has shown that if K x is an 1'1 x 1'1 
matrix operator 

Kxj(x) = f k(x,y)j(y)dy, 

on vector functions f with norm 
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IIA = t r If/x) I dx, 
2=1 0 

and if IIK)I < 1, then there exists a Weiner -Hopf 
factorization 

[1-k(.z)]Hr(z)Hz(-z)=1 for 1mz=O, 

where Hr(z) and Hz(z) are matrices, analytic for 1mz 
?: 0, and continuous and non-singular in 1mz", 0. Here, 
k is the Fourier transform of k, 

k(z) = 1: k(x) exp(- izx) dx. 

Mullikin also showed that Hr and Hz satisfy 

H;1(Z) = 1+ (1/27Til( Hz(t)k(- t)(t + Z)-l dt, 1mz> 0, 

(AI) 

and 

H~1(Z) = 1+ (1/27Ti) 1: k(t)Hr(t)(t + z)-ldt, Imz> 0. (A2) 

We can analytically extend the matrices Hr(z) and 
Hz(z) to the lower half of the z plane by defining 

H*(z) = {Hr(Z~' Imz'" 0, 

[I-k(z)]H~1(_Z), Imz<O, 

and 

(A3) 

(A4) 

Now, Hr(z) is analytic for Imz>O and [I-k(Z»)-l[H z(- Z))-l 
is analytic for 1mz < ° except for a branch cut along 
l- i, - i 00)-2 due to 1I - k(ZJrl and poles at the zeros 
of det[l-k(z)]' Since H)z)=[/-k(z)] [H Z(-Z)]-l, 
Imz = 0, H* (z) is analytic everywhere in the complex 
plane except for the cut along [-i, -i oo ), and poles 
at the zeros of det[/-k(z)] in the lower half-plane. 

Similar arguments follow for the matrix H(z)' Using 
Eqs. (A3) and (A4), one may easily show by direct sub
stitution that 

[I -k(z)]H*(z)H(- z)=I, (A5) 

is valid for all z. 

To link Mullikin's results to the X and Y matrices 
used in this paper, we note that the multigroup trans
port equation with source Q in half-space problems may 
be reduced to an equation for the density p (cf. Eq. 
I-A7), 

p(x) = r k( I x - x' I )p(x') dx' + Q(x) 
o 

where 

k ( I x - x' I ) = E 1 (L I x - x' I )e , 

with 

[E 1(L Ix - x' I ))ij = 0ij t (1/ Jl)exp[ - ui Ix - x' 1/ Jl]dJl. 
a 

Let us call Kx the operator ~with kernel k. Using this 
particular k, we calculate k and find that it is related 
to the dispersion matrix A by the relationship 

1\(z) = L[I - k( - i/ z)]e- 1L. (A6) 

From Eqs. (A5) and (A6) we obtain 

A(z) = L[H(i/ z) ]-I[H* (- i/ z )]-1e-1 L. 
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1m Z 

---b================+===~==========~---'Re Z 

FIG. 1. The contour or used for relating k(w) and .I\(z). 

If we now define 

X(z) = [H*(- i/ Z)]-IC-l~, (AS) 

and 

Y(z)= ~[H(- i/ z)]-t, (A9) 

we get Eq. (6). We recall from I that IIkll < 1 if II ~-ICII 
< t. 

To determine Eqs. (16) and (17) for the X and Y 
matrices, we consider the contour r given in Fig. 1 
and note that the integrands in Eqs. (A1) and (A2) are 
analytic inside T and have a branch cut [i, i 00) due to 
k. Since k vanishes as I z I - 00, we can write the 
integral in Eq. (A1) as 

1 JR ~ dt 
lim ~ HI(t)k(-t)-t+ 
R- '" 1ft -R Z 

(A10) 

Using Eq. (AlO), we can write Eq. (AI) as 

H;I( - i/ z) 

=1+~11Ht~s\ [k+(i/s)-k-U/s)]ds. (All) 
Z1ft 0 s S z 

Wecalculatek+U/s)-k-U/s), O<s""lfromEq. (A6) 
and substitute into Eq. (All) to get 

n-I(- i/ z) = 1+ ~ (ds HI (i!s) ~-I[.I\+(S) - A -(S)]~-IC. 
r 2m Jo s(s + z) 

(A12) 

Identifying X(z) and Y(z) from Eqs. (AS) and (A9), we 
get Eq. (16). A similar analysis on Eq. (A2) yields Eq. 
(17). 
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APPENDIX B: UNIQUENESS OF THE X AND Y 
MATRICES 

The factorization of A, Eq. (16) [along with conditions 
(i)-(iii)] is unique up to right multiplication of Y by a 
constant invertible matrix R and left multiplication of X 
by R-I

• [From Eq. (9) we observe that such a trans
formation does not affect E, and hence leaves the solu
tion of the transport equation unchanged. ) In addition, 
solutions of the nonlinear equations, (16) and (17) always 
factor i\.. Furthermore, these equations "normalize" 
X and Y. To be quite specific, we state these results 
as lemmas. 

Lemma 1: Any pair of matrices X and Y which satisfy 
Eqs. (16) and (17) provide a factorization Eq. (6) of A. 

Remark: Only the converse of this has been proved 
by Mullikin. 

Proof: Eqs. (16) and (17) may ll,e combined to give 

-I - Z2 i 1 ([ i\. + (s) - A -(s)] 
[Y(-z)-~][X(z)-C ~]=(27Ti)2 0 J

o 
s(s+z) 

X
I( ) y-l(t)[N(t) - A -W] d dt 

x -8 t(t-z) s. (B1) 

If the right hand side of (B1) is expanded by a partial 
fraction decomposition and common terms are 
cancelled, we obtain 

Y(- z)X(z)= ~C-l~ + (z/ zrri) 

x r [A+(s) - i\. -(s)/ s(s - z)]ds =A(z), (B2) 
-1 

proving the lemma. (The definition of A, Eq. (1-5), has 
been utilized. ) 

Lemma 2: Let X(z) and y(z) satisfy Eqs. (16) and (17) 
plus the conditions (i)-(iii) following Eq. (6). Let X'(z) 
and Y'(z) satisfy the same equations and the same 
conditions. Then 

X(z)::=X'(z) and Y(z)= Y'(z) 

Remark: In a sense, this result is unimportant, since 
we already know that a factorization can be computed 
from (16) and (17) and, unique or not, it will provide a 
solution to the transport equation. However, it is in
teresting to note the constraints on the solutions do not 
require more than verifying conditions (i}-(iii) men
tioned above. 

Proof: The matrices 

DI (z) = [Y'(Z)]-1 y(z) and D 2(z) =X(z)[X'(Z)]_1 

are analytic everywhere in the complex plane except 
perhaps for a cut along (0,1) and poles at {+ Vi}' i= 1, 
···,n. Also, becauseX,YandX', Y'both satisfy (10) 
and (17), 

lim Dt(z)= lim D 2 (z)=1. 
Iz 1 .... 00 Iz 1_00 (B3) 

Now calculate 

where Lemma 1 has been invoked. Similarly, 

Dt (z)D 2(- z) =1. 
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These equations are valid for all z. Since D2 (z) is 
analytic in the left half plane, it follows from Eq. (B4), 
that Dl (- z) is also analytic in the left half plane, i. e, 
that Dl (z) is analytic in the right half plane. Similarly, 
from (B5) we conclude that D2 is analytic in the right 
half plane. Thus, Dl and D2 are analytic everywhere 
and approach [ at infinity. Hence, 

D1(z)=D 2(z)=[ 

or 

Similarly, by redefining Dl and D 2 , we can show 

Y(z)[Y'(Z)]-l=[ and [X'(Z)]-lX(Z)=[. 

So 

X(z)=X'(z) and Y(z)= Y'(z). 

APPENDIX C: SOLUTION OF HALF·SPACE 
TRANSPORT PROBLEMS 

The solution of half space problems is similar to the 
infinite medium case considered in 1. Consider the 
Albedo problem. That is, we seek solutions of the 
transport equation in the source free half space subject 
to 

(Cl) 

and 

(C2) 

where <Jio represents the incident distribution. As in I, 
we expand <Jio, in a "half-range expansion" 

(C3) 
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Then 

w(x, II) = 6 a~ exp( - xl Vi<l>v. (II) + 
1=1 1 

+ f<l>(v,ll)exp(-xlv)A'(v)dv. (C4) 
o 

Equation (C4) is the (unique) solution because, as in 
I, it satisfied the transport equation and obeys the 
boundary conditions (Cl) and (C2). 

*Based in part on a doctoral dissertation submitted by one of 
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An upper bound on the energy gap in the {A<f> 4 + CT<f>2)2 model 
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Let aE(A,cr,mo) be the energy gap in the infinite volume quantum field theory with bare mass mo and 
interaction Ac/l4 +crc/l2 in two space-time dimensions, obtained with either full-Dirichlet or half-Dirichlet 
boundary conditions. Then aE(A,cr,mo)/mo<exp[cr/(m6 +3A/ll») for all A>O and cr real. In particular 
aE(A,O, mo) < mo for all A> 0 and a E(A,cr, mo)1 mo->O as cr-<- 00. For half-Dirichlet boundary conditions one 
also has aE(A,cr,mo)/mo<(l+2crlm6)1/2 for O';:o:O,A>O. In each pure phase of a (Ac/l4)2 theory, let m""y, be the 
energy gap and < c/l > the expectation of the field. Then Inphy,l mo < exp[2n< c/l >" 1(1 + n m ~!3A»). 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Let AE(A, a, mol be the energy gap between the ground 
state and first excited state for the infinite volume field 
theory in two space-time dimensions with interaction 
A</>4 + aq} and bare mass mo. According to the Goldstone 
picture (see, e. g., Ref. la) one considers the "poten
tial" part of the Lagrangian 

V(rp) = Arp4 + arp2 +im~rp2. 

For a> - mV2, V(</» has the form shown in Fig. la, 
whereas for a< - m~/2 it has the form in Fig. lb. 

The simplest version of the Goldstone picture would 
then say that for a> - m~/2 there is a unique ground 
state, while for a< - mV2 there is a doubly degenerate 
ground state. This picture is certainly too simple since 
it ignores Wick ordering. 2 ,3 In fact Figs. la and 1b are 
in some sense equivalent since the theory with param
eters (ft., a, m 0) is equivalent to the theory (A, 0, mal if2,3 

v(iO) 

so 

(a) 

FIG. 1. 
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2 :; 3' :; m a - mo + A I m" a= -n~ 2 2n mo 
(1) 

However, one does expect the following to occur (eo g., 
Ref. 4): Holding the bare mass mo and the coupling con
stant A fixed, AE should be strictly positive for large 
a, and AE should monotonically decrease until at a cri
tical value a= Ua the gap AE becomes zero and the 
ground state degenerate. For values of a< ac the ground 
state remains degenerate and so AE=O (see Fig. 2)0 

Guerra, Rosen, and Simon2 have shown the monotoni
city of AE with a and Glimm, Jaffe, and Spencer1 have 
proved that for large positive a (fixed mo and A) the 
ground state is unique and AE> O. One would like to 
show ac > - 00, i. e., there exists a finite ac such that 
AE = 0 for a ~ ac ' (Dobrushin and Minloss have announced 
a result of this type, but no details have appeared.) 
There have been no results for large coupling (a -_ 00); 
in particular, no estimates on how fast AE falls off as 

'V(0) 

(b) 
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6E 

FIG. 2. Expected dependence of t.E on a for fixed bare mass 
mo and coupling constant A. 

(J decreases or even if it goes to zero as (J - - 00 0 

In this paper we obtain a bound on t:.E valid for all 
X:> 0, (J real and 1110> 0, and show that t:.E decreases 
exponentially to zero as (J - - 00. The precise result is 

Theorem 1: Let t:.E(X, (J, 1110) be the energy gap for the 
infinite volume limit (X¢4 + (J¢2)2 theory with bare mass 
m o, obtained with either half- or full-Dirichlet boundary 
conditions. Then 

(1') t:.E( >.., a, 111 0) (J 
--'--"'-.!-~ < exp for all X '> ° and 

mo m~+3A/n 

(J reaL 

In particular, t:.E(X, 0, mol < mo for all X:> ° and 
t:.E(X, (J, mo)/mo-O as (J-- 00. 

(ii) In the case of half-Dirichlet boundary conditions 
one also has 

t:.E(X (J m ) 
, , 0 <vl+2(J/111~ forallX:>Oanda?oO. 0 
mo 

point such that t:.E(A, 0, me) = 0, it follows that 

t:.E(X,O,mo)~ m~-m;+-ln~ ~ 
3X 1112)1/2 
IT me 

(which does not imply t:.E ~ mol. 

We prove Theorem 1 in Sec. 4. The key ingredients 
are the existenceS of the infinite volume limit for 
(: ¢(X)2:) together with a lower bound on (: ¢(X)2:) (Sec. 
2). Here and throughout the paper we denote by <> A a 
finite volume full- or half-Dirichlet expectation, and 
<> = limA ... R20 A' We will deal exclusively with full and 
half-Dirichlet states even if not always explicitly 
mentioned. 

Heuristically the estimate t:.E ~ mo for X¢4 follows 
from the fact that (: ¢(X)2:) ?o ° (Ref. 9) and that the in

a finite volume limit two point function S(x - y) has the 
form 

where Sm(x - y) is the two point function of a free field 
with mass m. From the canonical commutation rela
tionsll fo" dp(m) = 1 and so 

° ~ (: ¢ (0)2 :) = lim [S(x) - Smo(x) 1 
x-o 

= limf dp(m)[Sm(x) - Sm (x)] 
x-o 0 

implies that there must be a contribution to S(x) coming 
from masses m ~ nlo [since Sm(x) < Smo(x) if m > mol. We 
make this argument rigorous in Secs. 4 and 6. 

Notice that we are using a small distance limiting pro
cedure limlx_yl_o(: ¢(x)¢(y) :) rather than the more usual 
large distance behavior limlx_yl_"(¢(x)</>(y» to obtain in
formation on the energy gap. 

The technical complication which arises with this ap
proach is the identification of (: ¢(X)2:) with the limit 
limy_x(: ¢(x)¢(y) :). One may formulate the problem as 
follows: Let ¢g denote the field ¢ with a momentum cut
ofL Is it true that 

This theorem gives the following picture for the upper upper bound 

bound on t:.E (Fig. 3). This supports the conventional 
picture (compare Figso 2 and 3L 

In comparing our result t:.E < mo for (X</>4)2 with those 
results previously obtained, we note that Guerra, Rosen, 
and Simon2 have proved that t:.E ~ m 0 for sufficiently 
small X (using perturbation theory). They have also 
shown that for fixed A, t:.E is monotone increasing in 
the bare mass 1110' It follows by a dimensional argument 
that t:.E/Xl/2 is monotone decreasing in A (which does 
not imply t:.E ~ 111 0)" If on the other hand, if one knew 
that t:.E/mo is monotone increasing in mo, it would fol
low that t:.E is monotone decreasing in A. Another re
lated result, due to Glimm and Jaffe6 is the estimate7 

If in addition one assumes the existence of a critical 
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FIG. 3. Upper bound on t.E for half-Dirichlet boundary 
conditions. 
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mphys and, consequently, 

m phyS < (2II(¢)+2) 
mo exp 1 + IImV3A. • o 

Remark 2: Note that in contrast to the result tl.E/mo 
< 1 (for IJ. = 0, a= 0) we see that it is possible for m phYs / 

mo to be> 1 provided (¢)+ is suffiCiently large. 

2. APPLICATIONS OF THE INTEGRATION BY 
PARTS FORMULA 

Consider a theory with interaction P(¢) in a finite 
volume A in the lattice approximation. 2 An expectation 
() A,O is obtained by integrating with respect to the 

A. measure 

FIG. 4. Expected dependence of mpws on A for fixed bare mass 

mo· 

lim lim (: ¢; :)A = lim lim(: ¢; :)A ? 
g -0 A~R2 A~R2 g-O 

It is interesting that we will not need to show the equal
ity; it will suffice to show 

lim lim (: ¢;:) A >-- lim lim (: ¢;:) A 
g -0 A~R2 AiR2 g-O 

(see Sec. 3), 

We use the integration by parts technique to obtain 
some information relating the mass gap m phyS and ex
pectation (¢) in each pure theory (corresponding to a 
decomposition into non-degenerate ground states) of 
(A.¢4)2' According to the conventional picture tl.E de
creases to zero as A. increases to i\, (holding mo fixed 
and a= 0). For A. > i\" tl.E= O. If, however, we consider 
the physical theory corresponding to each pure theory 
it is expected that tl.E .. O. If m phys denotes the energy 
gap between the ground state and first excited state in 
each "pure phase" then mphYS = tl.E if A. < i\" If A. > i\" 
tl.E = 0 but m phyS > 0 (see Fig. 4).1. 

If the (A.¢4)2 theory has the expected particle inter
pretation, m phys would be the smallest particle mass. 
Nothing is known about mphys for A. > A.c• We obtain an in
equality relating m phys and (¢). More precisely, we con
Sider first the interaction A.¢4 - IJ.¢ with IJ. > 0, Then it 
is known that the ground state is unique. 12 Let tl.EI' be 
the energy gap and (¢)I' the expectation of ¢' 

Definition: 

m phYs = lim tl.EI" (¢)+ = lim (¢) ". 
JL '0 J.L '0 

Remark 1: These limits exist since both tl.EI' and (¢)" 
are nonnegative and monotone decreasing as IJ. fO. (¢)" 
decreases by the Griffiths' inequalities and tl.EI' de
creases by the GHS inequalities (see Ref. 13, Theorem 
IX. 9). The following theorem is proven in Sec. 5, 

Theorem 2: 

tl.EI' ( 2II(¢)1' 2 ) 
mo < exp 1 + IImV3A. 
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1)exp (- ~02 :P(qk):) exp (-~~qk(S-l)klql) 

where 1) is a normalization constant, 0 is the lattice 
spaCing, and Snm is the covariance (q nq".) A ,0 for the case 
P = O. The variable qk = ¢a(ko) is the lattice field at the 
site ko and the sums over k and [ are finite sums such 
that ko, [0 E: A. 

The integration by parts formula l
• 

J qiF(q) exp[ - ~~qk(S-l)klql] dq 

= ~Slif!F exp[ - ~.0qk(S-l)klql] dq 
j uqj 

yields 

(q j) A,O = (-~ 02Sil : P'(qj) :) A,a. 
j 

Applying the integration by parts formula twice gives 

(qiqj - Sii) A,O +.0 02S jkS jk(: P"(qk) :h,o 
k 

(2) 

Equations (2) and (3) may be applied to several situa
tions. Consider a (A.¢4 + a¢2 - IJ.¢)2 infinite volume the
ory, The infinite volume limit of14 (: ¢2: (f)h exists 
(Ref. 9 or Sec. 7) and so by translation invariance 
(: ¢(X)2:) is a finite number y=(: ¢(0)2 :). We prove a 
lower bound on (: ¢(X)2:) which extends the positivity of 
(: ¢(X)2:) for (A.¢4)2 of Klein-Landau. 9 

Lemma 1: In a (A.¢4 + a¢2 - IJ.¢)2 infinite volume limit 
theory with either half- or full-Dirichlet boundary 
conditions 

o 

ProoflS: Putting i = j in Eq. (3) gives 

With P(¢) = A.¢4 + a¢2 _ IJ.¢, 

(q~ - Sit) A a + 12A.~ 02Slk 2(: qk 2 
:) A 6 + 2a ~ 02S~k >-- O. 

r k r k 

Taking the limit 0 - 0 and then A I R2 gives (see Ref. 9) 
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«( )2 -2afd2YSmo(X-y)2 
: ¢ x :) '" 1 + 12\fd2YSmo(x _ y)2 

where translation invariance has been used. 

As 

[ 2 ( )2 1 f d
2p 1 J d ySmo x - Y = (2II)2 (P2 + m~)2 = 4rrm~ 

the lemma is proved. -
Consider now the interaction P(¢) = \¢4 - J.!.¢. 

Lemma 2: Let g be a real smooth function of compact 
support (gE D), g(p) = fd2xg(x) exp(ip . x). In a (\¢4 
- J.!.¢)2 infinite volume limit theory with either half- or 
full-Dirichlet boundary conditions 

(: ¢(g)2:) +ffi fd2p ~j~~;)2(: ¢(0)2:) '" g(0)2(¢(0)20 0 

Proof: Formula (2) gives 

L, 02g (no)(qn)A,6 =- 2: 02g(no) L, 02Snm(4\: q~: - J.!.)A,6 
n n m 

and formula (3) gives 

L,02L, 02g (no)g(mo)(qnqm - Snmh,6 
n m 

+ 12\L, 02 L, 02 L, 02g (no)g(mo)S",S"",(: q::) A,6 
m k 

= ({L, 02 I;, 02g (no)Snm[ 4\ : q~ : - J.!. W) A,6' 
n m 

Using (p2) '" (F;2 and taking the limits 0 - 0, A I R2 gives 

(: ¢(g)2:) + 12\ f d2xd2y~zg(X)g(y) 

XS(x - z)S(y - z) (: ¢(0)2 :) '" [f d2xg(x) 12(¢(0)2. 

Performing the integrations completes the proof. _ 

As a final application of the integration by parts for
mula we obtain a bound on (: ¢(g)2 :)0 

Lemma 3: Let o';gED. In a (\¢4+a¢2_ J.!.¢)2 infinite 
volume limit theory with either half- or full-Dirichlet 
boundary conditions 

1(: ¢(g)2:) I.; g(0)2 [(1 + ~~~)(: ¢(0)2:) + 2;m~J 
1 fd2p Ig(p) 12 2 I 

+2fI2 (PZ + m~)2 16\(: ¢(O) :) + a . 

In particular, 1(:¢(g)2:)1 remains bounded asg-oc 0 

Proof: Formula (3) gives 

(q iq j - Sij) A,6 + 6 02SikSjk [12\(: q: :) A,6 + 20] = Fij (4) 
k 

where 

Fij = «(6 02S ik [ 4\: q; : + 2aqk - J.!.1)(L, 02Sj! [4\: q~ : 
k z 

+ 2aqz - J.!.])A,6' 

According to the Schwarz equality 1 Fij I.; p;{2 Fjf2 
which implies 

1 L, 02 L, 02g(iO)g(jO)Fij 1 .; L, 02g(jO)~ 02g (io)Fii • 
i j i 

Now Eq. (4) with i = j leads to 
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(5) 

2: 02g (io)Fii = L, 02g(io)(qf- Sii)A,6 
i i 

+ L, 02L, 02g (io)SM12\(: q~ :) A,6 + 2a]. 
i k 

(6) 

Multiply Eq. (4) by 02g(iO)02g(jO) and sum on i and j, 
Using Eq. (6) and inequality (5), and taking limits 0 - 0, 
A /'IR2 gives 

2 1 fd2p Ig(p) 12 2 
I(:¢(g) :)+[[2 (P2+m~)2[3\(:¢(0) :)+a/211 

.; f d2xg(x) 2 (: ¢(0)2:) + rr~~ [3\(: ¢(0)2:) + a/21) 

which immediately yields the lemma. -
The bound of Lemma 3 leads to the following theorem, 

which is proved in Sec. 6. 

Theorem 3: Let o';gED, Id2xg(x)=1, gn(x)=n2g(nx). 
The estimate of Lemma 3, 1(: ¢(gn)2:) I.; c for alln, 
implies that the infinite volume covariance S(x - y) has 
the form 

S(x - y) = fo ~ dp(m)Sm(x - y) + (¢(0)2 + d 

where Sm (x - y) is the covariance of a free field of mass 
m, and 

10 ~ dp(m) = 1, fo ~ dp(m) Ilnm I < 00. 

Here (¢(O) is the vacuum expectation of ¢ (= 0 if J.!. = 0) 
and d comes from translation invariant states other than 
the vacuum (= 0 in case of a nondegenerate ground 
state). 

It follows that limn~~(: ¢(gn)2:) exists and equals 

2~ J:~ dp(m) lr:;; + (¢(0)2 + d. 0 

Remark 3: The fact that no o-functions or derivatives 
of O-functions appear in S(x - y) could also be obtained 
by bounds showing existence of time-zero fieldso That 
f~ dp(m) In(l/m) < 00 follows from the fact that S is a 
tempered distribution [but It dp(m) lnm < 00 requires 
Lemma 31, that Io~ dp(m) = 1 also follows from the ca
nonical commutation relations. Also, if one works with 
time-zero fields an upper bound on (: ¢(g)2 :), 0.; If 
ED(R1

), follows directly from the Griffiths' inequalities 
and ¢-bounds for: ¢(g, 0)2: (the lower bound also follows 
directly from the Griffiths' inequalities, e. g., Lemma 
4). Theorem 3 thus also holds for any even P(¢)2 modeL 

Remark 4: The estimate of Lemma 3 also leads im
mediately to the conclusion that ¢ is not in the Borchers' 
class of a free field16 since if ¢ = ?: C m : ¢ m: the singular
ity in the two point function of ¢ is too great to be com
pensated by Smoo 

3. lim <: cf>{g)2: > ;;;'<:cf>(0)2 : > 
g-+o 

Lemma 4: Let O';IfEf), Id2XIf(X)=1, gn(x)=n2g(nxL 
In a (\¢4 + a¢2 _ J.!.¢)2 infinite volume limit theory with 
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either half- or full-Dirichlet boundary conditions 

lim(: ¢(gY:) ~ (: ¢(0)2 :). 

Proof: Tile limit exists by the preceding theorem. 

o 

Let: ¢(gn)2 : (fJ = I: ¢(gn)(x)Z :f(x) d2x, where ¢(gn)(x) is 
the translate of ¢(gn) by the amount x, and O<fEf). By 
the Griffiths' inequalities2 

(: ¢(gn)2: (fJ) A < (: ¢(gn)Z: (fJ) = (: ¢(gn)2:) J d2xf(x} 

for all A (containing the support of g*/!. Thus 

(: ¢Z: (fJ)A =lim(: ¢(gn)Z: (fJ)A < lim(: ¢(g)Z:) J dZxf(x), 
n-lOO n,,<10 

Since this holds for all A, we may take the limit as 
A I R2, giving 

(: ¢(W:) J d2xf(x) < lim(: ¢(gn)z:) J d2xf(x). -
n-~ 

4. THE UPPER BOUND ON THE ENERGY GAP 
for (M4 + (Jc/J2)2 

Lemma 5: Let S(x) = I",~dp(m)Sm(x) where Sm(x) denotes 
the covariance of a free field with mass tn, ml ~ 9, 
I';dp(m)=1. Let O<gEf), IdZxg(x)=1, gn(x)=nZg(nx), 
Define S(g} = I d2x~yg(X) sex - y}g(y). If limn_ ~(gn) 
- Smo(gn) = y, then mdmo < exp(- 2ITy) with equality hold
ing if and only if p = O(m - miL 0 

Proof: Assume ml * 0 (otherwise the lemma is trivially 
true). Since I dp(m) = 1, S(gn) < Sml (gn), with equality only 
if p=6(m-ml)' Thus 

y < lim Sml (gn) - S",o(gn) 
n-~ 

-' f dZp (1 1) I ~ (,,) IZ - !:~ (2m2 p2 + m~ - p2 + m~ gn\/-' 

-
Proof of Theorem 1: For the (A¢4 + a¢Z}z theory, the 
vacuum expectation (¢ (0» = 0 by ¢ - - ¢ symmetry, If 
the vacuum is not the only translation invariant state 
t:.E = 0 and so Theorem 1 is trivially true. Thus we may 
assume d = 0 in the representation of S in Theorem 3 
(Sec. 2). 

Part (i) of Theorem 1 is now an immediate conse
quence of Lemmas 1, 4, and 5. [The measure p cannot 
be of the form 6(m - ml) since then the field would be a 
free fieldl7 and this is known not to be the case. 16] To 
prove Part (ii) of Theorem 1 we use the equivalence 
(A, a, mol -(A, 0, m,,) given by Eq. (1) which is valid for 
half-Dirichlet states. 2 It follows that 

(7) 

by Theorem l(i). Now if a~ 0, then m" ~ mo and Inm,,/mo 
>0. Thus (m~-m~)/2<a, i.e., m,,<v'm~+2a, which 
with Eq. (7) completes the proof of the theorem. _ 

Remark 5: Since x - 1 ~ lnx, Eq. (l) implies 

a~ (m~ +~)l m~ 
2 2IT nmr 
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which, together with Eq. (7), immediately implies the 
bound of Theorem 1(i). Thus for half-Dirichlet states, 
the exponential fall- off of t:.E as a - - 00 is a direct con
sequence of the bound t:.E(A, a= 0, mol <;; mo valid for all 
mo>O, 

5. THE RELATION BETWEEN mphys and <</» 

It is known12 that the ground state is unique for the 
A¢4 _ j.J.¢ theory if j.J. #- 0, Thus, d = 0 in the representa
tion of S given in Theorem 3 (Sec. 2) and 

Sex) = Jm~ dp(m)Sm(x} + (¢ (O})~. (S) 

We may assume ml * 0 (otherwise Theorem 2 is trivially 
true). From Lemma 2 

Thus from Lemma 4 

Using the representation (S) one has 

. 1 ~ (¢(O})~ 
hm dp(m}[S",(g} - S",o(g}] ~ - 1 + rr 2/3A , 
g-o "'I mo 

The application of Lemma 5 now completes the proof of 
Theorem 2. 

6. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 

The most general relativistic two point function is 
given by the Kallen- Lehmann representation (e. g, , 
Ref. 1S) 

-px)] +c 

where c is the contribution from translation invariant 
states and p is a regular Borel measure such that there 
exists an integer N satisfying I dp(m}/(1 + mZ}N+I < 00, 

Because of the singularity at m = 0, it is necessary in 
two space-time dimensions that Ii dp{m} lnl/m < 00 

which guarantees that W is a tempered distribution, 
[Let f (d (R2) be chosen so that 1 (PI, pz) "" 0 and 1 (PI> pz) 
~ 1 for Pf + p~ <;; 30 Then 

1 (1 1 f f~ dp 
2llJo dp{m}lnm<;; dp(m) _~4rrv'p2+m~1(..jp2+m2,p) 

= w(fJ < 00, 

Consider 

Analytically continuing this to s = it, t > 0 we have 

S", (t, x) = 1 ~ 4drr'P exp..:...{ -_w--.!p--;::;;+=m=2::;t;::--..--'iP'-X...c,) 
_~ v'p2 + m 2 

(t > o) 

which is analytic in x, t for t > O. Notice that 
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Thus 

S (N) (1 +<l)N A 

m (1 +mZ)N Sm 

is equal to Sm for t > O. 

Therefore 

is a tempered distribution19 which equals the analytic 
continuation of W to s = it, t > O. It is Euclidean invari
ant and analytic away from x = 0 (" coinciding argu
ments"). Herex=(t,x), 

Now any tempered distribution which agrees with the 
analytic continuation of Waway from x = 0 must differ 
from S(N) by a finite number of derivatives of 6-func
tions. By Euclidean invariance the derivatives must 
have the form Z:;=oaj (- <l)j6(x). 

We have thus shown that the general form of the 
Fourier transform of the Euclidean covariance is 

Changing the value of N in this representation for S cor
responds to a change in the parameters aj. We may thus 
suppose that S has been brought to a standard form 
where N = 0 if Io~ [dp(m) /1 + m 2] < 00, and otherwise N is 
chosen so that Io~[dp(m)/(1 + m 2)N+l] < 00 but Io~[dp(m)/ 
(1 + m 2)N] = 00. We now consider the restrictions on S 
which follow from the estimate of Lemma 3: 

1 S(gn) - Smo (gn) I"" c for all n 

where 

It is easy to see that the only way the singularities of 
Sand Sm can compensate as n - 00 is for N = 0 and a} = 0 o 
for all j. For an explicit proof, consider first the free 
covariance 

-f azp Ig(p) 12 -
Smo(gn) - (2n)ZpZ +mVn2n~~lnn. 

As for the behavior of S(g), the 6-functions contribution 
behaves like 
J 
'L n2(}+1 )aj J azp(p2)i 1 g(p) 12. 
'=0 

The remaining contribution is (assuming N> 0) 

f dp(m) f azp (1 - p2)N I-(p) 12 
(1 + ma)N (2n)a p2 + ma g'n 

where 

92 

N 

= L; (- l)jn2J!J(n) 
J =0 
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-(N)f dp(m) f azp p2J - 12 
!,(n) - j (1 + mZ)N (2n)z pZ + mZ/nz II[(P) . 

As n - 00, !i(n)/n2 - 0 by a dominated convergence argu
ment, but!J (n) - 00 as n - 00 since the integrand mono
tone increases to p2(i-1) Ig(p) 12/(1 + m2)N which gives an 
infinite integral since I[dp(m)/(1 +m2)N]=00. Thus the 
large n behavior of n2J!j(n) cannot be compensated by a 
power behavior bn2k . Therefore for large n, S(gn) 
- Smo{![,) behaves like 

N J 

L: (- I)Jn2J!J(n) + L c,n2U +1 ) - b Inn. (9) 
,=0 j=O 

Using the properties of!, stated above it follows readily 
that the quantity (9) cannot remain finite unless all a, 
=OandN=O, Le., I[dp/(I+m2)]<00. 

We may now conclude further that Io ~ dp(m) = 1: If 
I dp > 1 there exist Mb M2 such that 0 < Ml "" M2 < 00 and 

1 < JM:2 
dp(m) < "". 

So 

S(gn) - Smo(gn) 

(M 2 f d
2
p (1 1 \ I-(p) /2 ~ )Ml dp(m) (2n)2 pZ + ma - pZ + mV g n 

+(1)p- ~ S.,(g.) +c 
The first term remains bounded as n - 00 and the second 
term goes to + 00 since Smo(gn) - + 00. This contradicts 
Lemma 3. 

Thus I dp(m) "" L If I dp < 1, 

f f d2p (1 1 )1_(P)/2 
S(gn)-Smo(gn)= dp(111) (2mZ pZ+11la-pz+111~ II[\n 

+ (J dp- ~ S.,(g.) +c. 
The first term is negative for m ~ mo and for m "" 1110 
the integral is finite since Ito dp(m) In(mo/m) < 00. The 
second term - - 00 as n - 00. Thus again we have a con
tradiction with Lemma 3, so I dp(111) = 1. 

We may finally conclude that S(gn) - Smo(gn) converges 

as n - 00, since 

S(gn) - Smo(gn) 

= iQ~ dp(m) J (~C)a (pz ; 111z - pZ ; 111~ ) / g (~) 12 

+ !mo dp(m) f (:ri>z(pz ;ma - pZ ;m~) Ig(~)/2. 
The second term converges to (27T)-1 Iomo dp(m) In(111 0/111) . 

The first term is negative. If Im~dp(m) In(m/mo) < 00 the 
first term converges by a dominated convergence argu
ment. If I':o dp(m) In(m/mo) = 00 the first !e(pr)m d~verges 
to - "" since there is an a> 0 such that Ig 1 > 2" for 
Ip 1 "" a which implies that the first term is 

11~ 1 d
2
p (1 1) """4 dp(m) "{2fiF pZ + 1112 - p2 + 111a 

mo 1/>1 Ena 0 
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which diverges to - 00 as n - 00 by a monotone conver
gence argumenL Thus Lemma 3 implies that 
limn~..s(gn) - Smo(gn) exists and is equal to (2I1)~l f dp(m) 
xln(mo/m)+c. _ 

7. THE LIMIT <: cp2 :( f) >A. A tR2 
For completeness we give the argument showing that 

limA1'Rz(: ¢z : (f)A exists and obtain the necessary bounds. 
For a more detailed discussion which proves more see 
Ref. 9. In this section we will denote by (: ¢2: (f»~, 
(: ¢2 : (f)~D, (: ¢2 : (f)~ the full-Dirichlet, half-Dirichlet, 
and free boundary condition expectation, and in all 
cases : ¢z : (f) denotes Wick ordering with respect to the 
free covariance, 10 e., the covariance of a free field of 
mass mo. 

Let O~f,d), suppfcAocA. The Griffiths' inequali
ties2 imply 

(: ¢z: (f)~ ~ (: ¢2 : (f)~D ~ (: ¢z: (f»~. (10) 

The monotone increase 

ACA', 
(11) 

also follows from the Griffiths' inequalities. Conver
gence follows from uniform bounds. These can be ob
tained as follows: Let 0 ~ f E 5 and denote by.r the re
striction of f to A, ft(x) =fA(t, x). Finally consider a 
partition of the real line into unit intervals II and for 
any function h(x) denote by hi the restriction of h to II' 
Then 

(: ¢z : (f)~ = (: ¢2 : (fA»~ ~ (: cp2 : (fA»~D = (: cpz: (f)~D 

=~ J dt(: ¢2: Vti»~D ~ ~ J dt lim(: cp2: (ff'1»IxT 
I I T~~ 

if ACLxT by (10) and (11). 

Now 

lim(: cp2: (ff'tl)rXT= (nL , : cp2: (fij)nL ) 
T~~ 

where nL is the ground state of HL =Ho 
+ filA :p(¢(x, 0»: dx and 

~ cll(H L + C)-l/2 : cp2 : (ft1)(HL + c)-l/211 ~ cl~ liz 
by the generalized ¢-bounds for HL (e. g., Ref. 20). 
Thus (: cpz: (f»~,HD ~ c'Zlf dtilftlliz. Since a lower bound 
can easily be obtained from (11) it follows that 
(: cp2: (f)~,HD converges for any fES and the integration 
by parts formula can be handled as in Sec. 5 of Ref. 9. 
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Spectrum generating group of the symmetric top 
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The spectrum generating group for the symmetric top is found and applied to derive spectra, energy values 
and selection rules. All the well·known results are reproduced and some generalizations are obtained as a 
consequence of the group property, except for the Coriolis splitting for which an additional dependence 
upon the factor k! j is derived. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

According to the basic assumptions of quantum 
mechanics, a quantum mechanical physical system is 
described by an algebra of operators in a linear space. 
For many Simple nonrelativistic systems such an al
gebra of observables is given by the enveloping algebra 
of a group, which is nowadays called a spectrum gen
erating group. 1 

A spectrum generating group is a group which pos
sesses an irreducible representation space that can 
serve as the space of physical states of the quantum 
mechanical system. Thus the spectrum generating 
group has to contain the invariance group of the physical 
system, and some of its irreduCible representations 
(irreps) must reduce into a direct sum of those irreps 
of the invariance group which make up the spectrum of 
the physical system. This requirement does not com
pletely fix the spectrum generating group, as there are 
in general several groups which have this property. In 
particular, a simple group and the contraction of this 
simple group with respect to the invariance group de
scribe the same spectrum, as we shall discuss later 
for the particular case considered here. 

For physical systems with an unlimited number of 
possible physical states the irrep space must be in
finite dimenSional and, therefore, the spectrum gen
erating group must be noncompact. The well-known 
examples of spectrum generating groups are 80(4,1) 
or 80(4,2) for the hydrogen atom2 SU(n,l) for the /1-

dimensional harmonic oscillator3 and SO(3, 1) for the 
rotator. 4 Another solvable model which is of great im
portance in molecular and nuclear physiCS, and whose 
relativistic generalization may well serve as one of the 
clues to particle physics, is the symmetric top. There
fore, and in view of the large literature on spectrum 
generating groups it is surprising that the group theory 
of the symmetric top has not been uncovered before. 

In the succeeding sections the description of the sym
metric top by a spectrum generating group will be given. 
The treatment will be in complete analogy to (and is a 
generalization of) the description of the rotator4 that is 
in fact the model on which the notion of spectrum gen
erating groups was first conceived. As the nonrelativis
tic symmetric top model is best realized in molecular 
physics, we will use the symmetric top molecule as the 
physical system and refer to the book of Herzberg5 for 
the numerous concrete examples. 
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II. REPRESENTATIONS OF THE PARITY· 
EXTENDED SO (3,2) AND THEIR 
CONTRACTIONS 

In this section the properties of a class of representa
tions of SO(3, 2) (covering group of the 3 -2 -de Sitter 
group) are described, and their extension by parity are 
discussed. This class is a subclass of representations 
of SO(3, 2) that have a discrete reduction with respect 
to SO(3, 1), and their properties have been derived in 
Ref. 6. It is also contained in the set of singleton repre
sentations listed in Ref. 7. We will state here the results 
only. 

A. A representation of SO (3,2) 

The Lie algebra of SO(3, 2) is given by the following 
commutation relations: 

[J ",a,Jy61 = i[g "'6J~ y + g{JyJ ",6 - g",yJa6 - gB6J C<Yl 

where the metric g a{J is given by 

(II. 1) 

for 0'= (3=O or 4, 

=-1 for a={3=l, 2, 3, 

= 0 otherwise, 

and Ja {3=-Js",[a,{3=O, 1,2,3, 4jare the generators. 

If we make the identification 

r" = J ,,4' fJ. = 0, 1, 2, 3, 

we obtain 

(II.2) 

[,T "V, J po ] = i[ g "oJvp + gvpJ ,,0 - g "pJvo - gvoJ "p]' 

[r ",J po]= i[g "pro - g "orp]' 

[r",rvl=-iJ"v, 

(II.3a) 

(II.3b) 

(II.3c) 

where the range of the indices fJ., P, p, a is 0, 1, 2, 3. 

J "V are the generators of the proper Lorentz group 
SO(3,1) and r" is a Lorentz vector, its vector proper
ties being defined by (II. 3b). 

The Casimir operators of SO(3,2) are 

Dl = -1/2J ",aJw, 

D2 =+ W",W"', 

(II. 4) 

where W '" = hC<fJY6EJf3Y J6E. The range of the indices is 0, 
1, 2, 3, 4 and E"'BrfiE is the antisymmetric tensor with 
E0l2C14 = + 1. Hence we obtain 
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Dl = - {r "ro' - <\}, 
- - 2 
D2 =W"W"+C2 , 

where 

Cl = - tJ"vJ"v =KiKi -JiJP 

- 1 
C2 = 8E"vp~"vJpa=KjJi' 

W" = tE"vpaJVpra, 

and E"vpa is the Levi-Cevita tensor with E0123 = + 1. 

(II.5a) 

(II.5b) 

(II.6a) 

(II.6b) 

Cl and C2 are the Casimir operators of 80(3,1) and 
an irreducible representation8 of 80(3, 1) is character
ized by (k, c) where 

(II. 7) 

- -
are the eigenvalues of C1 and C2 , respectively. The 
possible values of (k, c)-for the unitary principle 
series of representations of 80(3, 1)~ -are c is pure 

"V imaginary, ic '" ° and k is any integral or half -integral 
number. 

The reduction of the representation space of (k, c) 
with respect to the rotation group 80(3)J

j
., i,j=I,2,3, 

is given by J 

(II. 8) 
80(3) j=lkl.lkl+l, ••• 

where R. j are the irreducible representation spaces of 
80(3). 

The basis of eigenvectors of the system of commuting 
operators 

(II. 9) 

is denoted I kc jm) and the matrix elements of the gen
erators of 80(3,1) 

J(O) =J12 , 

1 . 
J(± 1) = + v'2 (J23 ± iJ31 ) 

=+ A (Jl ±iJ2 ), 

K(0)=J03 =K3 , 

K(± 1) = + A- (JOI ± iJo2 ) 

1 . 
= + v'2 (Kl ± iK2 ) 

in this basis are given by8 

J(q) Ikcjm)= P.I kcjm')<jm' 1 1q;jm)Jj, 

(II. 10) 

(II. 11) 

K(q)lkcjm)= 6 Ikcj'm')U'm'llq;jm)[2j+ 1]1/2Kj'j(k,c), 
j'm' 

where (j'm' 11q;jm) are the 80(3) Clebsch-Gordon 
coefficients 9 

(II. 12) 
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and 

.[ V - k 2)(/_ C 2)]1 /2 
K j- l )k,c)=-Z[j(2j_l)(2j+I)]1/2 for j> Ikl 

=0 for j= Ikl, (II. 13a) 

Kj)k,c)=i [(2j + I);(j+ 1)]1/2 for j> 0, (II. 13b) 

(II. 13c) 

The class of representations of 80(3,2) that we are 
interested in (subclass I and IV of Ref. 6) are character
ized by a fixed value of c. The eigenvalues of the 
Casimir operators are 

(II. 14) 

and the reduction of the irreducible representation space 
H(e) with respect to 80(3,1) is given by 

"" H(e)~ 6 tJ!H(k,c) for c;cO, 
80(3,1) k=O.%l • .a ,'" 

(II. 15) 

.~ 

H(e) ==:! 6 tJ!H(k,c) for c;cO 
80(3,1) k=±l /2,>3 /2 .... 

(11.16) 

and 

(II. 17) 

The action of the 80(3,1) -vector operator r", i. e. , 

r o, r(o) = r 3 , r(± 1) =+ (rl ± ir2 ), (II. 18) 

is given by 

(II. 19) 

r(q)ickjm)= 6 ick'j'm')(j'm'llq;jm)[2j+ 1]1/2r~:~ 
k' j'm' 

where 

q%l'k=t v(j+k)(j±k + 1) for c;c ° 
andforc=O, k>l, 

1 
r~,o = q.l = .f2 Vj(j + I) 

and 

(II. 20) 

(II. 21) 

(II. 22) 

(II. 23) 

B. Extension of the SO (3,2) representation by parity 

The representation space He is not only a representa
tion space of 80(3,2) but also a representation space of 
an extension of 80(3,2) by the parity P [and also a rep
resentation space of an extension of 80(3,2) by P and 
time inversion T]. However, there are other extensions 
of 80(3,2) by P (and P, T), which require doubling of 
the representation, and it appears that just these are 
the representations that are realized in physics. We 
shall therefore discuss the extension in more detail. 
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The relations between the operator Up representing 
parity P and the operators representing the generators 
are 

+ 1e,lk+ll,jm±)r?+ll,lkl 

where 

rl k±lll kl = rk±l,k = r-( k±l) ,-k 

(11.33) 

(II. 34) U pJ1P p=J1J , U praU p= r o, 

U pKP p= -Ku U prp p= - rj (II. 24) and 

(U p is chosen such that U'j, = 1). 10 The irrep spaces 
H(k,e) of 80(3,1) are not representation spaces of ex
tensions of SO(3, 1) by P, but one has8 

U plekjm) = (- 1)J1)pl e - kjm) (II. 25a) 

or 

(II. 25b) 

where 

1)p=+1 or 1)P=-1. 

[Note that H(- ke) =H(k - c). 8] (11.25) can easily be seen 
from the fact that as a consequence of (11.24) 

U pK1JP p= - KiJ j , (II. 26) 

so that according to (11.4) UP has either to change the 
sign of K or the sign of e. 11 Therefore, an irrep space 
of the extended 80(3,1) is given by 

H( Ik Ie) =H(k,e) ffJH(-k,e) (IT. 27) 

or by 

unless k or e is equal to zero, in which case 

H(Oe) and H(kO) 

are already irreps of the extended group. 

(11.28) 

(II. 29) 

We shall first turn to the extension of SO(3, 2) that 
does not require representation doubling. The H(e) 

given by (11.15) is the representation space of the exten
sion so that (II. 25b) is impossible. Consequently , UP 
is given by (II. 25a). The parity eigenstates in the rep
resentation space H (e "* 0) are then defined by 

Ie, Ik I ,jm±) =-vr-(Ie,k,j, m) ± Ie, -k,j,m», k > 0, 

Ie, Ikl =Ojm+)= Ik=O,j,m), (11.30) 

which have the property 

pllkljm±)=1)p(-1)J(±1)llkljm±), 
(11.31) 

pi O,jm) = 1)P(- 1)j 10,jm). 

The action of the generators K and r on these parity 
eigenstates follows from (11.30), (11.11), and (11.20) and 
is given by 

K(q) Ie, Ikl,jnu) 

= Ie, Ik U -1m' ±)(j -1,m'11qjm)(2j+ 1)1/2KJ_1./lk I) 

+ Ie, Ikl,j,m''f)(j,m'11qjm)(2j+1)1/2KjJ(l k l) 

+ Ie, Ik I ,j+ 1,m' ±)(j+ 1,m' 11qjm)(2j + 1)1/2 

XKj+1j I k Il (11.32) 

where Kj' j( I k I) are given by (11.13) [note that KJ%l.k ( Ik I) 
=Kj±l)k)]: 

role, Ik I ,jm ±) = Ie, Ik - 11 ,jm± )r~k-lI,lkl 
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r(q) Ie, I k lim ±) 

= (Ie, I k + 11 ,j + 1, m' ± )r~~;}"kl + Ie, I k - 11 ,j + 1, m' ±) 

x r~:i~"kl) < j + 1, m' 11qjm)(2j + 1 )1/2 

+{le,lk+11,j,m''f)rWlllkl 

+ Ie, Ik -11 ,j,m''f)r~J-1IIkl)Um'11qjm)(2j+ 1)1/2 

+ (Ie Ik + 11)· -1 m' ±)rl.k+lIlkl , 1-1,) 

+ lelk-11 )"-1 m'±)rl.k-lilkl) , , J-l) 

xU - 1m' 11qjm)(2j + 1)1/2 (11.35) 

where 

rlk'llkl = z·[k (I k' I)r Ik'llkl - r 1k' IlklK (I k I)] 
j# j jl j j j j' j • (11.36) 

We note from (11.32), (II. 33) and (11.34) that K and r 
change the parity of the state, as is required of SO(3) 
vector operators. 

K fulfills the selection rules 

~j=±I,O, ~Ikl =0 for HO (II. 37a) 

and 

~j = ± 1 , ~ I k I = ° for k = o. (II. 37b) 

(II. 37b) can be seen from (11.32) since by (II. 13b) 
KJj(lkl =0)=0. rfulfills the selection rule 

~ I k I = ± 1, ~j = 0, ± 1. 

ro fulfills the selection rules 

M=± 1, ~j= o. 

c. Extension with representation doubling 

(II. 38) 

(11.39) 

We now turn to the extension with representation 
doubling. Then the irrep space of the extension of 
8O( 3 , 2) by P is 

(II. 40) 

Without restricting generality we choose ie"" O. P is 
represented by 

(II. 25b) 

The parity eigenstates are then given by 

1 
!Dkjm±)= {2 (Iekjm)± I-ekjm» (II.41) 

which have the property 

UP !Dkjm±) = ± (-1)J1)pIDkjm ±). (II. 42) 

The matrix elements of K(q), r o, and r(q) in these 
states are easily obtained from (II.ll), (11.19), (II. 20): 
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K(q) I Dkjm ±) 

= I; ID k j m' (±)(-1)l-J+j')(j'm'11qjm) 
j'm' '" , 

(11.43) 

roIDkjm±) 

= ID,k_1,j,m±)r~-lk+ ID,k+1,j,m±)rr1k , (11.44) 

r(q) I Dkjm ±) 

= I; ID k' j' m' (±)(_l)l-j+i') 
k' j'm' , " , 

(11.45) 

where Kj.j(k,c) is given by (11.13), q'k is given by 
(11.21), (11.22), and 

(11.46) 

(II. 43), (11.44), and (II. 45) are completely analogous to 
(11.32), (11.33), (II. 35); the distinction between the rep
resentation of the extended 80(3,2) given in H(c) and HD 
of (11.40) is that in HD the subspace with a definite value 
of k is two-dimensional, i. e. , the subspace with a def
inite value of k 2 or I k I is four-dimensional, whereas 
in H(e> the subspace with a definite value of k is one
dimensional, i. e. , the subspace with a definite value of 
k 2 or I k I is two-dimensional. 

The selection rules of K, r, and ro in HD are obtained 
from (11.43), (11.44), and (II. 45) and are very similar 

Ikl=O Ikl = I Ikl = 2 

:;/

3' 
, ./' .>< ' 

, 3+ 

/, 
/ 

-K,A 

_.- f(q), B(q) 

Ikl = 3 

FIG. 1. The spectrum of He, shown schematically. 
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to the selection rules in He>. K and also A fulfill the 
selection rules 

~j = 0, ± 1, ~k = 0 for k * 0, (11.47) 

~j=±l, M=O for k=O. 

r and also B fulfill the selection rules 

~j=O,±l, M=±l, 
(II. 48) 

~j=± 1, for k = 0, j = O. 

ro fulfills the selection rules 

(II. 49) 

Summarizing, we have described above the following 
irreps of the extended 80(3,2): 

He which reduces with respect to irreps of the parity 
extended SO(3, 1) in the following way: 

Hc= I; EBH(lkl,c) 
Ikl=0.l,2 ... 

(orHC= I; EBH(lkl,c)') (11.50) 
I kl =0,1 /2,3 /2 ••• 

and liD which reduces with respect to the irreps of the 
parity-extended 80(3,1) in the way 

liD = z:; EB(H(k,c)EBH(k, -c)) 
k=O,±l,:t:2,:I:3,ooo 

(
or the corresPOnding) . 

for half integer k 
(11.51) 

Each H( I k I ,c) in (II. 50) contains an infinite tower of 
parity and angular momentum multiplets jr. 

where 

jV = I k I ", (J k I + 1)± for I k I * 0 

and jV = 0.,1-,2+ ••• for I k I = 0 

and the arbitrary phase 1Jp (intrinsic parity) is chosen 
+ 1. Thus schematically Hc describes the jr spectrum 
shown in Fig. 1. 

Each H(kc) EBH(k, - c) in (11.51) contains the following 
tower of parity and angular momentum multiplets: 

H(k,c)EBH(k, -cl= z:; (11.52) 
j=I hi • I hi +1 ... 

1T=+, .. 

Thus for every value of k = 0, ± 1, ± 2 o. 0 there are two 
angular momentum multiplets with value j = I k I, I k I 
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/ 

k=-3 k=-2 k=-I k=O 

FIG. 2. The spectrum ofHD, shown schematically. 

+ 1 •.. and opposite parity. Or, for every value of I k I 
there are two parity and angular momentum multiplets 
with the same value of y. Thus schematically HD de
scribes the r spectrum shown in Fig. 2. 

The connecting lines between the multiplets j7 in Fig. 
1 and Fig. 2 are an expression of the selection rules 
(II. 37), (1I.38), (II. 39) and (1I.47), (II. 48), (II. 49), 
respectively. 

If one compares the diagram of Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 
with the rotational energy levels of a symmetric top 
molecule in Fig. 313

, one notices that He and HD are 
prime candidates for the description of the quantum 
mechanical symmetric top. We will give a detailed com
parison between the spectrum given by He, HD and the 
rotational energy spectrum of the symmetrical top mole
cule in the next section. 

The objection one may raise to the description of the 
symmetric top spectrum by the representation of the 
extended 80(3,2) is that the two 80(3)-vector operators 
K and r do not commute, whereas the observables that 
perform the transitions between the energy levels are 
believed to be represented by 8O(3)-vector operators 
that do commute among themselves, like, e. g. , the 
operator of the permanent dipole moment. We will, 
therefore, now obtain representations of a different 
group from the representations (c) and D of 80(3,2), 
which have the same j' spectrum but for which one has 
instead of the two noncom muting vector operators K and 
r two vector operators whose components commute. 
These representations are obtained by group contraction. 
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1
3. 

,~~/-
/ 3 

/ / 

/ 
2+ /' 

/ 

/, 
/ 

-K,A 

-.- r(q) I B(q) 

k = I k=2 k=3 

D. Contraction of SO (3,2) representations with respect 
to SO (3) 

To perform this contraction we introduce 

A\Xl = >"K I Bi X) = >..rl , SIX) = >..ro (II. 53) 

where A is a positive real parameter, the contraction 

j j+t -{ +t -l +l -t 

12- 12---- j j 

Ilf Ii ri' 
II~ JOJ -1 s--1 

11-- 11-- 10J.f 9 r 7L 
10~ 9 s-1 -, 

10-- 10---- f r --1 
9~ 9 sf 7-1 6 k=6 

9- 9--- 8~ 7...J 6yL 
8~ f 

8-- s---- ~ 5 
7 6 k=5 

7-- 7---- 7~ 6~ 5+ 

6~ ~4J 
6-- 6---- 5~ 43

5 --.1;:- k=4 

5-- 5---- 4~ -/ 

4---- 3~ k=3 4--
3--
2--
0= 

k=O 

3--- 2~ 
2 ::;::::::: k ; 2 
1 k=1 

FIG. 3. Rotational energy levels of a symmetric top 
molecule. 13 
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parameter. The contraction in the representation is 
then performed by the limiting process 

A - 0, I ic I - 00 such that ic>" - Eo (11.54) 

From the commutation relation (11.0 it follows that 

[Jp JjJ == i<ljkJk' 

[A (~)J] . LI(A) 
I , j == ZEIJIf·k , 

[B(~) J] . B(A) 
i , J = ZEijk k , 

[S(~l, J
j 
J == 0, 

[A?) ,A?)]== - iEjJk>..2Jk, 

[B(A) B(X)]- _ iE .. >..2J 
i , j - tJ k k' 

[A?') ,B?)]== - igijAS(A), 

[SO,) ,Ai')]==' iAB~A), 

[s(}.) , B?)] =' i>"A~A). 

The operators 

Aj=limA:'), Bj=limB?), S=limS(xl, 

or in spherical components 

A(q) = lim AK(q) , B(q) = lim>"r(q), 

(II. 55a) 

(II. 55b) 

(11.56) 

(II. 56') 

where the limit is understood in the sense of (II. 54), are 
for H(e) obtained from (11.32), (11.33), (11.35): 

A(q)IE,lkJjm±) 

= IE, Ik I ,j -1, m' ±)(j -1, m' 11qjm)(2j + 1)1/2aJ_1J 

x (Ik I ,<) 

+ IE!k ij, m' 'f )(jm' 11 qjm)(2j + 1)1/2ajj ( I k I E) 

+ I Elk Ij + 1, m' ± )(j + 1, m' i1qjm)(2j + 1)1/2 

Xaj+I/lkl,E) (II. 57) 

ic-<.<' 
(II. 58) 

a j +1 j!k I ,E) = aj ,j'1 (Ik I ,E), 

i I IklE 
an ( k ,E)=[(2j+ 1)j(j+ 1)J172 , 

SIElkljm±)=O, (II. 59) 

B(q)IElk Ijm±) 

=~ IE I k' Ii + 1, m' ± >b~~~ykl(j + 1m' 11qjm)(2j + 1)1/2 
k' 

+ ~ I Elk' ij, m' 'F )bl.~·1 'k'(jm'i1qjm)(2j + 1)1/2 
k' JJ 

+ ~ iE I k' Ij - 1m' ± )b~~~~lkl(j - 1, m' 11qjm)(2j + 1)1/2 
k' 

(II. 60) 

where 

b:~;llkl(E)=i(aj'j(jk' I ,E)rjk'llkl - r}k'1lkl aj •j (lk I ,E»). 
(II. 61) 

Analogous expressions are obtained for the operators in 
HD from (11.43), (II.44), (II. 45) [the vectors in (11.57), 
(11.59), and (11.60) have to be replaced by I D,k,j, m, ±), 
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aj'j(lkIE) by aj'j(k, lEI), and bj~;llkl(E) by 

b::~(IEi)= i(aj.j(k', lEI )rp - rpKj.j(k, lEI»·] 
In this limit the commutation relations (II. 55) go over 

into 

[ApJj]=iEIJ.A., [BpJj]=iEiHBk 

[JpJjJ == iEjJkJk , 

[ApAj]= 0, [BpBj]= 0, 

[ApBj]=O. 

(II. 62a) 

(n.62b) 

The operator S is according to (11.59) represented by 
the zero operator. Thus in the limit (II. 54) the repre
sentation (c) of SO(3, 2) has gone into a representation 
(E) of the semidirect product of SO(3) with the six-dimen
sional Abelian group which we will call E2(3) whose 
generators are defined by (II. 57), (II. 58), (II. 60), and 
(II. 61). The same is true for the representation of the 
extended SO(3, 2) in H<e). The representation of the ex
tended SO( 3,2) in fID goes into the representation of the 
extended E2(3) in the space HD(lel) =H(EJ tfJH<-eJ. 
SO(3, 1}J K is contracted into the representation (k,E) of 
the threej-Jimensional Euclidean group E(3) generated 
by J i and A j • The eigenvalues of the Casimir operators 

AlAI = -lim>..2C1 = lim(AjA j - >..2Jj J j ), 

A/I = lim>"C2 = lim>"KjJj 

of E(3)AjJj obtained from (II. 5) are found to be 

eigenvalue AjAi = E2 , 

eigenvalue AjJj = kE. 

(ll.63) 

(IT. 64) 

The reduction of the representation space H(e) with 
respect to E(3) is obtained from (II. 15) to be 

(II. 65) 

The special case E = 0 is the case in which the AI and 
B j are represented by the zero operator. 

The jP slj,cctrum of He) of E2(3) is again given by Fig. 
1 and the j spectrum of HDOell of E2(3) by Fig. 2. The 
essential difference between SO(3, 2) and E2(3) is that 
the matrix elements of the vector operators Aj and BI 
and S are Simpler than the matrix elements of Kj' r j , 

and ro and in fact the matrix element of S is identically 
zero. The connecting lines between the multiplets jP do 
not exist for E2(3). 

The selection rules for A and B are the same as the 
selection rules for K and r, respectively, i. e., in H(e) 

the selection rules for A are given by (II. 37), the selec
tion rules for B are given by (11.38), (II.39), and in 
IID(I,» the selection rules for A are given by (II. 47) and 
for B by (II. 48). 

III. SPECTRUM OF THE SYMMETRIC TOP 

A. Quantum mechanical dumbbell 

It has been known for some time4 that the representa
tion spaces 

H(lkl,c) of SO(3,1) 
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or 

(III. 1) 

can serve as the image of the space of physical states of 
the rotator. The rotator is a quantum mechanical dumb
bell that is realized in nature by diatomic molecules 
when their external conditions are such that they remain 
in one and the same vibrational and electronic state. 
The space 

H(k=O,corE)::: 6 tfJ«,i 
jo:oO,looo 

(III. 2) 

describes the diatomic molecule whose moment of in
ertia about the line joining the nuclei is zero. The physi
cal states 

ik =Ojm) 

are parity eigenstates 

Pik = Ojm) =TJp(-l)i ik = Ojm) (III. 3) 

and the rotational levels have positive or negative parity 
if j is even or odd respectively (for TJp== + 1) or vice 
versa (for 1)P= -1). Each rotational level has no degen
eracy [except for the (2j + I)-fold degeneracy in m] and 
the selection rules for the operator A and K are 
according to (II. 37b) 

Aj == ± 1. 

According to (II. 57) and (II. 7) 

AoJ=O and K'J=O, 

i. e. , J is perpendicular to A or K. 

(III. 4) 

(III. 5) 

There are numerous realizations of this model by 
diatomic molecules known. 14 The permanent dipole mo
ment d, which in the classical picture is a vector that 
points into the direction of the axis of the dumbbell is 
in the quantum case assumed to be proportional to the 
vector operator A. With this assumption the algebra of 
observables is the algebra of E(3)J.A' and the space of 
physical states is the representatio'n 'space H(O,d. This 
view is supported by the idea that the dipole moment is 
proportional to the position operator Q; whose compo
nents commute. However, one does not seem to arrive 
at any contradiction to experimental facts if one assumes 
that d is proportional to K and the space of physical 
states is the representation space H(oc} of 80(3, l)J .K.· , , 
The space 

H( ik i c or E) =- z: tfJ«,j(1T= (_l)i) tfJ«,j(1T= (_OJ+1) 
, j;lkl,lkl+1,," 

(III. 6) 

is the space of quantum mechanical states of the physi
cal system whose classical analog is the dumbbell car
rying a flywheel on its axis. In this case J is not per
pendicular to the axis. The component of angular mo
mentum in the direction of the figure axis is given by 
(II. 24) or (II. 5): 

The physical states 

iiki(c or E)jm±) 
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(III. 7) 

(III. 8) 

are parity eigenstates with parity, according to (II. 31), 

(III. 9) 

and for each value of j there is a positive and negative 
rotational level (of almost equal energy (A-type doubl
ing14)), The selection rules for the operators A and K 
are according to (II. 37) 

Aj=± 1,0 and A1T=-1. (III. 10) 

There are numerous realizations of this model, in par
ticular by diatomic molecules in higher electronic 
states. 14 As the component of the angular momentum 
in the direction of the figure axis is due to the revolu
tion of the electrons, this must be a constant in a partic
ular electronic state. Therefore, k (for a fixed value of 
E or ic) is constant and in a particular electronic state 
the diatomic molecule is a rotor described by f/ (I k I ) of 
(III. 6) or (III. 2). However, one and the same molecule 
can be and is in fact a rotor described by one H( I kll ) 
in one electronic state and another H(lkzl) in another 
electronic state. 14 

B. Quantum mechanical symmetric top 

The dumbbell carrying a flywheel is already an exam
ple of a symmetric top; however, this is a symmetric 
top for which the component of angular momentum along 
the symmetry axis is a constant (in a particular elec
tronic state). In general, the component of angular mo
mentum along the symmetry axis of a symmetric top 
can have different values. Consequently, in the space of 
physical states of the quantum mechanical symmetric 
top A 0 J (or K· J) should not be an invariant but should 
have a nontrivial spectrum, as is the case for the rep
resentation space HD (c) of 80(3,2) and for the representa
tion space of its contraction HD(e). To show that HD 

plays the same role for the symmetric top as H (I k I) 
plays for the rotator, we will now make the detailed 
comparison between the symmetrical top spectrum and 
the spectrum given by HD. 

A classical nonrelativistic symmetric topI5 is a 
physical system which has constant moments of inertia 
IA> IB, IB about its principle axes. It has angular veloc
ity w, angular momentum J, and the axis A of sym
metry pointing in the direction of the vector a. Its en
ergy is given by 

E=ij·w. 

w may be expressed by j and a using15 

j = lBw + 1j(a 0 j)a 

where 

- ~-~ 1 1 ~-~ 
TJ=~ laI2=1)TaT"' 1)=---;;:-, 

so that the energy is given in terms of j and a by 

E = _1_ (j2 -1j(a . j)2) 
2IB 

(III. 11) 

(III. 12) 

(III. 13) 

According to the basic assumptions of quantum mech
aniCS, a quantum mechanical physical system is de-
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scribed by an algebra of linear operators which is gen
erated by some basic physical quantities whose multi
plication is defined by some algebraic relations. For a 
quantum mechanical system with a classical counterpart, 
the algebraic relations between the observables are con
jectured from the relation between the corresponding 
classical quantitie s. Consequently, for the quantum 
mechanical symmetric top the energy operator is given 
by (llL13) where the classical observables jj and a r are 
replaced by the linear operators J p Ai. IAJIB are con
stant parameters for this physical system; however, for 
an extended physical system for which the moments of 
inertia cannot be considered constant (e. g. for a vibrat
ing rotator) IA and IB may be operators with a nontrivial 
spectrum, too. The commutation relations between the 
J j are easily conjectured to be 

[JjoJi]=lfiEjikJk' (III. 14) 

whereas the commutation relations of the Ai may re
quire some contemplation. Since in the classical case 
a j is a vector, one would assume that for the quantum 
mechanical top Aj is a vector operator, i. e. , 

[A p J j ]=lfiE jJ0k. (III.1S) 

Even if one assumes Simplicity and requires that the 
commutator of Ai and A J does not lead out of the Lie 
algebra generated by J j and Ai' one is left with the 
three possibilities 

[ApAj] = KlfiEiJkJk (III. 16) 

with K = ± 1, O. The only "physical" argument one can 
give against case K = 1 [i. e. , the case in which the al
gebra of J j and Aj is the enveloping algebra of SO(4)] 
is that then there will be only a finite number of angular 
momentum values j. 16 One is therefore left with the two 
possible commutation relations between the Ai: 

[ApAJ]= 0, (III. 17) 

(III. 18) 

In case (111.17) the Aj and J j generate the enveloping 
algebra of the group E(3), i. e., [(E(3». In case (III.l8) 
they generate the algebra [(SO (3 , 1). 
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FIG. 4. Energy spectrum given by Eq. (111.20): (a). 1) <0; (b), 1) >0. 
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We can now proceed to make the correspondence 
between the group representation spaces of Sec. II and 
the space of physical states of the symmetric top. In 
case (III.l7) the candidates for the symmetric top 
spaces are HI.) and HD{I.f), in case (llL 18) the candi
dates are Hie) and HD. Choosing the units If = 1 we 
identify the observable J j with the generator J j of Sec. 
II and, in case (III. 17), the observable Aj with the gen
erator A j • In case (III. 18) we identify the observable 
Ai with the generator K j of Sec. II. 

The energy operator H of the quantum mechanical 
symmetric top is obtained from the classical expression 
(llL13) by correspondence. In the case (III. 17) this cor
respondence is straightforward, because A2 is an in
variant with eigenvalue €2 [cf. (11.64)]. Therefore, 11 
is an invariant, 

and the energy operator is 

H=2~ (J2-~(A·J)2). 
B 

(111.19) 

Let us first consider the space HII) for which the jF 
spectrum is given in Fig. 1. Taking the eigenvalue of 
the operator H in the states (II. 30) one obtains for the 
energy spectrum 

(III. 20) 

As for each I k I except I k I = 0 there are two angular 
momentum multiplets with opposite parity, there is a 
2(2j + 1) degeneracy of every energy value E( I k I ,jl, 
whereas for E( I k I = O,j) there is only the usual (2j + 1) 
degeneracy. Thus taking E2(3) as the spectrum generat
ing group one predicts in the representation space HC.) 
the spectra shown in Fig. 4. 

j7T 

6 

4 
k"4 
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Figure 4(a) shows the spectrum (III. 20) for TJ < 0, i. e. , 
IA < IB (prolate symmetric top) and Fig. 4(b) shows the 
spectrum (III. 20) for TJ> 0, i. e., IA > IB (oblate sym
metric top). 

In the space HD (E), for which the jF spectrum is given 
in Fig. 2, we obtain by applying (III. 19) to the states 
(II.41) 

1 
E(k ,j) = 2I (j(j + 1) - TJk 2

). 

B 

(III. 21) 

These are the same energy values as in (III. 20). How
ever, now each energy value E(k ,j) with k *- 0 has the 
degeneracy 4(2j+ 1) and E(O,j) has the degeneracy 2(2j 
+ 1), or there is a 2(2j + 1) degeneracy for every value 
of k. Thus the energy spectrum predicted by the spec
trum generating group E2(3) in HDCE) is that shown in 
Fig. 5 (for the case of a prolate symmetric top). 

The spectra in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 are indeed the en
ergy spectra of the (accidentally) symmetric top mole
cule. Both spacesH' andHD(f,I) describe the inversion 
doubling due to the two possible eigenvalues 1T of the 
parity operator (except for k = 0). The space HD (fe I) also 
describes the l-type doubling,5 due to the two possible 
values of sign (k). As the connection between the inver
sion doubling and the parity operator is clear, we will 
discuss only the l-type doubling in Sec. IV. 

In all cases observed so far, only t::.k = 0 transitions 
have been observed in the pure rotation spectra (these 
are indicated by the vertical lines in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5) 

indicating according to (II. 47) that the permanent dipole 
moment is parallel to the symmetry axis, i. e. , 

M-A. 
In general, for aCCidentally symmetric tops the perma
nent dipole moment may also have a component per
pendicular to the symmetry axis: 

M= CiA + i3B, (III. 22) 

which according to (II.48) can give rise to Ak = ± 1 
transitions. 

So far t::.k = ± 1 transitions have only been observed 
in the infrared Vibration-rotation spectra, where one 
has parallel-type bands fulfilling the selection rules 

j7T 
7T j 

7T 
j7T 

~7 -~ 
10 j7T i / 
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" 
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(II. 47) and perpendicular-type bands fulfilling the sclee
tion rules (II. 48). We will discuss the combination of 
rotational and vibrational degrees of freedom only very 
briefly in Sec. IV when we describe the Coriolis inter
action since the primary subjects of this paper are the 
rotational properties of the symmetric top. 

C. A generalization of the quantum mechanical 
symmetric top 

Though the algebra of E2(3) appears the natural choice 
for the symmetrical top, as the commuting vector opera
tors A and B are the quantities which one would asso
ciate with observables representing directions in a 
physical object, we will now establish the consequences 
of the assumption that the direction of the top axis is 
represented by the noncom muting operator K and the al
gebra of observables is given by the enveloping algebra 
of SO(3,2). 

In this case, (III. 18), the correspondence between the 
classical expression (III. 13) for the energy and the 
energy operator is not as straightforward as in case 
(III. 17). Substituting in (III. 13) for the classical ob
servablesjp (Ii the operators J p Fp respectively, but 
assuming that 1j is a parameter, will lead to the same 
spectrum (III. 20) with (III. 21) and (III. 22) as in the case 
(III. 17). Therefore a real generalization is obtained, if 
one also assumes that ~ is an operator which is obtained 
from (III. 12) by replacing the number lal 2 by the opera
tor K2. One obtains for the energy operator 

E = 2~ (J2 - TJ(K2 )-1(K 0 J)2). (III. 23) 
B 

The energy eigenvalues for the states (II. 30) in the space 
H(e) as well as for the states (II. 41) in the space H<D) 
are obtained from (II. 7) and (II. 6a): 

. 1 (. . ( - c
2
)k

2 
) 

E(k'})=U
B 

J(J+1)-TJ{j(j+1)_1?2_ c2+1) (III. 24) 

where - c 2 is a positive integer that characterizes the 
representation, 4nd therewith the particular physical 
system. (III. 24) may be written 

. 1 .. 2 2 j(j+l)-t 1_1<2 
E(k,})=U(}(}+ 1) -TJk)+ (TJ/UB)k .(.+ 1)+ 1_1,2 _(,2 

B J ) 

(III. 25) 

i. e. , the energy spectrum differs from the usual sym
metric top spectrum by a correction factor which be
comes smaller as (- c2

) becomes larger. 

The degeneracy in the spaces H(c) and H(D) is the same 
as the degeneracy in H (e) and HD (1'1), respectively. The 
selection rules for dipole transitions are also not 
changed. 

IV. I-TYPE DOUBLING, CORIOLIS FORCES 

Only under very limited circumstances can the sym
metrical top molecule, or any other physical top, be 
considered a perfectly rigid body. In general, when 
higher energies are involved, one has to consider also 
the fact that the physical top consists of parts (vibrating 
nuclei in the molecule, orbiting electrons in the mole
cule, extra-core particles in the nucleus) which may 
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move relative to a body-fixed reference frame. We 
choose as an example for these internal degrees of 
freedom the vibrations. The symmetrical top molecule 
is then a combination of the two elementary physical 
systems oscillator and rotator and, according to the 
fundamental assumptions of quantum mechanics, its 
space of physical states is described by the direct pro
duct space 

(IV. 1) 

where Hose is the space of states of the oscillator and 
Hrot is the space of states of the rotator which is given 
by H' or HD (I, I ). A s is well known, the space Hose is also 
a representation space of a spectrum generating group, 
e. g., SU(3, 1). However, in this paper we are interested 
in the rotations, and we do not want to discuss the oscil
lator spectrum here; we will make use of Hose only as 
much as is necessary to discuss the interactions be
tween the oscillations and rotations. 

The energy operator of the vibrating and rotating 
symmetric top molecule is 

H Y R = Hose X 1 + 1 X Hrot + H' . 

H' is the rotation-oscillation interaction term caused 
by the Coriolis force, which gives rise to the l-type 
doubling and which we want to discuss now. We ignore 
all other corrections, like centrifugal forces. 

We will obtain the quantum mechanical expression for 
the Coriolis term H' by correspondence from classical 
mechanics, so we will have to use a few facts from 
classical mechanicsl7 which we shall briefly review now. 

Let us assume that the parts of the symmetric top 
(vibrating nuclei) move with a velocity v relative to a 
coordinate system K that is fixed in the top, i. e. , that 
rotates with constant angular velocity w with respect to 
the rest system Ka, with which it has the origin in com
mon. The angular momentum of these moving objects l 
has the same value with respect to both systems K and 
Ko. The intrinsic energy of the top E<i> in the system K 

is related to its value E~i> in the system Ko by 

(IV.2) 

The total energy is the sum of the rotational energy 
(caused by the total angular momentum) plus the internal 
energy measured in the rest system Ka, i. e. , 

(IV.3) 

W is related to j and a by (III. 11) and low is the Coriolis 
interaction term between the rotation and intrinsic mo
tion (vibration). In general this is rather complicated. 
We will restrict ourselves to the case that the internal 
angular momentum l is parallel to the symmetry axis. 
(This condition is, e. g., always fulfilled in a symmetric 
top with internal angular momentum originating from 
the twofold degenerate oscillations. These oscillations 
must, because of symmetry, lie in the plane perpendic
ular to a. ) 

This condition is formulated as the requirement that 

a·Z = extremum (minimum or maximum) 

for a given value of 1 and a. Then 
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(IV. 4) 

Z- W=Z ·wA 

where w A is the component of angular velocity along a 
which is easily seen to be given by 

where aD is the unit vector in the direction a. 

Inserting this into (IV. 3) we obtain 

E=E<i>+E(rot)+~ ~(a.j)(a.l). 
fA a 

(IV. 5) 

(IV. 6) 

The energy operator of the corresponding quantum 
mechanical system (i. e. , the quantum mechanical vi
brating and rotating symmetric top in which aU cor
rections are ignored except the Coriolis force) is ob
tained from (IV. 6) by replacing the classical observa
bles by operators. 

Thus 

H -H(ose) +H(rot)+.!... _l_(AoJ)(AoL) 
YR- fA A2 (IV. 7) 

where L j is the operator of "vibrational angular mo
mentum" and J i is the operator of "rotational angular 
momentum. " L j and J 1 are physical quantities only if 
one of them is zero. E. g., if L; is zero, as was 
assumed in the preceding sections, then J j is the angu
lar momentum of the physical system. The physical 
quantity is the total angular momentum of the physical 
system: 

(IV. 8) 

Whereas H(ose) = H(ose) X 1 acts nontrivially only in Hose 
and H(rot) = 1 xHrot acts nontrivially only in Hrot, the 
interaction term H' has nontrivial factors in both spaces 
Hose and Hrot. With the rotational energy given by 
(IlL 19), (IV. 7) is written as 

1 ( 1 ) 1 1 HyR=H(OSe)+2I
B 

J 2-1)A2 (AoJ)2 +f
A 

j\2(AoJ)(AoL). 

(IV.9) 

The requirement (IV. 4) that the internal angular mo
mentum be parallel to the symmetry axis is formulated 
as 

(I A 0 L I > = extremum (maximum or minimum), (IV .10) 

i. e., as a consequence of the fact that (for the mole
cules under consideration) the oscillations lie in a plane 
perpendicular to the symmetry axis, only those states 
I ) exist for which the subsidiary condition (IV. 9) is 
fulfilled. (We are very grateful to Herbert M. Pickett 
for adviSing us of the particular role that the vibrational 
angular momentum has in the symmetric top molecules). 

We will ignore as much as possible the details of the 
vibrations but we need to discuss briefly the Hose. We 
assume that we are in an energy subspace of the oscilla
tor space with degenerate energy value £OBe. We will 
later use (IV. 9) to obtain the doubly degenerate vibra
tional level, but will presently discuss the more general 
case of any degree of degeneracy for which the angular 
momentum l, l3 of the nonrotating vibrator suffices to 
label the different states with the same value Eose. In 
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this subspace H(Eosc) it is natural to introduce the angu
lar momentum basis18 

j m 13ZZ;; 

where 

Eose"", (111 13 + 3/2)w 

and the spectrum of 1 for a given value of m 13 is 

for m 13 odd. 

(IV .11a) 

(IV . lIb) 

111 13 and l3 are connected with the occupation number 
labels for the spherical oscillations no, 14, n_ by 

(IV. lIc) 

For the rotations we make use of our results in Secs. 
II and III. 

We first choose for Hrot"",f/D(lel) and later discuss the 
choiceH(e). The basis inHDClel) is [cf. (11.41)] 

1 
j Dkjm ± ) "'" ..f2 (I Ekjm) ± j - Ekjm»), 

which according to section II has the property 

J 3 jDkjm ±) "'" m jDkjm ±), 

J2jDkjm±) ""'j(j+ 1) jDkjm±), 

A oJj Dkjm ±) "'" kE !Dkjm 'f), 

pj Dkjm ±) "'" (- l)j(± 1 )1Jp\ Dkjm ±), 

(IV. 12) 

(IV.13) 

(IV. 14) 

(IV. 15) 

A(q)!Dkjm ±) "'" jDkj -1m' ±)(j -I,m' !lqjm)(2j+ 1)1/2 

Xa
j

_1 /k,E) 

where 

+ !Dkjm''f)(jm'j1qjm)(2j+ 1)1/2ajj(k,E) 

+ jDkj + 1m'±)(j + 1m'j1qjm)(2j + 1)1/2 

Xa j+1j(k,E) (IV. 16) 

kE 
a .. (k,E)"'" , 

JJ .j(2j + l)j(j + 1) 

- i-lV _k2)E2 

aj-l j = -I j(2j _ 1 J(2j + 1) 

(IV. 17) 

A basis in the direct product space 

Hose xHrot 

is given by the direct product of the basis (IV. 11) and 
(IV. 12): 

(IV. 18) 

This is not a basis of eigenvectors of the total energy 
operator H vR; furthermore, it is not even a basis of 
operators that commute with H vR , as the "rotational 
angular momentum" J3>J2 does not commute with H'. 
The basis vectors (IV .18) are the direct product of 
"internal angular momentum" and "rotational angular 
momentum" vectors and are therefore not even approxi
matelyphysical states. The physical quantity is the 
total angular momentum of the physical system, and 
physical states must be total angular momentum states, 
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i.e., eigenvectors of 12. The total angular momentum 
states are obtained from (IV.18) by20 

jEose " 0 oD,k,l,j,I,M, ±) 

"'" 6jEose"'ll 3)@ jD,k,jm±)W3 jmjIM). (IV. 19) 
13m 

The expectation value of the energy operator (IV. 9) in 
the basis (IV. 19) is then 

E = Eose + _1_ (j(j + 1) _ 1Jk2) 
2IB 

+ L E~ kE(±MIkjl!LiA; jljkIl\H). (IV. 20) 

Li is a vector operator with respect to the angular mo
mentum l. Ai is a vector operator with respect to the 
angular momentum j. Therefore the above matrix ele
ment is given by21 

(± MIkjlj L;A; !l.ikIM'f) 

= (-l)I+j+l{J f ~ }(lIILlll)<jIIAllj) (IV. 21) 

where tm are the 6-j symbols and 

(jilAllj) and (lllLIIl) 

are the reduced matrix elements of A and L, respec
tively, and 

(l ilL liZ) = -I(2l + 1)Z(Z + 1) (IV.22) 

because L; is also the generator. 

Inserting (IV. 21), (IV. 22) into (IV. 20), one obtains 

1 
E = Eose + - (jU + 1) _1J!?2) 

2IB . 

+....!.. (jilAllj) k(-1)I+j+[{~j I} -I(2l+ 1)Z(Z+ 1) . (IV.23) 
IA E J 1 1 

For given values of land j, I can take the values I 
= j + l, j + l - 1, 0 0 0, j - l. Thus the energy value 

1 
E(k j) = Eose + - (j(j + 1) -1Jk2) , 2IB . (IV. 24) 

should split as a consequence of the Coriolis force into 
2l + 1 sublevels. However, as a consequence of the sub
sidary condition (IV. 10) not all states (IV. 19) occur, but 
only those with the highest positive and negative value 
of the matrix element in (IV. 21). These are the states 
with 1= j + 1 and 1= j - l, as we shall see below. Thus 
E(k ,j) will as a consequence of the Coriolis interaction 
split into two sublevels (for molecules that have only 
oscillations in the plane perpendicular to the axis). In
serting the values for the 6-j symbols 

{
l j I} [++1+1 [la + 1) + j(j + 1) - 1(1+ 1)] 
jl1 =(-1) J 2[l(Z+1)(2l+1)j(2j+1)(j+1)]1/2 

into (IV. 23), we obtain 

E=E(k,j) 

(IV.25) 

-k....!..! (jIlAII}) W(Z+1)+j(j+1)-I(I+1)]. 
IA E -/j(j + 1)(2j + 1) 

(IV. 26) 
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The last term takes its extrema for f = j + 1 (j H n and 
f = j - 1 (j H l) [or f = J + lmax and f = j - lmax for a degen
erate vibrational state with more than one value of l; cf. 
(N .1lb)]. 

Thus for the two possible states, 

, 1 1 (jIlAllj) 1 lj 
E=E(k,J)+k-f -...; '( '+ 1)(2'+ 1) x 

A E JJ J -l(j+1) 

for j Hl 

for j H 1. 

(N.27) 

This expression looks very similar to the well-known 
formula for the energy values with Coriolis splitting 
(e.g., Eq, N.42 of Vol. II, Ref. 5). 

However, as a consequence of our assumed group 
property of the vector operator A, we can calculate the 
reduced matrix element (jIIAllj). From (N. 16) and 
(IV. 17) it follows that 

(jIlA/Jj)= (-1)(2j + l)a jj 

= (-l)kd(2j + 1)/j(j + 1). (IV. 28) 

Inserting this into (IV. 27), we obtain 

(N.29) 

,J fA j(j + 1) -l(j + 1) for j H 1 . 
E = E(k ') - ~ _k_2 - xl lj for j H 1 , 

(N.29) is a surprising result. It agrees with the well
known formula for the Coriolis correction term (includ
ing the sign) 

j tt 1 
'F 2A'VibJtj I k I for j H l 

where A'vibJ and ti may depend upon the vibration, ex
cept for the dependence upon the additional factor of 
approximately k/j, i. e. , only for the lowest value of j 
for a given k does (IV. 29) agree with the semiclassical 
results of Teller and Tissal9 and Johnston and 
Dennison. 19 

The origin of this additional factor is clear; it comes 
from our additional assumption that Ai be a generator 
of the spectrum generating group. The more general 
assumption that Ai be a vector operator would only re
sult in an undetermined reduced matrix element in place 
of the ajj(k, €) given by (IV. 17) and therewith in an un
determined factor on the rhs of (IV. 29) instead of our 
factor proportional to k, 

As we have ignored all the details of the oscillator 
properties, the coefficients that multiply the rotator 
quantum numbers in (IV. 29) may change when all these 
details are taken into account; in particular, fA will be
come dependent upon the vibrational quantum numbers. 
However, the dependence upon the rotational quantum 
numbers, in particular the k2 dependence of (lll'I), 
should not be affected by these oscillator properties. 

To illustrate our considerations above we consider 
the particular case of the first excited vibrational state 
m l3 = 1. Then according to (IV. llb), l = 1 and 

for j H l 
(N.30) 

for j H 1 
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The energy spectrum (N. 29) is schematically depicted 
in Fig. 3 (the distances between the levels are not drawn 
to scale). 

We will now use for the space of states of the rotator 
the space Hce). Then the basis in Hrot =Hce) is 

IE, Ikljm±)= ~ [IE,k,j,m)± IE, -k,j,m)] (N.12') 

of (II. 57). Instead of (N. 17) one has (II. 58) and instead 
of (N. 14) one has 

AoJIE, Ikl,j,m, ±)=(lkIE)IE, Ikl,j,m,'F). (N.14') 

The expectation value of the energy is then again given 
by (N.29). Thus both extensions by parity, HD and Hce), 
give the same energy values; only their degeneracy is 
different. 

The calculations in this section had been undertaken 
in order to investigate whether the Coriolis force de
termines which of the spaces HD C Ie I) and H(e) of the 
spectrum generating group is to be chosen for the space 
of physical states Hrot. As also the correction term 
gives the same energy spectrum inHD(lel) andH(e), and 
also the Coriolis splitting can be described by the break
ing of the degeneracy in the oscillator part of the physi
cal state vectors, the ±k degeneracy in HD(lfl) is not 
necessary to describe the splitting, and the space Hce) 
is sufficient to serve as the space of physical states for 
the rotating quantum mechanical symmetric top. 

APPENDIX A 

In this appendix we establish the connection between 
the group theoretical description of this paper and the 
wavefunction for the symmetric top. 

The position of a rigid body is completely described 
by the three Euler angles (£/>, e, 4') (in addition to the 
three coordinates of the center of mass, for which we 
take the origin of the coordinate system and which we 
can ignore here). The Euler angles are defined such that 
two of the angles (e, ¢) are the polar angles of an axis, 
for which we take the axis of symmetry in a symmetric 
top, i. e. , the direction of a; the third angle l/! describes 
the rotation around a, i. e., it may be the angle between 
a reference point in the body and the axis that is obtained 
from the x-axis by a rotation described by the two Euler 
angles (e, ¢). The rotation p.l that transforms the direc
tion described by the (unit) vector a into the 3-axis is 
obviously given (see Fig. 6) by 

(AI) 

i. e. , 

(A1') 

is the rotation that transforms a unit vector in the direc
tion of the 3-axis into a 

[°1 [all fSine 

cos¢J p a a2 =E sine sin£/> . 

E a3 cose 

(A2) 

p depends upon a, i. e., (E, e, £/». The representation of 
the rotation R in the space of physical states of the 
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FIG. 6. The Euler angles (9,q,). 

quantum mechanical system we call T R" In the space of 
quantum mechanical states of the quantum mechanical 
symmetric top HD(lel) (or H(e») we have so far considered 
the basis system 

I Ekjm) (or linear combinations of them) (A3) 

of eigenvectors of 

(A4) 

with eigenvalues 

(A5) 

respectively. (They describe states of definite angular 
momentum component m, angular momentum j, angular 
momentum component along the symmetry axis k.) We 
will now consider generalized eigenvectors 

(A6) 

of the system of commuting operators 

(A7) 

[Note that the Kj> J 0 K do not form a system of commut
ing operators so that for 80(3,1), 80(3,2) the discus
sions of this section do not apply. ] 

Alia, t) =ai la, t), 

J'Ala,t)=tla,t) 

(AB) 

(A8') 

where t = kE is the eigenvalue of the same operator A 0 J. 
These would describe states of the quantum mechanical 
top in which the axis A has the sharply defined direction 
a and the angular momentum component along this direc
tion has the value 1::. However, these states do not exist 
physically. One can also consider a generalized basis 
system 

(A9) 

with sharply defined orientation (position) of the body 
(which also would describe states which do not exist 
physically). The transition matrix element between the 
basis (A3) and the generalized basis (A9) gives the wave
function; the basis (A6) is usually not considered. 

For the normalization of the generalized eigenvectors 
(A6) and (A9) we choose a suitable o-function normaliza
tion specified below. 

We will now study the relations between the basis 
systems (A3), (A6), and (A9). 
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We can expand each vector 1 Ek.1m) with respect to the 
generalized basis system (A6): 

=.:p J dE'E,2 d cos 8 d¢ IE' , 8, ¢, t)(t, ¢, 8, E' I Ek.im) 

(AIO) 

The volume element here has been chosen in accordance 
with the "normalization" of the generalized eigenvectors 
given by 

(a' t' Ita) = 0c'co3(a' - a) 

(All) 

We want to determine the transition coefficients 
(Ek, ¢, 8, E 1 Ek.im). In order to do this we define the vector 

<PjmkE = J d jJ.( P)D~k( .a)Tp I E, 0, 0, t = I? 0 E) (Al2) 

where 

IE, 0, 0, t) = T. -1 IE, 8, ¢, t) , 

p= pR3(Y) = R 3(¢)R 2 (8)R 3(Y - ¢) 

(Al3) 

(A14) 

is a rotation, D~k (p) =D~k(¢' 8, Y - ¢) = (m.11 T,pl.fk) is the 
rotation matrix,21 D its complex conjugate, djJ.(p)= (1/ 
BJil) sin8d8d¢d(Y- ¢) is the invariant measure of the 
rotation group and the integration in (A12) is taken over 
the whole group volume. 

It is easy to see that 

A 0 J<Pjmke = kE<P jmkE , 

A2 <PjmkE = E2 <P jmke, 

and (using the invariance of the measure)22 

T R<PjmkE = L; <Pjm' kED~'m(R). 
m' 

(A15) 

(A16) 

(A17) 

From (A15), (Al6), (Al7) it follows that <PjmkE is an 
eigenvector of the complete commuting system (A4) as 
is the vector 1 Ek.im). Consequently, 

(AlB) 

where F is a normalization factor, which is to be chosen 
such that 

Thus by (AlB) and (A12) with (A14), (Al') we have 

I Ek.1m) 

= 8~ f dYd¢ d coseD~k(pR3(Y))TpT R3 (y) I E, 0, 0, t) 

= B~ ~ f dYdcosed¢jj~m.(p)D~m,(R3(- Y))Tp 

x exp( - iYJ3 ) IE, 0,0, t). 

Here we have used T R (r) = exp( - iyJ3 ) and 
3 

(Al9) 

D~'k(R3(Y))= D'm,(R3(y))t =D1m,(R3(- Y))= 0km' exp(iYm). 

(A20) 
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Because of (A8) 

J. A IE, 0, 0,1;) = J 3 0 E IE, 0, 0,1;) = I; I E, 0, 0,1;), 

we have with (A8') 

J3IE,0,0, I;):=k IE,O,O, 1;), (A8") 

i. e. , k is the component of J 3 where the axis a is in the 
direction of the 3-axis. With (A8") and (A20) we obtain 
for (Al9) after summation over m' and integration over 
Y 

I €kjm):=::' f d cosed¢D~k( P)TJ E, 0, 0,1;) 

= ::. f d cosed¢D~k( p) I E, e, ¢,.!). 

Comparing this with (AlO) we obtain the transition 
coefficients 

(A2l) 

(I;, ¢, 8,EIE,k,j,m)=::' 7-fj~k(¢' e, - ¢)6e•u . (A22) 

To calculate the normalization factor F we form the 
norm of (A2l) and use (All): 

(m'j'kE I Ekjm) = 

~ 1 f -= (41T)2? dcosed¢D{,'.'k(¢' e, - ¢)D~k(¢' e, - ¢). 

(A23) 

In order to write this in a form that allows us to use the 
well-known orthogonality properties of the rotation 
matrices23 

we use 

D{,'.'k(pR3(Y» =D{,'.'k (p) exp( - iYk), 

i5~k( pR3(:y» =~. k( p) exp(iYk). 

Then (A23) becomes 

(A24) 

( ,., I .) F2 1 1 f j' (A) -j (A) m J kE €kJm = (41T)2 €2 21T dyd cOS8d¢Dm' k p Dmk p 

which by (A24) gives 

~ 1 1 
=41T72j+l6j • j 6m'm. 

As on the other hand, the I €kjm) are assumed to be 
normalized to l, we obtain for F (up to an undetermin
able phase factor) 

F= {4ir -/2j+ 11EI 

and we obtain from (A22) 

(A25) 

The transition coefficients between the basis (A9) and 
(A3) are now easily obtained and have in fact already 
been obtained in the intermediate steps of the previous 
calculations. 

/ji is the angle that describes the rotation R(n, /ji) of 
the body around the axis n = al I a I from a reference 
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position I/J= I/Jo: 

T R(D.~) la, /jiO> = I a, I/Jo + /ji). (A26) 

It is simplest to consider the state in which a is along 
the 3-axis leOO/ji). Then 

(I;, ODE I T R3(~) I EOO/jiO> = (I;, ODE I eOO/ji + /jio) 

:=(I;,OOEI exp(-il/J3)IE,00I/Jo) (A27) 

= exp(il/Jk )(1;, ODE I eOOI/JO>. 

Thus the expansion of the vector I E, DOl;) with respect to 
the vector IE, OOI/J) is given by 

I E, DOl;) = J dl/J' I E, 0, OI/J')(I/J'OOE I EOOI;) 

= (I;, 0, 0, E IE, 0, 0, I/Jo) J d/ji' IE, 0, 0, /ji') exp(iI/J'k), 

(A28) 

k = tiE, 
where the normalization factor depends upon the nor
malization of I EOO!;) and I EOO/ji). As 

(!;'OOE I EOOI;) = 6e•c 

and we choose 

(I/J'OOE I EOOI/J) = 6(/ji' -I/J), (A29) 

we obtain for the normalization factor (except for a 
phase) 

I (I;OOe I EOO/jio) I = 1/ ili . (A30) 

We insert (A28) into (A21) 

I €kjm) = --lEI dcosed¢dI/JD~k(¢' e, - ¢) hj+1 f -
-V 8 JT2 

x exp(il/Jk) Tp I E, OOI/J) 

= -/2j
+1IEI Jdcosed¢dI/J5~k(¢,e,I/J-¢)IE,¢,e,/ji) 

..; 87T2 

(A31) 

as 

TpIE,O,O,/ji)= IE,¢,e,I/J). (A32) 

Changing the integration variable 

and choosing the reference position suitably, we obtain 

. {2j+1 f -j I I€kJm)~ lEI dcosed¢d/jiDmk(¢, e, /ji) E, ¢, e, /ji). 

(A33) 

From this we obtain with the normalization 

(/ji'8' ¢'E I E, ¢, 8, /ji) 

1 
=2 6(cos8 - cos(I')O(¢' - ¢)6(/ji' -/ji), (A29') 

€ 

(/ji' e' ¢' E' I E¢el/J) 

1 
=2 6(E' -E)6(cose-cose')6(¢'- ¢)6(/ji' -/ji), (A29") 

E 

(/ji, e,¢,EIE,k,j,m)= 
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(A34) 

APPENDIX B 

We define the vector operator 

Ci = Eij"AjBk 

where Aj' Bk are the generators in (11.62). From the 
commutation relations (II. 62) one can calculate the 
commutator 

[A/Jp BjJj ] = - iC/Ji • 

The operators AJ, BJ, CJ are, except for normalization 
factors, the components of angular momentum relative 
to the molecular fixed axes which are the quantities 
commonly used. Their commutation relations have a 
negative sign as compared to the usual commutation re
lations of angular momentum. There is no physical dis
tinction between the operators B, C or any other 
vectors orthogonal to A (except in cases of additional 
symmetry properties). 
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Goldstone's theorem is proved for quantum spin systems of finite range with rotationally invariant 
Hamiltonian under the assumptions that the ground state of the infinite system is unique, is invariant 
under a subset of the translation group (which depends on the system), and has long range order. 

In this paper we prove that the spectrum of the physi
cal Hamiltonian of a quantum spin system of finite range 
with rotationally invariant (finite-region) Hamiltonian 
has no gap, under three assumptions on the ground state 
of the infinite system. This result, which is a form of 
Goldstone's theorem (whose analog in quantum field 
theory is Ref. 1, to which we also refer for additional 
and original references), was proved by streater in Ref. 
2 for ferromagnetic Heisenberg systems of finite range. 
As Streater, we use the results of Ref. 1, but have to 
generalize his Theorem 7, which relies upon structure 
specific to the ferromagnet, in particular upon the fact 
that the physical Hilbert space is the direct sum of dy
namically independent "n-magnon sectors," and the 
restriction of the physical Hamiltonian to each of them 
is a bounded operator [see espeCially Ref. 2, Eq. (23)]. 

In a recent paper, Reeh3 proved by explicit construc
tion the existence of zero energy ("Goldstone") states 
in the spectrum of any rotationally invariant antiferro
magnetic Hamiltonian, under a number of assumptions 
on the ground state. Although he did not prove Gold
stone's theorem, we shall see that just three of his 
four assumptions (unicity, translation invariance, and 
long range order) suffice to provide a proof: His as
sumption of invariance of the ground state under rota
tions around the z-axis will not be needed. Furthermore, 
his proof as given, seems to be restricted to one-di
mension while ours holds for any number of dimensions. 
(Reeh used the fact that the number of terms in the com
mutator [HAp SA], which is considered in part 1, tends 
to a finite constant as A - 00 (see Part 1 for this notation), 
which is true only in one-dimension.) 

For clarity, we divide the forthcoming proofs into 
two parts: The results of Part 1 are independent of the 
above mentioned assumptions on the ground state (which 
will be more precisely formulated in Part 2), while Part 
2 contains the results which explicity depend on them. 

1. RESULTS INDEPENDENT OF ASSUMPTIONS ON 
THE GROUND STATE 

We consider a quantum spin system in ZV in the sense 
of Refs. 2 and 4. Specifically, to each finite region 
A C ZV we associate a Hilbert space H A = ®XEAHx, where 
Hx are Hilbert spaces of dimenSions (2Sx + 1), Sx being 
the magnitude of the total spin associated to the site x, 
and a matrix algebra ~ A = B(H A) generated by the 
matrices {s~j), S~2), S~3)}xEA satisfying [S~!), S!~)] 
= 2iS~3) ox,x' plus cyclic permutations. For further use 
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weletSA=LxEASx, andSx"'(S~j),S;2>,S;3». ForA, B, C 
finite sets, let 

SABC = n S~!) n S~2) n S~3), 
xEA xEB xEc 

if none of A, B or C is empty, otherwise S AB C = 1. To 
each Ac Z" we associate a rotationally invariant 
Hamiltonian 

c(A, B, C)SABC, 
AUBUCCA 

(1) 

where c(A, B, C) are real functionals of A, B, C such that 
c(A,B,C) is zero unlessA,B and C are mutually dis
joint and c(A,B,C)=c(A',B',C') wherever there exists a 
translation in the lattice simultaneously carrying A into 
A', B into B' and C into C' (translation invariance). We 
also assume c has finite range A, i. e., the set 

A =- A ={XC '/:" such that X E{O} and X =A U BU C, with 

c(A,B,C)*O} (2) 

is finite. We also assume that the functionals c(A,B,C) 
occurring in H A have a bound independent of A, Band C, 
i. e. , 

Ic(A,B,C) I ~ const (independent of A,B,C). (3) 

Rotational invariance of the Hamiltonian means that for 
all AC,/:Y, [HNSA]=O. An example of (1) is the rota
tionally invariant antiferromagnetic Hamiltonian ("fer
rimagnetic" if there are some unequal spins, ferromag
netic if one of A or B is empty): 

XSx·Sy ]+ ,0 [J3(x-y)Sx.Sy], (4) 
x EACA, y EBC A 

where Jj(x) '" 0 and Ji(x) = 0 if Ix I > diam (A) (diameter 
of the range A of the potential), i = 1, 2, 3, and A and B 
are "sublattices" of A, with AU B = A (not necessarily 
uniquely defined, see Ref. 5. Let ~ r = U AC3'Y ~ A be the 
local algebra, and ~ be the quasi-local algebra (norm 
closure of ~r). It is shown in Ref. 4 that 

3 n - lim exp(- itHA ) A exp(itHA ) '" r(A), 'fI A E ~ r, 

(5) 

where the limA_,. is in the sense of Van Hove (e. g., see 
Ref. 6), and that r may be extended to an automorphism 
of~. Let!2A be a ground state of HA in H A• We con
struct a (ground) state cp on ~ by taking the limit along 
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some subsequence of (nA, . n A). It defines by the G.N.S. 
construction a representation II of ~ on a Hilbert space 
H with cyclic vector n (the physical ground state), such 
that cp(A) = (n, II(A)n), V A E~. From the time transla
tion automorphism, T and the space translation auto
morphism (e. g., see Ref. 2) one constructs the unitary 
groups on H, t E lR - U t , X E '$v - W(x), such that 
Wx 5~1.2.3) W(xt l =5;1.2.3) and the generator of U is the 
physical Hamiltonian, a densely defined self-adjoint 
operator on H satisfying Hn = 0, H?c ° (see Ref. 7, 
which is also the standard reference for ground state 
representations) . 

The main result of this part is the following theorem, 
which is the precise analog of Theorem 7 of Ref. 2 for 
the ferromagnet, and may be considered as a generaliza
tion of that result. For conciseness, we always omit ex
plicit reference to the representation II, which is, how
ever, implicit whenever operators on H are considered. 

Theorem 1: LetfE S(IR), A E ~(Ao), and Tt be the 
automorphism corresponding to a rotationally invariant 
Hamiltonian of finite range of form (1). Further, let 

A(j) ~ f dt f(t) r(A). (6) 

Then, 

lim (n, [SA' A(j)]n) = (n, [SAo,A]n) f dt f(t). 
A .. oo .. 00 

(7) 

Remark: Integral (6) is a norm integral on ~, which 
exists since the sutomorphism T is strongly continuous. 4 

In the proof of the above theorem, a crucial role will be 
played by the following proposition, which is a trivial 
consequence of the results of Lieb and Robinson. 8 

Proposition: For all A E ~(Ao) there exist constants a 
and b (depending on A and Ao), such that for all i = 1,2,3: 

II[ P (5;0) ,A]II ,,; b exp[ -1 dist(x, Ao)], 

V t E lR, such that ! t! ,,; a !x !. 

Proof of Theorem 1: since Hn = 0, we have 

(n, [SA' r(A)]n)=(n, [T-t(S,J,A]n). 

Now, we have 4 

Tt(s,J =SA+ i t ds P([HAl'S,J), 

VAl s. t. At=:l (A +Ll), 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

as an equation on ~, the above integral, as well as the 
following ones being norm integrals on ~ (they are ap
plications of ~r into ~). Now, 

t 

[ P(S,J, A] = [SA.>A] +i I ds [P([HA ,S,J), A] 
o t 

=[SA ,A]+il ds[P([HA,S,J),A], o 0 I 

VAts.t. A(=:l(A+Ll). (11) 

We now prove that, V fE 5 (IR), V A E~(Ao), and HA 
rotationally invariant 

Equations (11) and (12) yield 
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(12) 

(13) 

whence, in particular, (7) results. 

To prove (12), we use the proposition. By rotational 
invariance of HA, [HAl, SA] = ° if A' C;;; A. Hence, [HA , SJ 

. I 
for Al =:l (A + Ll), 1S a sum of a number, N(A) say, of 
operator monomials of the form d(A,B,C)SABc con
centrated in a region a (A, Ll) within Ll of the boundary of 
A (i. e. , AU B U C c a(A, Ll) in the above monomials). 
The coefficients d(A,B,C) depend on the c(A,B,C) oc
curring in the Hamiltonian (1) and are, by (3), uniform
ly bounded by a constant independent of A, B, C. Let rCA) 
be the diameter of A. It easily follows that there exists a 
constant e independent of A such that 

N(A) ,,; e[r(A) ]V-I. (14) 

Let 

li~ /ds[TS([HA,S,J), A], 
o I 

and 

Clearly, one may find a constant g > ° independent of A 

such that 

p(A)?c gr(A). (15) 

We now write 

Joo dtf(t)lt -1(1) +1(2) 
... 00 A - A A, (16) 

where 

1~1) '" J dt f(t) 1~ 
It I "aP(A) 

(16a) 

and 

1~2) '" Jltl"ap(A) dt f(t)I~, (16b) 

and where a is the constant (depending on A and Ao) oc
curring in the proposition. Using now the proposition 
and Eqs. (14), and (15), we find that there exists a con
stant h independent of A such that 

111~!)II";h[r(A)]V-t exp[-1gr(A)] (dt !t!!f(t)! (17) 

Further, by (14) and (15) there exists a constant s and a 
positive constant m independent of A such that 

(18) 

By (17), limhooo lr) = 0, and by (18) and the property that 
fE S(lR), limA_

00
12)=0. Those two facts and (16) im-

ply (12). QED 

2. RESULTS DEPENDING ON ASSUMPTIONS ON 
GROUND STATE 

In this section, we state more precisely the assump
tions on cp (or n) mentioned in the Introduction. To do 
that we restrict ourselves to the model described by the 
Hamiltonian8 which includes a large number of cases of 
physical interest. The same proof is applicable to 
several Hamiltonians with more complicated interactions 
and similar structure. We assume that: 
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(0 cp is pure, i. e., n is the unique state in H such 
that Hn=O; 

(ii) n is invariant under translations within A or B, 
namely: W(x - y)n =n for all x,y E A, or X,y E B; 

(iii) n has long range order, i. e. , 

lim (n, S;3) S~3) n) =Y > 0 
Ix-y \"00; x,y E A or B 

(19) 

From these assumptions and Theorem 1 we have as a 
corollary, "Goldstone's theorem": 

Theorem 2: For model (4) and under assumptions (1)
(3), there is no gap in the spectrum of the physical 
Hamiltonian H. 

Proof: Using assumption (1), we may (as in Ref. 2, 
p. 245), follow the proof of Ref. 1 to prove Ref. 2, 
Lemma 3 holds as long as the spectrum of H has a gap. 
This lemma, in conjunction with Theorem 1, implies 
that, as long as the spectrum of H has a gap, for all 
A E ~(Ao), that 

lim (n,[SA>A]n)=O. (20) 
A~'" 

Specializing in (20) A to S~2), and taking the one-com
ponent of SA> we have 

O=lim(n,[S~j), s~2)]n)=2i(n, s~3)n). 
A~oo 

(21) 

On the other hand, using assumptions (2) and (4) it is a 
corollary from asymptotic abelianness3 that 

(22) 

Equation (22) contradicts (21) and hence the fact that the 
spectrum of H has a gap. QED 
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Remarks: (a) Assumption (1) was not known for the 
ferromagnet at the time of writing of Ref. 2 and was only 
proved later. 9 Hence it was replaced by «(2), Lemma 1), 
which was also sufficient. (b) Unicity and long range 
order are open problems even for the isotropic one-di
mensional antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chain, where 
much is known about the ground state for finite volume. to 

If they were proved, the conjectured 11 absence of an 
energy gap would follow from Theorem 2. Finally, we 
mention a related work of SWieca12 which proves Gold
stone's theorem for many-body systems, under an as
sumption of falloff of the commutators similar but more 
general than the one in the proposition, which so far, 
however, has not been rigorously proved. 
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In this paper we apply the method of geometrical optics to study the scattering of plane electromagnetic 
waves off a cylindrically confined cold plasma. For simplicity, we assume two types of incident 
polarization. In both cases scalar second order elliptic partial differential equations describe the fields. 
These problems are studied in the asymptotic limit awl C---'oo (where a is the radius of the cylinder, w is 
the frequency of the incident plane wave, and c is the velocity of light in free space). We furthermore 
assume a quadratic plasma density. This allows us to calculate explicitly the rays, amplitudes, caustics, and 
other features which arise in the geometrical optics approach. The assumed density also gives rise to the 
interesting cutoff and resonance phenomenon. Thus the amplification of the electromagnetic fields is 
observed. This phenomenon may have applications in laser fusion. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The possibility of the amplification of electromagnetic 
fields within a plasma has recently attracted much 
attention. 1 For example, the heating of a gaseous 
plasma by a laser may have application for controlled 
fusion. In a recent review article, Chen and White2 

discuss certain aspects of this problem in a "cold 
overdense" plasma slab. Other geometrical con
figurations are as important in physical application's 
as the planar situation. The purpose of this paper is 
to treat, in some detail, the case of cylindrical 
geometry. 

The scattering of plane electromagnetic waves off a 
cylindrically confined medium has been studied an
alytically by Alexopoulos. 3,4 In these papers the author 
performs a modal analysis using a specific index of 
refraction (r / a)m (where r is the radial variable and 
a is the radius of the cylinder). He computes the 
asymptotic approximation to the backscattered field 
in the limit awl c ~ ao (here w is the frequency of the 
incident plane wave and c is the speed of light in free 
space). His analysis is made amenable by his particular 
choice of refractive index which, for m > 0, is a 
reasonable model for a plasma medium. 

In this paper we shall study a situation related to 
that discussed by Chen and White. 2 We assume that 
the diagonal elements of the "dielectric" tensor vanish 
on a cylinder (r =ro > 0) within the plasma. We further 
suppose these elements are functions of r alone. This 
gives rise to interesting cutoff and resonant phenomenon 
in the media. 

In this work we shall suppose w to be fixed and seek 
asymptotic approximations to the fields in the limit as 
awlc ~oo. To simplify our analysis, we shall consider 
only two types of incident polarization. The first choice 
is to orient the incident electric field parallel to the 
axis of the cylinder (the E problem). The second choice 
is to orient the incident magnetic field parallel to the 
axis of the cylinder (the B problem). The mathematical 
formulation of these problems give rise to scalar 
second order elliptic partial differential equations 
which describe the appropriate fields. 
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In this work we apply the method goemetrical optics 
to find asymptotic approximations to these fields. 
This procedure has been developed to a large degree 
by J. B. Keller and his colleagues. 5-8 In particular 
we shall make use of the ideas and techniques described 
in Keller and Seckler5 and in Keller and Buchal, 7 

where problems involving inhomogeneous media and 
"caustic boundary layers" are discussed respectively. 
It is of some interest that, for the models which we 
study, it is possible to calculate explicitly the rays, 
amplitudes, caustics, and other features which 
arise in the geometrical optics approach. 

Part I of this paper is primarily concerned with the 
E problem. Sections 2 -9 are devoted to the computa
tion of the electric field, both interior and exterior to 
the plasma. We find that several separate asymptotic 
expansions are necessary to describe the fields ade
quately. In Sec. 10 we examine the scattering of a 
scalar plane wave off a spherical object whose index 
of refraction is similar to that of the plasma media. 
This problem does not have its origins in plasma 
physics but is recorded here for its mathematical 
novelty. 

Part II of this paper is entirely devoted to the B 
problem. We find that the results, when interpreted 
properly, are very similar to those obtained in part 
I. There is one exceptional region which we discuss in 
Sec. 12 and 13. In Sec. 14 we compute the electric field 
at the cutoff cylinder (w = w p) and find it unbounded in the 
absence of collisional damping. We then briefly discuss 
the addition of damping and find that our results agree 
with Ref. 2 for the case of planar geometry. 

The case, where an externally applied uniform mag
netic field Bois placed along the axis of the cyl inder, 
is not treated here. Certain aspects of this problem 
may be found in this author's thesis. 9 Also, a more 
detailed presentation of Parts I and II of this pape I' 
can be found there. 

PART I. THE E PROBLEM-AN ILLUSTRATIVE 
EXAMPLE 

2. FORMULATION 
A high frequency plane electromagnetic wave impinges 
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upon a cylindrically confined "cold" plasma of infinite 
extent and scatters from it. This cylinder is circular 
in cross section with radius a. We further assume that 
the incident radiation is polarized with the electric 
field parallel to the generators of the cylinder. It 
follows from this assumption' and the equations govern
ing the plasma 10 that the time harmonic electric field 
cp exp( - iwt) remains in this direction and satisfies the 
Helmholtz equation 

V2cp'+k21l5 cp =0. (2.1) 

In this equation k = k' a and the index of refraction 115 
is given by10 

115 = 1- 4Tre2N(ar)/mw2, (2.2) 

where w is the frequency of the incident plane wave, e 
is the charge of an electron with mass m, r is the 
radial variable, and N(ar) is the charge density. Im
plicit in (2. 2) are the assumptions that w is large 
enough to neglect ionic motion and that the density is 
dependent only upon r. 

For simplicity we shall now choose the particular 
density 

N(ar)=No(l-r
2), r<l, N(ar)=O, r>1. (2.3) 

This implies that 
J.l~ = (r2 - r~)/(I- r~), r< 1,J.l~ = 1, r > 1. 

In (2. 4), r~ = 1- mw 2/4Tre2No and we restrict the 
values of No and w to insure that 0 < ro < 1. This 
restriction on ro is physically realized when an 

(2.4) 

infrared plane wave impinges on an overdense plasma. 2 

Although this particular choice of N(a r) cannot be 
expected to represent an actual plasma concentration, 
it does possess the correct qualitative behavior. Quad
ratic densities have been used by other authors in study
ing related problems. ll 

To complete the mathematical statement of this 
problem, we must impose further conditions. First 
we demand' that cp and vcp are continuous everywhere. 
Secondly, the scattered field must satisfy the radiation 
condition. Finally we choose the x axis to be parallel 
to the incident wave vector k'and the z axis to be that 
of the cylinder. 

We shall now suppose that k »1 which corresponds 
to the physical situation mentioned above. Thus we 
seek an asymptotic approximation of cp as k - 00. 

This is of course a natural setting for the method 
of geometrical optics. 5 According to this procedure, 
one assumes that the function cp is of the form 

cp(x,y, k) =elk~("'Y)[A(x,y) + O(I/k)] (2.5) 

as k - co. This is suppose to be valid except in certain 
regions where other expansions are appropriate. Thus 
our first task is to compute A and I/! and to determine 
where (2. 5) breaks down. 

Substituting (2.5) into (2.1) and equating coefficients 
of like powers of k, we obtain 

VI/! . VI/! = J.l5 (eikonal equation), 

2vA' Vl/J+AV2¢= 0 (transport equation). 
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(2.6) 

(2.7) 

3. THE RAYS 

The eikonal equation is a nonlinear first order partial 
differential equation. We will solve it by introducing a 
one parameter family of curves called "rays" which are 
everywhere orthogonal to the curves l/!= const. 8 Since 
the incident field is a plane wave, its rays are hori
zontal lines. Consider the incident ray which strikes 
the cylinder at (cosO!, sinO!). It is convenient to use 01 

as the parameter which labels a ray (i. e., 01 is a con
stant along a ray). If we introduce the parameteric rep
resentation x(t;O!) of a ray, the orthogonality condition 
can be expressed in the form 

dx 
dt =2vl/!. (3.1) 

It then follows from the eikonal equation and (3.1) that 

d2x 2 2 
dt2 = VJ.lo =w x, (3.2) 

where w2 = 4/ (1 - r~). 

Let t = 0 correspond to the point at which the incident 
ray enters the plasma. The initial data needed to solve 
(3.2) is deduced from the definition of a, (3.1), the 
form of the incident wave [exp(ikx», and the continuity 
of <p. We find that 

x(O, a) = (cosa, sina), Tr/2"" a "" 3Tr/2, 

xt(O, O!) = (2, 0), l/!(O, a) =cosa. 
(3.3) 

The solution of (3.2) satisfying (3. 3) is easily found 
to be 

X= (x,y) = coshwt(COSOl, sinal + (2/w) sinhwt(l, 0). 

(3.4) 

This vector equation is valid for 0"" t "" teo The param
eter te corresponds to the point at which the ray leaves 
the plasma. We find by setting x2(t, a) +y2(t, a)= 1 that 

tanhwte=-4cosa/(w+4/w). (3.5) 

After the ray leaves the plasma, J.l~ = 1 and it becomes a 
straight line. These rays will be determined later. 

We shall now show that the rays within the plasma 
possess several interesting geometrical properties. 
First by combining (3.4) and (3.5) we have x(t.(a), 01) 

;. 0 and y(f,/a), a) "" 0. That is a ray which enters the 
plasma in the second quadrant leaves in that quadrant. 
Secondly, if we eliminate t from the ray equation we 
obtain 

(3.6) 

Thus the rays are hyperbolas whose axes depend upon 
a. 

Finally, the rays envelope a simple curve. To show 
this we let J=xiY",-x",Yt be the Jacobian of the trans
formation (f, a) - (x,y) given by the rays. By direct 
computation we find 

J = w cosh2wt[tanhwt + (2/w) COSOl]. (3.7) 

Now J = ° is a necessary condition for the rays to have 
an env( 'ope. From (3.7) we find that J vanishes only if 

tanhwt = - (2/w) COSOI. (3.8) 
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y 

FIG. 1. Typical 
rays in the irradi
ated portion of the 
plasma. 

It is easy to show that this equation has a unique real 
solution te(O')' When we insert te(O') into the ray equa
tions, we obtain the "caustic" curve (x(tc(O'), 0'), 
y(tc(O')' a», Upon eliminating 0', we find that the caustic 
is the ellipse x2/r~ +y2 = 1. Several rays, for various 
values of 0', are shown in Fig. L 

It is apparent from Fig. 1 that through each point in 
the "irradiated" portion of the plasma, bounded by the 
caustic and the unit circle, pass two rays, We call the 
ray which has (not) reached the caustic the outgoing 
(incoming) ray. Thus we expect there to be two pairs, 
(a" tl) and (0'0, to), which are mapped by the ray equa
tion into the same point (x, y) in the irradiated portion of 
the medium, 

The veracity of this observation can be shown as fol
lows. Set l = sinhwt and eliminate 0' from the ray equa
tion to obtain 

(x _ 2l /W)2 + y2 = 1 + l2. (3.9) 

This quadratic equation yields the solutions 

wt = arcsinh{2[ - x ± row (x 2/r6 +y2 - 1)1 12/2]/wr5}. 

(3.10) 

Thus for a fixed value of (x, y) there are two values of 
t. The incoming value of t, ii' is obtained by using the 
minus sign while the plus sign yields the outgoing value 

to· 

To find the corresponding values of 0', we solve the 
ray equation for tanO' and obtain tanO' =y/(x - 2t/w). 
This coupled with (3.10) yields 

(3.11) 

In this formula the negative sign yields at while the 
positive sign gives a oo 

We shall now conclude this section by computing the 
phase function 1/J along each ray. From the eikonal equa
tion and (3.1) it follows that 1/J t = 2jJ.6 along a ray. Com-
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bining (2.4) and (3.4) and using (3,3), we obtain 

~I = cos 0' cosh21l·t + (1 - M,2 /4)t + (1 + 1{12/4) sinh211,t /211'. 

(3.12) 

4. THE GEOMETRICAL OPTICS FIELD 

To complete the computation of the geometrical optics 
approximation, one must solve the transport equation. 
Along the rays this equation reduces toB 

(4.1) 

where J is the Jacobian given by (3. n From (3.7) at 
t = 0 and the assumption that the amplitude of the in
cident plane wave is one, we find the solution of (4.1) 
to be 

(4.2) 

Now let P be a point in the irradiated portion of the 
plasma. In the previous section we proved that one 
incoming and one outgoing ray pass through P. The 
total electric field ¢ at P will be composed of an 
incoming and outgoing wave. Thus the field at P is 
given by (2. 5) as 

¢-12coS(OIj)/Jj 1 1/2exp(ik'Vj) + 12coS(OIj)/Jo 1'/2 

x exp(ik1/Jo - i7r/2). (4,3) 

Here the subscripts i and 0 again refer to the incoming 
and outgoing rays respectively. The phase shift in the 
outgoing field is due to the well-known fact that, as a ray 
passes a caustic, the phase of the field is retarded 
by 1T/2 radians. 5 An obvious restriction on (4.3) is that it 
becomes invalid in a narrow strip about the caustic. 
This fact is a well-known deficiency of the geometrical 
optics approximation. 

5. THE CAUSTIC BOUNDARY LAYER 

To remove this apparent singularity, we assume 
in a neighborhood of the caustic that ¢ =A(x,y,k)e'kHr,y). 
When this "ansatz" is inserted into (2. 1), we find that 
<J! must satisfy the eikonal equation and that 

The local analysis of (5.1) near the caustic is 
facilitated by using the (0', t) coordinate system. In 
terms of these coordinates (5. 1) becomes 

'k(JA '!'J A) L(~ _.&i2A o:) 
1 t + 2 t + at J J 

+ ~ (_ gj?A t + gl1A o:) =0 
00' J J ' 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

where gl1 = I x t 12, g12 =Xt ' xo:, and g22 = I Xo: I 2. These 
quantities can easily be computed from (3.4). 

In a neighborhood of the caustic I t - 10 I «1, where 
leis given implicitly by (3.8), we introduce the boundary 
layer variable 

(5.3) 

Then (5. 2) reduces to 
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A - - +- TA +-A 1 A iT ( ') 
TT T T g T 2 

=k_1/ 3 [-4sina(W2-4) A '12sina(w2-4) A", 
y T'" yT 

+8sinQCOS2a(~2-4-4Sin2a) AT J (5.4) 

+ k-2 /3( _ 4 sin2a)A",,,, + 0(k-1), 

where y = w2 -4cos 2a , g = pJ/w4
, and Pc is the caustic's 

radius of curvature. If we assume that the a 
derivat ives are 0(1) as k - 00, we may neglect the 
right-hand side of (5.4) and obtain 

The solution of (5. 5) is 

(5. 5) 

where 'T/ = r/(4g)2/3, the 11 are constants, and Ai (;) is 
the Airy function. 12 These results are essentially those 
given in ref. 7. when JJ.8 = 1. 

Let (x, y) be an arbitrary point in the caustic 
boundary layer. Since there are two rays passing 
through this point, it follows that 

cpHL_ exp(ikl/Ji - iTV 6gi )[elAi( _ 'T/ie2~1 /3) 

+ e~Ai( - 'T/ie-2~i /3)] + exp(ikl/J~ - ir j6ga) 

x [e~Ai( _ 'T/ae2,i /3) +egAi('T/ae-2~1 /3) ]. 

(5.7) 

Here again the subscripts i and 0 refer to the incoming 
and outgoing rays respectively. Formally, this result 
is valid for t - te - 0(k-1 /3). To find the unknown 
constants ei, we "match" the results (4.3) and (5.7). 
This matching procedure is based on the assumption 
that the regions where (4.3) and (5.7) are valid 
overlap. In this region one assumes that 1/» 1 while 
I t-te I «1. Matching is performed by comparing 
the asymptotic expansion of (5. 7) for 1/ - 00 with 
the expansion of (4.3) as t - te' 12 We apply this 
procedure and find that 

( 'k'" 7irr - ~) exp z '1'0 - 12'" 
6g j 

(5.8) 

Thus the solution ¢ of (2.1) becomes quite large 
0(k1 /

6
) near the caustic. This is, of course, due to 

the pinching of neighboring rays as they become 
tangent to the caustic. 

We shall now verify the phase shift stated in (4. 3). 
This will be accomplished by applying a technique deve
loped in Ref. 7. The technique is as follows. First the 
boundary layer· expansion (5.8) is rewritten in terms 
of n, the normal distance from a point P to the caustic. 
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Thus, negative values of n correspond to points inside 
the caustic. Next, k 2 / 3n is allowed to become large 
and negative. There are terms in (5.8) which grow 
exponentially with k. Since the plasma is being excited 
by an external plane wave, we suppress these 
exponentially growing solutions. Finally, the factor 
e-ir /2 appearing in (4.3) guarantees the suppression 
of these growing terms. 

In order to carry out this procedure, we let n denote 
the normal distance from P to the caustic and Ii corre
pond to the ray which is tangent to the caustic and or
thogonal to the normal (Fig. 2). We deduce from a power 
series expansion of (3.4) about tc that 

(5.9) 

where KR and Kc are the curvatures of the ray and 
caustic respectively at point Q. A similar result holds 
for To. 

We state this result because there is a slight 
subtlety. We find that from (5.4) that 

which becomes singular as a l -rr. This apparent 
singularity is removed from (5.9) by expressing JJ.~ 
in terms of T and a. From the definition of gu and 
(3.4) we find that 

(5.10) 

(5. 11) 

The curvature of the caustic is found to be Ke(Q) 
= yi/ 2/w(W 2 - 4). When this expression, (5.11), and 
(5.10) are inserted into (5.9), we obtain 

(5.12) 

Since the caustic is a smooth function, we may replace 
the Q in (5.12) by S without introducing any significant 
error. 

With the aid of (5.12) and the identity Ai(*exp('f2rri/3)} 
=0. 5exp(:firr/3). [Ai(*)±iBi(*)] (Bi is the Airy function 
of the second kind) we may rewrite (5.8) in terms of n 
and a. Thus we obtain 

BL (2k)'/6Irrcosal'/2 . -. . -
¢ - (wpc(a»~ exp(zkl/J -l7f/4)Al(- xn), 

(5.13) 

where x=[w2/2Pe(a)]1/3. From the expansion of 
Ai for - n »1 we find the field decays exponentially 
behind the caustic. 

The result (5. 13) is formally valid in a small 

FIG. 2. Local structure of the 
rays near the caustic. 

CAUSTIC 
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neighborhood about the caustic. It was obtained with the 
proviso that all a derivatives were 0(1) as k-oo. Since 
the approximation (5.13) has the factor Icosa 1

1
/

2
, this 

is not the case as a - 1T/2 or 31T/2. Thus we expect 
neither (4c 3) nor (5.13) to be valid in a small neighbor
hood about the poles. 

6. THE POLAR BOUNDARY LAYER 
In this section we shall remove the apparent 

singularity in the a derivatives at 0 = 1T/2. Analogous 
results hold at 0' = 31T/2. To this end we introduce 
the stretched variable 

s = le1/3(o - 1]"/2) 

into (5.4) and obtain 

We find by setting ~ = '{ (T- 1'{S" /2), P = /.,1, A 

(6. 1) 

(6.2) 

= exp(- T3/6g)f(p, ~), and ,<3=1I,4/4r~ thatfmust satisfy 

(6.3) 

This is just the time dependent Schradinger equation 
with a linear potential. Equations similar to this have 
been derived and discussed by Zaudere~3 in his work 
on boundary layers in diffraction problems. 

By separation of variables the solution of (6.3) is 
of the form 

f = j 00 H(E)c-iEl Ai( _ (E + O)C·2• i /3) dE 
, 0 " 

(6.4) 

where H(E) must be determined. The total field is given 
by 

cpC - exp(il?'!'i + (2i/3)Pi 3/ 2lfi +exp[ilewo - (2i/3) P03/2]fo , 
(6. 5) 

where fi and fo satisfy (6.4). 

We now consider the incoming amplitude Ai defined 
by 

3 -
A i =c-i"/6I: I H(E)c-iE< Ai(-(EtPi)e-2• i / 3)dE. (6.6) 

o 

\\hen 1=0 we find from (5.3) that Ti = -lel / 3tc(a i) 
- 25 i /11'2. We further deduce from the definitions of 
~ and p that L = -,<5/2 and Pi = 4 ,./sl/ 1('2. In order 
to match the incoming wave we take Ai = 1 when 
too O. Inserting this data into (6. 5), we obtain for 
H(E) the integral equation 

00 _ 

= I H(E)CiXSE/2 A i (_C-2• i / 3B) dE, 
o 

(6.7) 

where B = E + 4 X2S2/1I,4. We have not solved this equation. 
However, if we suppose that 

(6.8) 

where C2 = exp(i1T/12) (41T/r~li'2)!/2, we can show that 
A i given by (6. 6) has the correct asymptotic behavior 
to match the geometrical optics solution. The 
details of this analysis are given in the Appendixc 
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It suffices to note here that in a neighborhood of the 
polar cap the incoming geometrical optics field 
reduces to 

(6.9) 

A similar assumption on the asymptotic form of H(E) 
for the outgoing amplitude can be made and the previous 
analysis can be performed in the same fashion, So. 
although we cannot compute the solution exactly, we do 
know its asymptotic behavior. 

7. THE SOLUTION WITHIN THE CAUSTIC 

Let ( denote the region within the ellipse 
x 2/r; + / = 1 with y;? O. This section is concerned 
with the determination of an approximate value to 
the field in C, results for \" 0 follow from the geo
metrical symmetry of the problem. 

Now from (3.10) and (3.11) it follows that a point 
in ( yields complex values of 1{,t and a. It these values 
are inserted into (3.12) and (4.2), the phase and ampli
tude become complex valued functions. Thus by combin
ing this information with (2.5), we may formally con
tinue the geometrical optics solution behind the caustic. 
Although this procedure is formal, it has yielded correct 
asymptotic results for several classes of problems 
whose exact solutions are known. 5 

There is some apparent ambiguity in this procedure 
which we shall now dispel. First, there are two choices 
of sign in (3.10). As in Ref. 6 we choose the minus 
sign which corresponds to continuing the incoming field 
in (. This will force the imaginary part of til to be 
positive and insure that the field is exponentially 
small within [ [cf. (5.13)]. 

To exhibit the other ambiguity, we eliminate cos a 
from (3.12) and obtain 

(7.1) 

where l = sinh(wt) = a + i b. The function l (x, y) is g'iven 
by (3.10) with the choice of sign noted above. From 
(7.1) we deduce that qJ is a multivalued function of 
l and hence of x and \" 

We choose the correct branch of Ij! by introducing 
a cut in the region t from the point (0,1) to 
(0, (1- y~)1I2) along the y axis. This induces a cut 
in the complex l plane from + i to - i along the imag
inary axis. With this cut l maps t onto the region 

in a one-to-one manner. This region is then taken by 
the map sinh-! (l) onto the rectangle R = {- 1T ~ Im(wt) ~ 0, 
0"" Re(w/) "" sinh(2/wyo)} in similar fashion. The 
image of the previous cut lies on the imaginary axis 
from -rr/2 to -IT. 

It is now an easy matter to write l' in terms of the 
real and imaginary parts of wi and to interpret this 
result physically. We find the along the lines Re (wt) 
= const the imaginary part of Ij! increases monotonically 
from 0 to lI'Y~rr/4. These curves correspond to confocal 
hyperbolas in t with foci at (0, ± (1 - r~)!/2). Hence as 
one progresses through [ the solution (2. 5) decays 
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FIG. 3. Symmetry of 
the two ray systems. 

-:=~::J:::==.q...-.=::±::aq::~ X On the hyperbola con-
necting P and Q, Re(l/J) 
= e =const. 

exponentially. It is interesting to note that the real 
part of 1ji remains constant along these hyperbolas. 

Taking these results into account, we find that the 
field is given by 

2 
¢-e-tr/4(2/pcw2n)1I4 e-kTowr/4! coso. 1112 

xetk; . exp(2wn3/2/3(2Pc)1/2] 

near the backside of the caustic (i. e., x2/r~ + y2 = I, 
x? 0). Here n denotes the normal distance from a 

(7.2) 

point in [ to this curve and n« 1. Now (7. 2) becomes 
Singular as n - 0, and, to rectify this condition, we 
must perform a boundary layer analysis. This analysis 
would be analogous to that done on the irradiated side 
of the caustic. In the next section we shall continue ¢ 
into the region T={(x,y) I x2/~+r? l;x2+y2 "" l;x ?o} 
with the aid of such a boundary layer. 

8. THE TRANSMITTED REGION 

We assume in this region (T) that the field ¢ is of 
the form (2. 5). Thus, our task is to compute l/J and A 
and to determine where (2. 5) breaks down. We shall 
accomplish this by the following indirect method. 

Suppose we solve the eikonal equation subject to the 
initial data 

where I i3 I "" 1T 12. The ray equation has the solution 

x = cosh w Ucos tl, sin ,B) + (2/w) sinhw;( -1,0). 
(8.2) 

Here B is the parameter which is constant along a ray. 
This vector equation is valid for 0 "" ~ "" ~e, where 
~e is given implicitly by tanhw~e =4cosB/(w + 4/w). If 
we set Ct = 1T - B, then the ray given by (8. 2) is the 
reflection of the Q ray given by (3.4) about the y axis 
(Fi g. 3). 

Due to this symmetry, the 13 rays have the curve 
x2/r~ + y2 = 1 (X? 0) as its caustic and envelope. The 
phase 1ji again satisfies along each ray, iI/J/d~=2JJ.~. 
The solution is obtained by setting a = 1T - i3 in (3. 12). 

The computation of A follows from (4. 1) with a 
replaced by 1T - (3 and t replaced by~. Now the total 
field ¢ at a point P'in T differs from (4.3) in the 
following way. If we allowed an incoming wave at pI, 
then this field could be continued back to L (Fig. 3) and 
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whence into free space (r> 1). Clearly this field would 
not satisfy the radiation condition at infinity. Thus, 
we allow only an outgoing wave in T which is given by 

¢ - G({3o)elk~o/ cosh w ~o(tanhw~o - 2 cos {3jw)1I2. (8.3) 

This result is valid for ~c ""~o ""~., where ~c is 
given implicitly by tanhw~c = (2/w) cos (3. This solution 
becomes invalid as ~o - ~c and we are forced to perform 
a boundary layer analysis in a small region about the 
caustic. The analysis proceeds in precisely the same 
manner as on tre irradiated side. We find 

ct> - exp(ikI/Jo) exp(- i~/6g) [eiAi( -11oe2vi 13) 

+ e2Ai (- e-2vi/ 3110) ], (8.4) 

110= (~o- ~Yk2/3 / (4g)2/3 = ~/ (4g) 2/3, 

where g = p~/ w 4• Here Pc is the radius of curvature of the 
caustic at point Q which by symmetry is the same as at 
point P ( see Fig. 3). 

Letting To - 00, we match (8.4) into (8.3) as ~o - ~c' 
We find that e2 = 0 and 

el =k1 16G(f3
0
)e-h 1122' 16 fir /(wpYI3. (8.5) 

Hence, within the boundary layer we find 

Ikl/Jok 1/SG({3) . 
¢_e 0 e-h/12271Se-·]/6&,A(_11e2rI/3) (8.6) 

(WP
c
)1/3 i 0 • 

Now to find G(Ro) we must continue (8. 6) behind the 
caustic and match it into (7.2) as n - O. Doing so we 
obtain 

(8.7) 

where {3 = 7f - Q. With this choice of G, (8.6) smoothly 
connects (8.3) with (7.2). The artifice of introducing 
the initial data (8. 1) for the eikonal equation led us 
conveniently to these results. 

We now know the solution to leading order within 
the plasma column except in small regions about the 
polar caps and branch cut. It is amusing to note the 
analogy between this problem and a double turning 
point problem in ODE's. The irradiated portion has 
a WKB type of solution. The region [ gives rise to 
exponentially decaying solutions while the back side 
of the caustic acts as a second turning point. The 
region T gives rise to exponentially small transmitted 
wave. Results analogous to ours for plane geometry 
are discussed in Ref. 5. 

9. THE SCATTERED FIELD 
We take up now the description of the field ¢ in the 

region exterior to the plasma. This is done by con
tinuing the outgoing geometrical optics wave into free 
space (r> 1). 

Consider an incident ray corresponding to the angle 
a. Let L denote the point with coordinates (cos Be, sinBe), 

where the ray again intersects the circumference 
(see Fig. 4). It follows from (3.11) that Q and Be are 
related by 

tan Be = (2 - r~) tan a/r~. (9.1) 

We next let if'. denote the value of the outgoing phase 
at L. From (3.5), (3.12), and (9.1) we find 
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FIG. 4, The refraction 
angle ee' 

(9.2) 

To determine the outgoing amplitude Ae at this point, 
we combine (4.2) and (9.1). We thus obtain 

Ae = [YoC-
h/2/(2 - Y~)] (1- 4 sin 2Be(1- 1'~f/(2 - 1'~f1. (9.3) 

The outgoing field at L is then Ae exp(ikJ'e). 

Now for l' > 1 we have that J.l~ = 1. The parametric 
solutions of the ray equation (3.2) are thus 

x=2PeT+cos Be l 
T?c 0, 

Y=2qeT+sinBe " 

(9.4) 

where Pe and qe are the values of Il'x and 4:y respectively 
at L. We find by combining (3.1), (3.4), and (3. 5) that 

2(2 - 1'~) cos B 
Pe= ~ttan2Be+(2-1'!)2yn 

(9.5) 

Equations (9.4) may be combined into a more aesthetic 
form. By eliminating T the ray equation becomes 

y = sin 2 Be(x - cos Be) / ( (1 - 1'5) + cos 2 Bel + sin Be (9.6) 

From this result and (9. 1) one readily deduces that 
these rays cover the exterior of the plasma except 
for the shadow region S ={1' > l;x?c 0; I y I < I}. 
The rays are, of course, straight lines. 

We shall now compute the phase function J along 
each ray. From the eikonal equation and (3.1) it follows 
that ili,V/aT = 2J.l6 =2, By combining this fact with (9.2) 
we obtain 

J = T - 1(' 1'~t /4 . (9.7) 

Now, to complete the description of the field, we must 
determine the amplitude. This function must satisfy 
(4.1) with! replaced by T. We find that 

A =Ae(J(O, Be)/J(T, Be) ]112, (9.8) 

where J(T, Be) is the Jacobian of (9.4). From (9.4) we 
obtain 

J(T, Be) = 2(Pe cos Be +q e sin Be) + 4p;T(q /Pe)' , (9. 9) 

where the prime denotes differentiati on with respect 
to Be. 

By combining this result with (9.7) we find that 

<I>-Ae 1 J(O, Be)/J(T, Be} 1112 exp[ik(8T-U'y;fe)/41. (9.10) 

Now as Y ~ 00 the scattered field (9. 10) takes a Simpler 
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form. In this limit (9.4) reduces to r' ,\2 + \.:' "4T'. 
Thus (9.10) simplifies to 

(f)-A e ! J(O, i:Je)/2P;({Jc//>.)' 1112 e ikr / Ir. 

Thus 11 satisfies the radiation condition. 

(9.11) 

Now these results are not valid in 8. Here the 
theory of geometrical optics predicts that 1) = 0. 
However, we have shown in sec. 8 that an exponentially 
small field is present in T. Therefore, we may 
continue this solution into S by extending the outgoing 
rays into free space. Due to the symmetry of the 
model, these rays can be found by reflecting (9. 6) 
about the r axis. The scattered field in S is then 
(9.10) with an additional factor of exp( - 1Tr~II'/4). In 
this formula a is replaced by 1T - f3 and If. with 1T - Ife' 

Our scattered fields are invalid in a small region 
about the boundaries of S. We shall not discuss this 
problem here. 

10. A SPHERICAL MODEL 

In this section we shall briefly discuss the scatter
ing of a scalar plane wave off a spherical object whose 
index of refraction is given by (2.4). In this expression 
1'2 is now equal to x 2 +y2 +zz. Thus we study (2.1) 
with the same boundary conditions and initial data 
as stated in Sec. 2. 

We again use the geometrical optics ansatz (2. 5) 
and arrive again at eikonal and transport equations. 
We shall show that the solutions of these equations 
~n the present case are almost identical with those 
obtained for the cylinder problem. Thus we obtain with 
little effort the scattering of a plane wave by a sphere. 

To exhibit this connection we first defined the 
plane P5 by 

z sin 0 - .1' cos 0 = 0, 0", lie Tf • (10.1) 

The intersection of this plane with the sphere yields 
the circle C6 , Let (cos 0, cos f3, cos"}) be an arbitrary 
point on the irradiated portion of this circle's 
circumference. We note that cos2 

Q + cos2 P + cos2y = 1 
and coso cosi3 = sino cosy at this point. 

Now an arbitrary ray impinging on C 5 has an 
initial direction (1, 0, 0). Using this information and 
the relationships between Ci, f3, y, and 0, we find that 
(3. 2) yields 

x = (cosO' coshw! + (2/w) sinhwfl x+ (sinO' coshwt) 17, 
(10.2) 

where x = (1, 0, 0) and v = (0, sin 0, coso), Comparing 
this result with (3.4), we deduce that the rays on 
C5 (for any fixed 0) are identical to those described 
in Sec. 3. Since for each Ii the rays envelope an ellipse, 
we find that (10. 2) envelopes the caustic surface 
x 2/1'; + .1'2 +Z2 = 1. 

Now the Jacobian J s of (10.2) is readily deduced 
from its definition J, = X5 • (x t xx",). We find that 
J, = sin Q COShlri . J, where J is given by (3.7). Thus 
we deduce that the geometrical optics amplitude differs 
from (4.2) by an additional factor of (sechwt)lf2. 
Furthermore, since J.l~ = (x' x- Y;) has not changed from 
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the previous problem and if!(t = 0) = cos a, the phase is 
still given by (3.12)0 

Taking into account the additional factor in the 
amplitude, we see that the field on C6 is essentially the 
same as in the cylinder problem. Moreover, we note 
that these results are independent of Ii. This follows 
from the symmetry of the problem. 

The field exterior to the sphere is obtained in a 
similar manner, and only slight modification are intro
duced. For brevity we state here the result for 
r» 1. We find that 

(10.3) 

where A., qe, Pe, ee, and J(O, eel are the same quantities 
defined in Sec. 9. This result is valid in the far field 
except in the shadow region. 

PART II. THE B PROBLEM-AN ILLUSTRATIVE 
EXAMPLE 

11. FORMULATION AND MAIN RESULTS 

In this section we shall examine the scattering 
problem for a cylindrically confined cold plasma with 
a different incident polarization. We consider the case 
where the incident magnetic field is parallel to the 
generators of the cylinder. From the cold plasma 
equations10 we find that the time harmonic magnetic 
field ¢ exp( - iwl) remains in this direction and 
satisfies 

'V
2 ¢ - ('V¢' 'V Il~)/ 1l~+k21l~¢ =0, (11.1) 

where Il~ is given by (2.4). The coordinate axes, 
boundary condition, and restrictions are the same in 
the E problem. 

We assume that ¢ is given by (2. 5) and insert this 
ansatz into (2.1). We find that if! must satisfy the 
same eikonal equation as studied in the E problem. 
The transport equation is now modified by the addition 
of the new term (- 'VI/!' 'V1l~/ 1l~)A. Along a ray we find 
that A must satisfy 

L(A)=A +1. '.!i A-1. &! A=O 
t 2 J 2 Il~ , (11.2) 

where J is given by (3.7). Taking into account the unit 
value of the incident radiation and J(t = 0), we find 
that now 

(11. 3) 

From (11.3) we see that the amplitude becomes 
singular at the caustic. Thus we are forced to 
perform a boundary layer analysis. We find now that 
A must satisfy 

ikL(A) + 'V2A - 'V Il~' 'VA / Il~ = 0, (11. 4l. 

where L (A) is defined in (11.2). Upon introducing the 
stretched variable T as before, we find that the term 
'V Il ~ • 'V A/ !l ~ is unimportant exc ept as a - 71. In this 
limit the rays become arbitrarily close to the circle 
r = ro where Il~ vanishes (see Fig. 1). Thus, if we a 
avoid this region, the boundary layer results are 
essentially the same as in the E problem. 

The results of this problem are almost identical 
to those obtained in Part I. We need only insert the 
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factor I Ilo I into the field to obtain the proper result. 
The exception occurs in an asymptotically small 
neighborhood of the negative x axis (0' - 71) within the 
plasma. This is the topic of the next section. 

12. AN ANOMALY 

We now conjecture that the outgoing geometrical 
optics wave undergoes a phase shift of 71 radius in this 
region. To exhibit this feature, we introduce the 
stretched variables T = k! /3(t - t c) and ~ = k 1 /3(71 - 0') 

into (11. 4) and obtain 

ATT - (1/T)A T -'}"TA T /2H + (iT/g) (TAT+t A - yrA/4H) = 0, 

(12.1) 

where H is given by y(r +4~2/y)/4. The parameters 
y and g are the same as in the E problem. If we let 

A = fH exp( - iT3/6g)f( 1),0, 

we find that f must satisfy 

f~~ + [ 17 - ~. (17 + n-2 jf = 0, 

where 17 = 1'2 /(4g)2 /3 and ~ = 4~ 2 JY2(4g)2/3. 

To the best of our knowledge (12.3) cannot be 

(12.2) 

(12.3) 

solved in terms of tabulated functions when ~ *' O. 
However, we can show that (12. 3) has the proper struc
ture for matching purposes. This can be seen by letting 

either 17 - 00 or ~ - 00 and thus reducing (12.3) to Airy's 
equation. The problem lies in til:! fact that we cannot 
deduce from this asymptotic behavior the phase of the 
outgoing geometrical optics wave., This information is 
obtained by introducing the normal distance n into the 
explicit solutions of (12.3). We are unable to do so when 

~*' O. 

If we now set ~= 0, we find that (12.3) has the 
solutions 111 J±2/3 (2/3173

/
2
). We are now able to execute 

the matching scheme discussed in Sec. 5. We find that 
the phase shift is + 71/2 radians as compared to - 71/2 
radians outside of this region. This fact has led us to 
our conjecture. 

This conjecture naturally suggests that we must 
incorporate into (4.1) certain 0' derivatives. By intro
ducing the new sketched variable ~* = (71 - O')/k into 
(4.1) we find that A must satisfy 

(12.4) 

This equation is formally valid in strip of O(l/Ik) 
about the negative x axis (- 1 ~ x < ro). The solution 
of (12.4) is given formally by 

* 2 
A = [Il~/ J [1/2 I: h(s)e IS! -is tanhwtds. (12.5) 

If this A were to represent the incoming amplitude, 
then A(l = 0) being equal to 1 would imply that h(s) is the 
delta function. Thus the incoming amplitude would 
be unchanged. Unfortunately, the asymptotic behavior 
of the outgoing amplitude as ~* - 00 is not enough to 
determine its corresponding h (s ~ This informati on 
must come from matching (12. 5) with the boundary 
layer solution. We are unable to do so at the present 
time. 
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13. THE SCATTERED FIELD 

We shall now investigate a consequence of this 
conjecture. As mentioned earlier, the results of this 
problem differ from those of the E problem by factor 
of I /Jo I "almost" everywhere. This factor is 1 in 
the region exterior to the plasma. Thus the scattered 
fields are identical except in a certain region Due 
to the apparent phase shift in the outgoing geometrical 
optics wave, we ex pect the scattered field to undergo 
a similar transition in the wedgelike region 
W={ [8_7T[<,,-1/2, 8=tan-1 (v/x) , X2+y2~·1}. An 
analgous statement can be made for the shadow 
region. 

14. THE ELECTRIC FIELD 

In closing this section, we shall compute the 
electric field E within the plasma. From Maxwell's 
equation and the assumed incident polarization 
we find thatlO 

E = (E x, E >,0) - (A / /J~) C ikli>( - q, p, 0), 

where A is given by (11.3) and (p,q) ="1 01. 

(14.1) 

Now in the region [ the phase function becomes 
complex and hence the electric field has an exponentially 
small factor. However, as r approaches r 0' the field 
becomes unbounded. On the circle r =ro we have from 
(2.2) that w =w p , and the electrons resonate at the 
"plasma" frequency. This singularity can be removed 
by introducing a dissipative mechanism into the 
model. 2 

When this is done, we find2 that /l~(ro) =icv/w, 
where v is the collision frequency. Although v/w is 
extremely small in many applications, the field 
(14.1) is still 0(1) as k -00. This is due to the fact 
that = R + if within the region [. thus the field is 
algebraically singular in v but exponentially decaying 
in ". This result agrees with Ref. 2. in the case 
of planar geometry. 
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APPENDIX 
We shall now that the incoming polar cap solution 

matches into the incoming geometrical optics wave in 
the proper limit. To this end we let u = - Ti = k~, 
S = Im 8, and E = /lBt where t < {3 <~, k is a fixed 
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constant, ~ is a parameter, and I is a new variable 
of integration for (6. 6). Our entire analysis is asymptotic 
in the limit as ,,- 00. Thus we have u - 00 and we may 
replace the Airy function in (6.6) by its asymptotic 
formula 12. We find that (6. 6) reduces to 

Ai_(u31l-1I2/ I xy~u.21112) fo~ rt exp(iu21l</>dt) (AI) 

where 

<1:>=t2/4x+xr~xkt/l+o(1) as"-oo. 

In obtaining (AI) we have used (6.8). 

We now apply the method of stationary phase12 

to the integral in (AI) and find that 
. _ 21l * 

A'-12s/-w2T i 11/2 e/ u ~ • (A2) 

In this expression <1:>* = r ~ X 3k2/4. We thus find that 
the incoming polar cap field reduces to 

<;0{- (2s/ - uhY /2 exp(ikl/!j(l + r;1l <1:>* /kl/!/)) (A3) 

If we show that Till <1:>* /k)j)/ = 0(1) as k - 00, then 
(A3) matches with (6.9). Now from (3.12) we deduce 
that J'i -c T/k l /3 as c -1T/2 with some constant c. 

Thus we have 

(A4) 

and our assertion is true. 
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We demonstrate a method for solving the dynamics of systems of extremely nonlinear coupled anharmonic 
oscillators with polynomial force laws. Several convergent perturbative and iterative techniques are 
described and applied, yielding the Fourier frequencies and coefficients of the time dependent solution. The 
usual stumbling block in a series analysis of coupled nonlinear systems is the appearance of terms with 
arbitrarily small denominators resulting in a rapidly divergent series. We avoid this classic" small 
denominators problem" by concentrating on the periodic solutions of a system. We employ the "Poincare 
recurrence time" T, of a system as the period of the solution, i.e., each Fourier frequency can be expressed 
as n(2'lT1 T,.), with some integer n. These periodic solutions are dense among all possible solutions and 
suffice for our practical calculations (just as the rational numbers suffice for most practical computations). 
Hence we construct the solutions with rationally dependent Fourier frequencies whereas the Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser 
theorems demonstrate the existence of certain solutions whose frequencies are rationally independent. As 
an example we treat a two oscillator system equivalent to the" Duffing equation," a driven anharmonic 
oscillator appearing in models of the laser, the driven pendulum, etc. In our analysis no small 
denominators arise. We extend the region of bound",d solutions beyond the (numerical) estimates in the 
literature and add to the list of peculiar phenomena exhibited by the Duffing equation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In several fields of science the basic laws or appeal
ing models lead to nonlinear differential and integral 
equations. Yet, most successful theories and solvable 
models in physics and applied mathematics employ 
linear differential equations, or linear approximations, 
where complete solutions can be obtained as linear com
binations of a set of basis functions. All other equations, 
to which this principle of "superposition" does not ap
ply, are by definition nonlinear, and often yield new 
and unexpected phenomena, wherever we can solve 
them. 

The classical style of dealing with systems of non
linear differential equations has been through perturba
tion theory. Perturbation theory is encountered in 
mathematics, engineering, and many branches of 
physics,. from celestial mechanics to quantum mechan
iCS, from linear response theory to field theory. It 
saw a relative climax in Delaunay's seventh order calcu
lation of the orbit of the moon, with one equation ex
tending over 170 pages, in print. The subject has ac
quired a well-deserved bad reputation for yielding un
bounded (divergent) expressions for some variables, 
otherwise known to be bounded according to some basic 
principles. Even in the perturbation solution of a single 
anharmonic oscillator terms appear proportional to 
powers of the time t, f, etc., the so-called "secular" 
terms. In practice one often truncates such series at 
a given order with the unfortunate consequence that the 
highest power of t which remains, automatically leads 
to an unbounded result as t - 00. During the 19th century, 
Stokes, Lindstedt, and Poincare found a way to remove 
such terms and derived expansions uniformly valid for 
all 1. 1

-
3 By systematizing their ideas we have developed, 

in Ref. 4, a series solution, inherently without secular 
terms, for an anharmonic oscillator and proved con
vergence for all t and a range of initial conditions. The 
frequency of OSCillation, II, was obtained from a 
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perturbation expansion about the frequency Wo of the 
harmonic (linear) approximation to the equation of 
motion. 

In the perturbation theory of systems of coupled non
linear differential equations there exists a grave clas
sical difficulty, the problem of the "small denominators" 
or "small divisors. "5-7 The denominators of terms in 
the series solution become arbitrarily small, due to 
nonlinear resonance effects, and the series diverges. 
It presents a major stumbling block for all theories on 
the dynamics of N bodies (N? 3) in classical, celestial, 
and quantum mechanics. It was not until 1957-1963 that 
existence proofs for some series solutions of certain 
classical N body problems were obtained, by 
Kolmogorov, Arnold, and Moser. 5-7 If we could make 
a Fourier analysis of their ("quasiperiodic") solutions, 
we would obtain N rationally independent Fourier fre
quencies of OSCillation, i. e., Ill' ••• , II N with m1111 + .•• 
+ mNIIN * 0, for all mu ... ,mN (except all m k = 0). 

In this article we outline a method of constructing 
rapidly convergent series solutions for coupled anhar
monic oscillators with polynomial force laws and N 
rationally dependent frequencies. In series analyses 
this case is usually ruled out explicitly since it yields 
the worst "resonances", making some of the above
mentioned denominators exactly zero. 

Thus we are able to define the "Poincare recurrence 
time" of a system and employ it as the period of our 
solutions with rationally dependent frequencies. Hence 
the period is not simply related to any physical time 
constant of the problem and is, in general, larger by 
many orders of magnitude. While we offer no explicit 
solution for the case where the Fourier frequencies are 
rationally independent, we can, in our present examples, 
approximate them arbitrarily well by means of our 
(periodic) solutions with dependent frequencies, in the 
same sense as one can approximate any irrational num-
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ber arbitrarily well by means of rational numbers. The 
periodic solutions are in fact dense among all possible 
solutions of our problems6

,5 and suffice for our purposes 
here. We will discuss this further in Sec. 4. 

These new solutions for systems of coupled anharmo
nic oscillators form the core of what we would like to 
communicate in this paper. Because of the need to first 
develop some technical deVices, in Secs. 2 and 3, 
these systems are not introduced until Sec. 4. There 
we discuss some historical developments as well as 
the method used to remove the "small denominators" 
and the solutions with dependent frequencies. Section 
4 can be read without a knowledge of Secs. 2 and 3. 

In Sec. 5, we apply our method to a simple system of 
a coupled harmonic and anharmonic oscillator known to 
have serious "small denominator" problems, in the 
usual series analysis. This system is equivalent to the 
well known "Duffing equation," a driven anharmonic 
oscillator appearing, for example, in certain laser 
models,8 in the theory of a pendulum driven by a period
ic external force, 8-14 etc. The frequency of the driving 
force and the main response frequency of the anharmo
nic oscillator constitute the v2 a:ld Vi for this prohlem. 
In our solutions none of the combination tones or h<>.rmo
nics give rise to a "small denominator" and t!le series 
converges. One of the main problems, besides con
structing any solutions at all, is to determine the region 
of values for the amplitude B of the driving force (or 
which the solution is bounded and to find this region as 
a function of the driving frequency v2 and other param
eters (the potential energy of the anharmonic oscillator 
itself has the shape of a "valley on top of a mountain, 
and for certain Band v2 values the physical solution is 
unbounded). The region of bounded solutions we obtain, 
in Sec. 5, is considerably larger than the ones in the 
literature,9 which were based on numerical analysis. 
The series solution also indicates why numerical analy
sis is likely to be unstable in the additional regions we 
find. In addition to the many peculiar and interesting 
effects known to exist in the Duffing equation8

-
14 we 

obtain some bounded solutions which leave the poten
tial "valley" and go down part of the slope of the "moun
tain" before returning to the potential valley. In the 
anharmonic oscillator without a driving force these 
would be unbounded. 

In Secs. 2 and 3 we systematize two more ideas of 
Poincare concerning the existence of some periodic 
solutions of a nonlinear differential equation. One em
beds the equation of motion in a class of equations 
characterized by one parameter E, such that for E = 1 
one has the given equation of motion. 12 We choose the 
class of equations such that E = 0 yields a harmonic os
cillator with the same, as yet unknown, frequency of 
oscillation v as the solution of the anharmonic oscillator. 
Then we construct the solution for E = 1 using perturba
tion theory and the (consistency) requirement that v 
remains unchanged. This device yields excellent "zeroth 
order" results leading to rapid convergence, even at 
arbitrarily high energy and nonlinearity. Moreover, it 
provides us with a quick qualitative insight into the be
havior of extremely nonlinear systems of anharmonic 
oscillators. Typically it yields a "zeroth order" result 
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within 5% of the value of the exact result. There is no 
trouble going as high as 14th order or higher on a digital 
computer. Typically this takes 10 seconds of computer 
time (360-65 IBM) and yields 10 significant digits. 

In Sec. 2 we specify the initial conditions and calcu
late the "renormalized" frequency v as part of the solu
tion. We expand about a frequency va' different from file 
harmonic frequency WOo This expansion has a finite re
gion of convergence which can be located anywhere and 
thus include any possible initial condition (all our 
Fourier expansions converge for 0 '" t < co). In Sec. 3 
we change our strategy and specify v, the frequency of 
oscillation, while calculating the initial displacement 
and velocity via a perturbation series. One can think 
of this as speCifying nonlinear action-angle variables 
and deriving a (local) transformation back to ordinary 
variables. We find that all bounded solutions are in
cluded in one and the same region of convergence of our 
iteration procedure [another region of convergence 
yields all (physically) unbounded solutions J. It is this 
idea that enables us, in Sec. 4, to specify rationally 
dependent frequencies vi> ... ,VN , unaltered by higher 
order perturbation terms, and to obtain solutions for 
systems of anharmonic oscillators. The germ of this 
idea is present in the works of Poincare" and of 
Kolmogorov, Arnold, and Moser, 5,6 which, in hindsight, 
should not have come as a surprise to us. 

Larger systems of coupled anharmonic oscillators 
will be discussed elsewhere. 15 

2. FREQUENCY RENORMALIZATION OR A LOCALLY 
CONVERGENT PERTURBATION SCHEME 

Consider the cubic anharmonic oscillator 

¢=-w~¢+RCPS, with cp(O)oFO, <)J(O)=O, and 

2H = tjJ2 + W~cp2 _ ~Rcp4 = W~¢2(0) _ ~Rcp4(0), 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

the conserved Hamiltonian. Notice that fOl' R:- ° the 
potential has the shape of a "valley on top of a mountain" 
and that the solutions will be bounded only if Rcp2(0)/ w; 
< 1, cf. Fig. 1(a). For R'" 0 the potential is convex, 
cf. Fig. l(b), everywhere, and all solutions will be 
bounded. For R> 0 the restoring force is weaker than 
the harmonic force. Hence we expect the frequency of 
oscillation, v, to be smaller than Wo (for R< 0, we 
expect v> wo). After we treat this case with a cubic non
linearity, the extension to polynomial forces containing 

FIG. 1. (a) The shape of the potential energy for R > O. The 
harmonic part of the potential is indicated by a dashed line. 
(b) The same for R <0. 
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odd powers of ¢ will be clear. 16 If the force contains 
at least one even power of ¢, the potential is no longer 
symmetric about ¢ = 0 and the convergence properties 
of our current schemes will depend more critically on 
"where we start" our perturbation series. This in
covenience is overcome automatically in another 
scheme,16 and we will discuss the "even powered" sys
tems elsewhere. Symmetric potentials are used here to 
introduce and compare our schemes. 

We scale to unit initial displacement and unit harmo
nic frequency 

Xn=-X+ 8X\ with X(O)=1, XT=dX/dT, XT(O)=O, and 

X=¢/¢(O), T=Wot, and 8=R¢2(O)/w~; 

hence h( T) I ~ 1. 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

All nonlinear properties and parameter choices can 
now be characterized by the single parameter 8. It is 
easy to see from the potential energy and from 

(2.5) 

that the solutions will be bounded and oscillatory, for 
all T, if 

-00<8<+1 (2.6) 

and become unbounded, as T- 00, if 8> + 1. In Ref. 4, 
Secs. 3, 4, and 7, we have given a perturbation theory 
which converges and provides the exact solution of (2.1) 
and (2.3) for 181 < + 1. In this section we present a 
perturbation scheme which converges in some neighbor
hood of any given 8, with - 00 < 8 < + 1. (In the next sec
tion we obtain a scheme which includes all these 8 
values within one and the same region of convergence). 

The theory of Ref. 4 is limited to 181 < 1 as can be 
seen from the following argument: At 8= + 1 the physical 
solutions become unbounded and change from "periodic" 
to "real exponential. " Therefore, the point 8 = + 1 must 
be a singular point in any periodic Fourier series repre
sentation. Our previous perturbation theory produced 
Taylor series in 8 about 80 = 0 (Ref. 4, Sec. 7), whence 
the region of convergence 1 81 < 1. In order to also 
include values of 8 with 8 < - 1, we must expand about 
a point 8 = 80' where 80 is a negative number. 

For each value of 8 < + 1, the solution is periodic 
with some, as yet unknown, frequency v. Let us call va 
the unknown frequency belonging to the above eo about 
which we are going to expand. The most convenient way 
of doing this expansion is to embed the equation of mo
tion (2.1) in a class of equations parametrized by E, and 
with Vo as its main frequency of oscillation, 

(2.7) 

We hope that in this way the "perturbation" on the rhs 
will be "small. " Note that for € = 1 (2.7) is identical to 
our Eq. (2.1). We have in effect "relocated" a v~ part 
of the linear term to the lhs of the equation of motion 
and we will call (2.7) the relocated version of (2.1). 
This is the first of three essential devices we introduce 
in this paper. 

We now attempt to solve (2.7) with a 13 near 80' and 
hopefully obtain a frequency v near vO' Let us assume 
a solution of the form . 
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V=Vo+EV1 +£2V2 +- ", whence V2=Qo+EQ1 +€2Q2+"', 

with 
j 

Qj=Bvpvj • p, j=O,I, "', 
p=o 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

Aj •• n=AJ.n and Aj.n=O, if Inl >2j+1 (or j<O). 

(2.11) 
This particular form of the solution is easily obtained 
by rewriting (2.7) as an integral equation (cL Sec, 3.4) 
and iterating the integral equation starting with ¢o(t) 
= ¢(O) cos(vt). It is discussed at length in Secs. 2-4 
of Ref. 4. A nonperturbative verSion, i. e., with ¢ a 
pure Fourier series in 1), will be presented in Sec. 5. 
The initial conditions are met as follows 

(2. 12a) 

while 

¢j(O)=O and ¢j(O)=O for allj~1. (2.12b) 

For our particular initial conditions in (2.1), Eqs. 
(2. 12a) and (2.11) yield 

A O• I + AD,.! = ¢(O) and AD,! - A o •• ! = 0, 

whence a=Ao•H =t¢(O). (2.13) 

Let us now substitute our assumed solution (2.8)-(2.10) 
into the equation of motion (2.7) and equate like powers 
of € and 1). The latter is required if we wish to satisfy 
the equation for all t and a range of E values [strictly 
speaking we only need the solution of (2.7) for e=I]. 
Equating the coefficients of ei 1)n in (2.7), we obtain our 
basic recursion formula 

(1 - n2)v~j.n - I5 n•i1aQ j 

(2.14) 

where we have moved the lower order terms of v2 to 
the rhs, cf. (2.9), and where the summation proceeds 
over a set of six integers, i. e., all integers nk and jk 

~ 0 such that4 

S3{j;n) = {jl,j2,j3;nl> n2, n3} : 

(2.15) 

Therefore, all terms on the rhs of (2.14) are of order 
j -1 or less. All terms on the lhs of (2.14) are of order 
j, and (2.14) thus constitutes a recursion formula. For 
j = 0 we find that only AD.<l can be different from zero. 
As an example we compute A I • 3 and Q1' Consider j= 1 
and n = 3 in (2.14). 

(- 8)VgAl.3 = 0 + (0 + RAg.!), 

so that 
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Now let j= 1 and 11= 1 in (2.14), 

0- aQl = 0 + [(v~ - W~)Ao,l + R3A~,lAo,_ll, 

so that 

Q1 = (w~ - v;) - 3Ra2
• (2.17) 

The factor 3 is the number of different permutations 
of (+ 1, + 1, -1) due to (2.15). So far we have not en
countered the eo, about which we are expanding, which 
is mentioned in the argument leading to (2.7). The first 
order result for Q1 (2.17) will provide a relation between 
this eo and the parameter va used in (2.7). According to 
the argument leading to (2.7), we expect the best rate of 
conver gence if v2 

'" v;, i. e. , if Q1 "" 0 to the present (fir st) 
order. Since the value of va is still arbitrary and since 
va appears in the expression for Q1 (2.17), we will 
choose Vo such that Q1 becomes identically zero. Hence 

(2.18) 

We defined v as the frequency corresponding to an "ini
tial condition" e [e contains the initial displacement, 
cf. (2. 3)) and v a as the frequency corresponding to a eo' 
In Eq. (2.18) we set va'" v (to first order). Therefore 
(to first order) we also have 80 ", e. Thus (2.18) provides 
us with a convenient estimate of how to choose the par
ameter va so as to have a good rate of convergence, 
i. e., so as to have an expansion about a eo close to the 
given value of 8. In the following we will only use the 
va and not make explicit use of the corresponding eo. 

At the same time (2.18) yields an estimate of V= vee), 
which is independent of va and therefore a good approxi
mation over a wide range of e values, cf. (3.13). 

A. Initial conditions 
We see that for n = 1 the forefactor in (2.14) becomes 

zero and that the {Aj,"'l} are not determined by (2.14). 
The {Aj,u} are determined by the initial conditions 
(2.12b). The condition 4>j(O)=O means 2:nAj,n=O, or 

2j+l 

A·1+A. -1=- 6 Aj n U~1). 
J, Jt n:;:-2j .. l' 

(2.19) 

",,,,1 

The condition q)j(O)=O means 2:n2:{=Onvi .,ftk,n=" 0, or 

Ai,l-Ai,.l=-( +25
1 

tnVi_kAk,n)!Vo (j~1). 
TF-2j -1 k=O 

(k; n)#{j ;H) ( ) 
2.20 

Having obtained all Q's, whence all v's, cf. (2.9), and 
all A's up to and including order j (except Ai,H)' we can 
solve for the Ai,;,l from (2.19)-(2.20). The case we con
sider here, i.e., 4>(0)=0, is particularly simple: Since 
all A. will be real, cf. (2.13), (2.14), and (2.19), the 
A. 1'Wl.ll be identical and can be determined from (2.19). , " 
If we let j = 1, we find 

2A l ,l = - 2A1 ,3 

so that 

A1,l =Ra3/8v~= (ae/32)(woIvo)2. (2.21 ) 

Coefficients with even n cannot result from (2.14) due 
to the odd power of the nonlinear term. 

B. The rate of convergence 
We get a first indication of the rate of convergence 
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by comparing the first and zeroth order terms 

IAa,ll _~(VO)2 _16(1-38/4) 
IAl)+IAl,31-181 Wo - lei ' 

(2.22) 

where (2. 18) was used to obtain the last equality. This 
"rate of convergence" is 4 at 8 = + 1 and increases to 
00 at 8=0. From infinity (2.22) decreases to 12 as e-
- 00. Remember that we obtain these good rates when 
we choose a new value of va for each new value of e 
(using (2.18)). We will see that we are then near the 
center of the region of convergence of the series with 
that value of vo' However, if va is fixed and e is varied 
we find a "rate" which, in general, is worse than (2.22). 
Sometimes it is convenient to keep va fixed since the 
coefficients of our series in e do not have to be recalcu
lated for each new e value in that case. 

C. Quantitative results 

Equations (2.14) and (2.19)-(2.20) constitute the 
algorithm for obtaining the solution (2.8)-(2.11) of the 
equation of motion (2. 7) or (2. 1). With the aid of an 
electronic computer we evaluate the algorithm to 14th 
order in E. 

For each choice of va we then find a e interval on 
which the series converges numerically. In Fig. 2 we 
extend each interval to a circle in the complex e plane, 
with the interval as its diameter. The circle drawn with 
a thick line indicates the region of convergence for Vol Wo 

=" 2. O. The data for the points A through E, evaluated 
with vo=2.0, is displayed in Table L For points A and 
B the calculated frequency V (at 14th order) is approxi
mately equal to va, and we find a rapid rate of conver
gence [the e for point A is chosen so as to satisfy our 
estimate (2.18) of v= v(e)). We indicate a measure of 
the rate of convergence for the (largest) Fourier coeffi
cient A. l' at j = 4,9, and 14 and observe that A J. / An 1 J, t t 

has decreased to '" 10-11 at j = 14 in both cases. This is 
entirely consistent with ou~ expectations near (2.7) and 
(2.18). As we move to points further from the center, 
such as C, this rate of convergence slows until near the 
edges, points D and E, the ratio is nearly constant. 

S, 

S, 

FIG. 2. Regions of convergence in the complex theta plane, 
of a forward perturbation scheme. 
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TABLE I. A comparison between the results for one region of convergence (cf. Fig. 2) . 

Data points Chosen Order of v2 (wij = 1. 0) d 

cf Fig. 2 parameters" b trunc. c cf. (2.9) 

('-"%= 1. 0) 

A 8 = - 4. 0 j=4 3.9047 
V5 and 8 v5 = 4. 0 1. c. "" - 1-:6 X 10-3 
as in (2.18) Ao,l = 1. 0 j=9 3.9046408 

1. c. "" O. 0 
E)2/E =0.667 j = 14 3.904640671089 

l. c. ",=,-2.2x10· IO -

B 8=-3.96 j=4 3.8759 
Near A 1'6 = 4.0 1. c. "" -1~x10·~ 

A o,I=0.995 j=9 3.87584043 
1. c. "" 1. Ox 10·T" 

E)/E=0.664 j=14 3.87584033104 
1. c. "" - 2. 1 X 10.10-

C 9 = - 2.0 j=4 2.4644 
Midradius vij =4. 0 1. c. ",,-3.4x10·3 

Ao,l = O. 707 j=9 2.462125 
1. C. "" 4.1 X 10.5 

E)2/E =0.50 j = 14 2.462094 
1. c. ",,-7. 1 x-I 0.7 

D 9=-0.2 j=4 1.1494 
Lower edge 1'6 = 4.0 1. c. "" -1~ X 10.4 

Ao,l = 0.224 j=9 1. 1492 
1. c. ",,2.2><10.5 

E)2/E = O. 091 j = 14 1.149194 
1. c. "" -4. 0><10.6 

E 9=-7.8 j= 4 6.54 
Upper edge 1'6 = 4.0 1. c. "" - 2.0 X 10.1 

Ao,l = 1. 40 j=9 6.72 
1. c. "" -1. 5 x 10.1 

E)2/E =0.80 j = 14 6. 53 
1. c. ",,-2.1x10·1 

aAO,1 =</>(0)/2. 
bAt t = 0, the kinetic energy is zero; E)2/E is the ratio of the 

nonquadratic potential energy and the total potential energy 
at t = O. 

c 1. c. : last correction L;"A"n' 
d Under lined numbers mean questionable precis ion in view of 

higher-order corrections or machine "round off. " The 
machine allows 14-16 significant digits. 

(Notice that although D and E are symmetric about e = 
- 4. 0, there is a difference in the rate of convergence. ) 

The dotted circle has radius 1, and is centered at e 
= O. It is the region of convergence of the perturbation 
theory for 1I0 =Wo, given in Ref. 4. We see from Fig. 2, 
that several circles intersect in approximately the 
same points S1> S2' and S3' These are in fact the complex 
e values for which the solution will be singular. For 
the subject cubic force, their values could be derived 
from the solution in closed form, i. e., the Jacobi 
elliptic cosine, cf. Ref. 4, Appendix B. While the center 
of the region of convergence is roughly determined by 
our choice of 11o, we find that the radius of the region is 
determined also by the location of the nearest singularity 
of cp, which is not known a priori, for our series 
solutions. 

The singularities of the solutions could however be 
found from the singularities of the equations, cf. the 
arguments leading to Eq. (7.10) of Ref. 4.12 Figures 
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Max [.:lli(t) Max[relative Ai,11Ao,1 f Computing 
/H(t) 1 over errorlover timeg 

one period one period· 

2 x 10-4 1 x 10-~ -3.6x10- 5 0.15 s 

7 x 10-8 7 X to-7 - 4.0 X 10.8 2.0 s 

4 x 10.12 3 X 10.10 -1.1 X 10.11 11. 0 s 

2 x 10.4 1 X 10.3 -4.8x10·5 [all 
j=14 

7 x 10.8 -3x10·7 -4.2x10·8 have 
the 

4 x 10.11 3x10·IO -1. 9x10· 11 same 
compo 
time, 

6 x 10.3 6 X 10.3 - 1. 0 X 10.3 etc. 
for 

9 x 10-5 - 1 X 10.4 -1. 6x10·5 j=4 
and 

2 x 10.6 - 3 X 10.6 3.2x10·7 j=91 

1 x 10.2 1 X 10.2 - 5. 7 x10·4 

2 x 10.3 2 X 10.3 -1.1x10·4 

4 x 10.4 3 X 10.4 -2.0x10·5 

2 x 10.1 - 2 X 10.1 2.5x10·2 

6 x 10.1 -3 -2.1 x10·2 

3 x 10.1 3 2.9 X 10.2 

·We substitute the solution up to order j into (2.1) and we take 
all terms to the rhs and define: relative error(t) == rhs (t)/ 
[vij-wijl</>(t) when </>(t) '" O. We scale in [1'6-wijl</>(t) because 
it is characteristic of the magnitude of the terms in the 
equation, cf. (2. 7). 

fThis is a measure of the rate of convergence, since Ai,l is 
the largest coefficient at jth order. 

g Computation time on IBM 360-65, in seconds. 

like Fig. 2 might actually be used as a quick graphical 
method to locate some singularities of the solution in 
the complex e plane, especially for those force laws 
where the solution is not easily obtainable in closed 
form. 

When the parameter 110 is chosen according to our 
estimate in (2.18) we find, in Table II, that the rate of 
convergence remains good for all e values we checked, 
i. e., - 10+5

.:;; e;$ + O. 8. The first order estimate of the 
rate of convergence, given in (2.22), is consistent with 
the values of AJ,/Ao,l given in Table II. We see in Table 
II that the calculated value of 112 (j = 14) is a nearly linear 
junction of e and observe that the 112 ( e) is virtually iden
tical to the linear result we derived at first order, i. e. , 
(2.18). We have this linear dependence from e", + O. 8 to 
as far as we checked, i. e., e= _105. 

We see, in Fig. 3, that a deviation sets in at e", + O. 8 
and that 112 bends over to 0 as e - + 1. The data points 
denoted by solid dots in Fig. 3 were obtained using the 
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TABLE II. Hesults over a rang'e of energies and nonlinearities. 

Chosen Order of v2 d max[AH(t)lH(t) I max[relative A jt1 :A o,1 
f Computing 

parameters trune. c cf. (2.9) over one pcr iod error I ovcr one time" 
(w8= 1. O)a,b 

e =0.8 j~4 .36001 5 x 10-3 

v5=0.40 I. c. ",,-2.5xl0-3 

j= 9 . ;159 632 8 x 10-5 

A o,l = O. 447 I. c. "" O. 0 
j ~ 14 .359620577 1 x 10-8 

E>2/ E = - O. 67 I. c. '" - 3. 6xW7 

e = - 0.5 j - 4 1.370729 -2x10~1 

v5=1.375 I. c. "" - 9. 3xlO-G 

j=9 1. 370 729 241 6 x 10-G 

Ao,l =0. :354 I. c. "" O. 0 
j ~ 14 1. 370 729 241035541 < 10-15 

E>2/E = O. 20 I. e. "" - 5. 4 x 10-11 

e =-10 j= 4 8.2179 5 x 10-4 

V5 = 8. 5 I. c. ",-G.3xl0-3 

j= 9 8,217626 4 x 10-7 

Ao,l = 1. 581 1. c, '" O. 0 
j 7c 14 8.2176256733 1 X 10-11 

E>2/E=0.83 1. c. ",-4.6xl0-9 

e = - 103 j=4 7.189xl02 1 x 10-3 

v8=751. 0 I. c. "" =-9. 2 X 10-1 

j c 9 7. 188 16 x 102 2 X 10- li 

A O,I = 15. 81 I. c. '" O. 0 
j = 14 7.1881569xl02 8 x 10-10 

E>2/E =0.998 1. c. "" - 2. 3xlO-G 

e = - 10 5 j= 4 7.1784xl0 4 1 xl 0-3 

v8=75001. 0 I. c. '" -"9.2x101 

j = 9 7.177808xl04 2 x 10-8 

Ao,l = 1. 58 X 102 I. c. "" O. 0 
j 14 7.1778046 x 104 5 X 10-9 

E>2/E= 1. 0 I. c. "" - 2. 3xlO-4 

-2 x10-5 

aAO,1 = 1>(0)/2. 
bAt t = 0, the kinetic energy is zero, E>2/ E is the ratio of the 

nonquadratic potential energy and the total potential energy 
att =0. 

C L c. : last correction I.,Ai,n' 
dUnderlined numbers mean questionable precision in view of 

higher-order corrections or machine "round off." The 
machine allows 14-16 significant digits. 

present scheme to 14th order. Additional points, de
noted by x, were obtained using the methods of Secs. 3 
and 5, and of Appendix A of Ref. 16. (Evaluation with the 
present scheme and Appendix A of Ref. 16 is possible 
but requires more computer time. ) 

0.6·...-<-...,......---.--~---.,---
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FIG. 3. v2 versus e 
near e = 1. 
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period" 

:; X 10-2 - 5. f) X 10- 1 U. IS s 

- 5 X 10- 1 -~.lxlO-" L. U co 

9 X 10-" - 1. bx 10-7 11. () s 

~ xl 0-5 - 1.:J x 10-', [all 
j = 14 

-9xlO-11 -4.5x10-12 have 
the 

< 10-15 < 10-1, sanlE:" 

comp. 
time, 

6 X 10-3 -6.9x10-5 etc. 
for 

- 4 X 10-0 -1.7x10-7 j .j 

and 
5 x 10-3 - L 1 X 10-10 j 9\ 

4 x 10-3 - 1.1 X 10- 1 

- 9 X 10-G - 5. J x 10-; 

:1 xl 0-8 - 6. 1 X 10-10 

4 x 10-3 -1.1x10-4 

- 9 x 10-" -5.4xl0-7 

3 X 10-8 - 6. 2xl0- 1O 

·We substitute the solution up to order j into (2.1) and we 
take all terms to the rhs and define the relative error(t) 
=rhs (t)/[vt-w811>(t) when 1>(t) "" O. We scale in (v5- w~cfl(t) 
because it is characteristic of the magnitude of the terms of 
the equation. 

f This is a measure of the rate of convergence, since A i ,1 is 
the largest coefficient at jth order. 

gComputation time on IBM 360-65, in seconds. 

Our particular anharmonic oscillator example (2.1) 
has a solution in closed form, namely the Jacobi el
liptic cosine function. 4 This in turn requires a numeri
cal algorithm for its evaluation because of the elliptic 
integrals involved. The Fourier coefficients are more 
easily obtained using our procedure since a Fourier 
analysis of the elliptic functions is a cumbersome 
procedure. 9 

However, our procedure also applies when no solu
tions in closed form are available. 16 

3. AMPLITUDE RENORMALIZATION OR A 
PERTURBATION SCHEME WITH A LARGE 
REGION OF CONVERGENCE 

Here we introduce the "backward scheme," in which 
we specify the frequency of oscillation, v, (and phase 
angle 6) and derive the initial displacement <P(O) [and 
velocity 1>(0)]. The region of convergence includes all 
lJ values with 0< v2 < 00, or in terms of the e of (2.6), 
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all () values with + 1> e> - 00.
17 While this is a con

siderable improvement over the previous "forward" 
schemes, the "backward" scheme is far more impor
tant to us for another reason. It enables us to obtain 
convergent solutions jor systems oj coupled anharmonic 
oscillators, where previous schemes yield asymptotic 
and strongly divergent, solutions. 4_6 The generalization 
to systems is made in Secs. 4 and 5 and subsequent 
papers. Here we introduce a perturbative version of the 
scheme on our usual single anharmonic oscillator 

¢=-w~cfJ+R¢\ with ¢(O)*Oand<tJ(O)=O, (3.1) 

Again we rewrite this as 

(3.2) 

the "relocated" version of (3.1), cf. (2.7). However, 
we now keep the v constant and "renormalize" ¢(O). 
This amplitude renormalization in a backward scheme 
is the second of three essential devices introduced in 
this paper. In other words, we specify nonlinear action
angle variables 0, vt and derive a transformation back 
to ¢, ¢ variables. It is our contention that, for systems 
of nonlinear oscillators with rationally dependent fre
quencies v k' cf. Secs. 4 and 5, this back transformation 
has a large region of convergence while the correspond
ing forward transformations, from <p, ¢ to 0, vt vari
ables, are asymptotic in most cases. The latter part is, 
of course, well known. 6,5,4 

We attempt a solution of the form 

¢(t)='tE'6A,(n)1j" with1j=,exp[i(vt+o)], (3.3) 
j=O n 

A,(n)='O if Inl >2j+1 (or j<O). (3.4) 

In Sec. 5 we shall describe a nonperturbative version 
in which we use a pure Fourier series without E' powers. 
As before, we substitute the series (3.3) in Eq. (3.2), 
equate the coefficients of E'1j", and find, for j ~ 0, our 
basic recursion jormula 

(1 - n2)v2A/n) = (v2 - W~)A'_1 (n) 

+R6' "6A, (n1)A, (n2)A, (n3 ). 
1 2 3 

53 (,-1;") 

(3.5) 

The set of integer s 53 is defined in (2. 15). This recur
sion formula is Simpler than the previous one, (2.14). 
Also note that the phase angle 0 does not enter into 
these recursion relations. For j = 0 we see that only the 
Aa(± 1) =' a are allowed to be different from zero. For (j 
= 1 and) n= 1 we find the "resonance condition" 

(3.6) 

hence 

v2-w~=-3Ra2 or a=[(w~-v2)/3Ry/2, (3.7) 

using (3.4). Hence the value of Aa(1) is now derived, at 
j = 1. Notice that there are no solutions (periodic with 
frequency v) for v> wa if R> 0 or for v< wa if R< 0, 
physically an obvious result, cf. Fig. 1, which in pre
vious schemes required a greater effort, cr. Ref. 4, 
Eq. (7.18). 
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The above procedure for n= 1 is an essential one; 
otherwise the rhs of (3.2) would have a Fourier compo
nent of frequency v, the same as the harmonic oscillator 
on the lhs. This would lead to resonance and secular 
terms, L e. , divergencies. 4 Therefore, we refer to 
(3.5) with n= 1 as the "resonance condition." 

A. Rate of convergence 

As in Sec. 2B we compare magnitudes of the first and 
zeroth order terms. For j = 1 and n = 3 in (3. 5) we find 

Al (3) = - Ra3/8v2 = a(v2 - w~)/24v2. (3.8) 

For j = 2 and n = 1 we have the resonance condition 

0= (v - w~)Al(1) + R[6A1(1)Aa(1)Aa(-1) 

+ 3AI(-1)A~(1)+ 3Al(3)A~(-1)]. 

From this we derive, at j = 2, the value of Al (1), 

A 1(1) = Ra3/16v2 = - a(v - w~)/ 48v2, (3.9) 

where we used (3.4)-(3.8). A measure of the "rate of 
convergence" can now be obtained from 

This rate of convergence is infinite for v = wa' While it 
decreases as v - 00, it remains larger than 16. It also 
decreases as v - 0 but stays larger than 16 for v2 

/ w~ 
> t. This may serve as a first indication of the high 
"rate of convergence," which we find in the backward 
scheme over most of the region of convergence, L e. , 
0< v2 < 00 here. Also it shows why we prefer to use ad
ditional "convergence-acceleration" techniques in the 
region v2 «w~. 16 

B. Initial conditions 

Here we calculate the initial conditions ¢(O) and ¢(O), 
the end products of a backward scheme, from the given 
values of v and O. Our series solution (3.3) yields 

~ 

¢(Ol= 6 6 Aj(n) exp(ino) 
j=O n 

00 2J+l 

= 6 6 A.(n) cos(no), 
j=a "=-2j_1 J 

(3.11) 

¢(O) = fj 6 invA/n) exp(ino) 
,=a " 

QO 2j+l 

= - 26 6 nvA,(n) sin(no), 
,=a "=1 

(3.12) 

where we used E = 1. In the previous forward scheme, 
only the j = 0 terms, with va, were present, cf. (2.12)
(2.13). Let us first consider the case 0 = 0, when (3.11), 
(3.12) yield ¢(Ol= 0 and ¢(Ol= L:, L:"A,(n). Knowing that 
the combined first order terms are at least 16 times 
smaller than the zeroth order ones in the region t :: 
V2/W~ < + <>:J, we have to have a good approximation ¢(O) 
'" 2Aa(1) =' 2a. In the same approximation we calculate 
the e of the previous section: e =' R[ ¢(O)/ waY", 4R[a/ Wa]2. 
Hence, using (3.7), we find 

v2 '" w~(1 - tel (3.13) 

to be a good approximation over a wide range of v 
values, Le., t::5v2/W~<+00, cf. (2.18). Table II and 
Fig. 3 show this range, after 14 iterations, to be about 
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T ABLE III. Results of the "backward scheme" over a wide range of energies and nonlinearities. a 

Chosen parameters Order of (J 

(wo ~ 1. Olb trunc. C cf. (3.12)-(3.13) 
and (2. 4)d 

1'2 ~ O. 359 620 577 j=O 8.55xlO- l , cf. (3.7) 
j=4 8. 0014x 10-1 

F?2/E=- O. 67 1. c. ",,8.4x10-4 

j= 9 7.999998 x 10-1 

Comparable but 1. c. "" - 3. 2x-10-7 

not identical to first j= 14 7.9999989907 x 10-1 

entry in Table II 1. c. "" - 6. 2x 10-TO 

1'2 = 7. 177 8046 x 104 j=O - 9. 57x 104, cf. (3.7) 
j=4 -9. 999949x 104 

~2/ E= 1. 0-2 X 10-5 1. c. ",,-6.1x10-2 

j= 9 - 9. 99999949 x 104 

Comparable but not 1. c. "" -1. 3x 10::r 
identical to last j= 14 - 9. 999 999 880 67120 
entry in Table II xl04 -

1. c. ",-1. 7x 10-9 

1'2= 108 j= 0 -1. 333x 108, cf. (3.7) 
j=4 -1. 393197x 108 

E)2/E= 1. 0-lx 10-8 1. c. "'7.1x103 
j=9 -1. 393 203 915 07 

X lOB 
1. c. ",-2. 9x 10-2 

j= 14 -1. 393 2039151162 
X 108 -

1. c. '" - 2. 5x 10-6 

1'2 = 1014 j=O -1. 333x 1014 , cf. (3.7) 

j=4 -1. 393 196 x 1014 

1. c. ",,-7.1xl09 

F?z/ E = 1. 0-1 X 10-14 j=9 - 1. 393 203 929 64 
X 1014 

1. c. ",-3.7x104 

j= 14 - 1. 393 2039296857 
X 1014 

1. c. ""- 2. 5 

1'2= 1020 j=O -1. 333x 1020 , cf. (3.7) 

j=4 - 1. 393 196 x 1020 

1. c. "" - 7.1x 1015 

E>2/E= 1. O-lx 10-1.9. i= 9 -1. 39320392964 
X 10z0 

1. c. ",,-3.7xloIO 

j= 14 - 1. 393203929 685 6~ 
x10z0 

1. c. "'2.4x106 

aThis table was evaluated using the method of Sec. 5 rather 
than Sec. 3 for reasons of convenience and computing time. 
The results are virtually identical; however, error and/or 
time estimates in the last four columns would be slightly 
worse. 

bAt t = 0, the kinetic energy is zero, F?z/ E is the ratio of the 
nonquadratic potential energy and the total potential energy 
at t= o. 

c1. c.: last correction: 1"Mj (nl. cf. caption f. 
dUnderlined numbers mean questionable precision in view of 

the same as the above, first order, estimate. There
fore, we now invariably derive our "intuition" about 

max[.::lli(t) / H(t) 1 max[relative 6A j (l)/A(l) ! Computing 
over one period errorJ over time' 

one period" 

0.0 s 
9 x 10-4 2 x 10-3 - 6x 10-4 0.2 s 

3x 10-1 -8x10-7 2x 10-7 0.9 s 

1 X 10-10 3x10-10 -Ix 10-10 2 s 

[all 
7 X 10-6 8x 10-6 -3X10-5 j= 14 

have 
4x 10-10 5x 10-10 - 2 X 10-10 the 

same 
4 x 10-15 3 X 10-15 - 1 X 10-15 compo 

time, 
etc. 
for j=4, 
and j= 9J 

7 x 10-6 8 X 10-6 -3X10-5 

4x 10-10 5x 10-10 -2xlO-10 

4 x 10-15 3 X 10-15 - 1 X 10-15 

7 X 10-5 8 X 10-5 - 3x 10-5 

4x 10-10 5 X 10-10 - 2x 10-10 

4 x 10-15 3 X 10-15 -lX10-15 

7x 10'" 8x 10'" - 3x 10-6 

4x 10-10 5x 10-10 - 2xl0-10 

4 x 10-15 3 X 10-15 -Ix 10-15 

higher-order corrections or machine "round off. " The 
machine allows 14-16 Significant digits . 

• We substitute the solution up to order j into (3.2) and we 
take all terms to the rhs and define the relative error(t) 
"" rhs (3.2)(t)/[(v2 -wij)¢(t)] when ¢(t)>"O. We scale in 
(v2- wa)¢(t) because it is characteristic of the magnitude of 
the tenus in the equation. 

fThis is a measure of the rate of convergence where 6AJ(n) 
is the difference in A(n) between the j and j - 1 iteration. 

&Computation time on mM 360-65, in seconds. 

0 

the qualitative behavior of such nonlinear systems from 
just a single iteration of the backward scheme. The 
estimate in (3.13) is the first example of such an ap
proximation, not easily obtained through any other form 
of "intuition", cf. (5.15)-(5.16) and Ref. 16, Eq. (2.18). 

The extension to 15 '* 0 and ¢(O) '* 0 is extremely easy 
in this scheme. The 15 does not enter into the recursion 
relation or Ao(1), cf. (3.5)-(3.7). Therefore, while 
one has to prescribe both II and 15 in order to derive </1(0) 
and 4>(0), one can obtain all coefficients AJ(n) from II 

alone, Once the {AJ(n)} are available, we may choose 
any 15, with 0"" 15 < 21T, in (3.11)-(3.12) and immediately 
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FIG. 4. ,,2 versus 1- e. 

obtain all </>(0), ¢(O) values which can possibly give rise 
to an oscillation with frequency v. 

In the theory of action-angle variables the 0 is an in
tegration constant, not affecting the functional form of 
the other functions of the time and the action. Hence the 
possibility of choosing the 0 at the last moment. We will 
discuss the connection with "action-angle" variables 
elsewhere17 and merely note that u = vt + 0, cf. (3. 3) and 
(3.16), is the "angle" variable while J'=L:nn2vIAnI2 is 
the "action" variable [An=L:jAj{n)J. 

C. Quantitative results 

In Table III, we display some numerical results for 
a backward scheme. We have used a modification of the 
backward scheme, introduced in Sec. 5 and Ref. 16 in 
order to reduce the computation time and, for the re
gion v21 w~ < O. 25, increase the rate of convergence. 
The results are not affected by this. 

The first two entries of Table III should be compared 
with the first and last entries in Table II. For these 
two cases, we specify v2 equal to the v2 calculated in 
Table II, using a forward scheme. The e values calcu
lated in Table III are indeed equal to the ones specified 
in Table II, within the precision of the v2 in Table II. 

Notice the excellent rate of convergence, in Table 
III, even for v2lw~ values up to 1020

, where the ratio 
of the nonquadratic to quadratic potential energy is ap
proximately 1020

• In the region v2Iw~=0 to 0.25 the rate 
of convergence is so slow that we prefer the modifica
tions of the scheme, introduced in Ref. 16. 

A "log-log" plot of v2(e) is shown in Fig. 4. The solid 
line on the right indicates the linear relation between 
v2 and e, cf. (3.13), which is still a good approximation 
in that region. For smaller 1 - e values, corresponding 
to the "knee" in Fig. 3 the curve is not linear. Graphs 
of X(u) for various values of v2 are displayed in Fig. 5. 
To interpret these graphs, we consider the two extreme 
cases, v2 

- 0 and v2 
- co. For R> 0 the potential has the 

shape of a "valley on top of a mountain. " As </>(0) ap
proaches the edge of this valley, the force becomes zero, 
the period goes to "", and v2 - O. For v2 '" 0 the particle 
spends a large fraction of the period near the edge, and 
the graph of X(u) looks like a square wave, cf. the 
graphs for v2=0.01 and 0.05 in Fig. 4. When V2_W~, 
the graphs change to the familiar cosine waves, cf. v2/w; 
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= 0.13 in Fig. 5. As we take v2 
- "", we find 1</>(0)1 

- 00. The X4 term in the scaled potential can be written 
as X4 = [</>I </>(OW and becomes more and more peaked at 
X = ± 1, as 1 </>(0) I - "". In that case the acceleration is 
sharply peaked near X=± 1, the velocity will be nearly 
constant for all intermediate X values, and the graph of 
X(u) will look like a triangular wave, cf. v2 I w~ == 1020 in 
Fig. 5. 

D. The expansion parameters and a convergence proof 

In this section we show that the backward series is in 
fact an expansion in powers of (1 - Il~), where 

(1-1l~)=(v2-w~)/v2, with Ilo=w/v. (3.14) 

We shall also indicate a convergence proof for the re
gion Ilo < 1, i. e., Wo < v < 00. A separate paper will be 
devoted to the convergence proofs for the full region of 
this scheme, i. e. , 0 < v < 00, and the other schemes of 
the present paper. 17 

First we scale the "relocated" equation of motion 
(3.2) to unit initial displacement and unit harmonic 
frequency 

X"" + X == E[ (1 - 1l~)X + ll~eX3], 
with (3.15) 

x(O)= 1, Xu(O)=O, 

and x=</>/</>(O), u=vt+o, and e=R</>2(0)/w~, (3.16) 

with Xu'" dx(u)1 du and E = 1. We use the same symbol X 
as before, cf. (2.4), but here for a different function 
of the time u, a convenient but confusing practice. The 
0==0 in order to obtain Xu(O)==O. The lhs of (3.15) is 
a harmonic oscillator of unit frequency, being driven by 
the terms on the rhs. In our solution we use Fourier 
exponentials of the form exp(inu), cf. (3.3), and the rhs 
of (3.15) will contain terms with n=± 1, ± 3, ± 5, etc. 
It is clear that a term with n = ± 1 may not be present 

10 10 .,--

\ 
v 2 =005 ( 

Xlu) xlu) 

\~ w~ =1.0 w~ =1.0 

-10 -10 
0 2.,,- 0 2.,,-

(a) (c) 

10 

/ \ lI
2 = 1020 V'"OOI f \ / \ 1 J 

xl u) \ 1 
\ ! \ xl u) 
\ / 1 1 
\ I 1 j 

\,.J 
\ I 

w~=IO w~=IO \ 
j 

-10 j 
-10 

0 2.,,- 0 2.,,-

(b) (d) 

FIG. 5, Waveforms for the cubic anharmonic oscillator, ob
tained with the backward perturbation scheme. 
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on the rhs if we want to avoid resonance and unbounded, 
secular, terms.4 We therfore equate this Fourier com
ponent of the rhs to zero and find the resonance 
condition 

1
2< 

o 
cos(u)[(I- J..L~)x+ J..L~8X3]du=0, (3. 17) 

or 

(3.18) 

where we denote the cosine integral over one period by 
~. In the forward schemes of Sec. 2 we, in effect, wrote 
J..Lo explicitly and obtained v = v( 8) from the resonance 
condition (3. 17), i. e. , "frequency renormalization. " 
Here, in a backward scheme, we extract 8= 8(v) in 
(3.18), i. e. , "amplitude renormalization." Upon sub
stitution of this 8 in the equation of motion, we finally 
obtain 

Xuu + X=€(1- J..L~)[X - X3¢ X/ ¢X3], with €= 1, (3.19) 

an integro-differential equation. It is easy to verify by 
direct differentiation that (3.19) is equivalent to 

X(u) = cos(u) +€(1 - J..L~) r dv sin(u - v)[X(v) - X3(V) ¢ X/ ¢ l]. 
o 

(3.20) 
This integral equation is solved by iteration, i. e. , 
we start with Xo'= cos(u) and evaluate the integrals using 
this Xo' On the lhs we then obtain a new approximation 
Xl = Xo + dl - J..L~)Io, where Io(u) is the evaluated integral. 
We can repeat the procedure with this new approxima
tion instead of cos(u) and obtain a (Neumann) series 
solution of (3.19)-(3.20). The procedure is explained 
in detail in Secs. 2 and 7 of Ref. 4. It is obvious that 
each iteration brings in higher powers of d1 - J..L~) and 
that (1 - j.L~) is in fact the expansion parameter of our 
solution. We could have seen this from the first order 
results (3.8)-(3.9) and the recursion relation (3.5). 
At first glance we thus expect poor convergence when 
iJo - 00, i. e., v - 0, and reasonable convergence even 
when iJo - 0, i. e., v- 00. This is precisely the behavior 
found in the previous section on quantitative results. 
For the region 0< (1 - J..L~)< 1, i. e., Wo < v< "", one can 
easily give a convergence proof which is completely 
analogous to the one in Sec. 7 and Appendix A of Ref. 4. 
The essential step is again to show that all iterates Xj 

of (3.20) stay bounded, Le., IXJ(u)I..;I, cf. (A.23)
(A. 24) of Ref. 4. Translated into 8 variables this re
gion corresponds to 0> 8> - 00, substantially larger 
than the region of convergence of any forward scheme, 
cf. Sec. 2C. Convergence proofs for all v, including 
0< v< wo, will be given elsewhere, using an entirely 
different technique. 17 

If v=v(8), or 8= 8(v), does not satisfy the resonance 
condition (3.17)-(3.18), we unavoidably obtain Fourier 
coefficients which are a function of the time! In the 
present case they would contain simple powers of t or u 
(secular terms).4 In practice one terminates the series 
at a finite order and the highest power of t that remains 
automatically leads to an unbounded result as t - 00. 

Less obvious but more serious is the fact that one can
not improve this situation by including higher order 
terms with higher powers of t [as one can, for example, 
in a Taylor expansion of sin(t)]. In other words, even if 
one sums out to infinite order the result will, in general, 
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not converge for all t, with 0"" t< DO. The transcendental 
functions in t which solve nonlinear differential equa
tions, gener ally, have singularities in the complex t 
plane. Hence their power series expansions in l cannot 
converge for all t with 0"" t < 00. These Singularities can 
be found from the singularities of the differential equa
tions, whenever the solution itself is not available, 
using an argument similar to the one leading to Eq. 
(7.10) of Ref. 4.12 Some transcendental functions which 
solve linear differential equations and a few simple non
linear ones, e.g., exp(t),sin(t), etc., do have power 
series expansions in t which converge for all t with 
o "" t< 00. For most nonlinear systems an infinite series 
with secular terms will, however, not result in a solu
tion which converges for all t w ilh 0"" t < 00 and a "re
normalization" V= v(8), or 8= 8(v), as in (3.17)-(3.18) 
is needed in theory as well as in pmctice. 

For a doubly periodic solution, with two complex 
Singularities per period, a power series in t and sub
sequent analytic continuation might suffice if one accepts 
a poor rate of convergence at some t values. However, 
these are precisely the Jacobi elliptic functions which 
can be evaluated more easily using other techniques. 
Our equation (2.1) is solved by the Jacobi elliptic 
cosine. 4 

E. Physically unbounded solutions (8 > + 1) 

When 8> + 1, and ¢(O) = 0, the "particle" is on the 
"down slope" of the potential, cf. (2.2)-(2.5) or Fig. 
l(a), and escapes to + 00 or - 00. The "backward" scheme 
converges again if we choose v2 < 0, i. e., if we expand 
the solution in power s of exp( pt + 6), with p and 6 real 
valued, i. e. , 

cp(t)=~ Ej ~ Aj(n)exp[n(pt + 6)]. 
j " 

A. Bountis, employing a "forward" version, found that 
the expansion converges over a finite time interval 
0"" t< T with T « 00) a function of cp(O) and ;p(0). esc' &SC 

Clearly the expansion cannot converge for all t with 
o "" t < 00. fhis is not an artefact of the method but a true 
indication that the particle "reaches" infinity in a finite 
time T e• c ' as we will demonstrate below. 

The regions of convergence in the complex 8 plane 
were found to be exactly as in Fig. 2 but mirrored 
across the line Re[ 8] = + 1. This can be derived directly 
by transforming to zP'= 1/ cp. Equation (2.1) becomes 

~= - w~7J! + {4H}I,l,s = - w~7J! + {w~cp2(0)[2 - e]W, (3.21) 

with 

(3.22) 

the latter analogous to the definition of 8 in (2.4). H 
is the Hamiltonian (2.2). 

Equation (3,21) can now be recast as 

</JTT=-</J+e~</Js. with e",=2-e and T'=wot, (3.23) 

hence - 00 < 8", < + 1 when 8> + 1. (3.24) 

This equation for if! is exactly the same as the original 
equation for cp, (2.3), if we replace X with if! and 8 with 
e •. Hence, for 8> + 1, we can obtain periodic if! ( T) solu-
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tions exactly as in Secs. 2 and 3 but using 8~ instead of 
8. Thus the regions of convergence in the complex 8 
plane are the same as before but mirrored across Re[ 8] 
= 1, due to 8 ~ = 2 - 8. The solution <J;(t) has a period 2rr I 
v(8,'). From this we can estimate the finite escape time 
Te"C' to cp = ± 00, for CP(t) 

Te"C = t2rrl v(8~) '" rrl wo[3 8 - 2]1/2, (3.25) 

when 8> + 1 and where we have used the approximation 
(3.13) for 1I(8~). So (3.25) is certainly a good approxima
tion in the region 1. 2 :5 8 < + 00 • 

4. THE PROBLEM OF THE SMALL DENOMINATORS 

In the previous sections, and Ref. 4, we were forced 
to "renormalize" the frequency of oscillation as a func
tion of the initial displacement, i. e., II = II( 8), or vice 
versa 8= 8(v), in order to obtain a bounded Fourier 
series representation of the solution, convergent jor all 
t with 0"" t < 00. Any other choice of v results in Fourier 
coefficients which are functions of t and a series which 
does not converge for all t, cf. Sec. 3D. 

However in systems of coupled nonlinear differential 
equations there exists yet another classical problem re
sulting in unbounded representations of variables which 
one knows to be bounded, the problem of the "small de
nominators" or "small divisors." While there is some 
relation to the problem mentioned above, the small de
nominators problem persists even if we renormalize all 
frequencies correctly. It presents a major stumbling 
block for all theories on the dynamics of N bodies (N?- 3) 
in classical, celestial, quantum, and statistical mechan
ics. 5-7 Before we indicate how this problem can be 
avoided, for a large class of solutions, let us see how 
these small denominators arise. As an example, con
sider the following simple system of coupled harmonic 
and anharmonic oscillator s: 

1>=-W~CP+Rcp3+<p, with CP(O)=O, </>(0)=0, (4.1) 

Since we can solve (4.2) exactly the first equation 
becomes 

1> = - w~CP + Rcp3 + B cos( yt), (4.3) 

with CP(O) = <P(O) = O. This is a form of the "Duffing equa
tion, ,,10-14 which appears, for example, in the equation 
of motion of a pendulum driven by a periodic force9 and 
certain laser models. 8 The frequency y never changes 
since the cos(yt) is the solution of a linear differential 
equation. Only the Wo will be renormalized to a new 
frequency II. 

In the literature the small denominators problem is 
most often discussed in terms of Wo and y rather than v 

and y. However, only for very small values of the driv
ing amplitude B will the main frequency of oscillation, 
II, approach WOo The small denominators problem is 
present in both cases; so we use the renormalized fre
quency v and relocate (4.3) as usual 

¢ + v2 cp =E[(V2 - w~)cp + Rcp3] + B COSyt 

with E=1. (4.4) 
It is obvious that, upon iteration, we obtain terms of 

the form exp[it(nv + Py)] and that any combination of n 
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and P values will appear if we iterate to high enough 
order. Nevertheless, the problem originates precisely 
in assuming a two-frequency expansion 

00 2j+l 
cp= 6 Ej 6"'6 Aj(n,p)exp[it(nv+ Py)]. (4.5) 

j =0 n,p=-2j .. l 

In this example, we chose CP(O)=~(O)=O. SO, in the 
current "backward" scheme the quantity to be derived is 
the driving term 

(4.6) 

Substitution of our series (4.5) in the equation of motion 
(4.4) yields a recursion relation 

[v2 - (nv + py)2]A/n,p) - i15n.o15p.<1Bj 

= (v2 - w~)Aj_l(n,p) 

+R(6 ... L; Aj (nl>Pl),ooA j (n3,P3)) (4.7) 
'3<J- 1;n.P) 1 3 

or 

Aj(n,p) = [rhs (4.7)]/ [(1 - n)v - Py][ (1 + n)v + py], 

(4.8) 
when (n,p) '* (0, ± 1). The denominator, in (4.8), can be
come arbitrarily small, for large enough (n,p) values, 
and preclude convergence. Hence the name "small de
nominators" problem. 

Since the above series cannot possibly converge for 
all (II, y) choices one might justifiably ask whether 
there is any choice of (II, y) for which it will. The math
ematics responds "in kind" to our posing a desperate 
question within a frequently inapplicable formalism. It 
raises obstacles which depend on whether y/ v is a ra
tional or an irrational number! A faSCinating insight 
into, and historic account of, the problems involved can 
be found in Ref. 5 (e.g., Chap. 1) by Moser. His work 
and that of Kolmogorov and Arnold demonstrates, for 
the fir st time, that such series can converge for certain 
(v, y) choices with yl v irrational. 5-7 In addition to the 
problem of actually constructing these series there is, 
in a ''forward'' scheme, the practical problem of decid
ing whether Y/ v is irrational when each higher order 
term adds further corrections to the value of v, cf. 
(2.9). The conditions under which the Kolmogorov
Arnold-Moser theorems apply are known only in terms 
of the values of v and y (to be discussed at the end of 
Sec. 4B). A first advantage of the backward scheme is 
that II and yare not derived but chosen, i. e. , the angle 
variables (vt, yt) are independent variables while the ri, 
cp are dependent ones. The main problem now is to find a 
transformation from the angle variables (vt, yt) back to 
rP, cp variables. Below, we present such a transforma
tion for all frequencies II and y, with Ylv rational. Re
member that the KAM theorems apply to certain v and 
y with y/ v irrational. 

A. Removal of the "small denominators" for two 
rationally dependent frequencies 

Consider the case where y/ v is a rational number, 
different from 1, i. e., y/ v == mJ m 1 with m2'* m 1 and mu 
m 2 positive integers which are relative primes. Then 

(4.9) 
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At a sufficiently high order, the coefficients of v and Y, 
in the denominator of (4.8), will assume the values ± m 2 

and ± m 1 for the first time, and the denominator becomes 
zero exactly. So one was forced to rule out, explic itly , 
the case with rationally dependent frequencies. [Gustav
son, and Harris, transform the Hamiltonian to a 
"normal" form, 18 i. e., a nonlinear analogue of the 
"normal modes" transformation in linear systems. 
Their series are not necessarily convergent, 6 but they 
do obtain accurate results in some cases. 18,6] 

All this is a manifestation of the fact that the deriva
tion of the recursion relation (4.7) is not valid in this 
case. We derive such recursion relations by arguing 
that we want to satisfy the differential equation for all 
values of t and equate like powers of 1)" exp[it(nv + PY)], 
e. g., (2.14). But in the present case we have 
exp[it(m2v)]=exp[it(m1Y)], cf. (4.9), and we should not 
have distinguished between A j (m2,0) and Aj(0,m1). The 
same holds for all A;ln + km 2 ,p) and Aj(n,p + km 1 ). The 
"rationale" for allowing all these values of (n,p) in the 

{Aj(n,p)} was that all combinations nv+ PY do indeed 
appear in an exponent in (4.5). However, the {nv + pY} 
are not independent in the present case and are in fact 
all multiples of a "greatest common frequency" vr , with 

(4.10) 

which we call the recurrence frequency. Note that, after 
m

i 
periods of frequency v, we have also completed m 2 

periods of frequency yand the solution returns exactly 
as it was. Thus the (Poincare) recurrence time of the 
solution is T,. = 2rr/ vr . 

In order to avoid the above "degeneracies," we have 
to assume a single frequency expansion 

w 

<P = .0 Ej .0 Aj(n) exp[it(nvr )] (v = mIvy> Y= m2vr ), 
j=O n 

(4.11) 
with 

and 

Aj(n)"O if !n!>(2j+1)max(m U m2) or j<O. 

(4.12) 

Upon substitution of this series in the equation of motion 
(4.4), we obtain the recursion relation 

(m~ -n2)v~Aj(n) -115n,±m2Bj 

= (v - w~)A '-1 (n) + R (.0 ... .0 Aj (n1)'" Aj (n3») . 
J S3(j .. l;n) 1 3 

(4.13) 

The relevant denominator now is I (mi - n2)v~ I. For nZ 

= mi it becomes zero and the Aj(± mI ) is arbitrary, at 
order j. In all other cases the denominator has a con
stant lower bound v; > 0, and we expect convergence for 
a range of vr values, exactly as in Sec. 3. [The Aj(mJ 
takes over the role of the previouS A j (1). Its value is 
derived from the resonance condition n = m1 at j + 1, cf. 
(3.9).] This single frequency expansion, in terms of a 
recurrence frequency Vr , is the third essential "device" 
we introduce in this paper. 

This approach yields the "periodic" solutions of the 
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equations. Note that the recurrence "period" Tr = 2TT/ vr 
is the result of the mathematical construction (4.10) 
and does not represent any obvious physical time con
stant of the problem. The Tr can differ from the "ap
parent" period of oscillation of ¢ (t) by any arbitrary 
amount, e. g., Tr = 21T when (v, y) = (1,3) while TT 
=2rr10+20 when (v, y) = (1 + 10-2U , 3). Apparently Tr and vT 

(= 21T/ Tr) are extremely "erratic" fynctions of .(v, y) 

and of the initial "displacements" <p(0), ¢(O), <p(0), and 
1jJ(0) , even when v and yare "smooth" functions. While 
vr and v are both constants of the motion of the sub
sequent time evolution ¢(t), it is the vr which enters 
into every term of the series, cf. (4.13). Poincare and 
Bruns showed that in (celestial) mechanics most of the 
constants of the motion cannot be analytic or differen
tiable functions of the ¢, ¢, 5-7 cf. Ref. 2, Chap. 5 
(with the exception of the Hamiltonian and of a few 
simple or pathological cases]. The implications of this 
well-known theorem are generally less well known. It 
provides an explanation of the failure of the "canonical 
transformation and perturbation theory" of classical 
mechanics to yield a convergent series solution in most 
cases, (as proven by a theorem of C. L. Siegel',G,,). 
Such power series in ¢, ¢ would also express the con
stants of the motion as power series in ¢, ¢. If they 
converged, the constants of the motion would be dif
ferentiable functions of ¢, ¢ and Poincare's theorem 
would be violated! In our current example the Fourier 
series (4.11)-(4.13) for (v, y)=(1,3) differs greatly 
from the one for (v, Y)= (1 + 10-2°,3), if only in the num
ber of components per unit frequency. Yet the difference 
between the initial displacements B = 1jJ(0) for both cases 
is '" 10-20 only. From the above example we see that such 
a "discontinuous" change in the structure of our series 
will always be present no matter how small the difference 
between the v's (and B's) and that any given series will 
only converge for one unique value of v (and B) 
constant y). The previous arguments do not apply, of 
course, in the case of a single anharmonic oscillator 
where there is only one frequency (i. e., vr = v), since 
it is an analytic function of <j:>(0) for a vast range of ¢(O) 
values. By using quadrature the latter can be obtained 
directly from the Hamiltonian being an analytic function 
of ¢, ¢, cf. Sec. 7 of Ref. 4. It also shows why a for
ward series transformation, i. e. , {¢k' <Pk}- {Vk' 15k}, 
does converge in the case of a single oscillator, cf. 
Sec. 2, while diverging for most systems. 6,5,4 Our back
ward transformation, i.e., {vk,l5k}-{¢k'<Pk}, converges 
in both cases, when all {Vk} are rationally dependent. 17 

Systems with N variables will be mentioned in Sec. 4C. 
We continue the actual solution of the Duffing equation in 
Sec. 5. 

B. Rationally independent frequencies 
Consider the case where y/ v is an irrational number. 

While there is no longer any integer combination (rnzv 
-m

1
Y) yielding zero exactly, as in (4.9), such combina

tions come arbitrarily close to zero and the denomina
tor of (4.8) will be "nearly" zero infinitely many times 
dur ing the iter ations, i. e., as j ~ 00. Not only is the 
two-frequency series (4.5) divergent in general, 6 but 
it is also useless as an (asymptotic) approximation due 
to the rapid increase in the values of the coefficients, 
in most nonlinear cases we checked. 
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While we offer no explicit scheme for the removal of 
the "small denominators" when y/v' is irrational there 
now appears a way of sidestepping the problem in that 
case. Any irrational number a= y/v can be "approxi
mated" (i. e. , defined) by two infinite sequences of 
rational numbers and one might well ask whether the 
solution cf>(t) for an irrational a, can be similarly "ap
proximated" (, defined, constructed) by two infinite 
sequences of solutions cf>(t) with rational a. For our cur
rent Duffing problem (4.1)-(4.3) this does appear to be 
the case. In general we do not know for certain that the 
"error" in cf>(t), at any large t, will disappear if we let 
the "error" in a go to zero. It is certainly not true 
near v2 = 0, since v2 < 0 yields unbounded solutions while 
v2 > 0 yields bounded ones. However, v2 = 0 is an ex
ceptional point in many other ways already (and a= ± 00). 

In practice one would now "approximate" the irration
al a by a rational number which differs from a by an 
amount less than the "round-off" error of any computer 
employed or less than the error involved in observations 
on the physical problem at hand over the time interval 
of the observations. At the moment this is a rather glib 
argument, in view of the difficulty of estimating the 
error in cf>(t} for a given "error" in a, but it does point 
out that "rational-a approximations" might even b~come 
good enough in practice, similar to the situation in num
ber theory. In general we expect, of cour se, that the 
"error" in a must be chosen smaller and smaller if we 
require the same "error" in cf>(t} at larger and larger t. 
[The practical construction of the series (4.11) might 
seem more complicated and time consuming for the 
large mIt m 2 values, needed to obtain a small "error" 
in a, than for small m 1 and m2 • A way to avoid this is 
discussed in an appendix of Ref. 15.] 

We can illustrate the previous discussion for the case 
of the Duffing equation (4.1)-(4.3) as follows. 

Let us plot curves of constant a(= y/ v = mJ m 1) in a 
two-dimensional graph of the driving amplitude squared 
i. e. , RB2, cf. (4.2)-(4.6), versus the driving frequenc~ 
y, cf. Figs. 6-9 in Sec. 5. The locus of points with the 
same rational a is indeed one continuous curve since 
the strocture (form) of our series (4.11) cannot change 
if a stays constant. [The integers m 2 and m 1 are the 
same for all points on one curve, cf. (4.9)-(4.10).] 
Only the values of the Fourier coefficients change and 
we obtain a B which, at constant a, is a continuou~ func
tion of Y, inside the region of convergence. The points 
on each curve are parametrized continuously by the 
second ~requency, v, (or by vy ) and for v=wo, i.e., the 
harmOnIC case, all curves cross the horizontal axis , 
B = 0, at Y= woa. It is essential to notice that these 
curves of constant a cannot intersect, and must all be 
"parallel," [the solution of the differential equations 
(4.1)-(4.2) is unique], when Yo# v. But we also find, 
below, that B is a continuous function of a, at constant 
v. Hence all points with one and the same irrational a 
are indeed "locked in" between the same curves of ra
tional a, making "rational-a" approximations feasible 
in the case of the Duffing equation. The "error" in cf>{t} 
can be estimated via the following continuity argument. 
Let us transform the Duffing equation (4.3) into 

cf>uu= [- w~cf> + Rcf>3+ Bcos(ou)Vv2
, (4.14) 
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with u=vt and a=Y/v. (4.15) 

In the theory of differential equations, 12 one shows that 
bounded solutions cf>(u) depend continuously [analytically] 
on any parameter a, if the rhs of (4.14) is a (uniformly) 
continuous [analytic] function of a (and cf> and u). For a 
bounded solution the latter is certainly true on any 
finite time interval, and we find that cf>(u) and B 
[= cf>uu(0)v2

, cf. (4.1)-(4.3)] are continuous functions of 
a. From the proof of the above, in Ref. 12, one can 
then obtain an estimate of the "error" in cf>U), given 
some "error" in a. 

We do not rule out the possibility that for some sys
tems, perhaps less simple than the Duffing equation, 
the "independent frequencies" solutions may be totally 
different from the (nearest) "dependent frequencies" 
solutions. We would like to point out that, if so, ordinary 
numerical experiments, using stepwise integration 
lose their relevance in such cases [the converse do~s 
not hold]. A numerical integration in "action-angle" 
variables with dependent frequencies would miss all 
solutions with independent frequencies and thus not be 
representative of the latter (under the hypothesis). A 
numerical integration in ordinary cf>, 1> variables would 
within one "round-off" error of the machine, have two' 
classes of solutions which do not resemble each other 
(under the hypothesis). With each subsequent time step 
and "round-off," one could move from one class to the 
other and the final result would be representative of 
neither. We have applied our method to larger systems 
of anharmonic oscillators15 but have not yet investigated 
the above questions for those systems. 

The KAM theorems do apply here, i. e., solely to the 
case where Y/ v is irrational. They state5- 7 that if the 
frequencies y and v have the property that 

Inv-p-yl ~c(lnl + Ipl)-d, (4.16) 

for all integers n,p(o# 0,0), with some positive c and d, 
then, under certain restrictions on the system there 
exists, "near" a "given" solution with those frequencies 
Y, v and R = R1 in the equation of motion (5. 1), another 
solution with the same frequencies y v but R - R 0# R , - 2 l' 

for sufficiently small I R2 - R11. All solutions thus es
tablished have frequencies y and v which, apparently, 
are invariant under small perturbations in R. Normally 
we would like to take, Rl = 0, then the equation of mo
tion would be linear (hence v = wo), the "given" solution 
would be easily obtained, and the KAM theorems would 
demonstrate the existence of a nonlinear solution (R 
0# 0) with the same frequencies y and w [if yand w 2 

• 0 ° 
satisfy (4.16)]. However, our current equation and ini-
tial conditions (4. 1) - (4. 3) do not satisfy one of the ad
ditional restrictions we alluded to. Finally we would like 
to emphasize that (4.16) represents an infinite number 
of inequalities, each of which must be satisfied. Rela
tion .(4.16) ensures, among other things, that the de
nommators in (4.8) will approach zero at a slower rate 
than the numerators. Hence there is no "small-de
nominator" problem either if (4.16) is satisfied. A 
precise discussion of the theorems can be found in 
Chap. II, Sec. 3, of Ref. 5. 5- 7 

C. Systems of N variables 

The periodic solutions for systems of N(> 2) coupled 
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polynomial anharmonic oscillators will be discussed at 
length elsewhere. 15 Here we merely outline the simple 
modifications, of the method described in Sec. 4A (and 
5). The equation of motion for the kth oscillator is 
transformed to 

¢(k)=-w;(k)+P~(¢(l), ... ,¢(N» (k=l, ... N), 

(4.17) 

where p~ is an Lth order polynomial in ¢(l), ... ,¢(N), 
without constants or linear terms. We specify a set of 
frequencies vI> ... ,vN such that these frequencies, as 
well as the frequencies in each subset of it, are 
rationally dependent. Thus there is again a "greatest 
common frequency" vr and each frequency v

k 
can be 

written as 

(4.18) 

where m
k 

is some positive integer and the m/s are re
lative prime (in practice one specifies, of course, the 
vr and m/s rather than the v/s). After adding a reloca
tion term v~¢(k) to both sides of (4.17), we attempt a 
solution of the form 

¢(k, t) =~ Ej ~ A?)(n) exp[it(nvr + O(k»)]. (4.19) 
J n 

Substitution of this series in the relocated version of 
(4.17) yields recursion relations 

(m! - n2)v~?)(n) 

= [v; - w~(k) ]A;~i (n) 

+ 6' .. 6 P~(Ajl)(nk ), •.. ,A~N)(nk », (4.20) 
s L(j-l; n) kl 1 kN N 

for k = 1, ... ,N. Having obtained the A (1), ••• ,A (N) up 
to order j - 1, Eq. (4.20) enables one to obtain all jth 
order terms. 15 The evaluation of the sums over the set 
5 L(j -l;n), as well as the iteration of (4.20), proceeds 
analogously to the method described before (or to the 
simpler method of the next section). 

5. AN ITERATION SCHEME WITHOUT SMALL 
DENOMINATORS FOR A DRIVEN ANHARMONIC 
OSCILLATOR (THE DUFFING EQUATION) 

In the previous section we studied the "small de
nominators" problem as it appears in the "Duffing 
equation" 

ep + v2ep = E[(V2 
- w~)ep + Rep3] + B cos( yt), 

with ep(O)= ¢(O)=O, E=l, (5.1) 

here written in "relocated" form; cf. (4.1) and (4.4). 
In this section we will study its solution. Notice that if 
R> 0, the anharmonic-oscillator part of (5.1) has a 
potential energy in the shape of a "valley on top of a 
mountain," cf. Fig. l(a). Hence, for a large enough 
driving term B, we expect that the solution will "leave 
the valley and go down the slope of the mountain," 
i. e., the solution becomes unbounded (we do obtain, in 
Sec. 5D, some bounded solutions which go slightly out
side the valley before being driven back). One of the 
main problems, besides constructing any solutions at 
all, is to determine the region of B values for which the 
solution stays bounded and to find this region as a func-
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tion of Y and the other parameters. 8-14 Our results are 
graphically displayed in Figs. 6-9 and considerably 
extend estimates of this region in the literature. 9 In 
general those estimates, based on numerical analysis, 
are unlikely to provide the full "region of bounded solu
tions, " in the case of the Duffing equation, due to the 
peculiar properties of the analytic solutions near the 
edge of this region. This will be discussed in Sec. 50. 

We might now proceed using recursion relation (4.13) 
with (4.11)-,-(4.12), which we derived before, and we 
indeed found the above region in this way. However, we 
take the opportunity to introduce a slightly different ver
sion of our scheme which is simpler to handle, close to 
the integral equations of Sec. 3D, closer to the tech
niques used to prove convergence and in general facili
tates a recognition of the underlying physics. In addi
tion any numerical iteration of this scheme uses a great 
deal less computer memory, time, and money. 

A. A Fourier component iteration scheme 

While Eq. (5.1) in ep variables is most convenient for 
the study of the region of convergence, 17 the solution 
of (5.1) is more easily obtained if we first scale (5.1) 
in a rather peculiar way: 

Xrr + m~x= E[(V2 - w~)X + w~eX3]j v; 

with 

V= m,v" y=m2vr , cf. (4.11)-(4.12), r= vrt, 

K= Bjv;(mi - mD, X= epj K, 

Xrr = d2x(r)j dr and e= RK2j w~, 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

i. e. , we changed to a new time scale r, incorporating 
the recurrence frequency v" and divided Eq. (5.1) by 
a factor v;K. We will now attempt a solution of the form 

X( r) = 't An7)" , 
n=-oo (5.6) 

with 

1)= exp(i[r+ or]) and A_n=A!, (5.7) 

i. e., in this scheme we abandon the power series in E 

and use a pure Fourier series only. Let us substitute 
(5.6)-(5.7) in the equation of motion (5.2). Equating the 
coefficients of 7)n, we obtain our basic recursion formula 

(mi - n2)A' = E[ (v2 - w~)An + w~e :0 An An An Jj v; 
n '{, (n) 1 2 g 

+ 0n""'2 eXp(-inOr)(mi - m~)j2, (5.8) 

for m1 *m 2 andE=I, which is simpler than (4.15). We 
have attached a prime to the An on the lhs to indicate 
our iteration procedure: We evaluate the rhs, using 
some given vector A, with only a finite number of ele
ments An different from zero, and thus derive a neu' 
vector A' on the lhs, containing a larger number of non 
zero elements, etc. The summation in (5.8) proceeds 
over a set of three integers 

(5.9) 

While this set contains infinitely many (nu n2 , ng ) com
binations, the sum over 53 (n) will, after a finite number 
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of iterations, only contain a finite number of terms, 
since only a finite number of the An will then be different 
from zero. 

For n= m 1 the lhs of (5.8) becomes zero and we ob
tain the usual "resonance condition" from which, this 
time, we solve for e 

e=- ~ 6 An An An XA m , ( V2 W2) ( )-1 
Wo S3( m

1
) 1 2 3 1 

(5.10) 

cf. (3.18). Under our iteration procedure we first calcu 
late the above e, given a "finite" vector A, and then 
employ this value oj e when we evaluate (5.8) for all re
maining n values. The definition of e, cf. (5.4)-(5.5), 
includes the scaling factor K, i. e., the amplitude B of 
the driving term. Hence the above e is the principal 
quantity to be derived, once we specify v and some ini
tial conditions. 

B. I nitial conditions 

Since the X of (5.6) is no longer a power series in E, 

we are also no longer forced to start our iterations with 
the solutions of the homogeneous part of the ~quation of 
motion (5.2) as in previous sections. This freedom will 
be used in some cases to extend the region of conver
gence and/or improve the "rate of convergence". 16 This 
freedom can also be introduced in previous schemes if 
we choose the homogeneous part of the equation in a dif
ferent way. [ef. (7.19) of Ref. 4. The "relocation" in 
(2.7) forms an example.] The current scheme, however, 
allows us to start the iterations with any vector A with
out altering a single equation. 16 Here we consider the 
same case as in Sec. 4A and start once again with the 
solution of the homogeneous equations, i. e., (5.2) and 
(5.8) for E=O. The recursion formula (5.8) then yields 

A.m *0 and A.m =~exp('fim2(\) (0 it.), (5.11) 
1 2 

as the only coefficients which may be different from 
zero after the "zeroth" iteration, (0 it.). The particular 
initial conditions of (5.1), in "scaled" variables, are 

0.10. 
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x(O)=O, x..(0) = 0, whence x,.r(O)=m~-m~. (5.12) 

These three relations allow us to solve for the three 
unknown quantities in (5.11), and we obtain 

<\ = 0 whence A"m2 = ~ and A"ml = - ~ (0 it.). (5.13) 

The simplicity of these coefficients is the result of 
the peculiar scaling in (5.2)-(5.5). If we choose X(O), 
x,.(0) and the driving term differently, we can again use 
the same procedure, However, one should keep in mind 
that the <1>(0) and ¢(O) are to be derived then, since the 
scaling factor K is a derived quantity! 

Our particular initial coefficients result in all An 
being real, cf. (5.8). After each iteration we satisfy 
the initial condition (5.12) again by choosing 

A' = 0 _1. '" A' ±ml 2 L.J ". 
r#:l:m1 

(5.14) 

The A~m can, as usual, not be derived from the recur
sion for6ula (5.8) but are found from (5.14) instead. 
The extension of this condition to the case X(O) * 0 and/ 
or x,. (0) * 0 is easily found from Sec s. 2A and 3B. We 
will again derive our "intuition" from the zeroth order 
results. 

C. Zeroth order results 

Let us use the coefficients (5.13) and evaluate e 
[(5.10)]: 

e= - [(v2 - w~)/ w~](3A2 A_m + 6Am Am A_ )-1 XAm mill 2 m2 1 

= 4(wg - v2)/9wg (0 it. ). (5.15) 

From the definition of e, (5. 5), and (5. 4), we obtain the 
amplitude of the driving term in 

RB2= wge(y2 _ V2)2=4(y2 _ V2)2(W~ _ v2)/9 

=4(a 2 -1)v4 (wg - v2 )/9 (0 it.), (5.16) 

where 

(5.17) 

400 ir 
\ ~ . 320 !. \ 

240 If . 
RB' hI W:-160 
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-80 \ \ 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
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Fig. 7 ylw. 

FIGS. 6 and 7. Plots of RB2 versus 'Y at constant a ='Y/v (= m2/ml)' The a value can be read off from the intersectio.n with the 
B = 0 axis, since 'Y / Wo = a there. The dotted curves are the zeroth order result (5.16). The dot-dot-dash line is our estimate of 
the boundary of the bounded and unbounded so.lutions (i. e. , the confluence of all our large-a lines). To. within the precision of 
Fig. 7, it coincides with the graph of the zero.th order result (5.16) at v = 0, i. e. , RB2 = 4y4w~/9. Fig. 6(b): Same as Fig. 6(a), 
but only the zeroth order results are plotted. 
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These "zeroth" order results contain already a great 
deal of information. First we observe that, as in (3.7), 
we must have v < Wo if R> 0 and v> Wo if R < O. Second, 
Eq. (5.16) provides a good estimate of the relation be
tween the driving amplitude B and the two frequencies 
y and v. It is apparent from (5. 16) that 1/2 = v2(RB2) is 
(( two-valued function of RB2, when R> 0, while RB2 and 
e are single valued functions of v. Our methods are in 
fact series expansions and yield one unique result for 
each choice of parameters inside a region of conver
gence. Therefore, we expect the "backward" scheme, 
in which we specify v rather than B, to have a much 
larger region of convergence than any "forward" 
scheme. Using a "forward" scheme, we have only been 
able to recover one "branch" of the two valued functions 
mentioned above, cf. Figs. 6-9. 

D. Quantitative results 

Our results, after 14 or more iterations, are dis
played in Figs. 6-9. We plot curves of RB2 versus y, 
at constant a= YI v (= mi m I ) [cf. (5.16)-(5.17) and the 
discussion in Sec. 4B]. The points on each curve are 
parametrized continuously by v (or vr ) and for V= W a, 
i. e. , the harmonic case, all curves cross the horizontal 
axis, B = 0, at y= woa. These curves of constant ration
al a cannot intersect, by definition, and must all be 
"parallel. " For v> wa the curves drop below the 
hor izontal axis. 

We first present a heuristic argument explaining the 
general features of Figs. 6-9. Notice that there is no 
bounded solution at y= wo, whence B = 0 there. In the 
region near y= Wa, and for small B values, we expect 
small displacements, i. e., we expect the solution to 
approach the solution of the harmonic approximation 

;P"'-w~CP+Bcosyt, hence [(CP(O)=¢(O)=O], (5.18) 

CPU) '" [BI (y2 - w;) ](coswot - COSyt). (5.19) 

12 

This solution becomes unbounded if we let y- WOo How
ever, in order for the solution of the anharmonic oscil
lator (5. 1) to stay inside or near the potential valley 
[cf. R" 0 in Fig. l(a)], we must have e=Rcp2(0)/w~~ 1 
or 

(5.20) 

cf. (2.6). So if we let y- Wo we expect that B - 0 in 
order for ihe solution to stay bounded. The argument 
becomes stronger the smaller the expression in (5.20). 
We call this case, with y"'wo, "wo-resonance." 

Another notable feature is the large difference in RB2 
values between y> Wo and y< wo, cf. Figs. 7 and 6 (or 
9 and 8). In order to heuristically explain this, we ob
serve that in the actual anharmonic oscillator many 
Fourier frequencies nV

T 
are generated, cf. (5.6). Each 

of these can exhibit an "wo-resonance" similar to the 
one above (now between nV

T 
and wo). Analogous to (5.20) 

we expect the solution to be unbounded unless 

(~~)A~"'(~~)[(nv}_w~ ] 2 Sl. (5.21) 

The main response frequency v = mIl.' r can be identical 
to Wo only if B = 0, according to (5.21). We do indeed 
find that all a curves cross the B = 0 axis when 11= WOo 

Let us follow any given a curve in Fig. 7. Its points 
were parametrized by the values of v

T 
and, for R> 0 as 

in Fig. 7, we expect (cf. Secs. 2 and 3) and obtain 
v ~ WOo Going up along a a curve, the v and v

T 
decrease as 

larger and larger B values are permitted, according to 
(5.21). However, when nVr"'Wo for another integer n, 
different from mu a reduction in B2 is required to satis
fy (5.21). We do indeed see the B2 increase, along a a 
curve, reach a maximum and then fall again as v - O. 
Thus the v, vr , and yare double valued functions

T 

of RB2 
along each a curve in Fig. 7. 

In the region y< Wo (Fig. 6) multiples of y, as well 
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FIGS. 8 and 9(a). Plots of RB2 versus Y at constant (}'= y/v(m2/mj)' with a sine drive, i. e., sin(ytl replacing cos(yt) in (5.1). The 
(}' values can be read off from the intersection with the B = 0 axis. The heavy dashed lines indicate Davis' numerical estimate of 
the boundary between bounded and unbounded solutions. 9 The dot-dot-dash line indicates our estimate of the boundary between 
bounded and unbounded solutions. The analog of (5. 16), i. e., the zeroth order approximation, is less useful in the case of 
the sine drive. FIG.9(b): Plot of v/wo versus RB2/w3 for y/wo=4. 5wo, indicated in Fig. 9(a) by a vertical solid line. Note the 
precipitous drop with increasing (}' values. The region to the left and above the heavy dashed lines indicates Davis' region of 
bounded solutions. Compare Fig. 9(b) with Fig. 3. 
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as v, can come close to W o and give rise to wo-reso
nance. Since y= m 2 vr , the Fourier coefficient Am must 
be smaller, according to (5.21); than in the case

2
y> WOo 

Thus the main coefficients Am and Am are both severely 
restricted in the region y< wo~ whenc~ the difference 
in RB2 magnitude between Figs. 6(a) and 7. If we follow 
a a-curve in Fig. 6(a), the B2 can only increase for y 

values further away from wo, according to (5.20). 
Hence the a-curves in Fig. 6(a) bend to the left. 

In the region y> Wo the zeroth order values of RB2 
[(5.16)], indicated by dashed lines in Fig. 7, virtually 
coincide with the calculated values over most of the a 
curve. The boundary between the region of bounded and 
unbounded solutions therefore nearly coincides with the 
graph of Eq. (5.16)atv=0, Le., RB2 ::::4rfowV9. Only 
when y approaches Wo does the zeroth order become 
discernable from the calculated values. This excellent 
agreement of calculated and zeroth order values is due 
to the rapid rate of convergence in the region y> WOo 

While the zeroth order curves do display the general 
features for y> wo, this is not the case for y< WOo Since 
the a curves cannot intersect, they cannot follow very 
far the zeroth order curves of RB2 when y< w o, which 
do intersect, cf. Fig. 6(b) and (5.16). In Fig. 6(a) we 
see the calculated values deviate noticeably from the 
zeroth order, dashed lines, long before those reach 
their maximum and extend well above that value. Clearly 
a better choice of zeroth order terms would be advanta
geous,16 when y < WOo 

Davis, in Ref. 9, used various numerical methods to 

FIG. 10(a). y/wo=1.5, v/wo=0.30. Hence ml=l, m2=5, a=5, 
vr/wo= O. 30 and from our scheme K= O. 758, 6 = 0.574 and 
B=-1.637. 
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FIG. 10(c). y /wo= 0.10, v/ Wo= o. 3. Hence ml = 3, m2 = 1, 
a= 1/3, vr / wo= 0.10 and from our scheme K= 3. 516, 6 = 12. 36 
and B = O. 281. 

integrate the equation of motion and determine an esti
mate of the boundary between the bounded and unbounded 
solutions for the Duffing equation with a sine drive. His 
estimate is indicated by a heavy dashed line in Figs. 8-
and 9(a). Especially for y> wo, we find a sizeable addi
tional region of bounded solutions, cf. Fig. 9(a). We 
suggest the following heuristic explanation of why ordi
nary numerical integration of the equation of motion 
might be unstable in the additional region we find. Let 
us follow the behavior of the solution along a vertical 
line, e.g., at fixed y=4. 5wo, in Fig. 9(a). As RB2 is 
increased, the v decreases, cf. Figs. 9(a) and 9(b). 
Note that v decreases little in the region also found by 
numerical integration while dropping precipitously in 
the additional region we find. In this additional region 
the ratio of the two time scales of the problem, i. e. , 
2rr/ v and 2rr/ y, increases faster and faster as we in
crease RB2 (along y= 4. 5wo). A very small error in B 
will, in this region, result in a large relative error in 
v, cf. Fig. 9(b), and, in a numerical integration, the 
displacement after the next time step will also have a 
large relative error. (Ordinary numerical integration 
should proceed in time steps, small compared to the 
time scales of the problem. ) Thus one expects that the 
more the two internal time scales of our problem 
diverge, the more erratic the results of such an integra
tion become. In our Fig. 9 this would correspond to an 
increasingly erratic behavior for larger and larger RB2 
values and a "safe" numerical estimate would have to be 
conSiderably lower than the actual boundary. 

In addition, Davis found a "jump-like" solution, i. e. , 

1.°1 t n n 1\ I ..... \ 
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FIG. 10(b). y/wo=4.0, v/wo=4/9. Hence ml=l, m2=9, 
a= 9, IJr /wo= O. 44, and from our scheme K= 6. 067, 6 = O. 368 
and B", - 95. 87. 

10 

-10'-____ ---'-_____ --' 
o 2~ 47T 

FIG. 10(d). y/wo=0.275, v/wo=0.550. Hence ml=2, m2"'1, 
a=1/2, vr /wo=0.275 and from our schemeK=1.310, 6=1.72 
andB"'0.298. 

FIG. 10. The waveform <p(r). The time r is scaled in such a way that the recurrence time is 271". The dotted curves represent 
the B cos(m2r) driving term, cf. (5.2). Note that in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b) I <p IIR 11/2/wO > 1 at some times, i. e. , the particle is 
outside the potential "valley" and on the "down slope". All K, 6, and B values are calculated with wo= 1 and R = 1. 
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oscillations which seem to "recur" several times and 
then, suddenly, become unbounded. Near the data point 
indicated by him (RB2/ w~= O. 64/6 and Y/ wo= O. 27; point 
D in Fig. 8) we obtain nothing but bounded solutions, 
using both "forward" and "backward" schemes. While 
point D lies inside our additional region of bounded solu
tions (and just outside his), it is indeed close to the 
boundary we find, and we suggest the same explanation 
as above. 

Yet we do expect a seemingly similar behavior just 
inside the region of unbounded solutions, i. e. , there 
might be many oscillations, but no exact recurrences, 
before the "jump. " We suggest points "near" those 
graphed in Figs. 10(a) and (b), which are "bounded." 
Notice that the displacement here is occasionally larger 
than 1. 0, which places the particle outside the potential 
valley on the down-hill slope. Evidently a particle can 
periodically leave the valley and be forced back into it 
by the driving force. Without the driving force the dis
placement would become unbounded. 

Some other representative waveforms are displayed 
in Figs. 10-11. The driving term, either cos(m2y) or 
sin(m2r), is depicted by a dotted line (amplitude is not 
to scale). For a cosine drive with Y> WO the apparent 
"phase" of displacement and driving term are roughly 
opposite over most of the recurrence period, cf. Figs. 
10(a) and 10(b). It is here that we find the bounded solu
tions leaving the potential valley. For a cosine drive 
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FIG. Il(a) -y/wQ=O.20, v/wo=0.40. Hence n21=2, m2=1, 
a=1/2, v~/wo=0.20 and from our scheme K=7.861, 9=10.3 
and B = O. 942. 
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FIG. 11(c). -y/wo=0.095, v/wo=0.855. Hence n2j=9, n22=1, 
a= 1/9, TJr/wo= O. 095 and from our scheme K= 1. 227, 
9=0.251 and B=O. 887. 

with y< Wo we find that the "phases" coincide most of the 
the time. Near y=krr (k integer) a sudden "bounce" oc
curs, cf. Figs. 10(a-d). The corresponding waveforms 
for the sine drive seem less interesting in that the ap
parent "phases" virtually coincide, cf. Figs. ll(a-dl. 

Whenever the number of significant Fourier coeffi
cients becomes large, the computation becomes longer 
and more costly. We never evaluated any data point re
quiring more than a few minutes of computing time. For 
most cases the behavior of the (J curves is fairly pre
dictable and therefore not profitable to pursue. In the 
region y",O, in Fig. 8, some new "ad hoc" techniques 
would be required to continue the (J curves, within rea
sonable computing times. One fairly general technique 
will be discussed in the next section. 

E. Computational techniques 

As we proceed to calculate the values of RB2 along a 
(J curve starting at v = wo, the efficiency of the iteration 
procedure decreases, due to the increase in the number 
of "Significant" Fourier coefficients. In some of those 
cases we found it advantageous to iterate the recursion 
relations (5.8) several times without including any new 
coefficients generated by (5.8). This procedure im
proves the estimate of the coefficients so far obtained 
before introducing new ones thereby improving the ef
fiCiency of the calculation. We refer to this procedure 
as "recycling. " 
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FIG. 11(b). y/wo=0.181, v/wo=0.905. Hence n2j=5, m2=1, 
a= 1/5, v,/ Wo = 0.181 and from our scheme K= 1. 042, Ii = O. 181 
and B", O. 820. 
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wo 
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FIG. 11(d). -y/wo=0.070, v/wo:0.770. Hence mj:ll, 
m2=1, a~l/ll, TJ,/wo=0.070 and from our scheme K=2.341, 
e~0.913 andB=1.377. 

FIG. 11. The waveform rp(r) for the case of a sine drive. The time r is scaled in such a way that the recurrence time is 27T. 
The dotted curves represent the B sin(m2r) driving term, cf. (5.2) with cosine replaced by sine. All K, Ii, and B values are 
calculated with wo= 1 and R: 1/6. 
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TABLE IV. Two representative cases for the Duffing equation (cf. Fig. 8). 

Chosen Order/recy- RB2 e max{relative Mm/Am1 e M~/Am2e Computing 
parametersa cles (total error} over one time 

iterations)b recurrence IBM 360/65 
periodd 

v,= O. 275 
5.01 x l(j2 point A in Fig. 8 0 0.0 s 

4/0 8. 343x 10-2 1.6x10-2 5.2x10-3 1. 9x 10-3 0.5 s 
1. C. ",-3.8x10-4 

ml=3 
8.3489837 x 10-2 - 2. 9x 10-6 5. 2x 10-6 -3.4x10-T m2=1 9/0 3 s 

w=1.0 1. c. ",6. 9x lo-a 
wo= 1. 0 
'Y= O. 275 14/0 8.34898271 x 10-2 5.2 X 10-10 1.1x 10-T 6.4x10-9 6 S 

v= O. 825 1. c. ", -7.1x 10-9 

v,= O. 200 0 ~ . .§ X 10-2 0.0 s 
point B in Fig. 8 

4/0 1. 351 X 10-1 2.1 x 100 -1. 9x 10-1 - 8. 7x 10-1 0.5 s 
(4) 1. c. ", 5:6x 10-3 

ml=3 
1. 360 x 10-1 m2=1 4/4 - 2. 6x 10-1 2. 2x 10-2 2.7x10-2 2 S 

w=0.4 (8) 1. C. ",-3.3x10-4 
wo= 1. 0 
'Y= O. 200 4/9 1. 35517x 10-1 7. 6x 10-3 1. Ox 10-3 1.8x10-3 4 s 
V= O. 600 (13) 1. c. ", - iix 10-6 

4/14 1. 354 9801 x 10-1 - 1. 5x 10-3 -2.8x10-6 5.1x10-6 6 S 

(18) 1. c. ", - 3. 7x10-7 

4/19 1. 354 980 40 x 10-1 - 3. 6x 10-5 - 3.1x 10-6 -1.4x lO-T 8 S 

(23) 1. c. ",3. 7x 10-8 

5/4 1. 354 98115x 10-1 8. 2x 10-6 - 3.1x 10-T - 3. 9x 10-8 10.5 s 
(28) 1. c. ",5. 5x 10.:r 

5/9 1. 354 981 236 x 10-1 - 5. 9x 10-T -2.2x10-8 - 4. 6x 10-9 12.5 s 
(33) 1. c. ", - 2. 3x 10-:[0 

5/14 1. 354 981242 25x 10-1 - 3. 8x 10-8 -1.4x10-9 - 3.1 X 10-10 14.5 s 
(38) 1. c. ",2. 2x 10-11 

5/19 1. 354 981 242 633 x 10-1 4. 9x 10-8 5.6 X 10-11 2.4 X 10-11 16.5 s 
(43) 1. c. "" 3. 8x 10-1• 

9/0 1. 354981242652 45x 10-1 9.7 X 10-9 2. 6x 10-12 -1.7x10-12 19 s 
(47) 1. c. "" - 5. Ox 10-14 

14/0 1. 354981242 6525x 10-1 1.1x 10-9 4.3x10-13 - 2. 6x 10-13 22 s 
(52) 1. c. "" 1.1x 10-14 

Final Fourier coefficients AI'" 2. 2x 10-1 A 3"" - 3. 2 X 10-2 A 5""- 2. Ox10-2 AT"" - 2. 9x 10-3 

after 52 iterations (order of A 9"" 2. 6x 10-5 A11 "" 7. 7x 10-5 A 13 "" 7. 2x 10-6 A I5 ",,-2.3x10-6 (the others 
magnitude only) A 17 "" -7. 5x 10-7 A 19 "" - 6. 3x 10-6 A21 "" 1. 3 x 10-8 A 23 "" 3. 8 X 10-9 are smaller) 

aw is the value of the" smoothing" parameter in the text. correction MB2 = last value of RB2 minus the previous 
b At zeroth order we have only two Fourier components iteration value. 
Aml,A~. At each successive order additional nonzero coef- cUnderlined numbers mean questionable precision in view of 
ficlents will be generated. "Recycles" refers to the number higher-order (iteration) corrections or machine "round off." 
of iterations performed at a fixed order without using addi- dWe substitute the solution, at this point, in the equation of 
tional coefficients (see text). The number in parentheses is motion (5. 1) and we take all terms to the rhs and define the 
the total number of iterations performed up to this point, relative error(t) == rhs (5.1)(t)/[(v2 - wij)¢(t») when ¢(t) '" O. 
e. g., in going to fifth order we generate additional Fourier We scale in (v2 - wij)¢(t) because it is characteristic of the 
coefficients and do four recycles (total iterations 28). Then magnitude of the terms in the equation. 
we do five more recycles (total iterations 33). 1. c.: last "These are a measure of the rate of convergence where M j 

is the difference in Aj between successive iterations. 

In Table IV two representative cases are displayed. 
For the first case, the rate of convergence is quite 
good, most of the Fourier coefficients are small and no 
recycling was used. In the second, more coefficients 
are Significant, cf. Table IV, and nineteen recycles 

were used at order 4 and 5. Note the improvement in 
the "relative error," etc., with recycling. 

In many cases an additional "smoothing" procedure 
was used to improve the rate of convergence, which 
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permitted the averaging of the present and the preceding 
iteration. The procedure is discussed in Appendix A of 
Ref. 16 and is, in the theory of iterations of linear sys
tems, known as a "relaxation method. " The smoothing 
is characterized by the w in Table IV, with U' = 1 cor
responding to no smoothing and 10 = ~ to equal weighting 
of the two iterations. 

For y< Wo the rate of convergence might be improved 
by proving a better zeroth order estimate, cf. Figs. 
6(a) and 6(b), referred to in Ref. 16 as a different 
"starting" vector A [with (A)n",AJ. Here we have not 
pursued this approach. 

6. DISCUSSION 

We have demonstrated a method for solving the 
dynamics of systems of coupled anharmonic oscillators, 
with polynomial force laws, employing discrete "Fourier 
series. Several convergentI7 perturbative and iterative 
techniques are described, and applied, yielding the 
Fourier frequencies and coefficients of those series. 
Even at arbitrarily large energy and nonlinearity we 
are able to do the perturbation expansion about a function 
"close" to the exact solution, Thus we obtain a rapid 
rate of convergence and, equally important, simple 
analytic formulas which are quick and accurate approxi
mations to the exact solutions even in extremely non
linear systems. 

We avoid the divergencies connected with the classic 
"small denominators" problem in the series analysis 
of coupled systems by concentrating on all periodic 
solutions, i. e., solutions with rationally dependent 
Fourier frequencies, cf. Secs. 1 and 4. These periodic 
solutions are dense among all possible solutions and 
suffice for our practical calculations here (just as the 
rational numbers suffice for most practical computa
tions). An application to the Duffing equation, a driven 
anharmonic oscillator appearing in certain laser models8 

or the driven pendulum, 9 is given in Sec. 5. We will 
discuss some transport properties of larger systems of 
anharmonic oscillators elsewhere. 15 Currently we are 
investigating the corresponding quantum -theoretical 
perturbation theory. 
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A theorem, to the effect that the positive energy conjecture is true for any space-time possessing a flat 
spatial hypersurface, is obtained. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

With any isolated gravitating system in general rela
tivity there is associated a certain number E, whose 
physical interpretation is "the total energy of the sys
tem, including contributions from both the matter and 
the gravitational field. " For some ten years there has 
stood a conjecture to the effect that, if the local energy 
density of matter is nonnegative everywhere then this 
total energy E is also nonnegative. 

This conjecture is of interest for several reasons. 
First, the question of positivity of gravitational energy 
is an important one of principle: perhaps the first step 
in understanding the role of energy in general relativity 
would be to know its sign. Second, the issue might have 
an impact on the problem of quantization of the gravita
tional field. The existence of any negative energy state 
for a gravitating system implies nonexistence of a lower 
bound for the energy, and this could well cause a run
away problem with any quantization procedure. Third, 
the issue might even have an application for astrophysi
cal problems: Should the conjecture turn out to be false, 
so a certain configuration of the graVitational field 
possesses negative energy, such a configuration might 
then act as a source which satisfies the enormous energy 
requirements of certain astrophysical systems. 

There are, in fact, two distinctive regimes inwhich 
the total energy E can be defined. The first is at spatial 
infinity, i. e., in the limit as one approaches the asymp
totic region "along spacelike directions." In more de
tail, the Arnowitt-Deser-Misner energyl is defined in 
terms of the behavior of initial data on a spacelike 
three-dimensional surface which, asymptoticallY, be
haves as a t = constant plane in Minkowski space. The 
second regime is at null infinity, i. e., in the limit as 
one approaches the asymptotic region "along null direc
tions. " In more detail, the Bondi energy2 is defined in 
terms of the rate of approach of the metric to flatness 
on a null surface which, asymptotically, behaves as a 
null cone in Minkowski space. Hence, there are in fact, 
two energy conjectures depending on whether "total en
ergy" refers to the Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) 
energy or the Bondi energy. 

The conjectures appear to be quite difficult. In the 
Bondi case, very little is known. In the ADM case, on 
the other hand, there are several special cases avail
able, in certain of which the conjecture has been an
swered in the affirmative. For example, BrilP showed 
that the conjecture is true (i. e. , the ADM energy is in
deed nonnegative) if the system is axially symmetriC 
and, in addition, possesses a moment of time
symmetry. 
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We shall confine ourselves here to the ADM energy 
conjecture, i. e., that at spatial infinity. In Sec. II, we 
formulate the conjecture and discuss special cases. In 
Sec. III, we obtain a new theorem which asserts that 
the conjecture is true for any space-time possessing 
a flat spatial hyper surface . In Sec. IV, we point out the 
similarity in the structure of the proof of this theorem 
and Geroch's argument for another special case (Ref. 
4), and discuss the possibility of combining these argu
ments, i. e., the possibility of obtaining a proof for the 
general case. Finally, in the Appendix, we obtain a 
theorem which asserts that the conjecture is true in the 
presence of spherical symmetry. 

II. POSITIVE ENERGY CONJECTURE AT SPATIAL 
INFINITY 

It is knownl that associated with any asymptotically 
flat initial data for Einstein's equation there is a certain 
number E, which depends explicitly only on the induced 
metric of the initial hyper surface . This number E has 
the physical interpretation of the total energy of the 
system, including contributions from both the matter 
and the gravitational field. The positive energy conjec
ture states that if the matter satisfies a certain local 
energy condition then this energy E is nonnegative and, 
furthermore, is zero when and only when the initial 
data are data for Minkowski space. 

Unfortunately, some technical complications in the 
definitions of asymptotic flatness and of the energy tend 
to obscure the essential features of the conjecture. How
ever, for a certain class of initial data, the issue of the 
conjecture can be isolated from these complications. 
In particular, for initial data whose Riemann tensor and 
extrinsic curvature have compact support, the conjec
ture can be formulated without using the detailed defini
tions of asymptotic flatness and of energy: This data is 
automatically asymptotically flat and automatically has 
zero energy E. Hence, the conclusion of the conjecture 
in this case, is that the initial data is data for Minkowski 
space. A precise statement of the conjecture for this 
class of initial data is as follows: 

Conjecture 1: Let S be the manifold R3 and let C be 
a compact subset of S. Let qab be a positive-definite 
metric on S such that (S - C) with metric q is iso-

t · t ab me riC 0 the complement of some compact subset of 
three-dimensional Euclidean space. Let pab be a smooth 
symmetric tensor field on S, whose support is in C, 
Let J1 ~ (JmJ m)l/2, where J1 and Ja are defined by 

2 J1 = R - pabpab + tp2, 

Ja=D,pab, 

Copyright © 1976 American Institute of Physics 
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where Da is the derivative operator associated with qab' 
R is the scalar curvature of qab' and P = pabqab . Then Il 
and Ja vanish and 

Rab = pampbm _ tppab, 

D!a(pblc _ tpqbJc) = 0, 

[i. e., (S,qab,pab, Il,Ja) are data for Minkowski space]. 

(3) 

(4) 

The above conjecture is purely mathematical, it is 
stated without reference to space-time. Its connection 
with space-time, however, is this. The S above rep
resents a three-dimensional hyper surface in the space
time manifold, and qab represents the metric of S in
duced from the metric of space-time. The pab is re
lated to the extrinsic curvature nab, of S by pab = nab 
- (nmnqmn)qab. The Jl and Ja, obtained by projecting the 
stress-energy tensor into S, have the physical inter
pretation of the "local energy density" and the "momen
tum density of matter," respectively. Einstein's equa
tion on space-time imposes the constraint Eqs. (1) and 
(2) on the induced quantities on S, i. e. , on the qab' pab, 
Il, and Ja. The inequality, Il ~ (JaJ a)1/2, is the "local 
energy condition." Finally, (3) and (4) are the sufficient 
and necesary condition for initial data to be data for 
Minkowski space. 

Why did we choose Jl~ (JaJa)I/2 as the local energy 
condition? The truth of our conjecture depends crucially 
on what condition we impose on the stress-energy 
tensor. If, for instance, there were permitted matter 
with negative local energy density Il, then the conjec
ture so modified would certainly be false. However, 
since no matter with negative Jl has ever been observed, 
it would not be unreasonable to impose the condition, Jl 
~ O. But here we impose an even stronger condition,5 Jl 

~ (JaJ') 1 /2. This choice seems to be an appropriate one 
for the energy conjecture for the following reasons. 
First, the nonnegativity of Jl is not sufficient to exclude 
initial data with negative total energy. 6 Second, this 
condition seems to be the only alternative: There is no 
other condition on Jl and J" which is stronger than Il ~ 0 
and which is still physically reasonable. 

What is the point of the assumption that the Riemann 
tensor and pab have compact support on S? This assump
tion simplifies the conjecture to formulate it without 
explicitly using the definitions of asymptotic flatness and 
of energy. Even though we restricted the class of initial 
data by this assumption, the above conjecture nonethe
less, should retain the essential features of the full con
jecture. To decide whether this is the case, we are led 
to consider the following two questions: Is a counter 
example to Conjecture 1 a counter example to the full 
conjecture?; will a proof of Conjecture 1 yield a proof 
of the full conjecture? To the first question, the answer 
is, of course, yes. Furthermore, if there is a counter 
example to Conjecture 1, then there is even an asympto
tically flat system with negative total energy: Brill and 
Deser have shown that any asymptotically flat initial 
data which is not a data for Minkowski space has a 
variation which decreases the total energy. 7 To the 
second question, the answere is not easy. However, 
every known proof of a special case of Conjecture 1 has 
suggested an immediate generalization of a proof of the 
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TABLE 1. Special cases of the positive energy conjecture. • 

(lab 

Pal> Flat Confo rmally flat General 

pab = 0 1'; 4,) 7 ? * 
pab= (pO) qab 2 ,j S? H .) 

General 3'; 6'1 ~) 
., 

'A check indicates that the conjecture has been proved [or 
that special case, while a question mark indicates that that 
case is open. A star indicates that the conjecture has been 
proved fOr axially sysmmetric 'lab and pab in that 8pecial case 
Finally, for spherically symmetric rJab and p ab the conjecture 
has been proved for every case of the table. R 

corresponding special case of the full conjecture. That 
is to say, the structural features which make Conjectur 
1 true are exactly the structural features which make th 
full conjecture true in those special cases. We suspect 
that the situation will persist even into the general case. 
Apparently, therefore, our Conjecture 1, although it is 
logically a special case of the full conjecture, nonethe
less retains perhaps the essential features of the full 
conj ecture. 

Conjecture 1 appears to be quite difficult. One can, 
however, invent a number of special cases; one can 
impose various additional conditions on qab and/or pab. 
It is hoped that perhaps the proofs of a sufficient num
ber of these special cases could be combined and gen
eralized to yield a proof of Conjecture 1. Some of the 
special cases are summarized in Table 1. 

The status of each special case is indicated in the 
table. As one moves downwards or rightwards in the 
table, one moves to increasing generality. Case 3 of the 
table is called the "pure kinetic case. " In the next sec
tion we shall give a proof for this case. Proofs for 
cases 1 and 2 are immediate, while case 3 has been 
treated by Brill and Deser 7 but with the additional as
sumption that Ja = O. 

Case 7 of the table is called the "pure potential case. " 
There are two special cases of 7 in which the conjecture 
has been proved: That in which the metric is conformal
ly flat 9 0. e., 4 of the table) and that in which the 
metric is axially symmetric. 3 Finally, the general 
spherically symmetric case has been treated by both 
Misner and Israel1o: Both of these arguments involve 
some special choice of three-surface in the space-time, 
and hence strictly speaking, these arguments are not 
proofs of the spherically symmetric case of our Conjec
ture 1. In the Appendix, we shall give an argument in 
which the theorem and proof are formulated entirely in 
terms of initial data. 

III. THE PURE KINETIC CASE 

We now prove the positive energy conjecture in the 
pure kinetic case, i. e., when the metric qab is flat and 
pab is general. 

Theore Ill: Let pab be a smooth symmetric tensor field 
with compact support on R3 (with its positive-definite 
flat metric qab)' Let Jl?: (JaJ a )I/2 where 

(5) 
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J' =D"pab. (6) 

Then pab= 0 everywhere. 

Proof: Introduce a family of concentric 2-spheres in 
R3 and denote their radii by r. Denote by r· the gradient 
of r, a unit radial vector field. Decompose pabrb relative 
to this r a as follows: 

pabrb=Vr" + sa, 
where sa is orthogonal to r'. Using this expression, 
Eq. (5) for J1. becomes 

2J1.= - tv2 +v(qab - rarb)Pab - 2S·S. 

(7) 

_ [(q.b _ r.r b)(qmn - ymrn) P.mPbn - H(q·b - r'rb)PabP]. 

(8) 

Since the last two terms on the right side of the above 
equation are non-positive and since J1. is nonnegative, 
sa must vanish whenever v vanishes. Next, contract each 
side of (6) with r a and use (7) to obtain 

r J' = r'D v + 2r-1v - r-1(q.b - r'rb)p + jj S' (9) a a ab a' 

where D. denotes the intrinsic derivative within a two
sphere. 

Now let r. be the smallest radius outside of which 
I rv I -"S 2. Such an r. always exists because v is zero 
outside the compact support. Denote by B, the set of 
points of R3 at which r?-r and v?-O. Combining (8), (9) 
and J1.?- (J'J)1/2, we hav; 

(10) 

where we have used 0 -"S rv -"S 2 in Band (JaJ·)1/2?- - r'J •. 
For each value of r, denote by B(r) the intersection of 
B and the sphere of radius r, and denote by j(r) 
value of the integral of v over B(r), so j(r)?- O. 

Next, take the rate of change of j(r) with respect to 
r to obtain 

(11) 

where the first step results from using the usual ex
pression for the rate of change of an integral and the 
fact that v vanishes on the boundary of B(r). The second 
step results from substituting (10), and the third step 
results from: (i) using Gauss' law, (ii) noting that v 
vanishes on the boundary of B(r) and, (iii) recalling that 
sa vanishes whenever v vanishes. 

We conclude that dj(r)/ dr is greater than or equal to 
the non-negative quantity tr-1j(r), at least for r greater 
than r. But j(r) is non-negative everywhere and vanishes 
for i:rrge r; hence j(r) must vanish for every greater 
than r. That is to say, v cannot assume positive values 
for r greater than r. Repeating the above argument, but 
using now the region in which v is negative, we conclude 
that v cannot assume negative values for r greater than 
1::. Hence v = 0 for r greater than 1::. This contradicts 
the definition of runless r. = 0 and v = 0 everywhere. It 
is now immediate [e.g. from Eq. (8)] thatp·b=O 
everywhere. 
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Only minor modifications are required to obtain the 
same conclusion for initial data for which the metric 
q.b is still required to be flat, but now p.b is only re
quired to be asymptotically flat. 11 In this case, define 
rand f in the same way as in the above proof: Then (11) 
still holds for r greater than r. Now, however, j(r) 
need not necessarily be zero for large r; it need only 
be bounded. Nonetheless, we still obtain a contradiction 
with (11) unless j(r) vanishes for r greater than 1::. 

From this, just as above, we conclude that p.b= 0 
everywhere. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

The argument of the energy conjecture in three avail
able cases-the proofs for the pure kinetic and spheri
cally symmetric cases (see the Appendix) and an argu
ment for the pure potential case by Geroch4 -are all 
very similar to each other. In each, one introduces a 
certain family of two-surfaces, topologically two
spheres, and examines the variations, from one surface 
to the next, of the integral of some quantity over each 
surface. The only difference is in the choice of the two
surfaces, and of the quantity to integrate. In the pure 
kinetic case, the surfaces are concentric two-spheres 
in Euclidean three-space; and the integrand is, essen
tially, Ivl (where v=pabr• rb ). In the spherically sym
metric case, the surfaces are tho~e o} the spherical _ 
symmetry; and the integrand is (2R - p2 + v 2

), where R 
and p are the scalar curvature and trace of the ex
trinsic curvature of a two-surface, respectively. Final
ly, in the pure potential case, the surfaces are that 
family which admits parametrization by that scalar fjeld 
t satisfying (Dmt D t)-l /2p = 1; and the integrand is (2R 
_p2). m 

The Similarity discussed in the above paragraph sug
gests that the argument for the completely general case 
might have similar structure: One introduces a certain 
family of two-surfaces and examines the variation, from 
one surface to the next, of the integral over each surface 
of some appropriate quantity. We now discuss the prob
lem of choosing the appropriate surfaces, and the quan
tity to integrate over each surface. For the first prob
lem, we observe that the surfaces in each case above 
are determined only by the metric. Furthermore, in 
each case the surfaces admit a parametrization by the 
scalar field t satisfying (Dmt Dmt)-1/2p = 1. Hence this 
choice of surface, i. e. , that which was used in the pure 
potential case, seems to be a very promising candidate. 
However, for the second problem the situation is ap
parently less clear. The integrand (2R - il + v2

), of the 
spherically symmetric case seems to be compatible with 
the integrand (2R -?), of the pure potential case be
cause the v2 term in the former automatically vanishes 
in the latter (i. e., when pab= 0). But the integrand in 
the pure kinetic case is I v I rather than the v 2 which 
would have been suggested by those of the other two case 
cases (since 2R = p2 for the choice of surfaces in the 
pure kinetic case). Hence, it is difficult to guess the ap
propriate integrand for the general conjecture from 
these three cases. This difficulty might be the indication 
that, in order to make the integrands more compatible 
with each other, we must choose surfaces which are 
determined not only by the metric, but also by pab. 
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If we could find a way to reconcile the pure kinetic 
argument with the pure potential one, it would perhaps 
lead to a general proof. The spherically symmetric 
case can now be viewed as a means of studying the 
mechanism of this reconciliation. The cases in which the 
metric is conform ally flat (i. e. those in the second 
column of the table) can be viewed in the same way. Un
fortunately, little is known in these cases. Even for 
case 5 of the table (i. e. , that in which pab= (p/3)rfb and 
qab= 1jJ4f. b where f' b is a flat metric) the conjecture has 
not yet been resolved. This is perhaps the simplest open 
special case of the energy conjecture. The constraint 
equations and the local energy condition can be written 
entirely in terms of only two functions on Euclidean 
three-space: the conformal factor IjJ and the trace p of 
p.b. The energy conjecture then takes the following 
form: 

Conjecture 2: Let S be Euclidean three-space with the 
positive-definite metric fab' Let C be a compact subset 
of S. Let p and IjJ be smooth scalar fields on S which 
assume the constant values 0 and 1, respectively, out
side C. Finally, let p and if! satisfy the differential 
inequality 

-12V21jJ+ p2q} '" 21jJ3(V.PV"pfab)1 / 2. (12) 

Thenp=O and 1j!=1 everywhere. 

Here, (12) is the local energy condition which results 
from eliminating Il and J", in favor of p and Ij!, by using 
the constraint Eqs. (1) and (2).] 

We observed that the proofs for the pure kinetic case 
and the spherically symmetric one have similar struc
ture but that they are not compatible as regards to the 
choice of the integrand. What one would like to know is 
whether there is a way to rewrite the pure kinetic proof 
and/or the spherical one so that they look more com
parable. One way to approach this question would be to 
study the confluence of these two cases, (i. e., that in 
which metric qab is spherically symmetric while pab 
is general). A proof for this case, i. e., a reconciliation 
of the pure kinetic and the spherically symmetric cases, 
might give some insight into the structure of a possible 
proof for the general case. 

It might be of interest to study other special cases. 
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APPENDIX 

Theorem: Conjecture 1 is true with the additional 
condition that metric q.b and pab are spherically 
symmetric. 12 

Proof: Choose a spherically symmetric function on S, 
i. e., choose t such that the two-dimensional surfaces 
t = constant in S are two-spheres of spherical symmetry 
with the inner most surface, t=O, reducing to the cen-
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ter of the spherical symmetry. Further, choose t, as 
one may, to satisfy the inequality raD.t> 0 everywhere, 
where r' denotes the unit normal vector field to these 
two-surfaces. Denote by qab and pab the induced metric 
and the extrinsic curvature, respectively, of these 
surfaces. We then have the Gauss-Codazzi equation, 

(Al) 

where R denotes the scalar curvature of the two-spheres 
and p denotes p~. 

Next, contract each side of the second constraint Eq. 
(2) with ra to obtain 

raJ' = Db(r aPab ) - (p/2)(q."pab) , (A2) 

where we have used Darb = (p/2q)qab' Since p.b is spheri
cally symmetric, we have raPab=vrb with some scalar 
field v. Hence, we may write (A2) as follows: 

(A3) 

where we have set qabpab= w. Since pab is spherically 
symmetric, it is uniquely determined by v and w (which 
are also spherically symmetric). Hence, by the first 
constraint equation(l), Il can be expressed in terms of 
these quantities as follows: 

21l=R-iv2+vw. (A4) 

Now define a positive scalar field ct> on S by ct>r· D.t 
= 1. Let a dot, affixed to a quantity, denote its rate of 
change with respect to t (i. e. , its Lie derivative by 
ct>ra). Then we have 

~ab = 2 ct>Pab , . 
p = - ict>p2 - Hpabpab + ict>R - ict>R. 

For each value of t, set 

j(t) = j[2R - jl + v 2
] dA 

(A5) 

(A6) 

(A7) 

where the integral extends over the surface t = const. 
Using Eqs. (A3), (A4), (A5), (A6) and the Gauss-Bonnet 
equation, the rate of change of j(t) with respect to t is 

dj(t) = _.!. ct>Pf+ 2ct>Pj(1l + polvraJ) dA 
dt 2 • . 

(AS) 

Next, denote by 1. the smallest t outside of which Iv I 
~ p. (Suchl always exists since v vanishes and pis 
positive-definite outside C.) Then the integral on the 
right of (AS) is non-negative for t greater than L because 
of the local energy condition. Therefore, (AS) reduces, 
for t greater than L, to the following inequality: 

dj(t) '" _.!. ct>pj(t) 
dt 2 • 

(A9) 

It follows from equation (Al) and the fact that pab 
= (p/2)qab on each = const surface, that j(t) vanishes 
both for a small sphere about the center and for a large 
sphere outside C. 

Now, sU'ppose L were non-zero. This supposition im
plies that p = I v I at t =1. whence j(t) is positive by (A 7) 
and the Gauss-Bonnet equation. The positivity of j(t) 
at t and the above inequality, (A9), for t'" L implies that 
j(t)-remains positive for t'" L. But this contradicts the 
fact that j(t) vanishes for spheres outside C. We con
clude that L = O. Now recall that j(t) vanishes at t = O. 
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This fact and the inequality (A9) is consistent with the 
fact that fit) vanishes for spheres outside C, only when 
/=0 everywhere. The Il and Ja must also vanish from 
equation (A8). From these and the spherical symmetry 
of qab and pab, the conclusion of the theorem follows 013 

Only minor modifications are required to generalize 
the theorem to an asymptotically flat initial data set. 
The argument above, up to (A9), holds for this case too. 
Now the fit) need not vanish for large spheres. However 
notice that fit) is asymptotically equal to Elr for large 
r, where E is the ADM energy and r is any typical 
radial distance. Finally, since fit) is nonnegative at 
t=t (whether or noq represents the center), in
equality (A9) implies that / remains non-negative for t 
?o L. Hence E is nonnegative. 
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Procedures are given for solving the equations of motion of infinite and half-infinite chains of linear spring
mass oscillators with nearest-neighbor coupling. Arbitrary initial displacements and initial velocities may be 
prescribed for any finite number of the masses in the chains, and external forces may be applied to any 
finite number of them. The solutions appear as integrals with integrands involving orthogonal polynomials 
generated by three-term recurrence relations whose coefficients are determined from the equations of 
motion. Tables of the polynomials needed for solving the equations of motion of a number of special chains 
are included. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the paragraphs to follow, chains of harmonic oscil
lators are considered in which each mass is coupled to 
its nearest neighbors by massless linear springs. The 
chains are called half-infinite if they extend indefinitely 
in one direction only (Fig. 1) and fully infinite if they 
extend indefinitely in both directions (Fig. 2). The 
springs and masses in a particular chain are not neces
sarily similar. 

The following matters are discussed. 

(a) A procedure is described (Sec. 2) for solving the 
equations of motion of the half-infinite, frictionless 
chain when arbitrary initial velocities and displace
ments are prescribed for any finite number of the 
masses, the remaining masses being initially stationary 
in their equilibrium positions. The possibility that ex
ternal forces act on any finite number of the masses is 
included. In the procedure outlined, a sequence of 
polynomials is used which is generated by a three-term 
recurrence relation with coefficients determined by the 
physical parameters of the chain. It is necessary to 
determine a distribution (defined later) with respect to 
which these polynomials are orthogonal. 

(b) A method is described (Sec. 3) for solving the 
equations of motion of the fully infinite, frictionless 
chain when arbitrary initial velocities and displace
ments are prescribed for any finite number of the 
masses and when finitely many masses are subjected 
to external forces. Here sequences of recursively gen
erated polynomials with matrix coefficients! are used, 
and again it is necessary to produce the appropriate 
distribution. 

(c) The procedures described in Secs. 2 and 3 are 
modified (Sec. 4) to include the effect of viscous damp-
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ing when the damping coefficient associated with each 
inertial element is proportional to the mass of that 
element. 

(d) Some remarks are made (Sec. 5) on the problem 
of finding a distribution for a sequence of orthogonal 
polynomials whose recurrence relation is known. 

(e) A simplification of the solution for the fully in
finite chain is given (Sec. 6) which applies when the 
chain is physically symmetric about the mass 1110 (Fig. 
2); that is, whenkj=k_i+1andmj=l11_j (j?oI). As an 
example, the fully infinite uniform chain (in which all 
the masses are alike and all the springs are alike) is 
used; the results deduced can be shown to agree with 
those obtained by Schrodinger. 2 

({) A short catalog is given (Sec. 7) of the polynomials 
and distributions appropriate to chains consisting of 
various combinations of springs and masses. The poly
nomials associated with half-infinite and fully infinite 
uniform chains are included. 

Though the ideas discussed are closely related to the 
theory of linear operators, no explicit use of the rela
tion is made. Questions concerning the existence of 
solutions are not discussed, because the procedures de
scribed lead to the actual display of the solutions whose 
existence is claimed. Uniqueness can be proved if each 
component of the solution vector x(t) of the associated 
homogeneous system is required to be an analytic func
tion of t (that is, expansible in a Maclaurin's series). 

2. THE HALF-INFINITE FRICTIONLESS CHAIN 

In the absence of externally applied forces, the equa
tions of motion of the half-infinite frictionless chain 
(Fig. 1) are 
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FIG. 1. A half-infinite linear chain of springs and masses. 

moxo = - (ko +k1)XO +k1x1> 

mJ(n=k,;cn_1- (kn+kn+1)xn+kn+1xn+1> n= 1, 2,···. 
(1) 

Let {Pn}; be the sequence of polynomials generated by 
the recurrence relation 

Po (x) = 1, 

k 1P1 (x) = - mox +ko +k1> (2) 

k n+1Pn+1 (x) = (- m,;c + k n + k n+1)Pn(x) - k nPn_1 (x), n = 1,2, .... 

Since ko is nonnegative and since mn (n'" 0) and k n (n'" 1) 
are positive, there exists (see Sec. 5) a bounded, non
decreasing function a(x) which has an infinite number 
of points of increase and for which 

r: Pn (x)P4(X) da(x) = (mo/mn)on.k, n, k = 0,1,2,' .. , 

(3) 

in the Lebesgue-Stieltjes sense. A function a satisfying 
these conditions is called a distribution function for 
{Pn};' and da is called a distribution for {Pn};. Discus
sion of some facts concerning the existence, unique
ness, and construction of distribution functions for 
sequences of polynomials generated by three-term re
currence relations is postponed to Sec. 5. 

In terms of the polynomials Pn(x) and the associated 
distribution da, a solution of Eqso (1) may be displayed. 

Theorem 1: For fixed x and fixed nonnegative integral 
k, let u (x, t) be the solution of 

utt(x,t) +xu(x,t) =0, (4a) 

u(x, 0) = a 4 , ut(x, 0) = {3,., (4b) 

and let {Pn}; be defined by (2). Then 

xn(t) = (m/mo) r: P n (x)PIl (x)u (x; t) do(x), n = 0,1,2" 0 • , 

(5) 

is a solution of (1) satisfying 

xn(o) = On,kak, xn(O) = on,,.{3,., n = 0,1,2"" , (6) 

where do is a distribution for {pJO'. 
To verify Theorem 1, notice first that if u(x, t) is a 

solution of (4a) and if Pn(x) is a solution of (2), then 
u(x, t)Pn(x) is a solution of (1) in which x appears as a 
parameter. In order to produce a solution of (1) satisfy
ing the initial conditions (6), solutions u(x,t)Pn(x), t", 0, 
are superposed for a continuum of values of x to obtain 
(5). That {xn(t)}; is a solution of (1) now follows from 
the facts that for each x, u(x, t)Pn(x) is a solution of (1) 
and that differentiation under the integral sign with 
respect to t is permissible. 3 The initial conditions (6) 
are satisfied as a consequence of (4b) and the orthog
onality relation (3). 
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A solution of (1) with nonzero initial conditions im
posed on any finite number of masses can be con
structed by superposition. 

Now suppose that one of the masses (say m,) is sub
jected to an external force IJ(t). Then the equations of 
motion are 

m';;n = k,xn_1 - (kn + k n+1)xn + kn+1xn+1 + On, JI" 

n=0,1,2,"', x_l=O, (7) 

and a solution is given by the following theorem. 

Theorem 2: For fixed x and fixed nonnegative integral 
j, let w (x, t;j) be the solution of 

wt/(x, t;j) +xw(x, t;j) = IJ(t), 

w(x, O;j) =Wt(x, O;j) = 0, 

where I, is piecewise continuous on 0"" t "" T < 00. Let 
{Pn}; be defined by (2). Then 

xn(t) = (1/ mol f.: Pn(x)P,(x)w(x, t;j) do(x), n = 0,1,2, ... , 

(8) 

is a solution of (7) on [0, T] satisfying 

xn(O) =xn(O) = 0, n = 0,1,2,'" , 

where do is a distribution for {Pn};. 

(9) 

Theorem 2 can be verified by substituting {xJO' from 
(8) into (7). 

If external forces are applied to any finite number of 
masses, a solution of the nonhomogeneous differential 
equations satisfying homogeneous initial conditions can 
be constructed by superposition; and by superposing ad
ditional solutions (5) of the homogeneous differential 
equations with nonhomogeneous initial conditions (6), it 
is possible to solve the initial-value problem with non
zero initial conditions on any finite number of masses 
and external forces applied to any (possibly different) 
finite number of masses. 

3. THE FULLY INFINITE FRICTIONLESS CHAIN 

When no external forces are applied, the equations 
of motion of the fully infinite frictionless chain (Fig. 2) 
are 

m"xn = k,xn_1 - (kn + k n+1)xn + kn+1xn+1> n = ... , - 1, 0, 1, .... 

(10) 

In this section it is first shown (Lemma 1) that these 
equations are equivalent to a system of matrix equa
tions. The system of matrix equations is solved (The
orem 3) by a procedure analogous to that used in solv
ing (1), and then a solution of (10) satisfying prescribed 
initial conditions is derived (Theorem 4) from the solu
tion of the matrix equations. 

FIG. 2. A fully infinite linear chain of springs and masses. 
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Let 

K = [k.(n+1) 0 ] n?c 0, 
n 0 kn+l' 

(11) 

Lemma 1: Let k be a fixed nonnegative integer. If 

X = [X.(n+j)] n? 0, 
n xn ' 

is a solution of 

MoXo = KOXI - L oXo, 

MnXn = KnXn+l - LnXn + Kn•1Xn•b n?c 1, 
(12a) 

X (0) = ° LCl'·(k+1)] n n, k , 
Cik 

X (0) = ° ri3·(k+l >] 
n n,kL 13k ' 

n=0,1,2,"·, (12b) 

then xp (P = ... , - 1,0,1, ... ) is a solution of (10) with 

xp(O) = Op,kD.k + Op,.(k+l>D..(k+j), P ="', - 1,0,1"" , 

xp(O) = Op, ki3k+ Op,.(k+Oi3.(k+j), P ="', -1, 0, 1"", 

and conversely. 

(13) 

The lemma is a consequence of the definitions (11) of 
Kn, L n, and Mn. 

The discussion which now follows, involves the use of 
matrix polynomials. 4,5 The reader is reminded that the 
integral of a matrix M is defined to be the matrix whose 
elements are the integrals of the elements of M. 

Define a sequence {Pn}O' of matrix polynomials by 
means of the recurrence relation, 

po (,)_[1 01 ° x - 0 1J' 

KOP1 (x) = - xMo + Lo, (14) 

KnPn+1 (x) = (- xMn + Ln)Pn(x) - Kn•1Pn•1 (x), n? 1, 

and let P~(x) denote the conjugate transpose of Pn(x). 

Let (l be a matrix· valued function 

o:(x) = [D. 4(X) D. 3(X)] 
D.2(X) D.1(x) 

with the property that 

f.: Pn(x) do:(x)P; (x) = On, qM;lMO' n, q = 0,1,2, ... , 

where 

(15) 

and dD.2 =dC'/3' The problem of constructing a "distribu
tion matrix" do: is discussed in Sec. 5. In the remainder 
of this section, it is assumed that do: is known. 

Theorem 3: Let {Pn(x)}O' be defined by (14). Let k be a 
fixed nonnegative integer, and for fixed x, let 
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U(x, t) = [Ul (x,tll 
u2(X, t)j 
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be the solution of 

Utt(x, t) = - xU(x, t), 

U(x, 0) = [0'~:+0J. Ut(x, 0) = [i3.~:+ll 
Then 

Xn(t) = f.: Pn(X)d41(X)Pt(x)Mii1MkU(X, t), n = 0, 1, 2,"', 

is a solution of (12), where d Q is a distribution matrix 
for {Pn}O'. 

The proof parallels that of Theorem 1. Equation (15) 
is the required orthogonality condition. 

Now to construct a solution of (10) satisfying pre
scribed initial conditions, let {pp}:'ro and {Qp}:'ro be solu
tions of the recurrence 

kp+l Tp+l (x) = (- 111 pX + kp + kp+l)T p(x) - kpTp.l (x), 

P = ••• , - 1,0, 1, ... , 

corresponding respectively to the initial conditions 

p.1 (x) = 0, Po (x) = 1 

and 

(16a) 

(16b) 

(16c) 

Then it is easily verified by direct substitution that the 
solution Pn(x), n? 0, of (14) is 

P (x) = r Q.(n+O(x) p.(n+j) (X)] n = 0 1 2 ". (17) 
n L Qn(x) Pn(x) , ",. 

Theorem 4: Let {pp}:"ro and {Qptro be solutions of (16a) 
satisfying the initial conditions (16b) and (16c) respec
tively. For fixed x, let u (x, t) be the solution of 

utt(x, t) = - xu(x, t), 

u(x, 0) = Ci" ut(x, 0) = 13" 

where j is a fixed integer (- 00 <j < 00). Then 

xp(t) = (111 /y)[ r: Pp(x)P,(x)u(x, t) dCl'l (x) 

+ 1.: Pp (x)Q,(x)u (x, t) dD.2(x) 

+ r: Qp(x)Pj(x)u(x, t)dD.3(X) 

+ r: Qp(x)Qj(x)u(x, t)dCl'4(X)], 

p ="', -1, 0, 1"", 

is a solution of (10) satisfying 

xp(O) = Op,jD.j) xp(O) = Op,j{:3j> P ="', - 1,0,1"", 

where 

_{mo if j? 0, 
Y - m.1 if j < O. 

(18) 

(19) 

Suppose first that j ? O. 
= O. Then 

Set j = k, and let G. (k+l > = f3. (k+l > 

U(x t) - [Ul (x, t)] - [ 0 ] 
' - u2(x, t) - u(x, t) , 

and the expansion of Xn(t) in Theorem 3 yields (18), 
where p = n if P? 0 and p = - (n + 1) if P < O. But by 
Theorem 3, Xn(t) is a solution of (12), and by Lemma 1, 
a solution of (12) yields a solution of (10) satisfying (13). 
Hence 
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Xp(t), p=···,-l,O,l, ... , 

is a solution of (10) satisfying (13), where (13) now 
takes the form 

xp(O) = 6p,JO:h xp(O) '" 15p,J{3h P = .•. , -1, 0, 1,··., 

since O.(k+1) = (3.(k+1) = 0. Similarly, ifj < 0, set j 
=- (k+1), and let O:k= {3k = 0. Then 

U(x, t) = [U(~' t)], 
and the argument proceeds as before. 

A solution can be constructed by superposition for a 
system in which a finite number of masses have non· 
zero initial conditions. 

If one of the masses (say my) is subjected to an ex
ternal force fr(t), then in analogy to the result stated 
in Theorem 2 a solution of the system 

m"xn = k"xn.t - (kn + kn+t)xn + kn+txn+t + 6n, rfr, 

n = .•• , - 1, 0, 1, ••• , (20) 

is given by the following theorem. 

Theorem 5: For fixed x, let w(x, t; r) be the solution 
of 

Wtt(X, t; r) +xw(x, t; r) = fr(t), 

w(x, O;r) =wt(x, O;r) = 0, 

where r is a fixed integer (- 00 < r < 00) and fy(t) is 
piecewise continuous on O.:S t.:S T < 00. Let {Pn}:'"" and 
{QJ~", be solutions of (16a) satisfying the conditions 
(16b) and (16c) respectively. Then 

xn(t) = (l/y)[ f.: Pn(x)Pr(x)w(x, t; r) dOt (x) 

+ f.: Pn(x)Qr(X)W(X, t; r) d0:2(x) 

+ J~: Qn(X)Pr(x)w(x , t; r) d0: 3(x) 

+ f.: Qn(x)Qr(X)W(X, t; r) d0:4(x)], 

n=.·.,-1,0,1,···, (21) 

is a solution of (20) on [0, T] satisfying 

xn(O) = xn(O) = 0, n = ••• , - 1, 0, 1, .... 

With external forces applied to any finite number of 
masses and with nonzero initial conditions on any finite 
number of them, a solution may again be constructed 
by superposition. 

4. THE HALF·INFINITE AND FULLY INFINITE 
CHAINS WITH VISCOUS DAMPING 

Suppose that the motion of each mass m J in Fig. 1 or 
Fig. 2 is retarded by a viscous frictional force of mag
nitude pJlxJI, where PJ={3mh {3 being a real constant 
(normally positive). Solutions of the equations of motion 
of the damped systems can be generated by a modifica
tion of the results of Secs. 2 and 3. 

Theorem 6: Let {3 be a real constant. For fixed x and 
fixed nonnegative integral k, let U (x, t) be the solution of 

utt(x, t) + (3ut(x, t) +xu(x, t)= 0, 

u(x, 0) = a:k, ut(x, 0) = (3k, 
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and let {Pn}; be defined by (2). Then 

xn(t) = (m,/mo) f.: Pn(x)Pk(x)u(x , t) do(x), 

n=0,1,2, .•. , (22) 

is a solution of 

mo (xo + {Jxo) = - (ko + kt)xo +ktxt, 

mn(3cn+{3xn)=k"xn.t- (kn+kn+t)xn+kn+tXn+l' n>-o 1, 

xn(O) = 15n,kak, xn(O) = 15",k{3k, n>-o 0. 

The proof is the same as that of Theorem 1. 

Theorem 7: Let {3 be a real constant. Let {Pn}:'., and 
{Qn}:''''' be solutions of (16a) satisfying (16b) and (16c) 
respectively. For fixed x, let u(x, t) be the solution of 

Utt(x, t) + (3ut(x, t) +xu(x, t) = 0, 

u(x,O)=ak, u t (x,O)=i3k, 

where k is a fixed integer (- 00 < k < 00). Then 

xn(t) = (m,/y)[ f.: Pn(X)Pk (x)u (x, t) dat (x) 

+ f.: Pn(x)Qk(X)U(X' t) da2(X) 

+ J.: Qn(X)Pk(X)U(X, t) da 3(x) 

+ f.: Qn(x)Qk(X)U(X' t) da 4 (X)], 

n= ... ,-1,0,1, ... , 

is a solution of 

mn(xn + /3Xn) = k"xn.t - (kn + kn+t)xn + kn+txn+t , 

noo·.·,-1,O,1,···, 

Xn(O) = 15", kak, in(O) = 6n, ki3k, n oo· •• , - 1,0,1, .••• 

The proof is like that of Theorem 4. 

Theorems 2 and 5 have similar analogs which take 
into account an external force applied to one of the 
masses. 

For damped systems in which a finite number of 
masses have nonzero initial conditions and a finite 
number of masses are subjected to externally applied 
forces, solutions may be constructed by superposition. 

5. SOME COMMENTS ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF 
A DISTRIBUTION FOR A SEQUENCE OF ORTHOGONAL 
POLYNOMIALS WHOSE RECURRENCE RELATION 
IS KNOWN 

If {Pn}; is the sequence of polynomials generated by 
the recurrence relation 

p.i (x) = 0, 

Po (x) =1, (23) 

Kn+tPn+t (x) = (- J.1."x + An)Pn(X) - KnPn•t (x), n>-o 0, 

a necessary and sufficient conditions, 7 for the Pn to be 
orthogonal with respect to some distribution function a 
is that K;!J.1.nJ.1. n.t > ° (n>-o 1). If a is normalized so that 
J:'""do =1, then8 

f.: ~(x) do (x) = J.1.o1 J.1. n, n>-o 0. (24) 

For special cases of (23), practical procedures for 
constructing distribution functions are known. For 
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k k k 

FIG. 3. A half-infinite linear chain with first mass different 
from the others. 

example, conditions on the coefficients Kn (n? 1), An 
(n ~ 0), and Il n (n ~ 0) may be given9 which are necessary 
and sufficient for the polynomials P n to constitute a 
Sturm-Liouville sequence associated with a second
order linear differential equation-that is, for each Pn, 
n? 0, to be a solution of a differential equation of the 
form 

p(x)y" +q(x)y' + vnr(x)y = 0, (25) 

where vn is a parameter dependent on n, but p(x), q(x), 
and r(x) are independent of n, When these conditions are 
satisfied, the distribution function can be determined 
from the coefficients in (25), Otherwise the determina
tion of the distribution function may be difficult 

The discussion in the remainder of this section con
sists of two parts, The first part is an example (from 
which routine but tedious calculations are omitted) 
illustrating how the distributions shown in the tables at 
the end of the paper were constructed when the poly
nomials P n did not constitute a Sturm-Liouville se
quence, The second part describes a method of finding 
distributions for the polynomials associated with a 
fully infinite linear chain when distributions for the 
polynomials associated with related half-infinite linear 
chains are known, 

First, the example. Consider the linear spring-mass 
chain shown in Fig. 3, where all the springs are alike 
and all the masses are alike except perhaps the first, 
whose mass is Ilm (Il > 0). Corresponding to Eqs, (1) 
and (2) of Sec, 2, the equations of motion are 

IllnXo = - kxo +kxj, 

mXn = lzxn_1 - 2kxn + kXn+1> n~ 1, 

and the associated polynomials are generated by the 
recurrence relation 

Po (x) =1, 

p!(x)=- (Ilm/k)x +1, 

P n+! (x) = [- (m/k)x + 2]Pn(x) - P M-! (x), n? L 

In (27), setx=(2k/m)(l-cose), O<e<11, Then 

po(x(e) = 1, 

(26) 

(27) 

P! (x (e)} =1- 21l+2Ilcose, (28) 

P n+! (x(e» = 2(cose)Pn(x(e) - P n-! (x (e)), n? 1. 

The solution of the system of difference equations (28) 
is 

Pn(x(e)) = [cos(ne) cos(e/2) 

+ (1- 21l) sin(ne) sin(e/2)]/cos(e/2), n~ 0. (29) 

If Il =~, then Pn(x(e» = cos(ne), n? 0; and, except for 
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a multiplicative factor depending on II, Pn(x) is the 
Tchebichef polynomial of the first kind with argument 
1- (1l1/21z)x, for which the distribution da(x) has the 
form da(x) =w(x)dx, 10 where 

W(X)={(m/11)[Jl/x(4k-JIIX ll-!/2, ° <x <41z/JII, (30) ° elsewhere. 

If /1 * ~ nor 1, the polynomials Pn(x (e» are not Sturm
Liouville polynomials. 11 Notice, however, that 

P (x(e)) = /1 cos(n + ~)e + (1- ) cos(Jl-~)e 
• cos(e/z) /1 cos(e/2) 

{
I, n=O, 

= /1f3nP~-1!2,1 /2)(cose) (31) 

+ (1- 1l)f3._1p~:1/2,1/2)(cose), II? 1, 

where the p~-1/2,1 /2) (cose) are Jacobi polynomials, 12 

f3 j (j? 1) is a factor depending on j but not on e, and Po 
=1. 

If /1 >~, it follows from (29) that p.(x(e» has n zeros 
in the interval (0,11) and hence that for each n? ° all 
the zeros of p.(x) are in the interval (0,4k/1I1). Since 
the support of a distribution da (x) for a sequence of 
orthogonal polynomials is contained in any finite closed 
interval which contains all the zeros of all the poly
nomials of the sequence, 13 and since the P.(x(8)) are 
linear combinations of the Jacobi polynomials 
p~-1/2,1/2)(cos8), one might conjecture that {Pn(x)} has 
a distribution of the form da(x)=w(x)dx with 

00 

w(x) = p(x) 0 a}Pj(x), (32) 
}=o 

where 

0<x<4k/m, 

elsewhere, 

is a weight function for {p~-1/2,1/2)(I_ (m/2k)x)}. If the 
conjecture is correct, then by (31) and (32) 

w (x) = p(x/ao + t aJ {/1 f3 j pJ-! /2,1/2) (1 - (11l/2k)x) 
'\ }=1 

+ (1- /1)f3J_1Pj:1/2,1I2)(I- (m/2k)Xn); 
and formally the requirement that 

r: p.(x)Po(x)w(x)dx = °0,. (n = 0, 1, 2,"') 

yields 

ao + (1 - Il )a! = 1, 

(1- Il)ao + [1l 2 + (1- /1)2]a1 + /1(1- /1)a2 = 0, (33) 

/1(1 - Il)a j + [/12 + (1- 1l)2]aj+1 + 1l(1 - ll)aj+2 = 0, j? 1. 

The system (33) has a solution 

Jl2 
ao = 2/1 - 1 

a j ="2:_1 (/1~1)', j?l, 

If these values are introduced in (32), and if the trig
onometric form (31) of Pj(x(8)) is used, the resulting 
series may be summed to yield 
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~ m (4k - mx ) 1/2 Jl 

W(X)=~:1T mx k+Jl(Jl-1)mx' 
° <X <4k/m, 

elsewhere. 

(34) 

Since the calculations leading to (34) are based on a 
conjecture regarding the form (32) of w(x), it is neces
sary to show that (34) is in fact the desired weight 
function by verifying directly that 

1
1, m=n=O, 

r:Pm(X)Pn(x)w(x)dx= Jl, m=WFO, 

0, m"*n. 

This step, which involves some tedious integrations in 
the complex plane, is omitted. 

If ° < Jl < i, all except at most one of the zeros of 
each P n lie in the interval (0,4k/m). But for sufficiently 
large n, each P n has its largest zero xn (and no other) 
in the interval (4k/m, k/( mJl (1 - Jl)]). Furthermore, 

limxn =k/(mJl(l- Jl)]! X. 
n~~ 

Now in any finite open interval in which there are only 
finitely many zeros of the polynomials of a sequence of 
orthogonal polynomials, a distribution function for the 
sequence is constantl4 ; but at a limit point of zeros of 
the polynomials of the sequence, the distribution func
tion may have a stepwise discontinuity. So conjecture 
that a distribution for {Pn(x)} has the form dO' (x) 
= (w(x) + co(x - x)] dx, where w(x) is given by (34), c is 
a constant, and ° is the Dirac delta function. The con
stant c is determined by the requirement that 

'>~ j'4k/m 
l~ P~(x) dO'(x) = 1, or 0 w(x) dx +C = 1, 

from which it follows by use of (34) that 

c = (1 - 2Jl)/(1- Jl). 

Verification that dO'(x) = {w(x) + ((1- 2Jl)/(1- Jl)]I3(x -x)}dx 

is a distribution for {Pn(x)} when 0< Jl < t is omitted. 

Remark: The identity (31) greatly simplified the cal
culations in this example. Without such an identity, the 
assumption (for Jl> t) that W (x) = f(x) L:;:o ajPj(x), where 

f(X)={l, 0<x<4k/m, ° elsewhere, 

would generate an infinite linear system of algebraic 
equations for the a j as before; but each equation in this 
system, with perhaps some exceptions, would have an 
infinite number of nonzero terms. 

Now consider the problem of constructing distribu
tions for the polynomials associated with fully infinite 
linear chains. Let {Pn} and {Qn} be defined by (16). 
Define 

an = - kn+/ (m nm n+l)1 /2 

and 

bn=(kn+kn+1)/mm n="',-l,O, 1"", 

and let 

R~(x) = (mn!mo)l /2 Pn(X), n = - 1,0, 1, ... , 
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R~(x) = (m_<n+l/m_l)I/2Q.<n+1l(x), n=-l, 0, 1, ... , 

S:1 (x) = 0, 

S~(x) = - (1/ a.1)(mn!m.1)1/2Qn(x), n = 0,1,2, ... , 

S:l (x) = 0, 

S~(x) = - (1/a.1)(m.<n+l/mo)1I2P.<n+j)(x), n = 0,1,2,"', 

[0 0] [R~(X) - a'I~(X)J 
R_l (x) = ° 0' Rn(x) = _ a'I~(x) R~(x)' 

n=0,1,2,"', 

Sn(X)=[S~X) S~~X)J. n=0,1,2, .. ·• 

Then {R~} and {~} are polynomials of the first and sec
ond kinds 15 for the recurrence relation 

anT n+1(x) = (x - bn)T n(x) - an•1 T n_1 (x), n = 0,1,2, ..• ; 

{R~} and {~} are polynomials of the first and second 
kinds for the recurrence relation 

a.<n+2)Tn+l(x) = (x - b.<n+j»)Tn(x) - a.<n+ll T n_l(x), 

n=0,1,2,···; 

and {Rn} and {Sn} are matrix polynomials of the first and 
second kinds for the recurrence relation 

AnTn+l(x) = (x 1- Bn)Tn(x) -An• 1T n_1(x), n= 0, 1, 2,"', 

where 

A = [a. <n+2) OJ, Bn=[b.<n+ll oo.na.~, n=0,1,2,.", 
n ° an 00. na.l bn J 

and I is the two- by- two identity matrix. 

In the remainder of this section, it is assumed that 
unique distributions dO'+(x) and dO"(x) such that 

r:R~(x)R~(x)dO'±(x) = 0m.n, m, n= -1,0,1"", 

are known (note that dO'+ and dO" are distributions for 
associated half-infinite chains). The existence of a 
unique matrix function 0' (x) such that 

r:(Rm(X)dO'(X)R:(X)]=I3m,n[~ ~J. m,n~ 0, 

is assumed, and how to construct O'(x) from dO'+(x) and 
dO"(x) is explained. 

Conditions sufficient to guarantee the existence of 
unique distributions are known, 16.17 but discussion of 
them is omitted. Two lemmas which are needed are 
now stated; proofs are omitted but are available. 18 

Lemma 2: Suppose that there exists a unique distribu
tion dO'+(x) such that 

f.: R~(x)R~(x) dO"(x) = 13m.", m, n = - 1,0,1, ... , 

and suppose that m+(z)=J~~(dO"(x)/x-z], Im(z) "*0, is 
the Stieltjes transform of dO'·. Then L::'o I S~(z) 
+ f(z)R~(z) 12 < 00 for each z with Im(z)"* ° if and only if 
f(z)=m+(z). 

If {R~}, {S~}, a+, and m+ are replaced by {R~}, {S~}, 
a', and m' in Lemma 2, the resulting statement is also 
true. 

Lemma 3: Suppose that there exists a unique matrix 
function 0' (x) such that 
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L:[Rm(X)dQ(x)R~(x)]"'Om,n[~ ~l m,n=0,1,2,· .. , 

and suppose that m(z)=f:'~[da(x)/x-z], Im(z)*O, is 
the Stieltjes transform of da. Then 2:;=0 [Sn(z) 
+R.(z)f(z)]*[S.(z) +Rn(z)f(z)] converges for each z with 
Im(z)*O if and only iff(z)=m(z). 

By the assumption of the existence and uniqueness of 
a: (x) and by Lemma 3, there exists a unique matrix 
m(z) such that 

6 [Sn(z) + Rn(z)m(z)]*[S.(z) +Rn(z)m (z)] < 00 
'=0 

for each z such that Im(z) * O. Let 

()_[M4(Z) M2(Z)] 
m z - M 2(z) M 1(z) . 

It then follows from (35) and the definitions of Rn and 
Sn that {Ml(Z)R~(z) + [1- a_!M2(z)]~(z)}; {M2(Z)R~(z) 

(35) 

- a_1M4(z)S~(z)}~, {M2(Z)R~(z) - a_IMl(z)S~(z)}~, and 
{M4(Z)R~(z) + [1- a_1M2(z)]~(z)}; are in l2(0, 00) for each 
z with Im(z) * 0 (a sequence {c.}~ is in l2(0, 00) if 2:;=0 CnG. 
< 00), Hence, from the uniqueness of m+(z) and m-(z) 
and by Lemma 2, 

m+(z) = Ml (z)/[l - a_1M 2 (z)] = A12 (z)/[ - a_1M 4(z)] 

and 

m-(z) = M 2(z)/[ - a_1M 1 (z)] = M4 (z)/[1 - a_1M 2(z)]. 

Solving these equations yields 

M! (z) '" m+(z)/[l - a~!m+(z)m-(z)], (36a) 

M 2(z) = - a_1m+(z)m-(z)/[1 - a:1m+(z)m-(z)], (36b) 

M 4(z) = m-(z)/[1 - a:!m+(z)m-(z)]. (36c) 

Hence, if O!+(x) and a-(x) are known, M l , M 2, and M4 
may be computed from m+ and m-, and then at> 0!2, 

and 0!4 may be recovered from their Stieltjes trans
forms by the Stieltjes inversion formula. 19 

To illustrate the procedure just described, suppose 
that 

In = an = 
\

m, n ~ 0, d k \k, 
• (n+l)2m, n"'1, • n(n+1)k, 

Then (16a) can be written in the form 

(n + 2)Tn+j (x) 

n"" 0, 
n'" 1. 

=[- (m/k)x+2](n+1)T.(x)-nTn_l (x), n'" 1, (37a) 

2T1(x) '" [- (m/k)x +3]To(x) - T_ 1(x), n", 0, (37b) 

T n+1(x)=[-(m/k)x+2]T.(x)-Tn_1(x), n~-1. (37c) 

By making the substitution - (m/k)x + 2", - 2 cosB and by 
the usual techniques of difference equations, it may be 
seen that 
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P B _ (n+l)cos(eJ2f' 

\

(- 1)' cos(n +1)B 

n(x( »- (-1)'sin(n+1)B 
-~-B--' 

n'" 0, 

n <0, 
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and 

\

(- 1)' sin(nB) 

Q (x(B)) = (n+l)sinB ' 
n 8)" sin(nB) 

sinB ' 

n;, 0, 

n<O, 

are solutions of (37a)- (37c) satisfying the conditions 

P_l(X) =0, P o(x)=l, 

Q_l(x)=l, Qo(x)=O. 

Furthermore, the unique distributions referred to in 
Lemma 2 and the sentence following it are 

lm ( mx )1/2 
dO!+(x)= 2krr 4k-mx dx, 0<:;x~4k/m, 

0, otherwise, 

and 

da-(X») m(2k27Trl [mx(4k - mx)J112 dx, 0 ~ x <:; ~k/m, to, otherWIse. 

The corresponding Stieltjes transforms are 

m f4klm 1 ( mx ) 1/2 
m+(z)=- -- ---- dx 

2k7T 0 X - z 4k - mx ' 
Im(z) *0, 

and 

m i 4k
/

m 
1 m-(z)=- ---[mx(4k-lnx)J1 /2 dx Im(z)*O. 

2k27T 0 x - z ' 

The substitution u '" [mx/(4k - mx)J1/2 produces integrals 
which can be evaluated by residue theory to yield 

m [ (mz) 1I2J m+(z) = - 1 +i ----
2k 4k - mz 

and 

m-(z) = f,; [(2k - mz) +i(4k - mZ)(4::~ mz y/1 
where the branch cut is on [0, 4k/ m]. For these and sub
sequent calculations, the square root takes its values 
in the upper half-plane if z is not in [0, 4k/m] and on the 
nonnegative real half-axis if z is in [O,4k/m]. It then 
follows from (36a)-(36c) that 

m{1 +i[mz (4k - mz) 1fL 
M l (z) = (mz +k) +i(mz - 3k)[mz (4k - mz)]m ' 

m (mz - k) +i(mz - 3k)[[mzp4k - mz)]112 
M2(z) = - k' (mz +k) +i(mz - 3k) mz (4k _ mz)]172 , 

and 

M (z __ m. (mz - 2k) +i(mz - 4k) mz (4k - mz~ 
4)- k (mz+k)+i(mz-3k)[mz (4k-mz)] • 

The calculations that determine dO!t are similar to 
those that determine d0!2 and da 4; so only those for 
dO!l are included. 

The Stieltjes inversion formula states20 that 

01 (x) - 0!1 (xo) = lim (l/7T)jxx Im[MI (u + iv)] du, 
v -0+ 0 

where it is assumed that the value of at at each of its 
at most countably many jumps is defined (or redefined) 
as 
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aj(x) = [at(x +0) + at(x - 0)]/2. 

Note now that Mt(z) is analytic except on [0,4k/m] and 
at the pole Zo = (2 + v'5)(k/m), that for any real u in the 
domain of analyticity limv~o+Mj(u+iv) is real, and that 
because of the way in which the square root was defined, 
limv~o+Mj(u+iv)=Mt(u), 0~u~4k/m. Hence, at(x) is 
constant on the intervals (- 00, 0), (4k/m,zo), and 
(zo,oo); cxt(x) is continuous at 0 and 4k/m; and 

m([mx(4k - mx)J1/2) 
dat(x)=- - -o-4k k~ dx, 0~x~4k/m. rr mx - mx-

To evaluate the jump in at at zo, a technique due to 
Chihara2j can be used. Let Xo and x satisfy the in
equality 4k/m <xo <zo <x, and consider the rectangular 
contour with vertices x +iv, Xo +iv, Xo - iv, and x - iv, 
where v is positive. By the residue theorem 

J,,"o M t (u +iv) du +i J~-v Mt(xo +iw)dw 

+ J,,~ Mt(u - iv)du +i J~:Mt(x +iw)dw 

= 2rri Res[Mt (Z)]z=zo' 

Since Mt (Z) = Mj (z), 

2rri Res[M1(z)] ..... 0 

= fx~[- M 1(u +iv) + M1(u + iv)]du 

+i}~v [- )i1t (xo + iw) - Mt (xo +iw) +J\1t (x +iw) 

+Ml(x+iw)]dw 

= - 2i J" Im[Mj (u +iv)] du + 2i I v Re[MI (x +iw) 
"0 0 

- M t (Xo +iw)]dw. 

Thus 

(l/rr) lim j,," Im[Mj (u +iv)] du 
v~o+ 0 

= - Res[ Mj (z) ]z=zo = 1/ v'5 

and 

where H(x) is the Heaviside unit step function and Ii is 
the Dirac delta function. 

Similar calculations yield 

dcx 2(x) = da 3(x) 

= [~H(X)H(4k _ mx/ (mx - 3k)[mx(4k - mx)]j /2\ 
2krr \ m 2x 2 - 4kmx - k 2 ") 

+ 1- v'5 Ii (x - (2 +v'5)~)Jdx 
2.[5 \ m' 

d a 4 (x) = [2~rr H(x)H(4k - mx) 
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x((mx- 5k)[mX(4k-mx)]1/ 2
) 

m 2x 2 - 4kmx - k 2 

+ 11- v'5)2 Ii(X _ (2 +v'5)!:.)~ dx. 
4.[5 m IJ 
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6. THE PHYSICALLY SYMMETRIC FULLY INFINITE 
FRICTIONLESS CHAIN 

If a fully infinite chain is physically symmetric about 
one of the masses (which can be called mol or about one 
of the springs (which can be called k o), the method of 
solution outlined in Sec. 3 can be simplified. The pres
ent section describes the simplified procedure which 
applies when the chain is symmetric about the mass mo 
(Fig. 2)-that is, when k J =k_J+1 and mJ =m.J (j "" I)-and 
when no external forces are applied. For symmetry 
about the spring ko, only a slight modification is re
quired, and for either type of symmetry the effect of 
finitely many applied forces can be included in a way not 
greatly different from that used in Sec. 3. 

Suppose then that the chain in Fig. 2 is symmetric 
about mo and that no external forces are applied. One 
can easily imagine two modes of oscillation. In the 
first, which will be called the symmetric mode, the 
displacements of masses m f and m_J have the same 
amplitude and sign, and springs ko and kt exert numeri
cally equal and Similarly directed forces on the mass 
mo. The forces and displacements in the chain can then 
be visualized by imagining that the chain has been folded 
about the mass mo to yield the configuration shown in 
Fig. 4. 

In the second or antisymmetric mode, the displace
ments of masses m J and m.J have the same amplitude 
but opposite signs, and springs ko and kt exert numeri
cally equal but oppositely directed forces on the mass 
mo, which remains stationary. The forces and dis
placements can then be visualized by considering only 
the right half of the chain, which is effectively insulated 
from the left half by the stationary mass mo (see Fig. 
5). One might conjecture that the displacements of the 
masses in the actual chain (Fig. 2) can be represented 
as linear combinations of the displacements occurring 
in the symmetric and antisymmetric modes. It is now 
shown that this conjecture is correct. 

Under the symmetry assumptions (k J = k_J+l and m J 

= m_J ), the equations of motion (10) and the initial condi
tions xn(O) = lin,lcx j , xn(O) = lin,J{3j may be written 

knXn.t - mj(n - (kn + kn+1)xn + kn+tXn+l = 0, n? 1, 

kjx_ j - moXo - 2kjx O +ktxt = 0, 

xp(O)=<'>p,jajo P=···,-I,O,l,"·, 

xp(O)=lip,JfJjo P=·",-l,O,l, .. o, 

where j is a fixed integer (- 00 <j < 00). Set 

n? 1, 

(38) 

FIG. 4. Configuration for analysis of the symmetr'ic mode of 
oscillation of a fully infinite chain symmetric about mo. 
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FIG. 5. Configuration for analysis of the antisymmetric mode 
of oscillation of a fully infinite chain symmetric about mo. 

wn=(Xn+X_n)/2, n"'O, 

zn'" (xn - x_n)/2, n'" O. 

Then system (38) may be replaced by the equivalent 
pair of systems 

and 

- mowo - 2klwO + 2k1wl = 0, 

knWn_l - mnwn - (kn + kn+1)wn + kn+lwn+l = 0, n", 1, 

wn(O) = 5n• IJI (1 + 50• J)a/2, n'" 0, 

wn(O) = on, If I (1 + Oo.J){3/2, n'" 0, 

Zo=o, 

knZ n-l- m';;'n- (kn+kn+l)Zn+kn+1Zn+l =0, n'" 1, 

Zn(O) = (sgnj)5n, IJI(l- 0o.f)a/2, n'" 0, 

in(O) = (sgnj)on. IJI(l- i'lo.J){3/2, n ~ 0. 

(39) 

(40) 

Attention is invited to the fact that the differential equa
tions in systems (39) and (40) are the equations of mo
tion for the symmetric and antisymmetric modes (see 
Figs. 4 and 5). 

To construct solutions of systems (39) and (40), let 
{Rn(x)}~ and {Sn(x)}O' be solutions of the recurrence 
relation 

kn+l T n+l (x) = (- mnX +kn + kn+l)T n(x) - knT n-l (x), n ~ 1, 

satisfying the initial conditions 

Ro(x)=l, k1R1(x)=- (mo/2)x+kl> 

So(x)=O, SI(x)=1. 

Let a(x) and {3(x) be distribution functions for the se
quences {Rn(x)}O' and {Sn (x)}~ so that by (24) 

n=O, k'" 0, 

n> 0, k~ 0, 

and 

Then by an argument similar to that used in proving 
Theorem 1, the solutions of (39) and (40) are 

Wn(t)={r:Rn(X)Ro(x)V(X,t)da(X), j=O, n~O, 
(2m/mo)r:Rn(x)R ul (x)v(x,t)da(x), j*O, n"'O, 

and 

Zn(t) = (m /m1) r: Sn(x)SIJI (x)v(x, t) d{3(x), n ~ 0, 

where, for fixed x, v(x, t) and v(x, t) are solutions of the 
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differential equation 

Ytt(x, t) +xy(x, t) = ° 
satisfying the initial conditions 

vex, 0) =WIJI(O), vt(x, 0) =WIJI(O), 

and 

V(x,O)=ZIJI(O), vt(X,O)=ZIJI(O), 

respectively. 

Hence a solution of (38) is 

xn(t) = wn(t) +zn(t), n ~ 0, 

x_net) = wn(t) - zn(t), n'" 0, 
(41) 

The problem of showing that ex.pressions (18) and (41) 
are equivalent when the chain is symmetric about the 
mass mo is not considered here. For the special case 
of a uniform chain, however, calculations based either 
on (18) or on (41) are simple; they yield the same result, 
and they are included now as an example. 

Suppose then that kn =k and mn = m, - 00 < n < 00, in 
the chain shown in Fig. 2. The general method of cal
culation outlined in Secs. 3 and 5 proceeds as follows. 
The equations of motion (10) are 

mXn =kxn_1 - 2kxn +kxn+l' n = ... ,- 1, 0, 1,' , , , 

and the corresponding polynomials {Pn}:'~ and {Qnt~ 
[see 16(a)-16(c)] are solutions of the recurrence 

T n+1(x) = [- (m/k)x +2]Tn(x) - T n_1(x), n ="', - 1,0,1,"', 

(42) 

with 

and 

Q_l(x)=l, Qo(x) = 0. 

Upon making the substitution - (m/k)x + 2 = - 2 cos B, it 
follows from (42) by standard techniques of difference 
equations that 

P (x (8» = (-l)nsin(n+l)B n= .. , -1 ° 1 .. 0 

n sinB'" " , 

Q (x(B» = (-l)~sinnB n= ... ,-l,O,l, .... 
n Slne' 

(43 ) 

Hence (see Sec. 5), 

R~(x(B» =R~(x(B» 

_ (_l)n sin(n + 1)~ 
, n=-l,O,l,"', - sinB 

= (_l)n (2'4' .... (2n + 2Y\p<1/2.1!2>(cosB) 
2 1 . 3· ... . (2n + l)J n 

n = 0,1,'" , 

where {p~1 /2.1/2) (Y)}O' is the sequence of Jacobi poly
nomials orthogonal with respect to the weight function 

Iy I < 1, 

Iy I ~ 1. 
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Since cosB = (m/2k)x - 1, {R~(x)}:'1 and {R~(x)}:'l are 
orthogonal with respect to the distribution 

1
2~rr[mx(4k-mx)J1/2dx' 0""x""4k/m, 

da+(x) = da-(x) = 

0, otherwise. 

By Lemma 2, 

m i4k,m 
1 m+(z) = m-(z) = -2-k2 -- [mx(4k - mx)J1/2 dx 

rr 0 x-z 

= ;;2 [- (mz - 2k) +i(4k - mz) (4k~zmz) 1/1 

where the square root with nonnegative imaginary part 
is to be used. 

Hence, from (36a)-36(c), 

M j (z)=M4(z) 

and 

m 
M 2(z) = Ii 

(mz - 2k)2 - 2k2 - i(mz - 2k)(4k - mz)[mz (4k - mz)j1/2 

(4k - mz) mz +i(mz - 2k)[mz/(4k - mz)]t!2} 

By the Stieltjes inversion formula (Sec. 5) 

da l (x) =: da 4(x) 

=: {(m/rr)[mX(4k - mx) ]-1/2 dx, 

0, 
° <x < 4k/m,(44) 
otherwise, 

1
-(m/2krr)(mx - 2k)[mx(4k - mx)]-1/2 dx, 

da2(x) = 0<x<4k/m, 
0, otherwise. 

(45) 

With {Pn}:'~ and {Qn}:'oo as in (43) and with da h da2, da 4 
as in (44) and (45), xn(t), n=···, -1, 0, 1,···, as given 
by (18) is the solution of the equations of motion of the 
uniform chain with initial conditions xn(O) = ()""aj, .in(O) 
= on"i3,. If in the expression for xn(t), one sets x 
= (2k/m)(1 +cosB) and u(2k/m)(1 +cosB), t) =F(B, t), one 
finds after some simplification that 

xn(t) = [( - 1 )n+' /rr] f o' [cos (n - j) B]F( B, t) dB, 

n=··.,-1,0,1, .•.• (46) 

The method of solution discussed at the beginning of 
the present section, which takes advantage of the sym
metry of the chain, is considerably shorter. The 
sequences {Rn(x)}O' and {Sn(x)}O' are solutions of the 
recurrence 

T n+l (x) =:[- (m/k)x +2]Tn(x) - T n_l (x), n'?-l, 

with 

Ro(x) = 1, R l (x) = - (m/2k)x + 1, 

So (x) = 0, Sl (x) = 1. 

It can be shown that 

Rn(x) = (-11;!;~nl)2 p~-j/2.-1/2)«m/2k)x-1), n=O,l, ..• , 
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which is a sequence of Jacobi polynomials orthogonal 
with respect to the weight function 

w(x) = {(m/rr)[mx(4k - mx)]-1/2, ° <x < 4k/m, 
0, otherwise, 

and that 

S () = (_1)n4nnl (n + 1) I p(1120112)(( /2k)x _ 1) 
n+l X (2n + 1) ! n m , 

n=O, 1,···, 

which is a sequence of Jacobi polynomials orthonormal 
with respect to the weight function 

\

m[mx(4k - mx)J1/2 
2rrk2 , 

p(x) = 
0, 

° <x <4k/m, 

otherwise. 

The change of variable mx = 2k(1+ cosB) yields 

Rn(x(B»=(-l)ncosnB, n=O,l,···, 

with weight function 

W(B)={l/rr,o<B<rr, 
0, otherwise, 

and 

S (x (B» = (-1)nsin(n+1)B 
n+l sinO' n=-l,O,l,···, 

with weight function 

p(B) = {(2/rr) sin
2
0, 

0, 
O<B<rr, 
otherwise. 

Then from (41), 

l
(l/rr)(-l)nfo'cos(nB)V(X(B),t)dB, n'?-O, j=O, 

xn(t) = (2/rr)(-l)n+, {c.oS(nB) Cos(jB)V~(B), t)dB 

+ (2/rr)(- 1)"+' fo sin(nB) sin!j! Bv(x(B), t)dB, 

n'?- 0, j,*O; 

(47a) 

\

(l/rr)(- l)n fo' cos(nB)v(x(B), t) dB, n'?- 0, j =: 0, 

x_net) = (2/rr)(-1)n+, fo' c~s(nB) cos(jB)V~(B), t) dB 

- (2/rr)(-1)n+' fo sin(nO) sin!j! Bv(x(B), t)dB, 

n'?- 0, j '* 0. 

(47b) 

Now v(x(B), t) = v(x(O), t) = ~F(B, t), j> 0; v(x(B), t) = F(B, t), 
v(x(B), t) = 0, j = 0; and v(x(B), t) = - v(x(B), t) = ~F(B, t), 
j < 0. Hence the results (47a) and (47b) agree with (46), 
which completes the example showing that (18) and (41) 
yield the same result for the uniform chain. 

7. POLYNOMIALS AND DISTRIBUTIONS ASSOCIATED 
WITH VARIOUS LINEAR CHAINS 

The polynomials needed in the methods described in 
Secs. 2-6 are solutions {Pn(x)}O' of systems of the form 

Po (x) = 1, 

KI P l (x) = (- !loX + KO + Kj)PO(X), (48) 

Kn+tPn+t (x) = (- !lnX + Kn + Kn+l )Pn(x) - KnP n_l (x), n'?- 1, 
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TABLE 1. Orthogonal polynomials Pn(x) generated by recurrence relation (48) when KO = o. dodx) is the associated distr ibution. 
1:n= J~P~(x) dO! (x) = MO/Mn' n "'= O. k, m are positive constants. 

Mn Kn 1;n 
Pn(x) 

KO= 0 
q p0/2,-l/2 {mx _ 1) 

1. m,n",= 0 1 
n n 2k 

Kn =k, n",=1 
(-1) n4n (n!)2 

[a, bj da(x) 

[a,4k/mj ~ ~
1/2 

.El...~ dx 
2krr mx 

qn = (2n) ! 

2. Mo=m/2 KO= ° 1;0 = 1 
q"P,,(-1I 2,-1I2{;; -1) 

Mn= m, n"'= 1 Kn = k, n",=1 1:n =!, n "'= 1 (-1) n4n (n!)2 
[O,4k/mj m d 

qn (2n)! 

Mo =O! m, O! "'=! KO= ° 1:0 = 1 

M~a{~X) 3. 
Mn=m, n"'= I Kn = k, n",=1 1:n = O!, n "'= 1 

[a,4k/mj 
am 1 (4k _ mx)1I

2 

2rr k-a(1-a)mx\--;;;:;-

dx 

Mo=O!m,O!<! KO= a 1; 0 = 1 
M~a)~mkx) 

[am 1 (j.k _ mx\1/
2 

ra k lL21r k - a(1- a)mx\--;;;:;-j 4. 
Mn =m, n"'= 1 Kn=k, n",=1 1;n = a, n "'= 1 L 'm a (1 - aiJ . H(x)H(4k _ mx) 

+~ix- k \JdX 
I-a \ mO!(I-a)j 

(2n+l)m, KO= a 
5. 

2n+l 
n",=a /(n=nk, n?1 

(2n+ 1 +a)m, KO= 0 
l+a 

6. Kn= (n+ a sin
2
nrr/2)k, 

2n+l +a 
a> -I,n"'= a a>-I, n",=1 

k o= a 
7. m,n? a 1 

Kn = nk, n",=1 

(2n+ 1)2m , KO= a 1 
8. 

n"'=O Kn = (4n2 -I)k, n"'= 1 (2n + 1)2 

(-1) np"(o.o)~~ x_I) 

%s~a{~ x -1}qo=l; for n? 1, 

(_I)n(a + l)(a + 3)" • (a + 2n -1) 
qn = (1 + a)(2)(3 + 01)(4) ••• (n + O!sin2nrr/2) 

L~O{~ ~ 

q E(-1/2'1/2)~mX -1) 
n n 2k 

(-1) n4n (nU2 

q.=-(2n+l)! 

[a,2k/mj 

[a,2k/mj 

[0,00) 

[O,4k/mj 

m 
2k

dx 

m (1 + a) I m x-II ct d 
2k k x 

m ~mx) k exp k dx 

---- dx m ~ mx ~1/2 
2rrk k -mx 

for various choices of Iln and Kn , n?- D. The system (48) 
is constructed in each instance by examination of the 
particular system of differential equations to be solved. 
The reader's attention is invited to the use of the coef
ficients Il n and Kn , which are introduced to distinguish 
the coefficients in the recurrence relation from the 
physical parameters mn and k m because Iln is not always 
equal to m" (see, for example, the equation kjR j (x) 

support of the distribution dCi is contained in the in
terval [a, b], and dCi is normalized so that 

In most cases, standard notation is used. P~"" 6) and 
L~a) are respectively the Jacobi and Laguerre poly
nomials as described by Szego. 22 {s~a)}; and {M~a)}; 

= - imrr + k j in Sec. 6, where Ilo = mo/2). 

Tables I and II record the solutions {Pn}; of (48) for 
the indicated choices of Il n and Kn. In each case, the 

are sequences of polynomials that arose in studies made 
by two of the authors23,24; they are not Sturm-Liouville 
sequences. s~a)(x) and M~a)(x) have the following forms: 

where [r] denotes the greatest integer less than or equal to r; and 

M(QI.) (x) = (-1)"4"[n!]2 [CiP(1/2.-1/2)(~_1) _(1_Ci)(2n-l)p(1/2'_1/2)(~_1)~ n?-l. 
n (2n)! n 2 2n n-1 2 IJ' 

H(x) is the Heaviside unit step function, and o(x) is the Dirac delta (generalized) function. 
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TABLE II. Orthogonal polynomials Pn(x) generated by recurrence relation (48) when KO" O. da (x) is the associated distribution. 
tn=JgP~(x)da(x) = J.lolJ.ln , n2:0. k, m are positive constants. 

J.ln Kn tn Pn(x) [a,b) do: (x) 

1. 
mrn, n === O;r> 0, kr n,n2:0;r>O, r-n 

P.(1/2.1/2)(~ _1 +r) 
qn n 2k.,1r 2.fr [k (1_.fr)2 

m ' m{[k(1 +.fr)2 -mx] [mx-k(I-.fr)2J}1/2dx 
r constant r constant (_I)n4n(nl) (n+l)! ! (1 +.fr)2] 

27rk2r 
%- <!r)~(2n+l)1 

2. 
m 

n2: 0 k, n 2: 0 n+1 L~I)(~ x) [0,00) 
m

2
x t m~) n+1 ' -,;rexp --k- dx 

4 
m[mx(4k - mx)]1/2 

(n + 1) (n + 2)k, 
q"P,,(1/2 ,1/2 )(;: -1) 

[O,4k/m) 
3. (n+2)2 m , n2: 0 (n +2)2 (-1) n4n+l[ (n+ 1) 1]2 

27rk2 dx 

n2:0 qn (n+2)[(2n+2}!) 

(2n+1)(2n+3)k, 9 q, P.(1/2,1/2)~mX -1) [O,4k/m) 
m[mx(4k - mx)]l/2 

n n 2k 27rk2 dx 
4. (2n+3)2 m , n2:0 (2n+ 3)2 

n2:0 _ (_I)n (3)(4n+l)[ (n + 1) 1]2 
%- 2[(2n+3)I) 

In Table I, lines 1 and 2 are special cases of line 3, 
and line 5 is a special case of line 6. In Table II, lines 
3 and 4 are also related-in a way explained in the next 
paragraph. 

Suppose that the sequence of polynomials {Pn(x)}; 

satisfies the recurrence relation (48). Let 10 = 1; let II 
be a constant such that the inequality 0 <II < sj (Sn - 1) 
holds for each n ~ 1, where 

let 

Note that the conditions stated assure that In > 0 (n ~ 0). 
Let (lIo and at be positive constants such that (lIOKO + atKt 
= at/t (KO + KI); and let 

a n+t =/ta/(fnln+t), n~ 0, 

f3n=/t a/I;, n~ O. 

Then it is easily verified that the sequence of poly
nomials {/nPn(x)}; satisfies the recurrence relation 

10 Po (x) =1, 

alKt/tPt (x) = (- f3of-LoX + aoKo + atKtlfoPo(x), 

an+tKn+t/n+tPn+t (x) = (- f3nf-LnX + (lInKn + an+tKn+tlfnPn(x) 

- anKnln_tPn_t(x), n~ 1. 

So, just as the polynomials Pn(x) are associated with a 
chain characterized by recurrence coefficients f-Ln and 
Kn, the polynomials InPn(x) are associated with a chain 
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characterized by recurrence coefficients f3nf-Ln and anKn. 

For example, consider lines 3 and 4 of Table II, Let 

(2n + 1 )(2n + 3) 
an = (n+1)(n+2) , n~O, 

(
2n+3) 2 ::, 

f3n= n+2- , n~ 0, 

Multiplying the entries f-Ln' Kn, P n in line 3 by f3n, (lin, In, 

respectively, yields the entries f-Lno Kno P n in line 4. 
Note that the interval [a, b] and the distribution da'are 
not changed, because the factors In by which the poly
nomials P n in line 3 are multiplied do not depend on x. 
The entries describing other physically different chains 
could be constructed Similarly. 

IF. V. Atkinson, Discrete and Continuous Boundary Problems 
(Academic, New York, J964), pp. 15Off. 

2E. Schrodinger, Ann. Phys. (Leipz.) 44, 916 (1914). 
3The permissibility of interchanging differentiation and inte
gration follows from Theorem 14-24, p. 443, in T.M. 
Apostol, Mathematical Analysis (Addison-Wesley, Reading, 
Massachusetts, 1957). For details see Ref. 5, Appendix B. 
~ef. I, pp. 15Off. 
5W.G. Christian, Linear Operators and the Equations oj Mo
tion oj Infinite Linear Chains (doctoral dissertation, Georgia 
Institute of Technology, 1972), pp. 23ff. 

6J. Favard, C.R. Acad. Sci. (Paris) 200, 2052 (1935). 
7A. G. Law, Solutions of Some Countable Systems oj Ordinary 
Differential Equations (doctoral dissertation, Georgia Insti
tute of Technology, 1968), p. 18. 

ilRef. 7, p. 14. 
aD.V. Ho, J.W. Jayne, andM.B. Sledq, Duke Math. J. 33, 
131 (1966). 

lOG. SzegCi, Orthogonal Polynomials, AMS Colloquium Publica
tions (Am. Math. Soc., Providence, 1939), Vol. XXIII, p. 
60. 
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llnef. 9, pp. 1 :34-:35. 
12Ref. 10, p. 60. 
13Ref. 10, p. Ill. 
14Ref. 10, p. Ill. 
I'Ju. M. Berezanskii, Expansions in Eigenfunctions of Self

adjoint Operators, Translations of Mathematical Monographs 
(Am. Math. Soc., Providence, 1968), Vol. 17, pp. 50:1, 
520, 560, :'77. 

ISR ef. 15, pp. 504, 584. 
17Ref. 5, pp. 11, 17. 
Isnef. 15, pp. 521-2:3, 578, 579. 
19N.1. Akhiezer, The Classical Mom ent Problem, University 

Mathematical Monographs (Hafner, New York, 19(5), p. 124. 
21Ref. 19, p. 12". 
21T.S. Chihara, Proc. Am. Math. Soc. 8, 8~)9 (1%7). 
22Ref. 10, pp. 5R, lOa. 
2'Ref. 7, p. ~2. 
24W. F. Martens, Solutions Of the Differential Equations of 

Some Infinite Linear Chains and Two-Dimensional Arravs 
(doctoral dissertation, Georgia Institute of Technology,' 
1971), p. 92. Martens' symbol for Mnta) is IHn{l,2a ). In the 
expression given in Sec. 7 (above) for M n

1a ), a typographical 
error in Martens' representation has been cOlTected. 

Erratum: A fluid sphere in general relativity [J. Math. 
Phys. 15, 727 (1974)] 

Ronald J, Adler 

Departamento de Fisica, Universidade Federal de Pernambuco, Cidade Universitaria, 50.000-Recife-Pe, Brazil 
(Received 5 September 1975) 

The following corrections should be made, In Eq, 
(2_ 3b) the sign of 1/r2 on the right side is positive. In 

Eq. (2.5) the first symbol is T' not r'. The symbol 
preceding Eq. (2.5) is T, not r. 
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